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Abstract
This Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) evaluates the potential environmental impacts of employing the
Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System (SURTASS) Low Frequency Active (LFA) sonar. It has been prepared by the
Department of the Navy in accordance with the requirements of Presidential Executive Order (EO) 12114 (Environmental
Effects Abroad of Major Federal Actions) and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). The Navy currently
plans to operate up to four SURTASS LFA sonar systems. At present the Research Vessel (R/V) Cory Chouest and the USNS
IMPECCABLE (T-AGOS 23) are the only vessels equipped with SURTASS LFA sonar. The additional SURTASS LFA
sonar systems would be installed on the USNS VICTORIOUS (T-AGOS 19) Class ocean surveillance vessels. In addition to
the No Action Alternative, the SEIS analyzed four additional alternatives. The analysis of these five alternatives is intended to
address NEPA deficiencies identified in the Ninth District Court’s 26 August 2003 opinion, as well as to fulfill the Navy’s
responsibilities under NEPA with regard to providing additional information related to the proposed action. The SEIS
considers mitigation measures, including coastal standoff restrictions of 22 and 46 km (12 and 25 nm) and the designation of
additional offshore biologically important areas.

Please contact the following person with comments and questions:
Mr. J. S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
E-Mail: eisteam@mindspring.com

APPENDIX B
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Appendix B
Comments
This appendix contains the comments received on the SURTASS LFA Sonar Draft SEIS
during the 90-day comment period, which ended on 10 February 2006. Comments on the
Draft SEIS were received in the following forms: letters, written statements received via
the public hearing, oral statements made at the public hearings, and e-mail
correspondence. Transcripts from the public hearings are presented in Appendix C.

B. 1 Receipt of Comments
Less than 100 comments were received from congress; federal and state agencies; groups
and associations; and private individuals. Comments postmarked by 10 February 2005,
or e-mail on, or before, 10 February 2005, were reviewed and are considered in this Final
SEIS. Table B-1 presents a summary of the comments received.
Table B-1 Summary of Comments
Commentor Classification
Congresspersons
Federal Agencies and Officials
State Agencies and Officials
Organizations and Associations
Individuals

Number of Comments
1
6
2
15
74

Total

98

B. 2 Identification of Comments
Each submission received was assigned one of the following characteristic codes:
G
C
O
I

Federal and state agencies and officials;
Congresspersons
Organizations
Individuals

These labels were assigned for the convenience of readers and to assist in the
organization of this document, priority or special treatment was neither intended nor
given in the responses to comments. Within each of the categories, each submission was
then assigned a number, in the order it was received and processed, such as C-001, I-001,
and so on.
Because of the number of comments received and the fact that many comments
concerned similar issues, the responses to comments were prepared on a summary basis
in accordance with 15 CFR 1503.4.
B-1
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All comments were reviewed/analyzed and categorized into broad issues (see Chapter 10
of the Final SEIS, Volume I). These issues were further subdivided into more specific
comments. Responses to these comments were then drafted and reviewed for scientific
and technical accuracy and completeness. When a comment generated a revision to the
Draft SEIS, the location of this revision was identified by the chapter, subchapter, or
appendix in the Final SEIS. Where the existing text of the Final SEIS was deemed to
adequately respond to a comment, the appropriate chapter, subchapter, and/or appendix
were also identified.
Copies of all substantive comments have been included at the end of this appendix. The
alphanumeric code associated with each written submission is marked at the top of each
page of each of these comments.

B.3 Form Letters
33 of 98 of the comments received were in the form of one of three standard letters. Each
type of these “form” letters, contained the same or very similar comments. All of the
form letters have been reproduced in Appendix B.

B.4 Location of Responses to Comments
Tables B-2 to B-B provide alphabetic summaries of all comments received by
congressperson and federal/state agencies; organizations and associations; and
individuals, respectively. Each commentor can locate their specific comment by
checking the “Location” column in the appropriate table. Substantive comments are
reproduced at the end of this appendix in alphanumeric sequence.
As stated above, specific comments were grouped according to issues. These issues were
further subdivided into more specific comments and assigned a “comment number,” such
as 1.1.1. Specific comments with their responses are found in numeric order in Chapter
10 of the Final EIS. In each comment, comment number(s) are found in the right-hand
margin indicating the location of the response to the particular paragraph or sentence of
the comment. Each commentor can thus locate the response(s) to their particular
comment(s) in Chapter 10 of the Final EIS, Volume I.
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Table B-2. Congresspersons and Federal/State/Local Agencies
Organization

Commenter Number

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

G-005

Marine Mammal Commission

G-002

Marine Mammal Commission

G-008

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

G-003

State of California - California Coastal Commission

G-001

State of Maine - Maine State Planning Office

G-006

US Congress - Rep. Michael Michaud

C-001

US Department of Interior

G-007

US Environmental Protection Agency

G-004
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Table B-3. Organizations and Associations
Organization

Commenter Number

Animal Welfare Institute

O-004

Animal Welfare Institute

O-013

Citizens Opposing Active Sonar Threats

O-008

Earth Island Institute

O-005

Earth Island Institute

O-006

Earth Island Institute

O-011

Friends of Santa Clara River

O-007

Green Party of Hawai'i

O-002

Kingdom of Hawaii

O-003

NRDC

O-001

New York Whale and Dolphin Action League (Taffy Lee
Williams)

O-015

NRDR (with CD attachment of works cited)

O-014

Ocean Mammal Institute/International Ocean Noise Coalition

O-010

Seattle Aquarium Society

O-009

Sierra Club

O-012
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Table B-4. Individual Commenters
Commenter Name

Commenter Number

Aaron (Manor School class)

I-050

Aila, Pansy

I-007

April (Manor School class)

I-035

Ari (Manor School class)

I-041

Botwin, Wendy

I-060

Boyle, Karen (RN)

I-003

Boyle, Karen (RN)

I-005

Browe, Courtney

I-070

Charlotte (Manor School class)

I-042

Christian (Manor School class)

I-046

Crabill, Robert E.

I-074

Cronin, Marc

I-015

Dashu, Max

I-056

Diana (Manor School class)

I-047

Dziak, John

I-030

Eagle, Kathleen

I-066

Eagle, Wesley

I-063

Ellenby, John

I-022

Ellis, Dulanie

I-019

Emma (Manor School class)

I-040

Friedman, Debbie and Paul Kelby

I-016

Gibbs, Ashley Eagle

I-062

Gibbs, Thomas

I-067

Goodman, Janet

I-069

Gray, Sylvia Ruth

I-024

Grunther, Doug

I-059
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Guzman, Piedad

I-012

Honda, Laura Dax (Manor School class)

I-033

Hubacker, Peggy Kala

I-010

Hurley, Gail

I-065

Husband, Arianna

I-052

Jack (Manor School class)

I-051

Jasper, Marilyn

I-025

Julia (Manor School class)

I-036

Klein, Wendy

I-053

Leonard, Gordana

I-028

Levine, Jodi

I-017

Louise (Manor School class)

I-043

Lundy, Dee

I-073

Maas, Mila

I-054

Magill, Cheryl

I-072

Mainland, Edward

I-027

Marcus, Lucy

I-023

Martin (Manor School class)

I-048

Max (Manor School class)

I-037

McMillan, Jeff

I-026

Murray, Jay

I-021

Olivia (Manor School class)

I-049

Parsons, Chris (PhD)

I-058

Petta, Janice

I-031

Plaster, Deane

I-057

Public, Jean

I-001

Rassmussen, Pat

I-018

Reed

I-071
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Reinz, R. (PhD)

I-068

Salem (Manor School class)

I-044

Sara (Manor School class)

I-045

Schmidt, Robert

I-029

Selena (Manor School class)

I-038

Sinclair, Scott

I-020

Sinkin, Lanny

I-004

Stewart, Kay

I-002

Taylor (Manor School class)

I-039

Trent (Manor School class)

I-034

Wardell, Merrie B. (Rev)

I-055

Weilgart, Linda S. (PhD)

I-011

Weintraub, Rona

I-064

Weis, Laura

I-061

Weiss, Valerie

I-008

Wheeler, Jeanne

I-014

White, Sean

I-032

Williams, Craig

I-013

Williams, Taffy Lee

I-009

Wray, Russel

I-006
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C-001
MICHAEL H. MICHAUD
2ND DISTRICT,MAINE
WASHINGTON OFFICE
437 CANNONHOUSEOFFICEBUILDING
WASHINGTON,
DC 2051 5
PHONE:(202) 225-6306
Fnx: (202) 225-2943

December 19,2005

AND TECHNOLOGY
AGRICULTURE,
SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAX,FINANCE,
AND EXPORTS

Mr. Joe Johnson
US Department of the Navy
4 100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

D m Mr. Johnson:
I am writing to you regarding the comment period for.theDraft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement for the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active
(SURTASS LFA) Sonar. I request that the period for written comment be extended beyond the
current deadline of Tuesday, December 27,2005, to ensure that interested parties have sufficient
time to provide written testimony on this important issue.
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As you know, the Department of the Navy has prepared and filed with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency a Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (Draft SEIS) to provide
supplemental analyses for the Navy's employment of Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System
Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) sonar systems. The proposed action is the Navy's
employment of up to four SURTASS LFA sonar systems in the oceanic areas of the Pacific,
Atlantic, and Indian oceans, and the Mediterranean Sea. Given the new, mounting and not fully
understood evidence linking sonar systems to negative impacts on marine mammals, I would ask
that you allow an extension of the comment period so that complex and necessary input can be
provided for this important discussion.

I would like to thank you for your time and consideration of this request. Please do not hesitate to
contact my office if you have any questions.

7

Member of Congress

BANGOR:
23 WATER
STREET
BANGOR,
ME 04401
PHONE:
(207) 942-6935
FAX:(207) 942-5907

LEWISTON:
STREET,
GROUND
FLOOR
179 LISBON
LEWISTON,
ME 04240
PHONE: (207) 782-3704
FAX:(207) 782-5330

GFD-fl

PRESQUE ISLE:
445 MAINSTREET
PRES~UE
ISLE,ME 04769
(207) 764-1036
PHONE:
FAX:(207) 764-1060

WATERVILLE:
16 COMMON
STREET
WATERVILLE,
ME 04901
(2071 873-571 3
PHONE:
FAX:(207) 873-5717
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STATE

CF CALIFOGLA
-- THE RESOURCES AGENCY

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGBR, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONTSTREET,
surrE 2000
A
' NCISCO, CA 94105-2219
\
AND TOO (415) 904-5200

December 8,2005
Joe Johnson
4 100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Re: U.S. Navy, Draft Supplemental EIS, SURTASS LFA (Low Frequency Active Sonar)
Dear Mr. Johnson:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DSEIS for the SURTASS LFA program.
While the document purports to update changes in applicable federal law changes and court
actions, the document does not similarly reflect changes since the time of the original EIS
regarding any state agency actions or considerations (which arise under federal law, the
Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)). We believe it is incumbent on the document to
update these reviews as well.
Section 3.3.4 of the DSEIS (p. 3.3-19) correctly points out that Navy activities, even in
federal waters, may be subject to state reviews under the CZMA. However, we believe the
document is misleading, or at a minimum, incomplete, whenit goes on to state (s&e page)
"None of the [state coastal mariagement] progams contain specific provisians regarding
sonar activities or related acoustic impacts." As you are aware, several states (including
California, Hawaii, and Maine) have asserted that Navy LFA sonar is subject to review under
these states' coastal management program, and while they may not have policies specifically
directed at sonar per se, they do have policies to protect marine resources (including marine
mammals) and recreation (including diving). You are also aware that: (1) California's
coastal management has a still pending consistency determination from the Navy (submitted
on November 8,2000, and withdrawn from active consideration in December 2000 by the
Navy); (2) Hawaii issued a consistency determination concurrence in 1997 (which included
project modifications); and (3) Maine invoked the federal consistency "reopener" clause (15
CFR Section 930.45'j and requested additional information and/or submittals £ram the Navy

I

$930.45 Availability of mediation for previously reviewed activities.
(a) Federal and State agencies shall cooperate in their efforts to monitor federally approved activities in order to

make certain that such activities continue to be undertaken in a manner consistent to the maximum extent practicable
with the enforceable policies of the management program.
(b) The State agency may request that the Federal agency take appropriate remedial action following a serious
disagreement resulting from a Federal agency activity, including those activities where the State agency's concurrence
was presumed, which was: (1) Previously determined to be consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the
management program, but which the State agency later maintains is being conducted or is having an effect on any
coastal use or resource substantially different than originally described and, as a result, is no longer consistent to the
maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of the management program; or (2) Previously determined
not to be a Federal agency activity affecting any coastal use or resource, but which the State agency later maintains is
being conducted or is having an effect on any coastal use or resource substantially different than originally described
and, as a result, the activity affects any coastal use or resource and is not consistent to the maximum extent practicable
with the enforceable policies of the management program. The State agency's request shall include supporting
information and a proposal for recommended remedial action.
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(and which the Navy agreed in response toprovide, before it would conduct LFA sonar
testing off that state).
We believe the document would not be complete without referencing the applicability of
these state's programs and state responses (or pending actions), including any fbrther
proceedings we may not be aware of. We fbrther recommend you include chart indicating
which states the Navy submitted consistency determinations to, what each state's response
was, and where a state review was based on an applicable enforceable state program policy,
what the policy language provided.
For your recollection, the following link to the Coastal Commission's web site contains the
still pending Coastal Commission staff recommendation (CD-113-OO), and followingthat,
the Navy's submitted consistency determination:
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At this point, it is obvious from events that have elapsed since 2000 (e.g., necropsy results
from the Bahamas strandings, other strandings possibly liked to Navy mid-frequency sonar,
and increased knowledge of the capabilities of the Navy's high frequency active sonar), as
well as from the Navy's DSEIS itself, that circumstances have changed significantly since
that time, and that additional information is available that would need to be evaluated prior to
any future California Coastal Commission consistency review. Clearly, both our previous
staff report and the Navy's 2000 consistency determination can only be considered woefully
out of date and in need of revision to reflect current and future conditions. Accordingly, we
strongly urge the Navy to withdraw the previous consistency determination, and if and when
the Navy does intend to conduct LFA testing off California waters, to resubmit a new
consistency determination providing all the pertinent available data and analysis that is
available at that time.
Please feel free to contact me at (415) 904-5289 if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

mk3~&:
MARK DELAPLAINE
Federal Consistency Supervisor
cc:

Coastal States Organization
Maine Coastal Management Program
Hawaii Coastal Management Program

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:

T

:

G-002

David Cottingham <dcottingham@mmc.gov>
eisteam@mindspring.com
LFA SURTASS EIS comments
Dec 19,2005 11:33 AM

Page 1 of I
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Dear Team -The Marine Mammal Commission is faced with difficulties getting the comments to you by Dec 28. Could we please have a 2
week extension? I will be happy to submit a more formal request if that is necessary.
David Cottingham

David Cottingham
Executive Director
Marine Mammal Commission
4340 East West Highway, Suite 905
Bethesda, MD 20814
phone: 301-504-0087
fax: 301-504-0099

Web Mail Printable Message

G-003

From:
To:
Cc:

Page 1 of 1
6 sr3 $)

"cristi.reid" <Cristi.Reid@noaa.gov>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Steve Kokkinakis <Steve.Kokkinakis@noaa.gov>, Shelby L Mendez <Shelby.L.Mendez@noaa.gov>,
John Armor <John.Armor@noaa.gov>, Brandon Southall <Brandon.Southall@noaa.gov>,David Bizot
<David.Bizot@noaa.gov>, Ken Hollingshead <Ken.Hollingshead@noaa.gov>, Cristi Reid
<Cristi.Reid@noaa.gov>
Subject:
Comment letter fiom NOAA on the DSEIS for SURTASS LFA
Dec 20,2005 11:58 AM
Date:
Attachments: DSEIS 051 1-09 signed SIJRTASS.pdf
Dear Mr. Johnson:
Please accept this email transmission as NOAA's submission of comments
on the DSEIS for the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor Low Frequency
Active Sonar. We have also faxed and mailed a hard copy of these
comments to you.
Please contact Shelby Mendez by phone at 301-713-1622 x207 or by email
at Shelby.L.Mendez@noaa.gov if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Cristi Reid
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oi
Cristi Reid >o
Environmental Protection Specialist
Department of Commerce
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Program Planning and Integration (PPI)
NEPA Coordination and Compliance
East-West Highway, SSMC 111, Room 15727
1
'
Si 2r Spring, MD 20910
P: 301-713-1622 ~ 2 0 6
F: 301-713-0585
cristi.reid@noaa.gov
'
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Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Mr. J. S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has reviewed the Supplemental
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance Towed h a y Sensor Low Frequency
Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar and provides the following comments for consideration by the
Department of the Navy. As a cooperating agency in the development of this document, NOAA
recognizes the Department of the Navy's need to employ SURTASS LFA sonar systems .in
oceanic areas while minimizing the environmental effects of these activities.
NOAA offers the following comments to assist the Department of the Navy in completing the
environmental review of this project.
NOAA supports the preferred alternative which incorporates the protections for national marine
sanctuary resources developed in the course of consultation pursuant to section 304(d) of the
National Marine Sanctuaries Act (16 U.S.C. 1434(d)). This consultation concluded with a
commitment by the Navy to ensure this system is operated in a manner that minimizes the
potential for the system to injure sanctuary resources.
NOAA asks that the Navy consider adding the Davidson Seamount to the list of Offshore
Biologically Important-Areas(OBIA). As mentioned in our May 15,2001 letter, Davidson
Seamount is an important feeding ground for sperm whales along the California coast. This area
is very close to the OBIA already established for the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
(Ml3WS). NOAA is currently in the process for expanding the boundary of the MBNMS to
incorporate Davidson Seamount. An approximate center coordinate for Davidson Seamount is
35' 43' 12" North latitude, 122" 43' 12 West longitude.

@ Printed on Recycled Paper
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NOAA requests Table 2-4 (which appears on page 2-14) be modified by including location
descriptions from areas numbered 5-9 as follows (additions in bold):
Area number
5

6
7
8

Name of Area
Cordell Bank.NMS

Gulf of the
Farallones NMS
Monterey Bay
NMS
Olympic Coast
NMS
I

9

Flower Garden
Banks NMs

Location of Area
Boundary coordinates can be
found at 15 CFR 922.110
Boundary coordinates can be
found at 15 CFR 922.80
Boundary coordinates can be
found at 15 CFR 922.130
Within 23 nm of coast;
Boundary coordinates can be
found at 15 CFR 922.150
Boundary coordinates can be
found at 15 CFR 922.120

Months of importance
Year round

4.7.19
Year round
Year round
December, January,
March, and May
Year round
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4
Islands Coral Reef Ecosystem Reserve (area number
The entry for the ~ o r t h w e s t ~awaiian
10 in Table 2-4) should be clarified. Currently the location of the area is defined as "Within 12
or 25 mn." The description skould be revised to more clearly describe the location. The
boundary of the Reserve is described generally in Executive Order 13178 as being 50 nm from
the center line of the island chain. The reference to 12 or 25 nm is therefore somewhat
confusing.
Thank. you for considering NOAA'S comments on this DEIS. We look forward to continued
cooperation on this important ;project. Please direct any questions to Shelby Mendez by phone at
301-7 13-1622 x206 or by em&l at Shelbv.L.Mendez(i3soaa.gov.

Rodney I?. Jfeiher, Ph.D.
NEPA Coordinator
NOAA Office of Program Planning and Integration

4.7.17

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Sllhiect:
L ,:
Attachments:
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Suriano.Elaine@epamail.epa.gov
eisteam@mindspring.com
Fw: EPA Comments on SURTASS LFA
Dec 23,2005 1:04 PM
EPAcomments.pdf

A PDF of EPA's comment letter is attached and the hard copy for your
files has been mailed. If you have any questions please contact Marthea
Rountree at 202/564-7141.
(See attached file: EPAcomments.pdf)
Elaine Suriano
Office of Federal Activities
Environmental Scientist
Ph-202/564-7162, Fx-564-0072
General Mail Delivery
US EPA (2252-A)
1200 Penna Ave., NW
Washington DC 20460-0001
Fed EX, UPS or Courier
US EPA (Rrn 7235 C)
1200 Penna Ave., NW
Washington DC 20004
202/564-5400

Page 1 of
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

DEC 2 3 2005

OFFICE OF
ENFORCEMENT AN0
OMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

Mr. J. S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Dear Mr. Johnson:
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Ln accordance with our responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
reviewed the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Surveillance Towed
Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar (CEQ# 20050460).
The original Final Overseas Environmental Impact StaternentlEnvironmental Impact
Statement (FOEISIEIS) (prepared pursuant to Executive Order 12114 and NEPA) for SURTASS
LFA sonar was completed in January 2001 by the Navy with the National Marine Fisheries
Service (N-MFS) as a cooperating agency. NMFS is also a cooperating agency in the
development of this draft supplemental EIS. The purpose of the proposed action remains the
same as that in the original FOEISIEIS, which is to meet the U.S. need for improved capability to
detect quieter and harder-to-find foreign submarines at long range. This capability would
provide U.S. forces with adequate time to react to and defend against potential submarine threats
while remaining at a safe distance beyond a submarine's effective weapons range. To meet its
long-range detection need, the Navy has determined low frequency active sonar as the only
system capable of providing long-range detection during most weather conditions, day or night.
It has also determined that low frequency active sonar is the only available technology capable of
meeting the U.S. need to improve detection of quieter and harder-to-find foreign submarines at
long range.
The primary focus of this draft supplemental EIS is on providing additional information
regarding the environment that could potentially be affected by employment of SURTASS LFA
and providing additional information related to mitigation of the potential impacts of the system.
It also addresses pertinent deficiencies raised by the U.S. District Court for the District of
Northern California including additional mitigation and monitoring, additional area alternatives
analysis, and analysis of the potential impacts on low frequency sound on fish. Finally, it also
provides the information necessary to apply for a new five-year rule that would provide for the
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incidental takes under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, taking into account the National
Defense Authorization Act FY04 amendments to the Marine Mammal protection Act for military
readiness.
The Navy's proposed action is to employ up to four SURTASS LFA sonar systems in the
oceanic areas. Based on current operational requirements, exercises using these sonar systems
would occur in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, and the Mediterranean Sea. To reduce
adverse effects on the marine environment, areas would be excluded as necessary to prevent 180
decibel sound pressure levels or greater within specific geographic range of land, in offshore
biologically important areas during biologically important seasons, and in areas necessary to
prevent greater than 145 decibels at known recreational and comlnercial dive sites.
EPA commends the efforts of the Navy in the preparation of this comprehensive and wellorganized document. Based on our review of the draft supplemental EIS and the incorporation of
the mitigation measures discussed above, we believe that the proposed action will not cause any
significant adverse impacts. Accordingly, we have rated the document as LO-Lack of
Objections.
We appreciate the opportunity to review this draft supplemental EIS. We also look forward to
reviewing the final supplemental EIS related to this project. The staff contact for the review is
Marthea Rountree and she can be reached at (202) 564-7141.
Sincerely,

Anne Norton Miller
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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"Rose, Carol Ann (O&H)" <RoseC@mar.dfo-mpo.gc.ca>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Comments on draft SEIS
Feb 10,2006 2: 13 PM

Attention:

Page 1 of 2
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Q\

Joseph S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

Re: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Surveillance
Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar
On behalf of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (Maritimes Region), I would like to
thank you for the opportunity to provide information related to the draft
Supplemental EIS (SEIS) for the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low
Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) sonar.
With respect to Section 2.6.3 of the draft SEIS (Alternative 2) describing
the listing of additional Offshore Biologically Important Areas, we draw
your attention to the Gully Marine Protected Area Regulations enacted under
Canada's Oceans Act in 2004 (Canada Gazette Part 11, Vol. 138, No. 10, May
19 2004, pp. 663-694; available online:
http://canadagazette.gc.ca/partII/2004/2OO40519/pdf/g2-138lO.pdf
~http://canadagazette.gc.ca/partII/2004/20040519/pdf/g2-13810pdf and/or
http://canadagazette.gc.ca/partII/2004/2OO4O5l9/html/sorll2-e.html
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~http://canadagazette.gc.ca/part11/2004/20040519/htm1/sor112-e.htm1~
)

The Gully, located off Nova Scotia on Canada's east coast, is the largest
submarine canyon in the western North Atlantic. The canyon reaches depths
greater than 2500 metres and provides important habitat for a variety of
cetacean, dolphin, fish and seabird species. In July 2002 the National
Marine Fisheries Service indicated that a significant portion of the Gully
was protected within the North American East Coast OBIA by way of a
straight-line projection of the 200 metre isobath across the canyon mouth
(Response to Comment MIC8, Federal Register, Vol. 67, No. 136, Tuesday, July
16, 2002, pp. 46712-46789). Please note that the 2004 regulations creating
the Marine Protected Area designate an area beyond the shelf break.
As described on page 3.2-64 of the draft SEIS, the Gully provides important
habitat for Northern bottlenose whales (Hyperoodon ampullatus). Due to low
numbers of mature individuals (i250) in the Gully and adjacent canyons
(Haldimand and Shortland), the Scotian Shelf population of Northern
bottlenose whales was assessed as endangered by the Committee on the Status
of Endangered Wildlife in Canada. The Government of Canada is currently in
the final stages of adding this population to the List of Wildlife Species
at Risk under Canada's Species at Risk Act. The recommendation to list this
population as endangered was published in December 2005 (Canada Gazette Part
I, Vol. 139, No. 50, December 10, 2005, pp. 4037-4054; available online:
http://canadagazette.gc.ca/part~/2005/20~5121~/html/reglel-e.html
~http://canadagazette.gc.ca/partI/2005/2OO5l2lO/html/reglel-e.html~)
A supporting hard copy of this letter is also being sent to you. In the
meantime, please feel free to contact myself or Tim Hall, Oceans and Coastal
Management Division (902 426 4116; halltj@mar.dfo-mpo.gc.ca), for more
information on this matter.
Sincerely,

4.7.19
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Web Mail Printable Message
C a r o l Ann R o s e
A/Regional Director
O c e a n s and H a b i t a t B r a n c h
F i s h e r i e s and O c e a n s C a n a d a ( M a r i t i m e s R e g i o n )
D a r t m o u t h , N o v a Scotia, C a n a d a
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JOHN ELlAS BALDACCI

MARTHA E. FREEMAN

GOVERNOR

DIRECTOR

February 9,2006

Mr. J. S. Johnson
ATTN: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
41 10 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
RE:

Comments; Draft SEIS; SURTASS LFA (Low Frequency Active Sonar)

Dear Mr. Johnson:
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I am writing to provide comments on behalf of the Maine State Planning Office, Maine
Coastal Program ("SPO) regarding the Navy's Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement ("DSEIS") concerning its SLRTASS LFA (Low Frequency Active Sonar) program.
As further discussed below, we think that the summary in the DSEIS regarding the Coastal Zone
Management Act ("CZMA.") is incomplete and needs to be updated to accurately reflect the
status of the Navy's CZMA consultation with coastal states.
Section 3.3.4 of the DSEIS (p. 3.3-19) provides a general discussion of the nature of the
Navy's obligations and coastal states' review authority under Section 307(c)(l) of the CZMA.
This section should be supplemented to indicate the current status of the Navy's consultation
with coastal states.
As you'll recall, the State of Maine has a pending request pursuant to 15 C.F.R. 4930.46
for supplemental coordination with the Navy in advance of employment of the SURTASS LFA
system in or in areas proximate to the Gulf of Maine. In its October 2,2001 response to this
request, the Navy &d not object to supplemental coordination but indicated that additional
consultation was then premature since the Navy "has no plans to employ the SURTASS LFA
system in the Gulf of Maine" and suggested that the FEIS would resolve questions posed by the
State's Department of Marine Resources (''DNR') regarding potential effects on coastal
resources and uses. The DSEIS (see ES 2-1 and Figure 2-2) indicates that, based on its current
operational requirements, the Navy may undertake exercises using SURTASS LFA in the
Atlantic among other areas when ships outfitted with LFA become available in FY 08 or FY 09.
The DSEIS itself attests to the fact there is significant new information and chdges in
circumstances since the Navy's initial consistency determination. Consequently, we continue to
believe that M e r consultation as requested to address DMR's questions about potential effects
of deployment of LFA on the State's coastal resources and uses is appropriate if any such
exercises are to be undertaken in or in areas proximate to the Gulf of Maine.

PHONE: (207) 287-3261

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 184 STATE STREET
INTERNET: www.rnaine.gov/spo

FAX: (207) 287-6489
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We appreciate the efforts that the Navy has made to date to consult with the State and
avoid and minimize potential adverse environmental effects of SURTASS LFA. We look
forward to your continued cooperation with the State in these efforts. Please contact Todd
Burrowes on my staff (207-287-1496) if you have questions or need additional information.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Leyden, Director
Maine Coastal Program
cc:/
Senator Olympia J. Snowe
Senator Susan H. Collins
Congressman Thomas A. Allen
Congressman Michael Michaud
Charles Ehler, NOAA
Donald R. Knowles, NMFS
George Lapointe, DNIR
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United States Department of the Interior

B

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

IN REPLY REFER TO:

Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
Custom House, Room 244
200 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106-2904

TAKEPRIDE
INAMERICA

February 9,2006

Joseph S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, Virginia 22202
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The U.S. Department of the Interior has no comment on the November 2005 Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar System.
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Thank you for the opportunity to review the DSEIS.

" ~ i c h a eT.
l ~hezikd
Regional Environmental Officer
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MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION
4340 EAST-WEST HIGHWAY, ROOM 905
BETHESDA, MD 208 1 4 - 4 4 4 7

10 February 2006

Mr. J. S. Johnson
ATTN: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington VA 22203
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The Marine Mammal Commission, in consultation with its Committee of Scientific Advisors
on Marine Mammals, has reviewed the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
Survedlance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar, dated
November 2005 (the DSEIS). The Commission provides these comments and recommendations on
those sections of the document related to the assessment of the impacts of the proposed action on
marine mammals.
The proposed action is to continue training operations using SURTASS LFA sonar systems
on up to four shps and to expand the operating areas in the Pacific Ocean basin. The stated
purpose of the DSEIS is fourfold:
To address deficiencies in National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Endangered Species
Act (ESA), and Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) compliance found by the U.S. District
Court for the Northern Disttict of Caltfornia in its 26 August 2003 order and opinion concerning a
lawsuit brought by several environmental groups;
To provide information necessary for application to the National Marine Fisheries Service
for a new five-year incidental harassment rule (2007-2012) that would provide for incidental takes of
marine mammals in accordance with the MMPA, takmg into account legislative changes in the Act
made by Congress in response to a Navy request and the need to employ two adhtional SLTRTASS
LFA sonar systems;
To analyze potential impacts for LFA upgrades; and
To provide adhtional information and analyses pertinent to the proposed action.
The DSEIS evaluates a no-action alternative and four alternatives. Alternative 1 is, in
essence, extension of the current monitoring and mitigation measures to adhtional operating areas.
Alternative 2 would continue the current monitoring and mitigation measures and provide a number
of adhtions to the currently designated offshore biologcally important areas (OBLAs) where sound
exposure levels are lunited to no more than 180 dB. Alternative 3 would further restrict operations
to lunit sound exposure levels to no more than 180 dB w i h 46 km (25 nm) of any coastal area,
rather than the 22 km (12 nm) "stand-off' range currently in effect. Alternative 4 would integrate
alternatives 2 and 3 by combining the adhtional OBIAs in alternative 2 with the increased standoff

PHONE: (30 1 ) 504-0087
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&stance in alternative 3. Alternative 2 is identified as the preferred alternative. Under all of the
alternatives, each ship would operate its SURTASS LFA sonar system no more than 72 hours on a
49-day mission, for a maximum of 432 hours per year.
With regard to marine mammals, the DSEIS concludes that alternative 2 will ensure that the
envisioned operations of the four LFA sonar systems will not have biologically sipficant impacts
on any marine mammal species or population stock. It also concludes that use of small boats and 5.4.1
aircraft for pre-operational surveys would not be practicable and could both increase harassment of
marine mammals and jeopardne the safety of those conducting the surveys.
The Marine Mammal Commission concurs that carrying out small boat or aerial surveys
irnrnehately before and during SURTASS LFA sonar operations in the various offshore training
areas would not be a practicable mitigation option. However, the draft statement's conclusion that
the proposed operations are unhkely to have biologically sipficant impacts on any marine mammal 4.7.2
species or stock is based primarily on two assumptions:
1.
Behavioral responses to the sonar transmissions would be temporary (of biologically
insipficant duration), and exposure to received levels at and below 180 dB would not have
biologically sigruficant effects on the behavior of any marine mammal; and

4.7.2
4.7.8
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The mitigation and monitoring measures described in section 5 of the DSEIS will reduce, to
2.
a negligible likehood, the risk that any marine mammal would be exposed to received levels greater 5.0.2b
than 180 dB.
For the reasons explained below, the Commission questions whether these assumptions are
valid. Further, from the information provided in the DSEIS, the Commission is unable to make a
reasoned judgment as to whether extension of the current mitigation and monitoring measures, as 4.7.2
outlined in section 5, would ensure that the proposed action has biologically insigmficant impacts on
marine mammals. Also, for the reasons explained below, the Commission questions the conclusion
that alternative 4 would pose a greater risk of harassing marine mammals than would alternative 2,
the preferred alternative.

Validity of Conclusions concerning the 180-dB Threshold Response
In its 27 October 1999 comments on the original DEIS concerning the SURTASS LFA
sonar, the Commission pointed out that the 180-dB "impact threshold" would be valid only if its
underlying assumptions were valid. It appears from the DSEIS that substantial uncertainty remains
concerning the valid~tyof some of those assumptions. Thus, there is stLU a high degree of
uncertainty as to whether preventing the exposure of marine mammals to LFA sonar sounds louder
than 180 dB w d , in fact, ensure that the proposed action does not have biologically sipficant
impacts on any species or stock. The DSEIS references the 2005 National Research Council (NRC)
report, Marine Mammal Popdations and Ocean Noise: Detemining When Noise Cazrses Biologica& Jign$cant
Efects. That report concludes that an activity that adversely affects the growth, survival, or
reproduction of an indvidual marine mammal can potentially have a biologcally sigmficant
population-level effect on small populations. Further, the DSEIS cites a number of case studies in
whch marine mammals were observed to respond to anthropogenic sounds at received levels far
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below 180 dB (e.g., Dahlheim et al. 1984, Frankel and Clark 2000, Erbe 2002). It contends that such
responses would have been biologically insigmficant because most were of limited duration and no
evidence of harmful effects was found. As an example, while the DSEIS acknowledges that some
masking of cetacean vocahzations by the LFA sonar transmissions is hkely to occur, it concludes
that the effects would be temporary and biologcally insipficant because the sonar transmissions
are infrequent and of h t e d duration (6 to 100 seconds).
Such a conclusion would be justified if (1) the effectiveness of the vocalizations used for
navigation, communication, attracting mates, defendmg territories, etc., were maintained despite
masking during the longest sonar ping; and (2) repetition of single-ping masking were not to occur
over large areas for biologcally sipficant periods. Available information concerning the functions
and effective durations of various types of vocalizations is insufficient to be confident that all shortterm masking would have biologically insignificant effects on growth, survival, and reproduction.
Conversely, avdable information is sufficient to conclude that many vocahzations are effective at
received levels substantially less than 180 dB and that masking therefore could occur over large areas
and be repeated regularly over the course of each training exercise. Whether the repetition could
compromise the effectiveness of any vocalizations is unknown. Thus, because of this uncertainty, a
precautionary approach would conclude that exposure of marine mammals to LFA sonar sounds of
less than 180 dB could have biologically sipficant effects.
The Marine Mammal Commission recommends that the h a 1 supplemental EIS (FSEIS)
should (1) acknowledge the aforementioned uncertainties concerning the effectiveness of the 180dB impact threshold to mitigate impacts on marine mammals and (2) provide a description of the
research being done and planned to address the uncertainties.

4.3.14
4.7.8

Effectiveness of the Mitigation and Monitoring Measures
Section 5.2 of the DSEIS describes the visual and the passive and active acoustic
monitoring that has been required and that would be continued as part of the proposed action to
prevent injury to marine animals when employing the SURTASS LFA sonar. It indcates that all
visual sightings and passive and active acoustic contacts are logged and that sonar transmissions are
suspended if marine mammals or sea turtles are detected in or approaching the "LFA mitigation
zone." Further, it indicates that logs of all of the visual sightings and both the passive and active
acoustic contacts "are provided as part of the LTM Long Term Monitoring] to monitor for
potential long-term effects." There is no indication of what constitutes the LTM or to whom the
logs are provided. Uewise, there is no indication of where and how the data are archved and
analyzed and whether the monitoring has provided any indications of either irnmedate (short-term)
behavioral or other effects or possible long-term or cumulative effects.
Tables 4.4-2 to 4.4-10 on pages 4-43 to 4-51 of the DSEIS provide estimates of the
percentages of marine mammal stocks potentially affected in the course of 19 LFA sonar operations
in four dfferent areas. Although these estimates are of interest as to the species and numbers of
animals possibly affected by the operations, they provide no indcation of, or basis for judging, the
effectiveness of the monitoring and mitigation measures. In dus regard, we assume that the data logs
contain information on such dungs as (1) the track line of the s h p during LFA sonar operations; (2)
the species, numbers, and group sizes of marine mammals observed visually during each operation;

5.3.1
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(3) the location (&stance and bearing) of the animals relative to the ship whenfirst sighted; (4) the
movements of the animals relative to the s h p during each encounter (e.g. any indications that the
animals were being attracted to, moving away from, ignoring, or avoiding the ship); (5) the activities
of the animals when first sighted (e.g., swimming, &ving/feeding, milling) and any changes in
activities that were observed subsequently; (6) the nature (e.g., call type), number, frequency,
bearings, etc., of vocalizations detected passively and any changes that occurred during operations;
(7) the numbers, locations, species, and activities of animals detected with the HF/M3 sonar; (8) any
apparent response of animals to the HF/M3 sonar; and (9) the nature and duration of any
suspension or other alteration of operations made in response to a marine mammal observation.
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The Navy has invested d o n s of dollars in developing databases that compile information
from many marine surveys into comparable GIs-based systems. The Living Marine Resource
Information System (LMRIS) and Ocean Biogeographic Information System - Spatial Ecological
Analysis of Megavertebrate Populations (OBIS SEAMAP) databases are designed to provide access
to information on a wide variety of biological and physical conditions. We reahe that work on the
databases is continuing and that they are not yet fully operational. Nevertheless, assuming that the
logs contain the above types of information, the Marine Mammal Commission recommends that the
Navy (1) assure that the information from the monitoring is included in the LMRIS and OBIS
SEAMAP systems and (2) analyze and include the data in the FSEIS and that the analyses include an
empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of the monitoring and mitigation measures.
5.2.6
Commission also recommends that copies of the data recordmg forms be included in the FSEIS.
Further, if it is not already being done, the Commission recommends that the Navy and the
National Marine Fisheries Service review the monitoring data at least annually to identify possible
marine mammal "hot spots" that should be avoided or be considered for designation as OBIAs. If
such data are not being collected, the Marine Mammal Commission recommends that the FSEIS
indcate why this is the case and that the Navy b e p collecting and analyzing relevant information as
described above.
Comparison of the Relative Risks of Alternatives 1,2,3, and 4
Section 4.7.6 of the DSEIS compares the 22 km (12 nm) coastal standoff range in
alternatives 1 and 2 with the 46 km (25 nm) coastal standoff range in alternatives 3 and 4 in terms of
their potential to adversely affect marine animals. As illustrated in Table 4.7.2 and Figure 4.7.1, it
concludes that, because the ocean area exposed to sound levels between 155 and 165 dB would be
substantially greater for the 25 nm standoff than for the 12 nm standoff, alternatives 3 and 4 would
have greater potential to adversely affect marine animals than alternatives 1 and 2. This conclusion
would apply with particular force to marine mammals that inhabit shelf-break habitat. The validty of
h s conclusion depends on two assumptions: (1) that all, or at least a major portion, of the LFA
sonar operations would be carried out in coastal areas and therefore the zones of potential influence
would be as portrayed in Figure 4.7-1; and (2) that exposure of marine mammals to received levels
below 165 dB would pose no more than insigmficant impacts.
There is no indcation in the DSEIS of the numbers or proportions of operations to be
conducted in offshore vs. coastal areas. If a large proportion of the operations is expected to occur
beyond the 25 nm standoff, the conclusion is moot. If, as the DSEIS assumes, exposure to received
levels of less than 180 dB poses no more than negligible impacts on marine mammals, then the

4.7.16
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conclusion is also moot. In the Commission's view, alternative 4 offers greater protection to marine
mammals than alternative 2 unless most or at least a major portion of the operations are to be
4.7.16
conducted between 12 and 25 nm from the coast. If operations inside the 25-nm standoff range are
considered essential for training purposes, the Navy should say so. Before concludmg that the
additional standoff range is detrimental to marine mammals, the Navy needs to better explain where
the training will occur relative to coastlines.
Please contact me if you have questions concerning these comments and recommendations.
The Commission will also comment on the Navy's application for incidental harassment regulations
when the National Marine Fisheries Service considers and Qstributes it.
Sincerely,

David cottinghat
Executive Director

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Suhiect:
13.
Attachments:
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"Escalante, Linda" <lescalante@nrdc.org>
eisteam@mindspring.com
LFA SEIS letter to Joe Johnson
Nov 28,2005 8:02 PM
LFA SEIS letter to J.Johnson 11-28-05.PDF
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Dear Mr. Johnson,
Attached you'll find a letter regarding the draft SEIS for SURTASS LFA sonar from Cara Horowitz, Project Attorney for the Natural
Resources Defense Council.
Cordially,
Linda Escalante

Program Assistant
NRDC Ecosystems Program
1314 2nd St.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Tel: (310)434-2300
Fax: (310)434-2399
lescalante@,nrdc.org
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NRDC
By Overnight Mail and Email

REOUEST FOR EXTENSION OF
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

November 28,2005
Joe S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4 100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

Re:

Petition for Extension of Public Comment Period on Draft Suvplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for SURTASS LFA Sonar

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council ('NRDC") and our more than
650,000 members, I am writing to petition the Navy for an extension of the public
comment period on its Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("SEIS") for
SURTASS LFA sonar. See 'Wotice of Public Hearings for a Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the SURTASS LFA Sonar," 70 Fed. Reg. 69526
(Nov. 16,2005). For the following reasons, we urge the Navy to extend the comment
period, now scheduled to expire on 27 December, by 45 days.

m,

both the document itself and the activities analyzed by the document are of a scope
that makes infeasible careful review in the period allotted. As recognized by the U.S.
District Court that struck down the original EIS for this system, the Navy's use of
SURTASS LFA sonar has potential for serious, long-term environmental impacts on
marine life, including whales and other marine mammals.
Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc. v. Evans, 279 F. Supp. 2d 1129,1188 (N.D. Cal. 2003). Yet the
SEIS analyses a proposed deployment significantly beyond what was authorized by the
court in that case, including a doubling of the number of SURTASS LFA sonar systems
in use as well as a proposed expansion of the geographic area of use across several ocean
basins, fiom the Pacific to the Indian to the Atlantic to the Mediterranean. SEIS at 2-3
and 2-5. For each single ship proposed to be equipped with SURTASS LFA sonar, the
Navy seeks not just a few exercises but up to 240 days per year of active sonar
operations. SEIS at 2-6. And, at 429 pages, the DEIS itself is quite lengthy and highly
technical in nature (incorporating, for example, 62 paaes of references cited).
www.nrdc.org

1314 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA go401

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON, DC
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Second, the SEIS deals with a subject of extraordinary public controversy, as
demonstrated by the overwhelming public outcry at'the Navy's original EIS for this
system and the subsequent court case striking that EIS down. The Navy attempts to
address a number of critical and complex issues that troubled the court in that case,
including questions of mitigation, alternatives, and impacts on fish. The widespread
interest shown by the scientific community and the general public in the Navy's use of
SURTASS LFA means that full and meaningful public participation in this SEISparticipation of the sort we believe is not possible in the limited time frame proposed by
the Navy for review-is essential to allow these communities to satisfy themselves that
this SEIS cures the faults identified by the District Court and lays forth a ,proposal for the
use of SURTASS LFA that will not irreparably and unnecessarily harm marine life.
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Third, making review more difficult is the fact that the Navy's proposed public comment
period falls virtually entirely in the heart of the holiday season, beginning a week before
Thanksgiving and ending two days after Christmas. It also coincides squarely with the
public comment period set by the Navy for another lengthy and technically complex
DEIS dealing with sonar and its impacts to marine life, issued for the proposed Atlantic
Undersea Warfare Training Range at which the Navy hopes to conduct year-round active
sonar training. As you may be aware, the public comment period for that DEIS ends on
December 28, one day after the comment period on the SURTASS LFA SEIS. See
'Wotice of Public Hearings for a Draft Overseas Environmental Impact
Statement/EnvironmentalImpact Statement for the Undersea Warfare Training Range,"
70 Fed. Reg. 62102 (Oct. 28,2005). We are sure we speak for many interested members
of the public when we say that reviewing both documents in the allotted periods will be a
significant and unnecessary hardship and will result in less meaningful review of both
projects than is warranted by the potential harms to marine life they implicate.
In sum, given the length and technical nature of the document; the complexity of the
issues surrounding acoustical impacts on marine life; the public's demonstrated interest
in and concern over the use of this technology; the coincidence of the Navy's proposed
comment period with the holiday season; and the close overlap of this comment period
with that of the Navy's proposed Atlantic sonar training range, we believe the currently
prescribed public comment period is inadequate to its purpose of facilitating public
participation and input and must be extended. As always, we would welcome discussion
with the Navy at any time.
Very truly yours,
Cara A. ~orowitz
Project Attorney
Marine Mammal Protection Program
cc:

Hon. Gordon R. England, Secretary of the Navy
Steve Leathery, National Marine Fisheries Service
Donna Wieting, National Marine Fisheries Service
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GREEN PARTY of HAWAI'I

Statement on Navy's "Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for Deployment of Low Frequency Active Sonar"
Honolulu, Hawai'i
Dec 5,2005
My name is Ira Rohter. I am appearing on behalf of the Green Party of Hawai'i,
who have been plaintiffs in four different lawsuits related to LFA.
Let us review "Why are you here?" once again in Hawai'i involved in a hearing on
deployment of low frequency active sonar.

Paid Pseudo- Science
FIRST, We know why you are not here.

You are not here to acknowledge the evidence about the harmful effects
that emerged in 1998 when the Navy came to Hawai 'i Island to test the LFA
system. At that time, numerous whale watch boat captains, helicopter pilots, and
shore observers reported that the Humpback Whales disappeared from the test
area. The permit for the testing called for suspension of the tests if there was an
2.7.3
abnormal absence of whales. Despite the filing of several such reports with the
Navy and the National Marine Fisheries Service, the tests continued. Despite the
extensive experience of the observers reporting the absence of whales from the
area, you chose to ignore that evidence when considering the results of the tests.
Your paid scientists dismissed these observations as "anecdotal," as if that term
negated the credibility and validity of the knowledgeable observations
themselves.
Honest science would require your paid scientists to interview these observers ,
to attempt to document their observations, and otherwise treat their information
as relevant to the impact study underway. Ignoring their evidence and
dismissing their observations as anecdotal is pseudo- science in service to a
predetermined outcome.

You are not here to apologize to the naturalist studying dolphins who
received extensive exposure to an LFA broadcast while she was in the water,
which left her with psychological and physiological problems lasting for two
years. You ignored the evidence presented in court regarding the impact of the
exposure and never made any attempt to contact her or discuss her condition.
You choose to rely on data collected on professional Navy divers, and ignore the
potential impact of LFA transmissions on the general public.

4.0.4
4.5.6
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Honest science would have led to your contacting the injured individual and her
doctor to determine the nature and extent of the injuries. Ignoring her injuries is
pseudo-science in service to a predetermined outcome.

You are not here because the birth rate in two dolphin pods that frequented
the test area dropped dramatically in the birthing season following the LFA tests.
You have chosen to ignore that evidence as well.
Honest science would have led to examining the vast data base collected by the
pod observer and determining the significance of the precipitous drop in dolphin
birth rates. If that drop appeared credible, a whole area of potential impacts -such as the potential for LFA broadcasts at the resonant frequency of tissues
important to gestation -- would have been raised.
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Your entire approach to the deployment of LFA has been to seek out
deployment and ignore evidence that
evidence that would j u s t i ~
would argue against its use. For years you knowingly pursued the
development, testing, and deployment of LFA without any regard for the
numerous environmental laws that required you to perform studies and evaluate
the potential impact of this new technology. You invested more than loo million
dollars before beginning to assess environmental impacts. You could hardly
conclude that you have made a terrible mistake, so you skewed the science to
justify deployment.

Gaming the Legal Process

YOUare here because your irresponsible behavior in 1998 outraged
thousands of people in the islands. They have written letters to Congress, the
Navy, the National Marine Fisheries Service, and elsewhere objecting to your
cavalier attitude towards the whales and to deployment of this technology.
YOUare here because the efforts by the people of these islands to protect the
whales and other sea life from your disregard included the filing of numerous
lawsuits challenging the tests, the deployment, and the failure to prepare an EIS
for deployment during threat and warfare conditions.
So you have begrudgingly been forced to return to a place that you know is very
concerned about and active on the issue of low frequency active sonar. So you try
to slip in with as little notice as possible.
The guidelines for draft environmental impact statements call for the issuing
agency to circulate the document to parties known to be interested in the subject.
Yet you made no effort to timely inform the public or those parties in Hawai 'i
that showed particular interest about the release of the Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement. The Green Party of Hawai 'i filed four
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Founded by Kamehameha A k a h ~- A.D

1810

6-66?
Ua M a u Ke Ea 0 K a A i n a
I Ka Pono 0 lesu Kristo

LAWFUL PUBLIC NOTICE:
Honolulu, Hawaii
5 December 2005

Lawful Notice is hereby given by the Hawaiian Kingdom Government, functioning
under its national common-law; in assertion of its right as the lawful Government of this
sovereign, independent and neutral nation;
To the United States of America, its leaders and representatives:
Leon Siu

TOWit: The Hawaiian Kingdom Govemrnent categorically protests, opposes and
condemns the illegal, unilateral plan by the United States Navy to deploy Lm Frequency
Active Sonar in our Hawaiian territorial waters.

MinisterofForeign Affairs

Ministry o f ForeignAffairs
kAupuni a
Nei
~ e n e i aDelivery
l
(62107)

The Hawaiian Kingdom is a sovereign nation, havim treaties intact and in effect with
numerous foreign';;ations, includingthe United states. That Hawaii has been under a
prolonged, unlawful military occupation by the United States, does not alter Hawaii's
sovereign status. Therefore, unless there is a bi-lateral treaty with the de jure Govemrnent
of the Hawaiian Kingdom regarding the LFA sonar system, the 'United States has no
lawful authority to deploy this device in our Hawaiian territorial waters.

M a n o a Station

B-22

(U.S.PZ. E x e m p t 9 6 8 2 4
001.808.521.5430
TREATIES o f t h e
HAWAIIAN KINGDOM
TIES

u.,tted Kingdom
France
Dcnrnark

1836,1846,1851
1839,1846,1857

The Hawaiian Kingdom hereby prohibits, for cause, the United States Navy or any of its
agencies, from deploying this sonar system or conducting any military exercise
United States ofAmerica
1850,1875
1851
pertaining
to its application in Hawaiian waters.
H~~~~~~~~
City oferenlen ( G ~ ~ . )
~ a n = a ~ c ~ i ~ o f H a r n b u r g ( G r r1848
.)

189

Sweden
Noway
Be1 'urn
Netfeedands
Italy
Spain
Switzerland
Russia

,% This Government furthermore warns through h

s lmuful notice, that should the United
States choose to not comply to this prohibition, itgwill be regarded as a breach of
international law as well as Hawaiian Kbgdbm law; and the Hawaiian Kingdom will
1869 prosecute this case to its fullest extent in the appropriate international courts of law.

::z
1871

Japan
Germany
Samoa

Portu I
UmtefStaks
ofAn~erica
(Postal)

1875.
1882

1883,1884

HISTORIUL

&LS

:% Respebfully,

CONVENTIONS

DATFS

Capt. JamesCodcarrives
KamehamehaI unites islands,
formsthe Hawaiian Kingdom
Kamehamehall bans kapusystem
American missionaries arrive
Kamehameha III instituter

ban Alton Ard

, f0rney General.
Ke Auuuni 0 Hawaii Nei
KO ~ a & a i Pae
i Aim

Ke Auvuni 0 Hawaii Nei
KO~ a w a i~i a Aina
e

1778
1810
1819
1820

Declaration dRights
1839
FirstHawaiian Constitution
1840
Unlawfuloverthrow o f Hawaiian
Kingdom by Great Britain
1843
Ratoration o f Hawaiian
Kingdom by Great Britain
,843
into Family dNations
icognized as sovereign state) 1843
./fuloverthrav of Hawaiian
Kingdom aided by Unitedstater 1893
Apology by United States b r overthrow of Hawaiian Kingdom
1993
Withdrawal by UnitedStates
from HawaiianKingdom
-

CC: Mr.George W.

Bush, President of the United States and Commander in Chiefof the U.S.
Armed Forces.
Secretary of State (U.S.)
Minister of the Interior (HK)
Chairman, Joint Chief of Staff (U.S.)
Puuhonua Kanahele (HK)
.
.
Secretary of the Navy (U.S.)
Acting Regent, Keanu Sai (HK)
Governor, (de facto) State of Hawaii
Kofi Anan, Secretary General of the U.N.
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No na wahi pana '0Hawai'i nei
Holo mai ka leo o ka Mo'i
Uwehe kaipu, Uwehe ka mana'o pono
Eia ka ho'o mana'o nui o ka Mo'i Hawai'i nei
No ka 'akau, ka hema, ka mua, ka hope, ka mauka, ka makai

Ku I mana Hawai'i nei!
[:From the sacred places of Hawai'i
Comes the voice of the King
Uncover the ipu, uncover the truth
Here is the great rememberance of the King of Hawai'i
From the East, the West, the before, the after, the mountains, the sea
The mana of all Hawai'i rises up!]
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ANIMALWELFARE
INSTITUTE
PO Box 3650, Washington,DC 20027-0150 www.awionline.org
telephone: (703) 836-4300 facsimile: (703) 836-0400

December 12,2005

Mr. J. S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

By Email: eisteam@mindspring.com
Re:

B-23

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System Low Frequency Active Sonar (70 Federal Register 69526)
Petition for Extension of public comment period beyond December 27,2005

Dear Mr. Johnson:
The Animal Welfare Institute ( A m petitions the US Navy to extend the public comment period
for its Draft Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement for the Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System (SURTASS) Low Frequency Active Sonar (LFA) (DSEIS).
AWI received notification of the publication of the DEIS on November 16,2005. The DEIS is
over 400 pages long and contains a proposal to double the number of platforms using the
SURTASS LFA in addition to expanding the geographical area in which it will be used fiom a
restricted area of the Pacific to several ocean basins. The planned action will change the natural
balance of the world's marine ecosystem forever. To expect the public to review and comment
on \such a significant document within 29 working days, including two federal holidays, is not
reasonable.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the DSEIS and respectfully request that we be
allowed to do so to the fullest extent possible and given sufficient time in which to do so. Please
contact Susan Millward at this ofice if you require further information.
Sincerely,

1.1.6
4.4.18
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Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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Mark Palmer <mpalmer@cal.net>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Petition for extension of public comment period
Dec 17,2005 8:39 PM

December 17, 2005
Mr. Joe S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

ADD TO THE RECORD
Re :
Petition for extension of public comment period beyond
December 27, 2005
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
Navy's SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar
(70 Federal Register 69526, November 16, 2005)
VIA E-MAIL

&

MAIL:

<eisteam@mindspring.com>

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On behalf of Earth Island Institute's International Marine
Mammal Project, we request that the comment period for the Draft
Supplemental EIS for the Navy's SURTASS LFA Sonar be extended to
allow additional information and to allow more time for the public to
comment.
We believe setting a comment deadline in the middle of the
holidays is not in the best interest of the public.
There is no question that the deployment of SURTASS LFA Sonar
is of immense controversy in the public realm, where almost monthly
we are seeing news of new strandings of cetaceans around the world
that coincide with naval maneuvers and exercises. Scientific
information continues to be limited, despite additional attention to
the problem.
Furthermore, we believe additional information would be
useful both for the Navy and for the public in preparing comments,
including:
The US National Marine Fisheries Service is conducting studies on
the stranding of a number of different cetacean species that have
occurred along the coast of North Carolina coincidental to Navy
activities offshore. The results of these studies may significantly
change the claims of the SEIS for potential impacts on marine
mammals. Therefore, delay of the comment deadline until this
information is available is important.
While we appreciate that the Navy has prepared a Supplemental EIS
to address some issues and update their information, we still find
the review of some such information superficial and based on
inadequate data, particularly the analysis of impacts on marine
mammals and fish stocks. For example, by focusing on two freshwater
species (trout and catfish) under experimental laboratory conditions,
the Navy continues to trivialize the science of biological impacts of
underwater noise and ignore recent studies in situ suggesting severe
impacts on fisheries from sources of ocean noise, including low

4.1.3

Web Mail Printable Message
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-

6,

frequency sources.
The SEIS still does not address the use of SURTASS LFA during
conditions "in armed conflict or direct combat support operations,
nor during periods of heightened threat conditions[lW. We are deeply
concerned, not only about the potential adverse environmental impacts
of deployment of SURTASS LFA, but also of the provocative nature of
the use of SURTASS LFA in waters throughout the world. The nations,
within whose boundaries the Navy proposes to ensonify thousands of
square miles of oceans, are nominally at peace with the US. What is
the effect of our "exercises" offshore on these nations? So far, the
United Nations and the European Parliament have expressed deep
concerns with the potential impacts of ocean noise on marine life.
Thank you for your consideration of our request for a delay
in the comment period for the DSEIS for SURTASS LFA. Please enter
these comments into the Record of the comment period.
Sincerely,

David Phillips
Director

Mark J. Palmer
Associate Director

B-24

"I have never made but one prayer to God, a very short one: ' 0 Lord,
make my enemies ridiculous.' And God granted it."
--Voltaire
Mark J. Palmer
Assistant Director
International Marine Mammal Project
Director
Wildlife Alive
Earth Island Institute
300 Broadway, Suite 28
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 788-3666 x139
(415) 788-7324 (fax)

Page 2 ~f 2
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4.6.1
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December 17, 2005
Mr. Joe S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Re:

ADD TO THE 3ECORD
THANK YOU for extension of public comment period beyond
December 2 7 , 2 0 0 5
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
Navy's SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar
(70 Federal Register 69526, November 16, 2005)

VIA E-MAIL

&

MAIL:

<eisteam@mindspring.com>

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On behalf of Earth Island Institute's International Marine
Mammal Project, we would like to thank you for extending the
comment period for the Draft Supplemental EIS for the Navy's
SURTASS LFA Sonar.
We believe your action will help the public better prepare
their written comments. We appreciate your help on this issue.
Sincerely,

David Phillips
Director

300 Broadway, Suite 28
San Francisco, CA 94133
Tel: 415-788-3666
Fax: 415-788-7324
Pnnted on recycled paper

Mark J. Palmer
Associate Director

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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RonGin Bottorff <bottorffm@verizon.net>
eisteam@mindspring.com
70 FR 68443 - LFA Sonar
Jan 26,2006 2: 16 PM

These comments apply to federal register number 7 0 FR 6 8 4 4 3 . Please include
them in the Record of the Decision.
Friends of the Santa Clara River is
strongly opposed to the use of low-frequency active sonar (LFA) proposed for
Navy's Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active Sonar.
More ships equipped with this technology will only further increase the risk
to valuable marine life. The ocean environment is already in jeopardy
throughout the world due to pollution from many sources, as well as
over-fishing. We strongly oppose the addition of another harmful practice
to the multitude of forces threatening the viability of this planetary
life-sustaining ecosystem.
Sincerely,
Ron Bottorff, Chair
Friends of the Santa Clara River
6 6 0 Randy Drive
Newbury Park, CA 9 1 3 2 0

Page 1 of 1
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Citizens Opposing Active Sonar Threats
COAST
536 Point Road
Hancock, Maine 04640
207-422-8273
February 6, 2006

Mr. J. S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4 100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The Following comments are in regards to the Navy's Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency
Active (SURTASS LFA ) Sonar. Please include these comments in the public record.
The DSEIS preface states (P-1) that one of its purposes is to "Address deficiencies in the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Endangered Species Act (ESA), and Marine
Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) compliance found by the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of California in its 26 August 2003 Opinion and Order." Another purpose is to "Provide
additional information and analyses pertinent to the proposed action." COAST believes this
seriously flawed DSEIS has failed in both regards. The DSEIS repeatedly makes assumptions,
and comes to conclusions that are not supported by scientific fact. Often this is done even where
there is strong evidence which contradicts these assumptions and claims. The DSEIS then uses
these assumptions and conclusions to make sweeping claims as to the benign nature of
SURTASS LFA sonar. The DSEIS has also failed to address some information which is
extremely pertinent to the proposed action. Oftentimes this information contradicts or otherwise
suggests that the case being made by the DSEIS is not accurate. While it is understandable that
the authors of the DSEIS may have felt that inclusion of the information, and a thorough
discussion of it might weaken their "case," their failure to include it undermines the effectiveness
of this environmental analysis. The DSEIS makes much of its mitigation measures. Indeed, one
of a number of claims made about these measures are (4-63) that "the operation of SURTASS
LFA sonar with monitoring and mitigation will result in no lethal takes." Yet a close look at
these mitigation measures reveals some rather pathetic strategies which have been proven largely
ineffective in the past and will likely remain so. COAST believes that this DSEIS was written not
with the intention of fulfilling the requirements of a detailed environmental analysis, but rather,
in such a way as to confuse the reader and mislead them into accepting the Navy's predetermined
conclusion. The DSEIS approach is not unlike that of a government "fixing the intelligence" in
order to achieve a desired policy result. To put it bluntly, the DSEIS attempts to "pull the wool
over our eyes."
In a manner that is typical of the DSEIS (ES-2), changes requested by the DoD to the
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MMPA are termed "clarification." In fact, these changes amounted to nothing less than a drastic
weakening of the protections offered by that law, and a clear undermining of the law's original 1.2.1
intent.
The DSEIS (1-2) stresses the threat of "quieter and harder to find foreign submarines,"
and states that this threat is the reason why SURTASS LFA sonar is needed. It points to the
proliferation of these submarines, but fails to ever look at the U.S. role in that proliferation. Do
U.S. defense contractors play any role in this proliferation? Has the U.S. government ever been
involved in supplying these submarines or the technologies required to produce them to other
nations? Are governments allied with the U.S. government, or corporations based in these
nations playing any role? How have the economic, political, and military policies of the U.S.
government affected the security of other nations? Given the U.S. invasion and occupation of
Iraq, both of which are in violation of international law, it is possible, indeed likely, that if in
fact some nations are seeking this technology, they are doing so in the hopes of deterring or
defending themselves against what may be perceived as U.S. aggression.

1.1.1

B-26

While the DSEIS repeatedly highlights the threat of foreign submarines, it is very clear
that it does not view environmental degradation as a threat to either U.S. or global security. Yet,
a look at some of the conflicts occurring today around the world shows that some of these are
directly related to dwindling resources such as oil, although these conflicts are often waged under
other pretenses. Why does the Navy not acknowledge the importance of a healthy, sustainable
environment, not only in terms of avoiding conflicts with other nations over resources, but also
for the very simple reason that without a healthy, sustainable environment, we are threatened by
an environment heading for collapse? This also affects global and national security. While this
DSEIS was undertaken by the Navy as is required by law, its deficiencies make it very clear that
it does not view environmental degradation as a threat to national security. This lack of
understanding is detrimental to the real security of Americans.
The deployment of even one source of SURTASS LFA sonar will impact vast expanses
of ocean. Closer to this source, LFA noise levels will injure and kill. But the great majority of
impacts will occur farther from the source, where noise levels will be reduced but still be intense
enough to disturb behavior, interfere with the ability to hear other sounds, and cause stress in
marine animals who dwell in these waters.
Regarding invertebrates, the DSEIS (3.2-2) has neglected to address some rather
important information. Why did it fail to mention the 2001 and 2003 strandings of giant squid
which occurred coincident to seismic surveys (Mackenzie 2004)? These giant squid were found
to have not only severe ear injuries, but also extensive injuries to other internal organs. What
about strandings of squid reported in Guerra et al.(2004) which also occurred coincident with
seismic surveys? What about the research ( DFO 2004) done on the effects of seismic noise on
snow crabs? This research also revealed impacts to the organs from exposure to this noise.
While seismic noise differs in some ways from LFA sonar sound, it does share some
characteristics. Seismic noise is largely in the low frequency range, and is also very intense.
Since we do not know precisely which characteristics of the seismic noise caused these reactions

4.3.1

3.2.5
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in the squid and snow crabs, it is possible that LFA sonar sound may have similar effects. Ifthis
is the case, and marine invertebrates are indeed impacted by LFA sonar operations, these impacts
will be felt all the way up the food chain. The omission of this information weakens the
credibility of this DSEIS.
The DSEIS (4-21) conclusion that "the impact on fish is likely to be minimal to
negligible" is not a reasonable conclusion. The Navy study on the effects of SURTASS LFA
sonar was inadequate to make such a claim. The DSEIS states "Thus, recognizing the need for
caution when extrapolating among species, these results strongly indicate that SURTASS LFA
sonar is likely to have a negligible impact on fish when they are exposed to underwater sound
signals within the decibel levels used in these studies." The DSEIS has done exactly what it
cautioned against. It has taken the results of these four one week studies on rainbow trout and
two week long studies on channel catfish to extrapolate to all the fish species in the world's
oceans. This extrapolation cannot be supported and is inappropriate.
The DSEIS (4- 16) statement "It should also be noted that 193 dB RL had no real adverse
effects on the fish testecseems strange. Does this mean that the 10-20 dB hearing loss which
occurred is not considered to be an adverse effect, even when recovery fkom this loss took 24
hours or longer? Surely the authors of this DSEIS know that fish hear for a reason. If fish hearing
is impaired, their ability to survive may be reduced, as they will be less able to find food, avoid
predators, and engage in other important behaviors. This is clearly a significant adverse impact.
The DSEIS (4-6) claim that it examined the long-term effects of LFA sonar sounds on
sensory hair cells of the ear is not accurate. A time period extending to only 96 hours postexposure cannot reasonably be described as "long-term."
The DSEIS describes as "potential1y.interesting" the variability of degree in hearing loss
in trout, dependant on time of the year. The DSEIS states that "the only variables between
experimental times may have been water temperature andor how the fish were raised prior to
their being obtained for study." Is it possible that in other water temperatures, hearing loss could
have occurred in a greater percentage of fish exposed? Might the damage have been more
serious, perhaps lasting for greater time periods? Because the study did not address these
questions, we do not know the answers.
Given the fact that fish behavior might well be limited by the small tanks in which they
were confined, the behavior which was observed seems rather significant. For example, a
"startle" response might indicate that the fish were being startled or alarmed. The fish then lining
up and facing the signal source for the duration of the sound, may have been an attempt on their
part to protect themselves fkom this sound. These changes in behavior clearly indicate that the
fish were affected by this sound, and were likely taking measures to attempt to reduce its
impacts. To state, as the DSEIS (4-1 9) does that ''these investigations provide some initial
evidence that the sounds used in the studies did not have a marked effect on behavior of the fish
studied"is strange. What kind of behavior would these fish have had to engage in for the
"investigators" to have concluded the sound had a marked effect upon them? Perhaps the

4.1.12

4.1.6

4.1.17

4.1.7

4.1.7
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investigators believed that had the fish really been affected, they would have fallen into a
formation reading "SOS," or exhibited some other similar type behavior?
The DSEIS (4- 16) cites a recent study by the Norwegian Navy on the effects of their
sonar on fish, and then states (4-17) that "the only exception to almost M l survival was exposure
of two groups of herring tested with SLs of 189 dB, where there was a post-exposure mortality of
20 to 30 percent." Again, this is a strange statement, as a 20 to 30 percent die-off is hardly
insignificant.

4.1.15

The DSEIS failed to adequately address the issue of the impacts of LFA sonar upon fish
eggs, larvae, and fiy. Kostyuchenko (1973), Dalen and Knutsen (1987), and Booman et al. (1996)
have shown that exposure to seismic noise reduced their ability to survive. If impacts are similar
for LFA sound, how might this affect fish populations? How did the authors of the DSEIS
determine that similar effects would not result from deployment of the Navy's LFA sonar?

B-27

In assessing the impacts of masking on fish, the DSEIS (4-2 1) claims that "masking
would be temporary." Even if this was true in all cases, temporary masking would still leave fish
more vulnerable to predation and interfere with important behaviors. It does not necessarily take
a long time period to be caught and eaten by a predator. However, while the DSEIS appears to be
eager to point out the limited bandwidth and duty cycle of SURTASS LFA sonar, it completely
fails to mention how effects such as reverberation of the LFA signal could greatly increase the
time period that this sound may be heard. If fish, or any other animals, are located in an
environment where effect's such as reverberations of the LFA sound occur, then impacts such as
masking may take place over longer time periods. Needless to say, masking can occur where
RLs are much reduced from the source level. Because of the vast ocean areas which will be
ensonified by deployment of even one source of LFA sonar, masking is likely to result in
population-level impacts.
In addressing the potential for SURTASS LFA sonar signals to affect shark migrations,
the DSEIS (4-24) states "it would be likely that the shark would be able to eventually reestablish
its direction along the path." Is this wishful thinking? What is this assumption based upon?

4.1.17

4.3.39

4.1.8

The DSEIS does admit that "Long-term effects of masking sounds on hearing and
potential injury to shark hearing by intense sounds have not been studied." It then goes on to
stress the limited bandwidth and duty cycle of LFA sonar, once again downplaying the potential
for impacts to occur within short time periods, and again ignoring the potential for those time
periods to be extended by effects such as reverberation. The DSEIS conclusion that there is not a
significant potential to affect shark stocks seems to be based largely upon the admitted
assumption that shark stocks are evenly distributed. What if this assumption is not correct?

4.1.13

This DSEIS has failed to seriously investigate how fish and fish populations may be
impacted by LFA sonar operations. Obviously, if fish are adversely impacted, the repercussions
will be felt throughout the entire food chain. It is not conservative, but rather extremely reckless
of the Navy to push forward with these operations given the great probability of far-reaching

4.1.6
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adverse effects.
The determination by the DSEIS (3.2-3) that "there would be no impact to seabirds,
including those that may be threatened or endangered% not reasonable. The DSEIS states
"While it is likely that many diving seabirds can hear underwater LF sound, there is no evidence
that seabirds use sound underwater." Is there evidence that they don't use sound underwater? Is
this statement meant to imply that they cannot be affected by sound underwater unless they use
sound underwater? The statement "In addition, seabirds spend a very small fraction of their time
submerged, and they can rapidly disperse to other areas if disturbed"is itself disturbing. Clearly,
once again the DSEIS is attempting to downplay potential impacts. It should be pointed out that
serious negative impacts can occur in a short space of time. Because seabirds spend only a small
fraction of their time submerged does not mean they cannot be disturbed, injured or killed in that
time. This statement is rather like saying because scuba divers spend only a very small fraction
of their time underwater, they cannot drown. Or, because soldiers spend only a very small
fraction of their time in combat, they can't be killed. Obviously, these are silly statements, as is
the attempt by the DSEIS to assure the reader that seabirds will not be impacted because they
only "spend a very small fraction of their time submerged." To state that seabirds, including
endangered seabirds, "can rapidly disperse to other areas if disturbed"does not address the fact
that this may disrupt biologically important behavior, or that this dispersal may deplete energy
required to meet other needs necessary for survival.
The DSEIS (3.2-3) exclusion of sea snakes from further evaluation is unreasonable.
Inshore waters will be ensonified by LFA sonar. While the RLs may be at lower levels, how has
the DSEIS determined that these levels will not have any adverse impacts? The DSEIS states
that "there is no information on the hearing sensitivity in these species." Is that supposed to be a
legitimate reason for excluding them from W e r evaluation? The DSEIS has simply assumed
there will not be any adverse impacts to sea snakes without offering any justification for this
assumption.

3.2.2

3.2.4

In dealing with LFA sonar impacts to sea turtles, the DSEIS again has reached some
strange conclusions. The DSEIS ( 4.2.1) states "Very little is known about sea turtle hearing and
what may cause injury to it. However, the New England Aquarium acoustic data collection
discussion below supports the premise that, using a 180-dB injury threshold, a sea turtle would
have to be within the LFA mitigation zone when the sonar was transmitting to be at risk of
injury, including permanent loss of hearing (i.e., PTS)." The New England Aquarium acoustic 4.2.3
data collection information is, as the DSEIS has pointed out, based upon one middle-aged female
green sea turtle who had spent her entire life in a relatively noisy oceanarium. Any conclusions
reached from this data must be very limited. In what way does this information support the
premise that in the natural marine environment, all sea turtles of both sexes, of all ages, and of all
species would have to be within the LFA mitigation zone to be at risk of injury, including
permanent loss of hearing? The DSEIS (4-27) states "Given the lack of scientific data on
permanent threshold shift (PTS) in sea turtles caused by LF sound and the conclusion stated in
Subchapter 4.2.1 above, the potential for SURTASS LFA sonar to cause PTS in sea turtles must
be considered to be negligible." What can possibly justifl such an assumption? Generally, a lack
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of scientific data is not considered to be a positive factor when corning to a scientific conclusion.
The DSEIS (4-27) states "As with PTS, there are no published scientific data on
temporary threshold shiA (TTS) in sea turtles caused by LF sound." It then states that because
there are no new data that contradict any of the assumptions or conclusions reached in the
OEISEIS, it has concluded "that the potential for SURTASS LFA sonar to cause TTS in sea
turtles must be considered to be negligible."Since there was no published scientific data on TTS
in sea turtles caused by LF sound when the OEISEIS was written, and there still was none when
this DSEIS was written, what exactly was it that led the authors of this DSEIS to this conclusion?
Wishful thinking perhaps? Clearly, this conclusion was not scientifically based.

B-28

The behavioral changes noted'in the studies where sea turtles were exposed to seismic air
guns were significant. To simply dismiss these behavioral changes as not being relevant to LFA
sonar because some of LFA sonar's sound characteristics are different then those of seismic air
guns, is not reasonable, as some of the characteristics are quite similar. Because the behavioral
changes noted in these studies occurred at sound levels below 180 dB, should the characteristics
of the seismic sound which the sea turtles responded to be similar to those, in LFA sonar sound,
sea turtle behavior may be disrupted in areas well beyond the LFA mitigation zone.
The DSEIS (4-28) states "If a sea turtle happened to be within proximity of a SURTASS
LFA sonar operations area, it may hear the LF transmissions." While it is encouraging that this
has been admitted, the DSEIS has failed to state anywhere how it defines proximity. If proximity
is defined as, for example, anywhere where the RLs are 120 dB or greater, that would mean an
ocean area of about 3.9 million square kilometers (Johnson 2003). This is a very large area in
which significant numbers of sea turtles may hear LFA sonar transmissions. These endangered
and threatened species may not only hear these transmissions, but they may also be adversely
impacted by them.

4.2.3
4.3.9

4.2.5

4.2.1
4.2.6

What is the basis of the DSEIS (4-28) assumption that ''the majority of sea turtles
encountered would probably be transiting in the open ocean fiom one site to another"? Why 4.2.2
might they not already be at one site or the other? It is not reasonable to use this type of logic to
FEIS 4-2.4
conclude that ''the possibility of significant displacement would be unlikely." Why has the
DSEIS (ES-10) assumed that it is unlikely that SURTASS LFA sonar operations would coincide
with a sea turtle "hot spot"?
The DSEIS (4-29) again attempts to minimize the impact of masking by stating
"However, masking would probably be temporary." Even if this is the case, if sea turtle's ability
to find food or avoid predators or ship strikes is reduced even for short time periods, there may 4.2.20
still be adverse consequences. Once again the DSEIS has failed to address the issue of how
FEIS 4-2.2
effects such as reverberation of the LFA signal may result in masking occurring over longer time
periods.
It is interesting that there is no discussion of the potential for LFA sonar noise to cause
stress in sea turtles. Stress may be caused by noise levels that are considerably less intense then
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those which injure and kill. Because the sound field of LFA sonar is so vast, sea turtles and other
animals, who are disturbed by the noise will be unable to avoid it. There is certainly the potential
for this to cause stress in these animals, perhaps at a population level, which could have serious
long-term implications for the survival of these endangered and threatened species. Yet the
DSEIS failed to mention this. Has it concluded that sea turtles are not susceptible to stress? If so,
how was this conclusion reached?
When the numbers of individuals making up a population is low enough, it is by no
means a stretch to say that every individual is important to that population. The DSEIS does not
acknowledge the fact that when dealing with endangered and threatened species, such as these
sea turtles, that impacts to even one individual can lead to population-level effects if the
4.2.7
individual effected cannot then reproduce or if it should die. The animal need not be killed
outright by LFA sonar to cause this population-level effect. If an animal should die because it is
unable to avoid predators due to the effects of stress, masking, hearing loss, or any other injury
caused by LFA sonar, the effect is the same. Should an animal be unable to mate, or successfully
locate a nesting beach for the same reasons, then this too can result in population-level effects.
It is not surprising that the "default assumption for pelagic animals" is used to assume an
even distribution of leatherbacks, but because animals are often clumped in distribution, impacts
to the population could be far greater then what the DSEIS would have the reader believe. What
might that mean for this endangered species? The DSEIS conclusion that "Therefore, the
potential for SURTASS LFA sonar operations to impact leatherback sea turtle stocks is
negligible, even when up to four systems are considerePis very debatable.
The DSEIS (3.2-6) exclusion of sea otters, chungungo, and West Indian, Amazonian, and
West African manatees, as well as dugongs fiom further evaluation is unreasonable. These
animals may occur mostly in fiesh, estuarine, and coastal waters. However, at times some of
these animals do in fact venture farther offshore. How has the DSEIS determined that LFA sonar
will not injure or kill these animals, some of whom are endangered? While the LFA sound may
have attenuated to lower RLs nearer to shore, these lower levels may still cause negative effects
such as stress, masking, and behavioral disturbances, as well as an increase in the potential for
injuries and death occurring from boat or ship strike. Clearly, the DSEIS should have addressed
these issues.

4.0.6
4.2.1

3.2.8

Regarding LFA sonar's impacts upon marine mammals, the DSEIS assumes that there is
not a potential for injury below a RL of 180 dB. This assumption is absolutely unjustified. There
is considerable evidence, already existing, showing that cetaceans have been injured by sonar and
other intense sound sources at RLs far below this.

4.0.1

While the DSEIS focuses largely on injuries to the ear resulting in PTS or TTS, it only
very briefly discusses non-auditory injury. Concerning the issue of physical injury due to
resonance, the DSEIS (4-3 1) states "These extensive connective tissues, combined with the
probable collapse of the alveoli at the depths at which significant SURTASS LFA sonar signals
can be heard, make it very unlikely that significant lung resonance effects could be realized."

4.3.44
4.3.12
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While there is anatomical evidence that marine mammals have evolved and adapted to dramatic
fluctuations in pressure during long, deep dives; it should not be assumed that this has resulted in
an ability to withstand pressure changes fiom sound. Marine mammals are able to have some
degree of control over the pressures they encounter when diving, but they certainly have less
control when the pressure is in the form of sound which cannot be avoided and whose onset may
be sudden.

4.3.45

The November 2002 report on the Workshop on Acoustic Resonance as a Source of
Tissue Trauma in Cetaceans discussed needed research including the use of trained animals to 4.3.46
test the theory of bubble growth, and then studying the tissues damaged by bubble
growth/decompression sickness and comparing this with the injuries in beaked whales already
studied. Subjecting cetaceans, whether wild or captive, to sound levels or anything else that leads
to their becoming stressed or injured is simply not ethical, and should never take place.

B-29

In its brief discussion of acoustically mediated bubble growth, the DSEIS (4-30) cites an
article posted in Nature by Piantadosi and Thalmann (2004) in response to the article in the same
journal by Jepson et al. 2003 (4-32) states that whales do not develop sufficient gas
supersaturation in the tissues on ascent to cause extensive bubble formation in the liver. They
then explain that not enough gas is taken up to produce bubbles, except during multiple rapid
dives to depths approaching the lung's closing volume. This may be true, but it is well known
that beaked whales, sperm whales and other species do indeed engage in multiple dives to
considerable depths. While it is not yet known if bubble growth is induced by the sonar sound, or
the whale's behavioral reaction to that sound, it is widely accepted that in vivo bubble growth
4.3.47
can occur in supersaturated marine mammal tissue when the animals are exposed to sounds as
low or lower than 150 dB RL, leading to their injury or death (Homer et al. 2001, Fernandez et
al. 2005, Cox et al. In press).
The conclusion reached in the DSEIS (4-35) ''that the potential impact on any stock of
marine mammals fiom injury (such as permanent loss of hearing) is considered negligibleWisnot
believable. This presumably is based on two assumptions; the first being that marine mammals
will not be injured by U s below 180 dB, and the second being that marine mammals would be
protected within the 180 dB zone by mitigation measures. As stated above, there is no scientific 4.3.17
evidence to support the claim that marine mammals will not be injured by RLs below 180 dB. On
the contrary, it is well documented that injuries and deaths have occurred in marine mammals at
far lower RLs. For example, a report of the Scientific Committee of the International Whaling
4.4.18
Commission states that the whales who mass stranded in 2000 in the Bahamas were exposed to
mid-range sonar RLs of no more than160-165 dB for 30 seconds. It has also been estimated that
these whales were exposed to an average RL of less than 140 dB (Hildebrand and Balcomb
2004). Secondly, for the reasons stated below, the mitigation measures described are entirely
inadequate to ensure that marine mammals will not be harmed either inside of or outside of the
mitigation zone. Stocks may be impacted when animals are killed by LFA sonar. They may also 5.0.1
be impacted when injured animals are no longer able to reproduce or care for their young, or
engage in behavior necessary for their survival. Obviously, this is particularly true when that
stock is endangered. When the number of individuals making up a stock is low enough, the
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survival of every individual is crucial. If LFA sonar were to cause the death, either directly or
indirectly, of even one North Atlantic right whale, the impacts to the stock could never
reasonably be considered negligible.
The DSEIS reveals an extraordinary lack of any real concern on the part of its authors and
the Navy when it comes to endangered and threatened species, not only a lack of concern for the
creatures themselves, but also a total lack of understanding as to the importance of these species
to the ecological systems of which they are a part. It demonstrates the level of either ignorance or
denial regarding the consequences of species and biodiversity loss, and the very real implications
that they may have for a genuinely "secure" future for Americans and the people of other nations.
The DSEIS (2.6) incorporates Offshore Biologically Important Areas into Alternatives 14. It might be reasonably argued regarding endangered species and stocks, that when their
numbers are so small, and threat levels are so high, that all areas these animals are in are
biologically important areas. If a member of that species or stock is in a location, it is there for a
reason. If it is harassed, injured, or killed in that location, it will be just as harassed, injured, or
dead as it would be were it to have occurred within a designated OBIA, and the impacts to the
species or stock will be just as great.
DSEIS (4-35) states "Therefore, animals suffering fiom TTS over longer time periods,
such as hours or days, may be considered to have a change in a biologically significant behavior,
as they could be prevented fiom detecting sounds that are biologically relevant, including
communication sounds, sounds of prey, or sounds of predators." Do the authors of the DSEIS
believe that TTS over short time periods can't have just as significant effects? As pointed out
above, serious impacts can sometimes occur rapidly, over short time periods. An animal may be
unable to detect and therefore avoid predators, or an oncoming ship, or entanglement in fishing
gear, immediately after the onset of TTS. Because LFA sonar will ensonifj large ocean areas
with RLs high enough to cause TTS, it is very likely that impacts to marine mammals will be far
greater then the DSEIS states. When these impacts are borne by endangered species, it is highly
unlikely it will have only minimal effects on the stock.

3.2.1

4.7.19

4.3.2

4.3.27

The conclusion stated in the DSEIS (4-37) that the potential effects on the stock of any
marine mammal fiom behavioral change are considered minimal cannot be justified. This
conclusion was apparently based upon the Low Frequency Sound Scientific Research Program.
4.3.30
One major problem with this program was that the whales were exposed to LFA sound at RLs
only up to 155 dB. Because LFA sonar will be deployed at levels far greater than this, and marine
mammals will be exposed to RLs far greater than this, it simply is not known how this will affect
their behavior. As stated by the authors in the Executive Summary of the Quicklook: Low
Frequency Sound Scientific Research Program, Phase Ill:Responses of Humpback Whales to
SURTASS LFA off the Kona Coast, Big Island Hawaii (Feb 28-March 3,1998), "it will be
difficult to extrapolate fiom these results to predict responses at higher exposure levels." Yet this
is exactly what has been done, without justification.
FEIS 4-5.1
A second major problem with the LFS SRP is that the tests were conducted on only four
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species of whales, and these were all mysticetes. The LFS SRP assumption that because the
mysticetes have more sensitive hearing in the SURTASS LFA sonar frequency band, they are
more likely to be af5ected may not be true. Given the fact that the deeper diving cetaceans are all
odontocetes, they may be more vulnerable to noise (Houser et al. 2001). The beaked whales
certainly have shown themselves to be very susceptible to injuries and deaths resulting from
exposure to loud sound, and they are odontocetes. The test results have been extrapolated from
only four species of mysticetes to cover not only all cetaceans but all marine mammals. This is
unjustified.
Another problem with the LFS SRP is the fact that these tests were designed to observe
behavioral responses in these four species during the test periods, which were limited to around a
month or less. Because of this, we do not know anything about how these four species would 4.3.30
respond if exposed to LFA noise over the long-term. This lack of knowledge should be of great FEIS 4-5.2
concern, as long-term impacts may be far greater than expected.

B-30

Yet another problem with the LFA SRP was in the reporting and interpretations of
behavioral responses. The DSEIS (4-35) states, in an attempt to downplay the impacts, that the' 4.4.1
responses were short lived. Does this mean that the authors of this DSEIS believe that short-term
behavioral changes cannot have serious consequences? While some behavioral responses were
dismissed as being unimportant, others were simply not reported. To state, as it does in the
OEISIEIS (4.2-28), that Phase I tests showed no immediately obvious responses from either blue
or fin whales, when in fact blue whales decreased their vocalizations by 50% and fin whales
vocalizations decreased by 30%, is misleading. This decrease might result for instance, in fewer
whales finding mates. If this were to be the case, it would obviously affect the population
negatively.
Regarding the second phase tests on migrating grey whales, the DSEIS (4-36) states that
whales resumed their normal activities within ten minutes after the initial exposure to the LFA
signal. This does not mean that no adverse effects took place during exposure or in the 10
minutes following exposure. The interruption of their normal activities may have impacts that are 4.3.32
simply not known to us. Did this study determine that young whales were not separated from
their mothers or other important members of their group? If so, how was this determined? If not,
the claim that whales resumed their normal activities within ten minutes cannot be substantiated.
Beyond that, it is extremely presumptuous to assume that enough is known about these animals
to state that they resumed their normal behavior, with the implication being that because of this,
everything is fine and there were no negative impacts. In the first place, not enough is known 4.3.35
about their behavior to make such a statement, and in the second place, if their behavior was FEIS 4-5-10
disturbed the whales may not exhibit it in ways that are obviously recognizable, even when
observers are sincerely looking to spot behavioral disruptions. There is also the very important
fact that most of the whale's behavior was not observed. The great majority of the time they are
below the surface, where they cannot be visually observed. Unless vocalizations are picked up by
acoustic monitoring, their behavior cannot be observed at all, visually or acoustically, while they
are submerged. Therefore, while it may appear that whales resumed their normal activities, this
cannot be said with any certainty. As for the unstated assumption that 10 minutes after exposure
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the whales were all fine and had experienced no adverse impacts; it is unfounded. It simply isn't
known.
4.3.32
Regarding the third phase tests on humpback whales, the OEISEIS (4.2-29) again FEIS 4-5.10
attempts to downplay the observed behavioral changes. Even when half the humpbacks stopped
singing, it states "However, an equal number of singing whales exposed to the same levels
showed no cessation of song during the same LFA sound transmissions." This is something like
saying "Half the whales died, however, an equal number survived." Obviously, neither of these
statements addresses the fact that a very significant proportion of the whales were clearly
impacted. Given the fact that these disruptions occurred in the whale's mating grounds, it is
possible that whales who would have otherwise mated, were unable to. Clearly, this would be a
very significant impact upon this endangered population. The OEISEIS states that the
SURTASS LFA sonar system would be operated well offshore of these humpback breeding
areas, implying that it would not then be a problem. If this is the case and the RLs are lower, how
has the DSEIS determined that these diminished levels of LFA sound will not be problematic for
breeding and calving humpback whales, or other marine mammals? How did the OEISEIS
ascertain that the operation of LFA sonar in waters well offshore will not disrupt the mating and
calving in species living in these offshore waters? How does LFA sound affect whales who are
pregnant? How does it affect the unborn whale? If the OEISEIS and the DSEIS had been written
with the honest intention of investigating the potential impacts of LFA sonar on the marine
environment, questions like these would have been raised and discussed in depth. The OEISEIS
neglected to mention the fact that Dr. Mobley's 1998 survey report indicated that the area north
of the airport, which was shown to be preferred habitat in his 1993 and 1995 surveys, had been
vacated. This was also observed by a number of experienced whale watch boat captains. Why has
this not been discussed? Finally, the response to comment 4-5.25, regarding the melon-headed 4.3.35
whale calf is ridiculous. How has it been determined that it was impossible for this calf to strand
around two weeks after the LFS SRP Phase III test was completed? Perhaps this calf was
separated from its pod because of the LFA transmissions, and was then unable to find adequate
nourishment, and as a result weakened and stranded. It is not reasonable to assume that any
marine mammal impacted by LFA sonar will immediately strand or not strand at all. The
response to the question of the very unusual behavior exhibited by the lone humpback whale calf
is disturbing, and raises the question: what behavior would marine mammals have to exhibit for
it to be considered significant enough for the Navy to conclude that LFA sonar was disrupting
behavior to the extent that it will cause adverse impacts? It would seem that nothing short of
outright strandings or deaths would bring the Navy to this conclusion. Even then, there would
most likely be attempts by the Navy to deny its sonar use led to these consequences.
The OEISEIS (4.2-59) cites the reasons for its conclusion that LFA sonar masking
effects are not expected to be severe as its limited bandwidth, maximum pulse length of 100
seconds, signals not remaining at a single frequency for more than 10 seconds, and the system
being off at least 80 percent of the time. However, the DSEIS (4-61) itself admits that "There is a
possibility for upward masking of high-frequency noises by low frequency noises." Richardson et
al. (1995) have shown this to be the case. Why then are the limited bandwidth and 10 second
maximum duration of a signal still being used as a reason for concluding masking will not be

4.3.37
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severe? If masking is to occur over a period of 100 seconds, that is 100 seconds where important
acoustic information cannot be used. Predators and ships cannot be heard approaching, fishing
gear may not be perceived, communication and foraging attempts may be unsuccessful. Much
can happen inside of a 100 second period. Given the fact that upward masking can occur, and
that significant impacts can occur within 100 second time periods, it is very clear that masking
may indeed be severe. Added to this is the fact that factors such as reverberation may come into
play, greatly extending the duration of masking, perhaps to the point where masking will be
continuous. Given the vast ocean area over which marine mammals may be subjected to masking
fiom LFA sonar noise, the DSEIS (4-37) conclusion that "Any auditory masking in marine
mammals due to SURTASS LFA sonar signal transmissions is not expected to be severe and
would be temporary"is absurd. In fact, it is very likely that masking would have severe impacts
upon marine mammals and marine mammal stocks.

B-31

Why has the potential for impacts to marine mammals (and other marine animals)
4.3.52
brought on by stress caused by LFA sonar noise not been addressed? Where is the discussion on
the effects of increased noise levels upon young animal's development? Where is the discussion
of physiological effects that may result from exposure to increased noise levels? How might this
affect pregnancy and birth rates? If increased stress levels lead to increased aggression, what
might the impacts of this be? How might increased stress resulting fiom exposure to LFA sonar
noise add to the stress levels marine mammals may already be bearing due to other anthropogenic
sound sources? In oceans that are oftentimes already filled with sound fiom these other sources,
the addition of even low RLs of LFA sonar noise will certainly increase stress levels. As stated
above, the 120 dB isopleth of LFA sonar operations would include about 3.9 million square
kilometers. If LFA noise creates stress in marine animals at RLs of, for example, 100 dB, a far
greater expanse of ocean habitat will be affected, as will the numbers of impacted animals. The
failure of the DSEIS to discuss the issue of stress clearly demonstrates its lack of sincerity in
investigating what the impacts to marine animals from LFA sonar operations may really be.
The DSEIS (4-53) very briefly discusses "Strandings potentially related to anthropogenic
sound." This is a strange and inappropriate way to characterize this discussion, as all three of
4.4.12
these strandings were in fact related to anthropogenic sound, and naval sonar in particular. It
opens the discussion by stating "SURTASS LFA sonar has not been implicated in any stranding
event since LFA prototype systems were first operated in the 1980s." First, because the unla&l
testing of these prototypes was to a very large extent unknown, how would people investigating
strandings which may have been caused by its use know to look at these prototypes as a possible
cause? They wouldn't have, because they did not even know of their existence. Secondly, the
May 1996 mass stranding involved a NATO sonar with many similar characteristics to
SURTASS LFA sonar, including low frequency sound. And lastly, before SURTASS LFA sonar
can be implicated, the strandings must be observed and then reported. Not all strandings are
observed, particularly those which occur in remote areas. Nor are all observed strandings
carefully and transparently investigated, especially when they occur on the shores of places where
the resources to carry out such investigations are not available. Many strandings do occur, and
while some may be natural occurrences, others may not be. Unless all strandings are carefully
and transparently investigated, to say that SURTASS LFA sonar has not been implicated does
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not mean much. Furthermore, LFA sonar operations are not commonly witnessed by anyone
apart from the Navy. Should a stranding occur coincident to their operations, it is perhaps naive
to believe that the Navy would then come fonvard and offer its sonar use as a possible cause,
given the fact that it routinely denies connections between its sonar use and stranding events.

4.4.12

It is quite conceivable that in some cases involving mass strandings of cetaceans that
investigations do not take place because political or economic pressure is applied by
governments wishing to keep evidence implicating naval sonars in cetacean deaths fiom being
released. It is also possible that, for the same reason, necropsy or stranding reports are written so
as to intentionally mislead the reader regarding the cause of stranding and deaths. Because of
these possibilities, it is likely that far more strandings are actually caused by naval sonar than
have been documented.
The DSEIS has demonstrated a lack of sincerity in its "discussion" of marine mammal 4.4.18
stranding events. It fails to mention (4-52) that the 1989 mass stranding in the Canary Islands
occurred coincident to naval exercises. The DSEIS states that "much of the information on
strandings over the years is anecdotal, which has been condensed in various reports, and some of
the data have been altered or possibly misquoted." First of all, anecdotal information may have
value, and should not be lightly dismissed. Is the reason the DSEIS failed to cite the naval
exercises in its mention of the 1989 Canary Islands mass stranding event because it considered
this information anecdotal? As this discussion is supposed to be about strandings related to
anthropogenic sound, these exercises would seem to be rather relevant and should have been
discussed, even if the use of the ship's mid-frequency sonar cannot be proven and there is no
necropsy data. Secondly, why didn't the DSEIS cite the altered and misquoted data? The fact
4.4.18
that military exercises were being conducted off the coast of the Florida Panhandle in March
2004 may have been a factor which contributed to the stranding which occurred along the
Panhandle. To state, as the DSEIS does, that "no physical evidence of blast or acoustic trauma
was found" does not necessarily mean that noise from these exercises couldn't have caused the
dolphins to strand. Perhaps the noise from the exercises disoriented or panicked them, leqding to
them stranding. The DSEIS implies that because the exercises were "conducted a significant
distance from the stranded animals"they could not have led to this stranding. Yet naval sonars
have already injured and killed whales at significant ranges, as is discussed below. This statement
also fails to take into account that injured animals may travel considerable distances before
stranding, and the same may be said for already dead animals who may be carried distances by
the sea.
The discussion of the May 1996 stranding which occurred on the Greek coast failed to
mention some of the findings of SACLANTCEN M-133, NATO's report on this incident. One
of these is the fact that the movements of the NATO ship (which was the source of the sonar
transmissions) corresponded very closely in time and space with the strandings of these whales.
This report also ruled out all other environmental factors as a cause of this stranding. It has been
estimated that because the fust whale to strand did so 40km fiom the ship transmitting the sonar
an hour after the exercise began, and because beaked whales swim at a maximum of 15 km/ hr,
that this whale must have been at least 25 km from the sonar source. That is a considerable
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none of which have been associated with noise, it somehow neglected to mention numerous other
cetacean strandings which have been associated with naval maneuvers and sonar, or other
sources of intense noise such as seismic surveys. Why is this? Many of these events have been
documented and have been reported on by the media as well as in scientific publications. They
are extremely relevant and should be included in the discussion. The discussion should include,
at a minimum, an in depth look at the strandings and deaths of beaked whales in Taiwan (2004), 4.4.18
(Gulf of Alaska (2004), Gulf of California (2002), Madeira (2000), Vieques (2000,1998), Virgin
Islands (1999), Greece (1997), Canary Islands (2004,1991,1989, 1988,1985), Lesser Antilles
(1974), Corsica (1974), Ligurean Sea, Italy (1966), Gulf of Genoa, Italy (1963), Sugura Bay,
Japan (1990,1987,1978) and in Sagami Bay, Japan (1989, 1979,1978, 1963). Why is it that this
DSEIS failed to discuss the fact that before high-intensity mid-range sonars were deployed in the
1 9 6 0 mass
~ ~ strandings of Cuvier's beaked whales were extremely rare events (Friedman 1989).
Did the authors of this DSEIS believe that the ever-growing number of these previously rare
stranding events is not relevant to the discussion? Or is the reason they failed to carefully look at
and thoroughly discuss these strandings and deaths because it might lead the reader to conclude
that naval sonar and other loud anthropogenic sounds are having serious adverse impacts upon
beaked whales and beaked whale stocks?
Very little is known about most of the beaked whales. Some species were only fairly
recently documented. It is possible that other species of beaked whales may exist that humans are
not yet aware of. It is also possible that some beaked whale species or stocks may in fact already
be endangered. Abundance estimates are not available for a number of species. If reliable
estimates are not available, how can the DSEIS possibly determine that no more than negligible
impacts will occur to the species and stocks, especially given beaked whale's proven
vulnerability to naval sonars?
When the injuries and deaths of beaked whales (and other marine animals) occur at sea,
it is unlikely they will be observed or reported. How might this affect the ability to detect serious
impacts to the species and stocks, especially considering how little is actually known about them
currently? It is possible that non-negligible impacts could occur and go undetected, or be
detected only after the species or stock has suffered impacts to such an extent that recovery is
impossible.
Why did the DSEIS fail to mention stranding events which occurred coincident to Navy
sonar exercises that involved cetacean species other than beaked whales? Where is the discussion
of, for example, the Haro Strait incident of 2003? Where is the discussion of the event that
occurred in July of 2004 in Hanalei Bay? Where is the discussion of the stranding that took place
on North Carolina's coast in January 2005? While many of these unmentioned and undiscussed
events have been associated with mid-frequency sonar and not LFA sonar, they are still pertinent
to the discussion of impacts resulting from LFA sonar operations. Both low and mid-frequency
sonars, and seismic surveys all share the characteristic of producing very intense noise. Again,
the failure of the DSEIS to even mention these events strongly suggests that the authors would
rather the reader didn't know of them.
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The DSEIS (4.4.3.3) conclusion regarding marine mammal strandings is strange. What 4.4.13
exactly is meant when it states that "there is an ongoing issue with public perception of the cause
that must be dealt with."? This statement seems to suggest that the Navy is much more worried
about bad publicity than it is about the adverse impacts its sonar operations are having on the
marine environment. Does this mean that the Navy intends to address the public relations aspect,
while continuing to ignore the very real and serious impacts its use of high-intensity active sonars
is causing?

B-33

Subchapter 4.5 of the DSEIS supposedly addresses the potential impact of LFA sonar
operations on commercial and recreational fisheries, other recreational activities, and research
and exploration activities. The conclusion reached is that it will not have any effect or any impact
on these activities. Given the reasons stated above, it is likely that LFA sonar operations will in
fact have a considerable impact upon fisheries, many of which are already in a very bad state. It
is likely it will also negatively affect the whale watching industry, as whale populations could be
reduced by LFA sonar operations. It is also possible that cetaceans would abandon an area, and
not return to it, following a bad experience encountering the LFA noise in that area. LFA sonar
operations are also likely to impact recreational and commercial divers as well as swimmers and
those who are snorkeling for several reasons. Limiting LFA sonar RLs to 145dB at known
recreational and commercial dive sites is insufficient protection because people affected may not
be in as good physical condition as the divers were in the Navy study. This may be particularly
true for members of the general public, of all ages and levels of fitness, who swim. Then there is
also the question of what happens to people who are swimming, snorkeling, and diving in areas
outside of these known dive sites? What happens to people who may be initiating swimming,
snorkeling, or diving activities from boats far offshore? It is also unlikely LFA sonar will have no
impacts on those who are carrying out research, particularly when that research is acoustic
research.
The DSEIS (4-63) summary of cumulative impacts concludes with the statement "the
SURTASS LFA sonar systems do not add appreciably to the underwater sounds that fish, sea
turtle, and marine mammal stocks are exposed to. Moreover, SURTASS LFA sonar will cause no
lethal takes of marine mammals." Neither of these statements is believable. The first statement is
nonsense. The opposite is true. LFA sonar operations will add very significantly to the noise
levels of oceans which are already too noisy. As stated above, this noise will not be contained
inside of small areas; rather it will be flooding vast ocean expanses with LFA sound. That much
of the ocean is already noisy does not diminish the fact that LFA sonar operations will add to this
noise, thereby increasing noise levels still further. The second statement, that LFA sonar use will
cause no lethal takes of marine mammals, rests entirely on the assumptions and conclusions
reached in the DSEIS, which, as seen above, are not valid.
The DSEIS has failed to adequately address the issue of LFA sonar sound fields
combining with the sound fields of seismic surveys and other anthropogenic sound sources. In
addition, there are problems with the brief OEISEIS (4.2-54) analysis of 2 LFA sound sources
employed at one site. The OEISEIS claims to be acting conservatively by doubling the single
source potential effects. This is very debatable. Marine animals who are caught in the sound field
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of one system may be unable to escape it simply because the field is so vast. In a case where they
are caught between the sound fields of two LFA systems, marine animals may become confused
and unable to even determine which direction they should head in an attempt to escape the
noise. The result may well be that the real effects are actually much more serious than those for a
single source doubled.
The "AD Hoc Group on the Impact of Sonar on Cetaceans" report, cited in the DSEIS (461) states "It appears that sonar is not a major current threat to marine mammal populations
generally, nor will it ever be likely to form a major part of ocean noise." The 2004 report of the
International Whaling Commission's Scientific Committee would seem to contradict the first
part of this statement when it says that there is "compelling evidence" that entire populations of
marine mammals are potentially threatened by intense anthropogenic underwater noise, which
would include sonar noise. Regarding the second part of the statement, if sonar does account for
10 percent of human sound in the ocean, that is a significant amount. It is interesting to note that
this report stated that sonar noise is not expected to increase, while the DSEIS (4-60) states that
commercial sonar use is expected to continue to increase. It does not, however, say that military
sonar use will also likely increase, though this is obviously the case. Other nations already have,
or are developing or obtaining systems similar to LFA sonar and mid-range sonar. Both
commercial and military sonar use will increase, and because of this, noise levels will increase as
well. The DSEIS has failed to acknowledge this.
Some whales killed by ship strike have been found to have suffered hearing impairment
(Andre et al. 1997). The DSEIS (Subchapter 4.6) has failed to address the fact that LFA sonar
operations would likely increase the numbers of sea turtles and marine mammals who are injured
and killed by ship strike, due to increased hearing loss and masking effects. Hearing impairment
may also increase the chances of whales becoming entangled in fishing gear (Todd et al. 1996).
The DSEIS has failed to discuss how LFA sonar operations could lead to an increase in numbers
of marine mammals injured and killed in fishing gear. The threat to marine mammals of death as
bycatch is huge, but will be made even greater by the deployment of LFA sonar.
The DSEIS (4-62) states that "Japan, under its self-issued scientific research permit, is
authorized to annually kill 400 minke whales around the Antarctic." The claim that this
"scientific" whaling is authorized is very debatable. In fact, it is commercial whaling done under
the guise of science. The IWC has expressed concern that the current "scientific"whaling
operations represent an act contrary to the spirit of the moratorium presently in place on
commercial whaling, and that the IWC's provisions allowing for scientific whaling were not
intended to be exploited to provide whale meat for commercial purposes, as the Japanese killing
does. The IWC has repeatedly asked the Japanese government to end these Japanese operations.
In addition, in January 2006, 17 nations signed onto a statement calling on Japan to "cease all its
lethal scientific research on whales" which was delivered to the Japanese government.
The DSEIS (4-63) attempts to downplay impacts of the Navy's sonar use by comparing it
to other sound sources, including rather bizarrely, whale vocalizations and other naturally
occuning sounds. Marine animals have evolved over great time periods and have no doubt
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adapted to some of these sounds, whereas most of the human produced noise that is currently
flooding the oceans is a relatively sudden and recent addition which these animals have not had
time to adapt to. Aside fiom this, the point of addressing the issue of cumulative impacts is not to
see who is most to blame for ocean noise, be it the shipping, oil and gas, or fishing industries, or
the military. Rather, the point should be how all these noise sources together, in combination,
may impact marine animals. Very clearly, the DSEIS in no way addresses this question.
As stated above, the mitigation measures proposed in the DSEIS are entirely inadequate
to ensure protection of the marine environment and its inhabitants. This is true for several
reasons. To start with, for the reasons stated above, marine mammals, sea turtles, and other ocean
dwellers will not be adequately protected by limiting their exposure to LFA sonar sound to a RL
of 180 dB or less. Nor will ensuring that no known recreational or commercial dive sites are
subjected to LF sound pressure levels greater than 145 dB RL be enough to protect human divers
and swimmers.

B-34

Incorporating geographic restrictions and Offshore Biologically Important Areas could be
effective mitigation tools, if the sound field affecting these areas was limited to a RL that would
not kill, injure, cause disruption of behavior, masking, or stress. However, the DSEIS mitigation
allows for a sound field of up to180 dB RL. Therefore, all of these impacts are likely to be
inflicted upon animals in these areas even if the maximum allowable level is not reached. This is
not effective mitigation. Added to this is the fact that it is up to the Navy and the National
Marine Fisheries Service to determine which areas are deemed to be "biologically important."
Neither this DSEIS nor any of the Navy's actions in the past do much to inspire confidence that
the Navy knows, or cares to know about such things, or that it will make appropriate
determinations. Given the total disregard the Navy has exhibited in the past when deploying its
sonar in areas known to have concentrations of marine mammals, it is hard to believe it has any
concern for these things at all.
Similarly, NMFS has not always acted in a manner that inspires confidence that it will
appropriately determine OBIAs. To start with, even while NMFS was aware of the fact that the
Navy was secretly developing and testing LFA sonar, it did not press the Navy to obtain the
legally required permits necessary for this under the MMPA and the ESA. That is troubling. Also
troubling is the fact NMFS was found to have improperly issued the letter of authorization to the
Navy for deployment of LFA sonar in 2002, and in so doing had violated the MMPA, the ESA,
and NEPA. That NMFS issued this LOA implies an inappropriate willingness to accept the
scientifically unfounded assumptions and conclusions contained in the LFA OEIS/EIS. NMFS
has responded to the crisis North Atlantic right whales are facing due to deaths fiom ship-strike
and entanglement in fishing gear with a total lack of meaningful action. The failure on the part
of NMFS to ensure adequate protection for the critically endangered right whale does not inspire
confidence it will appropriately determine OBIAs.

4.6.6

5.0.1

4.3.5

4.7.21

1.2.3

NMFS has repeatedly failed to issue reports on unusual stranding events in a transparent
and timely manner, including the report on the January 2005 North Carolina mass stranding of 37 4.4.18
whales fiom three different species which occurred coincident to Navy sonar exercises off the
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coast. This particular event is extremely relevant to the Navy's proposed Undersea Warfare
Training Range, and in particular its site of choice off that same coast. Despite the fact that the
extended deadline for public comment on the Navy's DEIS for its USWTR was January 30,
2006, the report was only released days before the deadline, and only after NMFS was sued by
the Natural Resources Defense Council, and a federal judge ordered its release. This alone is very
disturbing. The coordinator of the NMFS stranding response program noted in her preliminary
report in April 2005 that injuries to some of the whales "may be indicative" of injuries caused by
active sonar, including air bubbles in a pilot whale's liver similar to those found in whales killed
by NATO sonar exercises off the Canary Islands. NMFS very quickly released an "updated"
version of the original draft, eliminating all references to sonar. The reason given for this
exorcism was that air bubbles in the liver had not been conclusively confirmed! NMFS appears
to have first delayed the release of its stranding report, and then when legally obligated to release
it, to have altered it to minimize any association between the Navy's sonar use and the dead
whales. NMFS's handling of this entire incident strongly suggests that politics are playing a far
greater role in this stranding report than science is. This is very disturbing and does not inspire
confidence in NMFS.
Neither does the recent survey of NMFS scientists, conducted by the Union of
Concerned Scientists and Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility, which found that
69% of the survey respondents did not trust NMFS decision makers to make decisions that would
protect marine resources and ecosystems. This survey also found that large numbers of NMFS
scientists reported political interference in scientific determinations, and many felt that this has
undermined NMFS's ability to fulfil its mission of protection of marine species and their habitat.
Given all of this, why should anyone have any confidence that NMFS will appropriately
determine OBIAs?
If near-real-time environmental data is important for estimating sound fields, why are
acoustic model updates nominally made only every 12 hours, or more fiequently when
meteorological or oceanographic conditions change? As the LFA ship moves across the water,
conditions must nearly always be changing. Why aren't these updates made more fiequently?
What happens if modeling is not accurate, and RLs are higher than predicted? Rather than
estimating RLs, why can't they actually be measured? Measuring sound fields would provide the
Navy with real data that could then be compared with modeling efforts. This would help not only
in improving the accuracy of modeling, but also to ensure that RLs are not actually much higher,
and therefore more dangerous, then estimated.
The DSEIS (ES-17) states that an objective of mitigation measures is to avoid injury to
marine mammals and sea turtles near the LFA source, and that this objective will be met by its
mitigation measures. It also makes the claim (4-63) that because of monitoring and mitigation
measures, the operation of LFA sonar "will result in no lethal takes." The DSEIS (5-3) lists three
different methods it will use to monitor for marine mammals in order to prevent their injury.
Unfortunately, there are problems with all of these methods which will make monitoring efforts
largely ineffective. The effectiveness of visual monitoring is extremely limited by a number of
factors. It is well known that many marine mammals can remain submerged, some for quite
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extended periods of time. Sperm whales, for example can remain submerged for well over an
hour. When submerged, marine mammals can become impossible to visually detect fiom a ship,
unless they are in very close proximity to the ship. While submerged, these animals do not
necessarily remain in the same location. Oftentimes individuals or groups of marine mammals
swim while submerged, thereby changing their location. Even if these animals had been visually
detected while at the surface, once submerged, visual detection ceases to be effective. Given the
duration periods a number of these species can remain submerged, and the distances they can
travel while submerged, visual detection is an extremely unreliable method for determining these
animals are not in a given area even under the very best of ocean and weather conditions. In
choppy or rough seas, it is often extremely difficult to visually detect marine mammals even
when they are at the surface. Weather conditions can further contribute to this difficulty. It is
estimated for example, that only one in fifty beaked whales surfacing in the track line of a ship
would be sighted in anything stronger than a light breeze. Because of these factors, visual
detection of marine mammals, as well as sea turtles, is extremely unreliable even for highly
trained and highly motivated individuals.

5.2.12

The question must also be asked; is it possible that Navy shipboard lookouts would ever
feel any pressure that could. cause them not to see or report seeing marine mammals or sea
turtles? Pressure can be felt even if it is only imagined. Pressure can also be perceived even
when it is not explicitly exerted. In the real-life situation where training exercises are occurring,
it is reasonable to believe that even trained shipboard lookouts might choose not to see or be
hesitant to report the sighting of marine mammals or sea turtles, particularly if they were not
absolutely sure of the sighting, or if they felt that the sighting was outside of the range presumed
to require a change in operations. It is also possible the lookout would not want to be perceived
by others as responsible for disrupting or interfering in the continuation of exercises. Although
the DSEIS stresses the qualifications and training of the shipboard lookouts, it does not address
the "real world" issue of pressure coming fiom above as well as one's peers.

5.0.3b

The fact that visual monitoring will only take place in the time period between 30
minutes before sunrise until 30 minutes after sunset means that fiom shortly after sunset until
shortly before sunrise, no visual monitoring will occur. As LFA sonar operations are not limited
to the daylight hours, this means that much of the sonar's operational time will have none of the
limited benefits of visual monitoring.
The DSEIS (5-3) states that the objective of visual monitoring is to "maintain a track of
marine mammals andlor sea turtles observed and to ensure that none approach the source close
enough to enter the LFA mitigation zone." What happens when marine mammals or sea turtles
are seen approaching the mitigation zone but before it can be determined with any degree of
certainty wether or not they will enter, the animals submerge? What happens when animals
appear to be tracking past the zone without entering it, but these animals then submerge and
change course so that they enter the zone while still submerged?
There are problems with relying on passive acoustic monitoring to detect marine
mammals and sea turtles, for the simple reason that in order to detect them they must be making
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enough sound that is distinguishable from background sounds to be detected and then be
identified as sounds produced by these animals. The DSEIS (5-4) states that if a sound is
estimated to be from a marine mammal that may be potentially affected by LFA sonar, that the
Officer in Charge would be alerted. How will this estimate be made? Is the technician an expert
who is able to identify vocalizations for all marine mammals? And which marine mammals
won't be affected? Sea turtles do not appear to produce much sound, and so the passive acoustic
method of monitoring is useless for their protection. While marine mammals at times do
vocalize, at other times they do not, and so this method of detecting marine mammals is not
reliable. The fact that the SURTASS towed horizontal line array will not detect a large
percentage of the sounds of odontocetes further reduces the effectiveness of this passive acoustic
monitoring system.
The other method proposed for monitoring for marine mammals, and to some extent, sea
turtles, is HFM3 sonar. There are also problems with this method. Not enough is really known
about a number of species' ability to detect sound at various frequencies. It is not known how
HFM3 sonar will impact their ears or other organs. Given this, and the fact that HF/M3 sonar
will be deployed at levels starting at 180 dB and ramped up from this level, how has it been
determined that this sound won't itself have negative impacts on animals exposed to it? While
this system may be able to detect some animals, particularly the larger ones, it still will not detect
all of them. In fact, it is very possible that marine mammals and sea turtles will escape detection
by all three monitoring methods. Finally, the fact that more loud sound is being introduced into
the marine environment to protect marine animals from loud sound does not make much sense.

5.2.17

The DSEIS (5-9) dismisses the small boat and pre-operational aerial surveys as not
5.4.3
practicable, but it would have been more truthful perhaps, to say that these measures would be
inconvenient. The fact that the DSEIS states that new regulations on aerial surveys have
"increased the costs marked1y"is truly outrageous. What are the costs to the individual animals
who are made to suffer because of LFA sonar? What are the costs to endangered species or
stocks when their small numbers are impacted? What are the costs to the ecosystem when species
or stocks disappear? What are the costs to human security when ecosystems are damaged? For
the Navy, with its immense budget, to raise the issue of monetary cost as a reason not to use
every mitigation measure necessary to reduce threats to marine life is absolutely deplorable. To
use the argument that small craft surveys would have impacts on marine mammals, while it may
be true, cannot be taken very seriously given the total disregard the Navy has shown for the
impacts already wrought upon these animals by their own sonar use.
The DSEIS has not made it clear what long term monitoring will occur to assess the
impacts of LfA sonar on the marine environment, but the OEISIEIS (2-24) does refer to such a
program, which includes an incident monitoring element. There are several problems with this
program. The first very large problem is that the Navy will be the party that is monitoring the
impacts of this Navy activity. Should monitoring indicate that LFA sonar operations are having
negative impacts, is it reasonable to assume that the Navy will report this? Considering how this
DSEIS has inappropriately minimized the potential for adverse effects to the point of absurdity,
and has grossly downplayed the seriousness of those impacts it admits may occur, and given its
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refusal to even look at its role, or the role of other navies in all but three mass stranding events,
the only conclusion one can reasonably come to is, no. It is not reasonable to make such an
assumption. Nor is it reasonable to assume that Navy funded monitoring findings will accurately
reveal impacts which have occurred. Those who are engaged in the collection of data, or its
processing, or in reporting on the results of a monitoring effort, may feel pressure to achieve
certain results favorable to the Navy. Perhaps there is fear that funding may be cut off if results
are not favorable, or that their career future may be jeopardized should results be unfavorable.
Pressure may be felt regardless of whether or not it is explicitly applied. Even were negative
impacts brought about by LFA sonar operations to be accurately depicted by Navy funded
monitoring reports, it may be naive to assume that the Navy would then allow their public
release.
Another problem with the long term monitoring program described in the OEIS/EIS is its
tiny $lM per year budget. This budget is way out of proportion considering the huge impacts that
will result fiom LFA operations, and the cost of those impacts to the environment.

5.3.1
5.3.2

B-36

The incident monitoring element of the long term monitoring program has at least two
5.3.1
problems. First, while it certainly would be beneficial for the Navy to coordinate with marine
mammal stranding networks, it is wrong of the Navy to assume, as it appears to, that only
stranded animals may have been impacted by LFA sonar operations. Why is there not a serious
effort to survey for marine mammals, sea turtles, or any other animals who may be behaving
unusually, or are injured or dead during and following LFA sonar use? Related to this question,
another question must be raised. Is it even realistic to assume that if such a survey did occur, and
unusual behavior, or injured and dead animals were seen, that the Navy would then report this
when they have good reason to believe that LFA sonar use caused these effects? In light of the
growing public concern about the impacts of high-intensity active naval sonars on marine
animals, it is unlikely the Navy would invite more bad publicity by reporting such a sighting. It is
also reasonable to assume the Navy would rather not contribute to the growing body of evidence
indicating that their sonar use is harming marine life. Given this, it is important to challenge the
assumption that the Navy will reliably report negative impacts to marine animals which occur as
a result of their sonar use, particularly when impacts have occurred far offshore, and there is little
or no chance the animals will strand, and they are unlikely to be observed by anyone else.
The DSEIS lists five alternatives including the Navy's preferred alternative, and a no
action alternative. Alternative 2 does offer more protection to marine mammals then does
Alternative 1 but both are entirely inadequate. Alternative 3 offers more protection then does
Alternatives 1 or 2, because extending the coastal standoff distance will, in some areas at least,
extend past the shelf break. Because many marine mammals, of many species, concentrate at the
shelf break, it is the shelf break, and not the coast that the standoff distance should be set by.
Extending the 180dB standoff to 25 nm fiom the designated Offshore Biologically Important
Areas would help to reduce impacts in these areas, but not sufficiently. Alternative 4 is an
improvement on Alternatives 1,2, and 3. Obviously, protection of more OBIAs is good.
However the protection offered by maintaining sound pressure levels to below 180dB RL within
25 nrn of the coast and designated OBIAs is totally inadequate to ensure the protection of marine
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Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Cc:

O-009

Rebekah Crowley <rebekah@aquariumsociety.org>
eisteam@mindspring.com
john.braden@seattle.gov, Mark Plunkett <mark.plunkett@seattle.gov>,
gsmith@gallatingroup.com
Subject:
SURTASS LFA Sonar DSEIS
Date:
Feb 8,2006 5:47 PM
Attachments: SURTASS LFA Sonar DSEIS.pdf
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Good Afternoon:
Please review the attached letter that is being submitted as part of your public input process for the SURTASS
LFA Sonar DSEIS. Please feel free to contact me if there is any problem with opening &us attachment. Thank
you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Rebekah L. Crowley
Executive Assistant
Seattle Aquarium Society
Direct (206)838-3911
Main (206)682-3474 Ext 19
www.seattleaquarium.org

O-009

February 8,2006.

SEATTLE- A Q U A R I U M SOCIETY
1415 Western Avenue, Suite 505
Seattle, Washington 98101-2051

Mr. J.S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS JJ'A Sonar DSEIS Program Manger
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Ernail: eisteam@mindspring.com

RE: SURTASS LFA Sonar DSEIS
Dear Mr. Johnson:

.

.

.

.

.

According to the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) dated
November 2005, potential impacts of SURTASS LFA to marine mammals include:
"behavioral changes, temporary or permanent tissudorgan damage and possibly mortality."
Such potential impacts would vary depending upon the species, age and general health of the
marine mamma1;the distance from the sonar and the intensity and frequency of the sonar.
The DSEIS concludes that the potential impacts from these sonar operations is considered
minimal or negligible; any impacts are not expected to be.severe and would ,be-temporary.
. .

.
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Despite the above conclusions, the Seattle Aquarium Society wants to underscore the
potential impact on the southern resident orca whale population which has,.recentlybeen
listed as endangered on the ESA. Although these orcas frequent coastal waters inshore of the
proposed operations, during many times of the year they also swim in ocean waters ~d
possibly in the vicinity of sonar testing. In addition, other orca populations (offshore or
transient orcas) are known to occur in these offshore locations.
'

The Seattle Aquaiium Society urges a very tight oversight with regards to monitoring
environmental safeguards included in the DSEIS to limit these impacts. We request a
. .
. scientific monitoring piotocol be established to watch for impacts of the operations and that
.. : . .
.an annual report beprovided to the public. Please include the Seattle Aquarium Society on
.: .. the list for further information and tracking on SURTASS LFA operations off the coast of
Washington.
.
..

.

Sincerely,
Robert W. Davidson
Chief Executive Officer
cc:

-

John R Braden
Mark Plunkett
Gary Smi,th
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The Seattle Aquarium Society would like to take this oppottunity to comment on the
proposed implementation of "Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency
Active Sonar (SURTASS LFA) off the coast of Washington.

.
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Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

O-010

Joyce O'Neal <joneal@pa.net>
eisteam@mindsp-ring.com
IONC comments to the Draft LFA EIS
Feb 9,2006 10:37 AM
IONC LFAS DSEIS final.doc

M r . J o e Johnson,

I am a t t a c h i n g t o t h i s email t h e comments from t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Ocean Noise
C o a l i t i o n f o r t h e LFAS D r a f t EIS.

I f t h e r e a r e a n y problems r e c e i v i n g t h i s email p l e a s e c a l l me a t :
302-945-6341

Sincerely,
Joyce O'Neal
Chief O p e r a t i o n s Manager
Ocean Mammal I n s t i t u t e
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International Ocean Noise Coalition
www.oceannoisecoalition.org

February 9, 2006
Mr. Joe Johnson
4100 Faitfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

B-39

Re: Draft Supplernerltal Environmental lmpact Statement (DSEIS) for the
Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA)
Sonar
On behalf of the International Ocean Noise Coalition, we submit our comments on the
above-referenced proposed Draft Supplernerltal Environmental lmpact Staternent
(DSEIS) for the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active
(SURTASS LFA) Sonar.
We are writing to express our concern that the current Supplemental Environmental
lmpact Statement on LFA sonar is inadequate. Unfortunately the research on the
impacts of SURTASS LFA on marine life is not definitive enough to allow the conclusion
that it will not have serious impacts.
Impacts to Marine Mammals

The determination of the 180 dB threshold impact level for marine mammals is not
4.3.11
supported by field research. The Scientific Research Program (SRP) was extremely
limited in scope studying four species of whales for periods of weeks to a month or so.
Even then, significant results of avoidance or behavioral or vocal change were noted, yet
these are dismissed. Additionally, the program to test the effects of LFA sonar on
humpback whales in 1998 was inadequate because actual sonar deployment levels were
not used in the tests. This is clear from several statements in the Hawaii "Quicklook:
Low-Frequency Sound Scientific Research Program, Phase Ill: Responses of Humpback

O-010
International Ocean Noise Coalition

Whales to SURTASS LFA off the Kona Coast, Big Island Hawaii (Feb. 28 - March 3,
4.3.3
1998).11 On page five this Quicklook states, "The research did not use the full source
level of LFA." They also only "tested" the system in the omni directional mode, not the
beamed mode in these Hawaii "tests." On page 6 this Quicklook states, "The playback
protocol used in this Phase III research was specifically designed to expose animals to
LFA sounds at levels that are not harmful." 111 the Executive Summary of this Quicklook
the authors state "... .. it will be difficult to extrapolate from these results to predict
responses at higher exposure levels."
Since the test protocol was purposely designed to expose animals to LFA levels that
were not harmful, and since we can't extrapolate from these results to effects at higher
exposure levels, and since the SRP was so limited in scope, there really was no
adequate field testing of the impacts of the actual LFAS system on humpback whales. In
addition, the fact that 80% of humpback whales tested in Hawaii stopped singing even at
the low test levels, has not been adequately addressed in the DSEIS. This could affect
the whales' reproductive success. The Miller et al. (2000) published paper on
humpbacks lengthening their songs during low level LFA transmissions should be
included in this DSEIS at the very least.
The DSEIS ignores other important negative effects the sonar had even at the low levels
used in Hawaii. It does not address the fact that two separated cetacean calves were
i
during and shortly after testil-~g.
observed in the relatively srnall test area i ~Hawaii
Separated cetacean calves are rare. Do sonar signals disrupt the mother-calf bond?

2.3.7

4.3.35

LFA sonar testing on blue, fin and gray whales was also inadequate. The fact that blue
and fin whales decreased their vocalization rates and inshore gray whales changed their
migration route when exposed to LFA type signals indicates that the sonar could haveFEIS 4-5.10
long terrn effects on these ar~irnals'ability to find food and rnates. TIiese long term
4.3.10
effects have not been studied at all. In addition, baseline data on the distribution and
4.3.11
behavior of marine mammals is not available, making it impossible to evaluate the long
term effects of LFAS. Therefore, under NEPA, the Navy must make it clear that this
1.4.1
baseline information is not available and discuss how this lack of information affects their
ability to evaluate possible adverse impacts on marine life.
The determination of the 180 dB impact level also is not supported by field research on
gray whales. Indeed, gray whales avoided much lower LFA levels (around 130 dB) while
4.3.10
migrating (SRP results). The fact that offshore gray whales did not avoid such lower
levels can mean that less sensitive or more marginal (sub-optimal) animals migrate
offshore. This scenario is supported by the fact that mothers and calves (assumed to be
more sensitive as has been confirmed by research on humbacks by McCauley et al.
(2000) for instance) tend to migrate inshore. Downplaying this impact because offshore
animals behaved differently is not scientifically valid. Is this result a consequence of the
inshore vs. offshore environment or because of the different agelsex classes or sensitivity
levels of anirr~alsin either environment or some other interpretation? The answers to
these questior~sremairt urr known.
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This DSElS needs to discuss the fact that Cuvier's mass strandings were almost unheard
of before the 1960's when powerful sonars began to be deployed (Friedman 1989). Also,
this DSElS omits mentioning that there are over 30 stranding events linked to noise that 4.4.19
are not mentioned at all in the document. These strandings must be included and
discussed. Tables of these stranding events are readily available from the Scientific
Committee of the IWC.
It is a misconception that acoustic trauma is required to establish a link between a
stranding and an acoustic event. Whales may strand due to panic, if close to shore and
4.3.50
especially when herded toward the shore by noise (as drive fisheries have done
purposely for decades). Under this scenario, there would be no trauma other than that of
the stranding. That inner ears were not examined in the Greek stranding should not
mean that no association between this stranding and NATO's LFA can be made. The co4.4.12
occurrence between the ship's movements and the timing and locations of the strandings
is very compelling indeed and should be discussed.

B-41

To say that the hemorrhaging in the Bahamas stranded animals (2000) could have been
caused by factors other than acoustic trauma is not consistent with the paragraph which 4.4.18a
follows cited from the Interim Report on the stranding ("all evidence points to acoustic or
impulse trauma" of which the naval sonars "are the most plausible source"). Interestingly,
the DSElS does not mention what these so-called "other factors" might be. That refloated animals apparently did not re-strand, does not mean that they lived. Some restranded repeatedly immediately after being re-floated, but then, once guided into deep
water, ultirnately did r~otreturn. The re-floated animals were never seen again, though
these animals were a part of a well-studied resident population. Balcomb and Claridge 4.6.10
(2001) maintain that most, if not all, of these animals died or abandoned their home area.
It is impossible to say whether the various oceanographic factors, the bathymetry, etc.
were all necessary to produce this stranding. They may or may not have contributed,
and this may or may not have been an unusual confluence of conditions. The evidence
seems to point toward such noise-induced strandings not being as rare as once thought.
that the Canary Islands stranding of 2002 is not adequately discussed.
It is disappoil-~tir~g
Not only have three peer-reviewed articles appeared in highly respected journals about 4.4.18
this stranding, but preliminary results were published in the European Cetacean Society's
Newsletter (Special Issue). Where are the Jepson et al. (2003), Jepson et al. (2005) and
Fernandez et al. (2005) articles? It is inadequate to merely state that "efforts to study the
whale specimens from this incident continue and a report has not yet been published."

Cumulative Effects
The Navy does not address the effects of possible cumulative stress on marine mammals
from LFAS. Much literature indicates that loud sounds cause stress in most species
tested and this possibility needs to be considered.

4.6.2
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-6This DSEIS ignores the scale of the area affected by LFA. How are you goirrg to ensure
that noise from LFA and seismic surveys don't overlap with each other if one significantly
raises noise levels over 3.9 million sq. km. and the other over 300,000 sq. km (seismic)?

4.6.8

Both bycatch and ship strikes could increase due to noise impacts if marine mammals
can no longer hear approaching ships or other threats like fishing gear. Todd et al.
4.6.20
(1996) found that more humpback whales were entrapped in fishing gear in an area
where underwater explosions were taking place, apparently causing hearing impairment. 4.6.21
Such il-npail-meritseems likely to have caused whales to blunder into nets, based on the
unusual entrapment patterns observed (repeat entrapments, ur~usualage classes
4.6.22
entrapped, area of entrapment, etc.). Similarly, whales killed by collisions with highspeed ferries showed hearing impairment when later necropsied (Andre et al. 1997).
These are all examples of synergistic effects, effects that interact to produce a magnified
impact greater than the sum of their parts.
There is no discussion of the possibillty of synergistic effects from several LFA systems
working cor~currentlyand with overlapping areas of impact. What if the ensuing sound
field is so complex that marirre rnammals would r~otknow how to escape it (supposing
they could otherwise)?
It is important to acknowledge that impacts from noise sources and other threats will all
be occurring together, thus, all the threats marine mammals are faced with need to be
evaluated in concert. Please address these issues.

4.4.27

4.6.6

Sound Exposure Level

The Navy does not address the concerns of the Marine Mammal Commission about
LFAS stated in their 1997 Annual Report to Congress. In addition, there is a significant
body of research data showing that whales clearly begin to avoid sounds at 115-120 dB.
Research done by the Ocear~Mammal Institute shows humpback whales swim
significantly faster to move away from boat engines at received levels of 120 dB. Ifmany
species of whales avoid 120 dB, what will happen at the unknown LFAS deployment
levels that produce levels of 120 dB over 3.9 million sq. km.?

4.6.12

The Au and Green (2000) study may have concluded that the humpback's auditory
system w o ~ ~not
l d be seriously affected by the small boats used in the study, yet this
study did show significant changes in the behavior of the whales from these boats.
4.6.17
In the DSEIS, it is r ~ oclear
t
if source decibel levels refer to the output from one LFA
projector or from all 18. This rnakes a big difference in actual sound levels and needs to
be clarified. Many people now believe that the 215 dB number used refers (arnbiguously)
to only one LFAS projector. If all 18 projectors are operating the sound pressure level
would be much higher, especially in the far field.

O-010
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Also, the Navy admits sound levels above 160 dB are damaging to mice, rats and
4.3.18
humans in water (cited in Technical Report #3). But in the DSElS they say anything
below 180 dB is almost harmless to cetaceans. What is the evidence for this statement
about cetaceans? This needs to be clarified.
Earlier in this letter we cite the fact that LFAS was tested on cetaceans or~lyat levels well
below 180 dB. In the initial EIS on LFAS in Appendix D the statement is made that "the
lack of empirical evidence between 155 and 180 dB is an issue." Yes, it is an issue and
needs to be addressed. Also, the whales in the Bahamas stranded at average received
levels of 130 dB according to Hildebrand and Balcomb (2004). This evidence does not
support the contention that 180 dB is safe for cetaceans.

4.3.11

Impacts to Fish

B-42

The DSElS says LFAS would not reduce the productive capacity of any fish stock.
Where are the data to support that statement? Research we are aware of indicates
cause for concern relative to fish and fish eggs. Why are the studies not included?
Certainly several studies show that commercial fish catch rates have been significantly
reduced in the presence of loud sounds (air guns).

4.1.17

There is absolutely no scientific basis for concluding that LFA does not "reduce the
4.1.17
productive capacity of arly fish stock. It is an entirely plausible effect, especially given 4.1.4
the increased mortality on fish eggs, larvae, and fry found with exposure to seismic noise
which is also predominantly low frequency.
Why is there no discussion of recent work on fish larvae showing they use noise for the
selection of, and orientation to, suitable settlement sites (Simpson et al. 2005)?
Disruption of such behavior would again rr~ostlikely have population consequences.

4.1.17

The DSElS states that for fish exposed to intense noise "there was no damage to [nonauditory] tissues either at the gross or cellular levels." But there was for snow crabs and
giant squid. Several tissues were affected both at the gross and cellular levels. Please
include these studies.
It is false that there has been no evidence of hearing loss associated with sensory hair
is "only conjecture". The very reason why
cell loss in fish and that such a corlr~ectior~
McCauley et al. (2003) examil-red pink snapper hair cells in the ears is because the fish
were not showing the stereotypical reaction to seismic noise that they had previously.
They "fed and appeared to behave normally" because they were captive. Whether they
would have survived in the wild is another question. I don't know that the ability to
"depart the immediate sound field" would have helped the pink snapper avoid ear
damage. In the case of LFA, they would have been presented with a fairly complex
sound field and may have had difficulty finding a way to escape. Further, they may not

3.2.5
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-8be able to swim fast enough, especially if there is some confusion as to where they
should swirn to lessen the noise exposure.
We disagree that the exposures from LFA would necessarily be shorter than what the
pink snapper experienced. There were very few seismic "shots" at high intensity in this
study-the vast majority were much lower exposure levels. A key question is how the
LFA-equipped ship would move. Would it be in a straight line, with a consistent heading?
Or rather in a non-transiting mode, circling an area, or doubling back over its track at
some times?

4.1.14

We agree with this document that "...it is difficult to extrapolate among species with
4.3.25
regard to the effects of intense sounds." It is also difficult to extrapolate from studies
using low levels of LFA to predict responses at higher exposure levels which is what the
authors of this DSElS are trying to do with marine mammals.
Mortality rates of 20-30% in herring exposed to sonar signals is cause for concern. There
4.1.15
is no RL indicated but rather a SL of 189 dB. Is this a typo? Was stress measured in
these fish?
The Wardle et al. (2001) study did indeed show some indications of change in the longterm day-to-night movements of pollock. The fact that fish did not seem to leave with
exposure to seismic noise is hardly surprising. These are reef fish that are very tied to 4.1.10
their home territory, as the authors also note in their paper. There are many documented
cases of animals staying near damaging noise, even to the point of injury (NMFS 1996),
so as rlot to lose feeding or breeding opportunities, a situation that may have occurred
had the fishes' territories been abandoned. This is an important point to take into
consideration.
It is not valid to conclude that LFA impacts on fish would be negligible because only an
4.1.17
inconsequential portion of any fish stock would be present within the 180 dB sound field
at any given time. There is no evidence that makes a compelling case for 180 dB being a
"highly conservative" figure. Also, allowances must be made for sublethal, more subtle,
or long-term effects. Delayed developrnerlt hasn't beer1 adequately studied, nor nonimmediate mortality through injury or overstimulation of neuroendocrine systems.
Secondly, please cite the evidence for the conclusion that only inconsequential portions
of a fish stock would be affected? Fish are clumped and would be concentrated around
areas of productivity. As such, one broadcast could affect large numbers of several
species of fish at once. And what about the effects on fish eggs, larvae, or fry? Studies
such as Kostyuchenko (1973), Dalen and Knutsen (1987), and Booman et al. (1996)
show increased mortality with seismic exposure of fish eggs, larvae, and fry compared
with controls. Orle spawning aggregation ensorlified could have population
consequences. Even a 5% loss at critical stages of development and metamorphosis
could impact recruitment into a fishery and thus affect the population.
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-9Since most of the world's fisheries are already seriously depleted, the additional effect of
loud noise on fish needs to be more thoroughly addressed in this document.
lmpacts to Sea Turtles

This document does r~otaddress the potentially negative impact of behavioral effects at
lower sound levels on sea turtles. Population-level effects of masking or stress are
ignored, for instance. If only one LFA system is operating in the Pacific at one time and
marine life is behaviorally impacted at levels of 120 dB or so (as indicated by previous
4.3.34
noise research) (e-g. Richardson et al. 1995), then the area impacted is around 3.9
million sq. km. (Johnson 2003). Why is the area of impact at the 120 dB RL not even
given in this DSEIS? Since many marine animals react to noise at this average RL, it
seems imperative that this isopleth be stated. So, in fact, many animals would indeed be
impacted over a large amount of time, not the ~ 0 . 2
ar~irnalsper year per vessel as
estirnated for leatherbacks, for instance.

B-43

Also, it is misleading to use low numbers impacted like this when we are talking about a
highly endangered population. The loss of even one breeding individual can be
significant in small populations. Using such figures as 0.2 animals per year per vessel
also ignores the fact that animals are generally clumped in distribution, so that if a
concentration of animals is impacted, the population could suffer.
Why is the lack of scientific data on sea turtle PTS a valid rationale for concluding LFA
will not cause PTS in sea turtles? The point is we don't know anything about PTS in sea
turtles and, therefore, should apply the precautionary principle.
It is not scientifically defensible to dismiss the concerns raised by seismic noise impacts
on sea turtles by simply saying that seisrnic sigr~alsdiffer frorn sonar ill some
characteristics. Please provide the evidence that LFA does not negatively impact sea
turtles.

4.3.23

4.2.3

4.2.5

lmpacts to Sea Birds

The rationale that seabirds "can rapidly disperse to other areas if disturbed" is troubling.
Would this not count as an impact, particularly for endangered seabirds? To further
complicate the matter, research on birds shows that those individuals that have least
energy reserves or no alternative habitat cannot afford to repeatedly flee from
disturbance but must remain and continue feeding, even if this places them in increased
danger. Indeed, disturbance studies show that the weaker the response, the more
serious may be the impact on the population (Gill et al. 2001; Stillman and Goss-Custard
2002). So, no, birds can't always "rapidly disperse to other areas if disturbed". They are
there for a reason, and that reason is likely not to be arbitrary.

3.2.3
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This DSElS has erroneously dismissed cephalopods and decapods from consideration
3.2.5
as potentially affected organisms. To say that "we may cautiously suggest that [there
would be no lasting impact on these animals unless they were only tens of meters from
the source]", is anything but cautious. It is a wild guess-one that moreover is
contradicted by recent scientific knowledge. McCauley et al. (2000) show impacts from
seismic noise on squid. Not only did squid react to the noise (release ink), but they
sought an acoustic shadow at the water's surface. This is quite a sophisticated
response, rneaning that squid could evaluate acoustic gradients and find the acoustic
minimum, which is more than most fish seem to manage. Guerra et al. (2004) also noted
the occurrence of several squid (sometimes live) strandings over several years coincident
with seismic surveys. A total of nine giant squid has stranded coincident with seismic
surveys in 2001 and again in 2003 (MacKenzie 2004). Squid showed signs of ascending
from depth too quickly. The squid showed no surface damage but all had internal injuries,
some of them massive (disintegrated muscles, unrecognizable organs.)
Research on the effects of seisrnic on srlow crabs (DFO 2004) also showed that some
organs and ovaries of animals exposed to seismic were bruised and hemorrhaging
compared to controls, ovaries were abnormal, there were changes in some organs
consistent with a response to stress, embryo development appeared delayed, larvae
were slightly smaller, and there were indications of greater leg loss. For the most part,
the independent scientific experts on the peer-review panel of this study were concerned
that the studies indicated unexpectedly severe effects from seismic noise, which could
have conservation il-nplications.

3.2.5

Also, sound exposure in tanks may cause physiological changes in brown shrimp that
3.2.5
increase mortality and reduce reproduction. A modest increase in continuous
background noise caused an increase in metabolic rate leading to significant reduction in
growth and reproduction over three months (Lagardere 1982; Regnault and Lagardere
1983). Seismic noise is predominantly low frequency, and some of the surveys
mentioned above were relatively low in intensity. All this evidence should be enough to
warrant the inclusion of at least decapods and cephalopods in this DSElS as potentially
affected species.
Mitigations

TLrning off LFA sonar only if marine mammals are detected in the area around the
deploying vessel is not an adequate mitigation measure since the impacts of underwater
sound travel vast distar~cesand marly undetected ar~i~nals
car1 be impacted.
It is difficult to see why active acoustics would be unable to detect fish schools reliably,
especially since this is a standard measure of fish abundance used by fishers.

4.7.7
5.2.16
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- 11 Pre-operational small boat or aerial surveys are given very short shrift. The arguments
against them do not seem compelling. What about large boat surveys? Why is this r ~ o t
considered as an option?

5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.5

Estimating SPLs during or prior to transmissions is usually too inaccurate. Why can't
they be actually measured? Time and time again estimations have not been accurate in
that levels are found higher than predicted. They can also be lower than predicted,
though there is less danger in mistakes in this direction.

5.1.2

The use of passive acoustic monitoring is a very good idea, but using the SURTASS
array, whict-I is presumably just tuned to low frequencies, is a big mistake. Most rnarine
mammal species could thus not be detected.

5.2.13

B-44

Using HFlM3 sonar is also ill-advised, as some marine mammals may be affected by this
noise as well. Again, audiograms, even for those handful of species for whom we have
them, do not tell the whole story. Sound perception can occur through various means,
not necessarily just the ear. Also, animals may detect the sound itenvelope"without
actually hearing the whole sound. We are simply not yet at the stage where we can
definitively say which marine animals can detect which sounds, especially in regard to the
great whales, whose hearing has never been tested. To illustrate this point, HFlM3 sonar
first used a frequency thought to be above gray whale hearing detection. Later, gray
whales were shown to respond to it after all. We cannot afford to keep making mistakes
like this. Mitigation should not add yet more noise to the original noise-producing activity.
Moreover, the effectiveness of HFlM3 to reliably detect marine mammals or turtles
witliout rnarly false positives has not been demonstrated.
We disagree that Alternative 2 would only slightly decrease the potential for impacts to
marine mammals from LFA. Depending on how many and which of these biologically
important areas are excluded from LFA transmissions, concentrations of marine animals
of many different species could be better protected. It would not offer perfect protection,
but could be a significant improvement.

5.2.18
5.2.20

4.7.5

should state which RL is being used.
The calculatior~of the area er~sor~ified

4.7.15

Exposing offshore biologically important areas to less than 180 dB does not offer enough
protection. This is still a very high level, and there is literally a complete absence of
information on what the long-term impacts of such exposures on the behavior and
population health of any marine animal might be.

4.7.21

Experienced observers should be used to conduct visual monitoring for marine
mammals. Also, resuming LFA broadcasts after orlly 15 minutes of no animals being
detected is not safe since marine marnmals are often underwater for rnore than 15
minutes.

5.2.7
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The Officer in Command is only alerted to marine mammal vocalizations (detected
5.2.15
tt-lrougl-I passive acoustic monitoring) IF "the sound is estimated to be frorrl a rr~arirle
mammal that may potentially be affected' by LFA sonar? This needs more clarification,
as this leaves considerable leeway for the Navy to a) incorrectly estimate the species and
to b) make the determination that it will not be affected. Based on what?
The actual need for LFAS is not adequately discussed in the DSEIS. Under NEPA the
DSEIS is required to explain the underlying need for the sonar and explore and evaluate
reasonable alternatives. The Navy must address the need and offer safer alternatives to
the public.
Additionally, this document does not discuss many reasonable and accepted mitigation
procedures which may be consistent with military training such as those included in a
recent notice issued by NMFS concerning a series of Air Force gunnery missions at Eglin
Air Force Base in the Gulf of Mexico. 71 Fed. Reg. 3474, 3484-84 (Jan. 23, 2006).
We are especially concerned that this impact statement rejects the mitigations that the
federal court urged the navy to consider.

1.1.2

2.6.1

Impacts to Humans

The SDElS also fails to address the fact that Chris Reid was exposed to LFA sonar at
about 125 dB during the Hawaii tests in 1998 and was diagnosed by a physician as
suffering from acute trauma when she left the water.

5.1.4

It also ignores the fact that a scuba diver was injured by LFAS transmissions over 100 mi
away on August 25, 1994.
Setting the145 dB threshold for diving and recreational sites acknowledges there is a risk
to humans. It is unreasonable to conclude that humans are more sensitive than marine
mammals to underwater noise. It would make sense to use this level for marine
mammals as well. In fact, NATO uses a 145 dB impact level to denote harassment of
marine mammals.
We are particularly concerned that for the first time this impact statement states that an
LFA sonar system will be used in "shallow littoral ocean regions" since the danger of
impacts to humans increases with use in these areas.
The geographic restriction imposed by the 145 dB RL exposure criterion for known
commercial and recreational dive sites does nothing to support the conclusion that LFA
sorlar contributiorls to oceanic ambient noise are small and incremental. The 145 dB
criterion will be used in a tiny fraction of the ocean, since it only applies to known dive
sites.

4.3.5

1.1.7

4.6.12
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We disagree with the contention that LFA would not affect whale watching unless LFA 4.5.2
were nearby. What if whale stocks suffer a slow decline or vacate certain areas due to
intermittent or persistent, moderate noise levels from LFA? Even one very unpleasant
noise event could cause animals to leave the area permanently because of the negative
association with the noise event. Again, LFA produces high noise levels over smaller
areas but moderate noise levels over huge areas.
We don't understand the logic behind "Many [recreational activities] would not be affected
by LFA because. ..they do not irlvolve the use or creation of underwater sound." So only
serious consideration needs to be extended to other noise producers, so that LFA not
interfere with their noise? Recreational boaters, divers, swimmers, and snorkelers will
likely have a different opinion. Many will not be in favor of any degradation of the marine
4.5.3
environment through LFA noise, as one of the reasons they enjoy the ocean is because
of its marine inhabitants.

B-45

Why are costs to only whale watching listed in Sec. 3.3.2? Many of these same costs
(trash, ship strikes, pollution from boats) apply to all ships at sea, including military
vessels. The fact that there are several reports of ship strikes on whales from whale
watching vessels must surely be a function of reporting. How many cargo or military
ships studiously monitor the number of whales they've struck? They probably wouldn't
even notice. "Trampling coastal areas" or "the effects of petroleum products on the
environment when you drive or fly to the [whale watching] site" are unconvincing
arguments and a clear double standard. What about tourism ill general? .
Why is whale watching's impact on whales being evaluated here? This DSElS is
supposed to address the impact of LFA sonar. This sort of finger-pointing is not helpful,
especially since all these impacts are likely cumulative. How can it be concluded that
LFA has so far not harmed whale watching when LFA operations to date have been
restricted to around Taiwan, an area not known for its whale watching industry?

3.3.1
4.6.23

3.3.2
3.3.3

Inconsistencies
The long wavelengths used by LFA mean that only larger targets can be detected. Small
submarines, for instance, would escape detection. How would this deficiency be
overcome or why is it not considered a deficiency?

2.1.5

To argue that LFA sonar does not add appreciably to ocean noise is not believable.
Flooding areas of 3.9 milliort sq. km with r~oiselevels of 120 dB clearly and significantly
adds to ocean noise levels. This argument attempts to use the logic that each one
source of noise pollution is small (as is each power plant emission compared to all power
plants' emissions)-logic that is particularly inappropriate in the case of LFA sonar. To
illustrate this further, the DSElS states that "fisheries contribute less than 1% of the U.S.

4.6.13
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using the same logic as the DSEIS uses regarding marine mammal impacts. We think
there would be a substantial outcry if the U.S. fishing industry were eliminated, especially
in coastal communities.
Section 2.7, p. 2-15. There are several problems with the characterization of the Oxford
process. Firstly, the process was agreed to be cor~fidentialat this stage, so that it is
highly inappropriate to be referring to it in this public document. Secondly, the planning
document is not detailed, as maintained, but is a general overview of potentially useful
future research in this area. Thirdly, the Oxford process has not restricted itself to
experimental tests of, among other things, the effects of LFA sonar on deep-diving
marine mammals, but rather takes a broader view of studies that may inform on this topic
such as retrospective studies, modeling, necropsies, studies of the natural behavior of
wild animals, etc.
The final proposed research topic (long-term cu~nulativeeffects on a stock of marine
mammals regularly exposed to LFA) is very worthwhile and important. However, how are
the studies going to separate out impacts from other noise or environmental threats or
oceanographic and ecosystem changes? If the study is inconclusive because other
factors could have caused a change in population, then not much will have been gained.

2.7.1

2.7.2

The latest worldwide sperm whale estimates have not been cited (Whitehead 2002).
3.2.12
Estimates of worldwide sperm whale numbers over 1 million are invalid. When first
introducing the beaked whales, the DSEIS should state that the reason Ziphiidae are not 3.2.13
listed under MMPA, ESA, or IUCN, is because they are data deficient. Thus, they may
be endangered, but not enough is known to say.
The Gully population of Northern bottlenose whales has been assessed by COSEWlC
(the official Canadian independent panel of scientiffc experts) as endangered. It is not
mentioned in the DSEIS that the Gully population is resident year-round. Instead, there 3.2.14
is reference to migrations in the DSEIS, which is inaccurate for this discrete, nonmigratory population. Winn et al. (1970) is based on one encounter and is not
considered well-documented. It has been largely superseded by the research mentioned
subsequently and thus should be deleted.
We are not sure why maximum SLs of the individual marine mammal species'
4.3.4
vocalizations are constantly listed in Section 3. This implies that somehow natural
sour~dscar1 be equated with hurnan-rnade sounds. On pp. ES-15 and 4-63, the same is 4.6.16
done, listing human-made and then natural sounds under a discussion of potential
cumulative impacts of four LFA systems in operation simultaneously. To mention "whale
vocalizations" as some of these cumulative impacts in this context is highly misleading
and inappropriate. Marine mammals have, to some degree, presumably adapted over
evolutionary time to natural noise sources, whereas human-made noise is a
comparatively new addition to their environment. It is scientifically invalid to compare the
two. To compare human-made noise sources with the marine mammals' own
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vocalizations is particularly deceptive. Surely marine mammals distinguish the two and
modify their behavior accordingly (by avoiding accidental ensonification of each other to
dangerous levels unless they use their sounds as a weapon occasionally, by spacing
themselves when vocalizing loudly, etc.).

4.6.16

Our general impression of Section 3 is that it is often inaccurate and not well-referenced
(not the most appropriate references are used). Ex.: p. 3.2-73 "Audiograms for Risso's
dolphins indicate their hearing SLs equal to or less than approximately 125 dB in
frequencies ranging from 1.6-110 kHz." We assume RLs are meant here?

3.2.15

Canada is not mentioned in the text (p. 3.3-9) as allowing aboriginal whaling, though it
does. It is stated in tables, however.

3.3.5

B-46

We are urlclear why bycatch is listed under socioeconomic impacts of LFA. LFA can
certainly potentially affect the health of fish populations, and thus fisheries, but how does
LFA impact bycatch specifically? We can easily believe that masking from LFA can
prevent or hinder marine mammals from detecting fishing gear and thus contribute to
bycatch, but this argument is not made in the DSElS and the rationale should be made
more explicit. Otherwise, the bycatch section can be misread as a ploy to downplay the
impacts LFA could cause, by pointing the finger at bycatch instead. Again, this logic
would entirely miss the point of curnulative or synergistic irnpacts.
Non-auditory injury can conceivably occur below 180 dB RL, in contrast to what is implied
on p. 4-2. Moreover, not only resonance but effects such as static diffusion fall under this
category.

3.3.6

4.0.3

Does injury have to be permanent to fall under Level A harassment? If a deep gash is
caused in a marirre mammal from some ship strike, for instance, which limits and
impedes their daily function, yet this heals over time, is this considered an injury? If so,
why isn't TTS considered injury?
On the one hand, the DSElS urges caution in extrapolating between species, yet
summarily concludes that there will be negligible impact on fish from LFA exposure.
Again, behavioral changes or stress are all but ignored.

4.1.11

Tlie Gausland (2003) document should be ignored. Its statistics are entirely invalid. It
uses the same data as Engis et al. (1996) [not 1995 as is stated in the citation and in the
references] yet splits them up for no valid reason, and then notes they are no longer
statistically significant. Anytime you split the data up, you will lose statistical power, so it
is no surprise that this sort of manipulation will result in insignificant results. This in no
way invalidates the Engis et al. (1996) study, and moreover, is an incorrect use of the
data. To say that the variation Engis et al. (1996) noted is within normal fishing season
variation is neither here nor there. The fact is that the variation occurred under a
systematic study and was related to when seismic exposure was present compared with
when not. The results were dramatic, obvious, and large scale. That there is variation in

4.1.9
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catch rates over several fishing seasons is well-known (however, the Engiis et al (1996)
study occurred over one fishing season, not over many). What happens when there are
low catch rates due to oceanographic factors arld then seismic exposure reduces them
even further? These are the sorts of synergistic or cumulative impacts that can cause
tremendous damage to fish populations. This argument offers no valid rationale for
criticizing the Engiis et al. (1996) study. Quite the contrary, it provides more reason for
caution.

4.1.9

The DSElS does not make clear that noise does not need to be the same frequency as 4.3.38
the signal of interest to mask it. At low and very high frequencies, a noise can mask a
much wider range of frequencies (Richardson et al. 1995). This would apply to LFA, as a
low frequency signal.
This DSElS repeatedly urges caution when extrapolating between fish species or
4.1.12
between fish and sharks, for instance, but then goes on to do just that. It also argues that
the LFA signal is too different from LF sounds made by struggling fish to be attractive to
sharks, yet has no problem with equating natural sounds, even marine mammal
vocalizations, to man-made noise. For instance, in its discussion of the potential
curnulative effects of several LFA systems operating simultaneously, "whale
vocalizations'' are corlsidered an additive impact together with LFA noise! The DSElS
makes the assumption that it is the pulsed nature of the playback sounds that caused
4.1.13
sharks to withdraw. Since LFA is not pulsed, it argues, sharks would not withdraw from
LFA. Yet these pulsed sounds were usually attractive and only caused withdrawal at
higher, but still very modest, received levels of 111 dB. Thus, one could just as easily
corlclude that it may be the higher sound level, not the pulsed nature that causes shark
withdrawal.
Conjectures about the potential disruption of shark migration are made that are wholly
unsubstantiated. Basically, we have no idea what the impact of LFA would be on shark
migration, and this fact must be honestly acknowledged.

4.1.18

There are no confidence limits on any of the numbers of individuals of each species in
4.4.4
the area nor on the nurrlber of animals in the stock. These are generally highly
inaccurate estimates, so using orlly orle number to denote them is very rrlisleading and 4.4.6
gives no sense of the potential range of percentage of animals affected. The
identification of stocks is also very inexact and prone to many errors unless genetic
analyses have conclusively ascertained whether populations are interbreeding or not.
What does "% affected < 180 dB" mean? What is the minimum RL considered to affect 4.4.7
an animal behaviorally? This information is vital to have to be able to evaluate these
numbers adequately. Based on our best knowledge from past research, an appropriate
mirlimum RL for behavioral effects would be 120 dB (though behavioral effects have
occurred considerably below these RLs). As the 120 dB isopleth extends out to 1, I 11 4.3.34
km, the percentage of animals affected would be much greater than given here. Again, it
is very telling that nowhere in this DSElS is the range of area affected to RLs of 120 dB
ever given.
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When the document cites the Au and Greer~(2000) study under "curnulative impacts",
there is no mention of behavioral ir~ipactsfrom small boat noise. Yet under the mitigation
section, when surveys by small boats are considered, it cites the same study and
4.6.17
mentions, for the first time, the behavioral impacts on whales from small boats!
Suddenly, when it serves their interest, the Navy is highly concerned about the impacts of
small boats and the additional noise animals would be subjected to! According to this
reasoning, it is then logical to conclude that we should be very concerned about impacts
from LFA sonar which blankets 3.9 million sq km of ocean with noise levels known to
cause whale avoidance (120 dB).
Issues not addressed

4.3.15
Is the 180 dB isopleth distance given anywhere in this DSEIS? We didn't see it
anywhere and it seems like it would be very important for the reader to know how far from
the source 180 dB can be heard.
B-47

It is profoundly disturbing that the Navy has r~otyet urldertaker~and published an analysis
4.4.9
of stranding data as related to naval maneuvers around the world. Why this hasn't been
done yet is hard to fathom and would certainly have been an important contribution to this
DSEIS.
Are the recent studies on fish undertaken by the Navy peer-reviewed?
We stror~glyquestion the assumption that irlvertebrates are not considered because they
have no delicate organs or tissues whose acoustic impedance is significantly different
from water and because there is no evidence of auditory capability in the frequency range
used by LFA. Given the recent research and observations concerning squid and snow
crabs, we find such statements unsupportable. Not much is known about hearing in most
invertebrates but our knowledge is evolving rapidly. For instance, not too long ago squid
were thought to be deaf. Fish and some invertebrates have a lateral line (or equivalent)
system which detects water movernent and could also corrceivably detect sound or
particle rnotior~.Both squid (McCauley et al. 2000; MacKenzie 2004; Guerra et al. 2004)
and snow crabs (DFO 2004) appear to show reactions to seismic noise which is
predominantly low in frequency. While it is unknown which characteristics of the noise
they are reacting to, it seems irresponsibly premature to conclude that these
characteristics are ones not shared by LFA sonar.

4.1.1

3.2.5

The effects of reverberation are not addressed in this DSEIS, and how reverberation can
increase the effective duty cycle in terms of maskirlg ar~dother impacts.

4.1.8

While masking is certainly a very widespread potential impact of human-made noise, it is
not the only impact. Stress, increased aggression, and effects on the ecosystem are
some other widespread potential impacts.

4.3.39
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The developmental effects of growing up in a noisy environment are not addressed in this
DSEIS. Experiments with young rats show brain development suffers under even
4.3.54
moderate noise conditions (Chang and Merzenich 2003). Chronic noise increases the
risk of cardiovascular disease in humans (Willich et al. 2005). Yet the focus is almost
exclusively on PTS and TTS.
We understood the law as requiring that not only should the effect on the stock of any
1.2.2
rrlarirle mammal frorn significant ct-lange in a biologically importarlt behavior be minimal,
but that natural behavior patterns cannot be disrupted to a point where patterns are
abandoned or significantly altered in individual animals. This is not reflected in ES-18
under Alternative 1. That auditory masking from LFA is not continuous may be true, but
reverberations from the ocean floor can make signals (such as pings given every 24 s) all
4.3.39
but continuous, as shown by analysis of the Bahamas stranding (Hildebrand and
Balcomb 2004). The same has been found to be true for such noise events as seismic
surveys. Masking is not just restricted to the duration of the signal; rather, reverberation
effects draw out the duration of the masking considerably. If the LFA signal can be over
1.5 mins. long in duration and the time between transmissiorls could be as little as 6
mins., then, including reverberations, the noise could be nearly continuous.
What exactly is the full power of the HFlM3 sonar if it is ramped up starting at 180 dB?
Why is this SL not given? Why is there no indication of the error rates in the detection of
5.2.20
various species by HF/M3? How many animals of which species escape detection?
How many false positives? Why is the HFlM3 ramped up, but not LFA? What are the
mitigation measures for HFlM3 exposure? Does the Navy see any conflict between
adding yet more noise in the name of mitigating for noise?
Why, in the risk analysislsensitivity flowchart is there no mention of the "No Action"
alternative. What if the risks are too great?
LFA broadcasts have an enormous arld unprecedented potential area of impact. The
long-term population consequerlces of the lower intensity noise levels heard over these
huge areas has not been examined in any marine species. This all adds up to taking a
gamble of vast proportions with our marine environment. Therefore, the "No Action"
alternative should be pursued. Only if the No Action alternative is impossible should
Alternative 4 be chosen. This DSEIS has contributed no new information which would
warrant modification of the conclusion that LFA is indeed a threat to the marine
environment.
The serious issue of igl-loring the available evidence about rlumerous impacts of LFA on
whales even at the
test levels used in the SRP needs to be addressed. The fact that
the real, higher levels of LFA were never tested needs to be addressed. It is obvious that
testing at actual deployment levels raises ethical issues. Indeed the potential severe
consequences of testing LFA at actual deployment levels may be the reason why it hasn't
been tested at those levels. If it is too dangerous to test at actual deployment levels, then
it is obviously too dangerous to use at those levels.

4.4.8

4.7.6

2.7.3
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We would like this letter to be part of the public record.

Sincerely,
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Marsha L. Green, Ph.D.
North Arnerican Representative

Sigrid Lijber
European Representative

Elsa Cabrera
Latin American Representative

Linda Weilgart, Ph.D.
Scientific Advisor
Assistant Professor of Biology &
Research Associate
Dalhousie University
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EARTH ISLAND INSTITUTE
INTERNATIONAL MARINE MAMMAL PROJECT
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Mr. Joe S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
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Dear Mr. Johnson:
The International Marine Mammal Project of Earth Island
Institute provides the following comments on the draft Supplemental
EIS for the deployment of SURTASS Low Frequency Active (LFA) Sonar:
Please add our comments to the Record of the SEIS.

Earth Island Institute Opposes Deployment of LFA Sonar:
Earth Island Institute is opposed to the deployment and
continued testing of the Navy's Surveillance Towed Array Sensor
System (SURTASS) Low Frequency Active (LFA) Sonar.
The SEIS proposes to increase the number of naval vessels
equipped with LFA Sonar from 2 to 4 vessels. These vessels will
operate all around the world, in "the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans, and the Mediterranean Sea." With this SEIS, the Navy is also
admitting, for the first time, that a "compact" LFA Sonar system will
be used in "shallow littoral ocean regions," essentially to support
seaward invasions of other countries.

1.1.6
1.1.7

LFA Sonar Poses a Global Threat to Whales and Dolphins:
At peak power, the LFA Sonar system sends out pulses of sound
underwater the equivalent of standing five feet away from the Saturn
rocket on liftoff. A number of incidents of whales becoming stranded
and dying have occurred around the world linked with the use of very
loud military sonars. To date, none of the many incidents involve
LFA Sonar, although (1) LFA Sonar has not been used in close
proximity to whale populations and (2) the Navy continues to deny
that any military sonars impact marine life. Earth Island believes
LFA Sonar may have more lethal impact over longer distances due to

3.1.1

4.4.13
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the nature of low frequency sound transmission underwater. The Navy
claim that the problem of whale strandings is one of "public
perception" is gratuitous and ignores the scientific record.
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4.4.13

The SEIS's Proposed Mitigation for Whales and Dolphins is
Unacceptably Inadequate:
As mitigation, the Navy promises only to turn off LFA Sonar
if they spot or detect whales in a very small area around the ships.
Since the impacts of underwater sound, both to do physical harm to
whales and also to disrupt and harass whales' and dolphins' own
communication, feeding, and orientation, cover enormous distances,
these mitigation measures are too paltry to protect the health of
whales and dolphins and are unacceptable.

4.7.7

The SEIS Rejects Nearly All of the Measures Urged by the District
Court to Protect Whales, Fish, and Other Marine Life:
The federal court that struck down the Navy's earlier EIS
wrote: "...endangeredspecies, including whales, listed salmon and
sea turtles, will be in LFA Sonar's path. There is little margin for
error without threatening their survival." The court therefore urged
the Navy to consider protective measures such as wide coastal
exclusion zones, more effective surveys for whales before sonar
exercises, shut-down procedures for fish, and the use of training
areas that present less risk to marine life. The Navy's SEIS rejects
each of these ideas.

4.7.23

The SEIS is Inadequate in Discussing Impacts on Fish and Fishermen:
We know that sound can do great harm to fish stocks -- Earth
Island suspects the adverse impacts of military sonars on fish may be
greater than the impacts on whales and dolphins. But the Navy's SEIS
dismisses such concerns and provides no mitigation. The Navy claims
that mitigating the LFA Sonar system for fish is "impractical."

4.1.4

Given the importance of fish resources for the world's hungry
and the wide impacts of LFA Sonar on such resources, we find the
overall SEIS inadequate in addressing this important issue.
The SEIS Only Deals With Peacetime Use:
During periods of "armed conflict or direct combat support
operations, (or) during periods of heightened threat conditions," the
Navy will operate LFA Sonar without any limitations or mitigation
whatsoever.
During the Gulf War, Iraq's Dictator Saddam Hussein fired the
Kuwait oil fields and deliberately dumped millions of gallons of oil
into the Persian Gulf. This act prompted strong protests from around
the globe for the conduct of "ecological warfare". Is the U.S. Navy
now planning to emulate this dictator's actions by conducting
ecological warfare against whales and other marine life, using the
excuse that the ends justify the means? Will use of LFA Sonar, even
during peacetime "tests",be considered a provocative act by other
nations? Is the U.S. Navy prepared to knowingly allow wholesale
destruction of the marine environment?

1.1.4
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Thank you for the opportunity to present these comments.
Sincerely,
David Phillips
Director
Mark J. Palmer
Associate Director

"I have never made but one prayer to God, a very short one: ' 0 Lord,
make my enemies ridiculous.' And God granted it."
--Voltaire
Mark J. Palmer
Assistant Director
~nternationalMarine Mammal Project
Director
wildlife Alive
Earth Island Institute
300 Broadway, Suite 28
San Francisco, CA 94133
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Attached you will find the Sierra Club comment letter on the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active Sonar.
Thank you.

Meagan Honnold
Administrative Coordinator
NC Sierra Club
112 S. Blount St.

Raleigh, NC 27601-1444
(919) 833-8467 ext. 21
(919) 833-8460 fax

meagan.honnold@sierraclub-nc.orq
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February 10,2006

SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4 100 Fairfax Drive, Ste. 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Email: eisteam@mindspring.com
Re: Comments on the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System Low Frequency Active Sonar
To Whom It May Concern:
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The North Carolina Chapter of the Sierra Club, representing 19,000 members, and the Marine Wildlife
and Habitat Committee of the National Sierra Club (hereinafter, referred together as "Sierra Club") has
serious concerns about the possible effects of the Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System
(SURTASS) Low Frequency Active (LFA) sonar which the Navy is proposing to operate, and presents
the following comments.
In the (EIS), the Navy proposes to increase the number of naval vessels with LFA sonar fiom two to
four. These vessels will operate in oceans world-wide, broadcasting low kequency sonar which can
travel for many miles. In addition, a compact LFA sonar system will be used in shallow littoral ocean
regions.
1. The Sierra Club is concerned that the EIS vastly underestimates the effects of LFA sonar on marine
life, such as fish and endangered and threatened sea turtles. Not all organisms that are affected are
likely to strand or wash up on shore. Many may sink and never be seen. Sonar-related injuries often
occur far &om shore, before strandings occur, and as a result, many more organisms may be dying than
are realized.
Below the ocean surface, lies a stable layer of water, the isothermal sound channel, capable of
conveying sound over thousands of miles with little attenuation. When the Navy's LFA sonar is fully
operational, over half of the world's ocean could be inundated with sound &om LFA sonar.
Levels of noise in the ocean are increasing. The EIS must factor in baseline levels of anthropogenically
caused ocean noise and how it affects communication, feeding and navigation of marine life in the
analysis of the cumulative effects of LFA sonar. In addition, major shipping lanes, oil and gas
exploration, habitat degradation, contaminants and debris must all be considered in combination with
the employment of LFA sonar.
Low levels of received sound have the potential to disrupt a large portion of a population, if the sound
reduces hearing sensitivity enough to mask normal stimuli. The EIS should discuss, for studies used to
predict the behavior of marine life exposed to sonar, the ability (or statistical power) of each study to
detect subtle changes in behavior, such as reduced prey capture per unit effort, or reduced time spent
feeding - critical life functions. The amount of uncertainty in the EIS analyses should be stated
explicitly.
The federal court that struck down the Navy's earlier EIS wrote: "endangered species, including whales,
listed salmon and sea turtles, will be in LFA sonar's path. There is little margin for error without
threatening their survival." The court recommended protective measures, such as wide coastal exclusion
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zones, more effective surveys for whales before sonar exercises, shut-down procedures for fish, and the
use of training areas that present less risk to marine life. Even if the Navy was willing to enact all of
these measures, there is still too much risk of harm to marine life in large areas of the world's oceans.
With such wide-ranging operations, measuring the effects of the LFA sonar will be extremely difficult.
The Navy's research on fish impacts involved just two species, and freshwater ones at that - rainbow
trout and channel catfish. Extrapolating the effects of LFA sonar fiom t h s research, which was
conducted in the artificial environment of tanks, to the myriad of fish in various life forms that will be
exposed to sonar, is completely inappropriate. Over 800 species of fishes from 109 families worldwide
are known to be vocal, and use sound to overcome the problem of living in a dark or visually opaque
medium (Rountree, 2002). Many fish species could be disturbed as a result of LFA sonar use.
Commercial, recreational and subsistence fishing could all be affected as a result.
2. A number of whale strandings and deaths around the world have been linked with the use of military
sonar (Theriault, 2005). Scientists believe LFA sonar may have more lethal impacts than other types of
sonar due to the ability of low frequency sound to transmit greater distances underwater. The Sierra
Club is extremely concerned about the effects of LFA sonar on whales, including the critically
imperiled North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis). Even if sonar use is restricted in coastal
waters, right whales will still be affected by LFA sonar employed in the North Atlantic, as they range
offshore on a regular, if not frequent, basis. Many records exist of right whale sightings between 20 and
200 miles off North Carolina (CETAP, 1982; Scientific Alert Network, Smithsonian Institution; NOAA
Northeast Fisheries Science Center, 2006).

4.1.3
4.1.11
4.1.4

4.3.7

With only 300-350 individuals left, the North Atlantic Right whale population is on the brink of
extinction. Any additional pressure on the species, such as from LFA sonar, could significantly affect
their survival. The Sierra Club requests that the Navy consider the following:
"There have been few studies of the effects of anthropogenic noise on right whales specifically. In
general, the impact of noise fiom shipping or industrial activities on the communication, behavior
and distribution of right whales remains unknown (NMFS, 2005)"
In a study published in Nature, researchers from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
showed that preventing the deaths of just two female right whales a year could allow the North
Atlantic right whale population to increase to more than a replacement level, significantly
improving the species' odds of survival. (Fujiwara and Caswell, 2001).
Behavioral changes of marine mammals caused by sonar must be seriously addressed as they may have
substantial consequences that cannot be easily observed. "The status of any population is the
consequence of the accumulation of many effects; resulting in marginal changes in survival and
reproduction over time.. .the end result is often so far removed in time from the proximate causal events
that they cannot simply be traced post hoc" (Ocean Studies Board, 2005).
Short-term disruptions to migration, whether a pause or a change in course, can cause a female to miss
an opportunity to breed. This is especially important for the endangered whales, which reproduce very
slowly. Interruptions in feeding can reduce the fitness of entire populations, if they involve females that
are already in poor condition and have long intervals between calvings. Disturbance fiom sonar could
also separate females fiom their infants, leaving the offspring susceptible to predation. The effects of
LFA sonar on infant whales may be unknown, but they may be more sensitive to noise than adults; this
uncertainty should be factored into the EIS analysis. It is not reasonable to assume that behavioral
shifts are of no long-term consequence, when there may be loss in time, energy, and opportunity.
Repeated exposure to sonar could also lead to chronic, long-term stress, whch can cause suppressed
immune system function, cardiovascular disease and other health problems.
We hope the Navy and NMFS will note the following from the Ocean Studies Board (2005), under the
National Academy of Sciences:
180 dB re 1 uPa is "considered by regulators to be a threshold of risk for injury."
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The timing and spatial extent of mass strandings associated with naval maneuvers "suggests a
possible risk of stranding for whales exposed to noise as low as 160 dB re 1 uPa."
Injury to marine mammals may occur below the decibel levels at which the EIS assumes injury.
Although there are significant knowledge gaps, the circumstantial evidence provides enough impetus
that the risks to marine mammals fiom high-power acoustic sources such as sonar must be assessed and
managed (Theriault, 2005). Even at distances between 100 and 200 miles fiom the LFA sonar, where
the 240 dB pulses have diminished to 160 dB,severe tissue damage still occurs in sea mammals.

4.4.10
4.3.17
4.3.49

The "mitigation" measures proposed by the Navy involve monitoring for whales and turning off the
LFA sonar if whales are detected in a small area around the vessel. This is unacceptable to protect the
health of whales and dolphins.
3. The EIS only deals with peacetime training sessions. During periods of "armed conflict or direct
combat support operations, (or) during periods of heightened threat conditions," the Navy will operate
LFA sonar without any limitations or mitigation whatsoever.

Based on the above, the Sierra Club opposes the SURTASS LFA operations proposed by the Navy.
The threats to marine life are too great to justify the risk. Please include our comments in the record.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

B-53
Mary Frazer
Coastal Committee
North Carolina Chapter, Sierra Club

John Swingle
Chair
Marine Wildlife and Habitat Committee
Sierra Club National
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Animal Welfare Institute
PO Box 3650, Washington, DC 20027
(703) 836-4300 www~awionline.org

February 10,2006

Mr. J. S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4 100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
By Email: eisteam@,mindsprin~.com
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Re:

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System Low Frequency Active Sonar (70 Federal Register 69526)

Dear Mr. Johnson:
The Animal Welfare Institute respectfully submits the following comments on the abovereferenced proposed Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the
Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System (SURTASS) Low Frequency Active (LFA) Sonar.
Please enter this comment letter into the record.
The U.S. Navy proposes the use of up to four SURTASS LFA sonar systems in global oceanic
basins which include the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans, and the Mediterranean Sea.
Currently the Navy operates two SURTASS LFA sonar systems in a restricted area of the
western Pacific Ocean established through a District Court Preliminary Injunction (November
2002). The area of operation has been expanded twice through Mediation Conference, most
recently in July 2005.
The DSEIS has been prepared to supplement the Final Overseas Environmental Impact
StatementIEnvironmentalImpact Statement (FEIS) on SURTASS LFA completed in 2001. The
purpose of the DSEIS is:
- to address deficiencies in the FEIS that were identified in a U.S. District Court Order in
August 2003 and relating to compliance with the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the
Endangered Species Act and National Environmental Policy Act;
- to take account of revisions to the MMPA pertaining to military activities and which
came into law in November 2003 under the National Defense Authorization Act; and
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- to provide information to support an application for a new five-year rule to allow for
incidental takes under the MMPA, including the two additional SURTASS LFA systems
starting in 2007.

The Animal Welfare Institute believes that the operation of the SURTASS LFA as proposed will
radically change the acoustic makeup of global ocean basins forever. In view of the magnitude
of the proposed action, the DSEIS is a document that is wholly inadequate in addressing the
impacts that SURTASS LFA will inflict on marine life and consequentially on cultures and
economies across the planet. In the DSEIS the Navy acknowledges the dearth of scientific data
on the subject of ocean noise and its effects on marine creatures and dismisses more recent data
which suggest that impacts could be far greater and affect more species. Throughout the
document, the DSEIS claims that impacts will be negligible because there is no contradictory
data. The absence of evidence does not equate to evidence of absence. In the absence of data,
precaution should prevail. The DSEIS offers no new information to suggest that SURTASS
LFA will not harm marine life. The No Action Alternative is the only logical decision.

4.7.4

1.0 Purpose and Need

The DSEIS states that the U.S. has a need for "improved capability to detect quieter and harderto-find foreign submarines at long range." (page 1-2) This is because it states that nowadays the
"global submarine threat is becoming increasingly more challenging" (page 1-5) as larger
numbers of nations obtain an increasing number of the quieter, diesel submarines. The DSEIS
also states that it is anticipated that future naval conflicts will take place in the littoral zone,
which is notoriously noisy and therefore is a difficult place to detect submarines using passive
acoustic technology. The Navy states that LFA is the only system capable of providing long
range detection during most weather conditions, day and night and "the most eflective and best
available means to monitor submarines in the littoral areas." (page 1-3)
This desire by the U.S. to remain one step ahead of potential adversaries in being able to detect
them approaching underwater is a step on a circuitous route to global underwater pandemonium.
The U.K. is already fitting ships with sonar 2087, its version of LFA. France, Germany, Canada,
The Netherlands, and Norway also have systems in development.' It is only a matter of time
before many other industrialized nations follow suit and the oceans become a cacophony of LFA
systems using loud noise to try and find each other in an increasingly loud environment. The
U.S. should rethink this "need" and come up with a better way to find these quiet submarines.
The lead obtained by the use of SURTASS LFA can only be transitory and certainly not worth

I

Natural Resources Defense Council. 2005. Sounding the Depths 11: The Rising Toll of Sonar, Shipping and
Industrial Ocean Noise on Marine Life. New York, NY. Pages 22-25.
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the devastation to the worlds' marine creatures, and the livelihoods of so many people who
depend on the sea for survival.

2.0 Effects

Throughout the document, the Navy states that the SURTASS LFA ships move in two
dimensions whereas marine animals move in three dimensions. It uses this logic to state that the
amount of time that an animal will be in the sonar transit beam is very low. A ship does move in
two dimensions, and so if ship strikes were the only concern then this rationale would work,
however, sound propagates in three dimensions so the logic is flawed.

B-55

Similarly, the DSEIS minimizes impacts by emphasizing the small number of SURTASS LFA
systems to be employed and the narrow bandwidth of the active sonar signal. It is the intensity
and pervasiveness of the SURTASS LFA sonar systems that is important in the discussion of
impacts. The fact that there is more than one system merely compounds the problem. To
declare that the low number and narrow bandwidth are mitigation measures is ludicrous.

4.0.6

4.0.7

Invertebrates
The DSEIS states that animals must be able to hear low frequency sound andlor some organ or
tissue must be capable of changing sound energy into mechanical effects in order for them to be
affected by sound. It then goes on to state that to be impacted by a noise, an organ or tissue's
acoustic impedance must be different from water. In this way the DSEIS discounts most
invertebrates from further analysis. This is premature as there have been studies which indicate
impacts to invertebrates from low frequency noise.2 The DSEIS should address these studies.

Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO). 2004. Potential impacts of seismic energy on snow crab. DFO Can.
Sci. Advis. Sec. Habitat Status Report 20041003;
Guerra, A., et al. 2004. Calamares gigantes varados: victimas de exploraciones acusticas. Investigacion y Ciencia
(Spanish edition of Scientific American) July 2004. Pages 35-37;
MacKenzie, D. 2004. Seismic surveys may kill giant squid. New Scientist.com news service, 22 Sept.;
McCauley, R.D., et al. 2000. Marine seismic surveys: analysis andpropagation of air-gun signals; and efects of
air-gun exposure on humpback whales, sea turtles, fishes and squid. CMST 163, Report R99-15, prepared for the
Australian Petroleum Production Exploration Association fiom the Centre for Marine Science and Technology,
Curtin University, Perth, Western Australia.
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Seabirds
The DSEIS excludes seabirds from the acoustic impacts analysis despite stating that [TJhere are
few data on hearing in seabirds and even less on underwater hearing (page 3.2-3) and that "it is
likely that many diving birds can hear underwater LF sound." (page 3.2-3) The reasons given
for this swift exclusion are:

3.2.3

- there is no evidence that seabirds use sound underwater;
- the seabirds that can occur in areas where SURTASS LFA can operate are generally
shallow divers;
- seabirds spend a very small fraction of their time submerged; and
-

they can rapidly disperse to other areas if disturbed.

Absence of evidence does not equate to evidence of absence and even if there was evidence
suggesting that seabirds do not use sound underwater, this doesn't mean that they will not be
impacted by noise. In addition, even if some seabirds do spend a very small fraction of their
time submerged, while it might lessen the likelihood of severe acoustic impact, it doesn't mean
that impacts won't happen and certainly is not true for deep diving birds.

3.2.2

Seabirds forced to leave a feeding area if disturbed by noise could constitute an acoustic impact
under the MMPA.

Sea Snakes
One of the reasons given in the DSEIS for discounting sea snakes from a noise impacts analysis
is that "there is no information on the hearing sensitivity in these species." In the absence of
data, again precaution must prevail.

3.4.2

The DSEIS states that the SURTASS LFA sonar will ensonify fish with RL noise levels of over
180 dB at frequencies of 100 to 500 hertz (the range at which most fish are able to detect sound
and for some, their optimum hearing range) within 1 krn of the source.
The DSEIS acknowledges that because of the intensity and frequency range of the SURTASS
LFA, there is the potential to impact fish. Available literature supports this theory and suggests
that low frequency noise can have significant impact on fish, both in terms of hearing loss and
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tissue and organ damage.3 Indeed, the DSEIS cites a Norwegian study conducted to assess the
impact of 1.5-6.5 Hz sonar on herring, Atlantic cod, saithe, and spotted wolffish. Mortalities of
20-30% were reported.
Despite the theoretical inference supported by practical evidence, the Navy chose to conduct a
few controlled studies using LFA in a freshwater lake on a few species and then to extrapolate
these results to wild fish populations and to reach the conclusion that SURTASS LFA would not
impact commercial or recreational fishing operations.
The DSEIS does not state whether the fish exposure studies were published or peer reviewed and
does not discuss anticipated results during different seasons, at different water temperatures and
at different salinities. The results of these studies included hearing loss for 24 hours after
exposure to LFA for channel catfish. The DSEIS dismissed this result as insignificant, yet an
animal's or a group of animals' inability to hear for more than a day could have severe survival
consequences because of a compromised ability to avoid predators, communicate, track and
catch food, and to avoid dangerous environments such as areas of high intensity noise.

B-56

In concluding that fish populations will not be significantly impacted by the use of SURTASS
LFA, the DSEIS states that only an inconsequential portion of any fish stock would be present
within the 180 dB sound field at any given time and that this is a very conservative estimate.
The Norwegian study alone reports 20-30% mortality at sonar source levels of 189 dB. This is
not conservative or insignificant.
The DSEIS also emphasizes the relative insignificance of the impacts of LFA sonar on fish when
comparison is made with the numbers of fish taken by commercial and recreational fisheries.
The depletion of the world's fish populations is a serious issue.4 For the Navy to argue that the
impact of LFA will only nominally add to the depletion of the world's fish is irresponsible.

3

Dalen, J. and Knutsen, G. M. 1987. Scaring effects onfish and harmfil effects on eggs, larvae andjiy by
offshoreseismic explorations. Pages 93-102. In: Merklinger, H. M. (Ed.). Progress in Underwater Acoustics. New
York: Plenum Press;
Engbs A., et al. 1996. Effects of seismic shooting on local abundance and catch rates of cod (Gadus morhua) and
haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus). Can. J . Fish. Aquat. Sci. 53: Page 2238-2249;
Llirkkeborg, S. 1991. Effects of a geophysical survey on catching success in longlinejshing. ICES CM B:40. Page 9;
Llirkkeborg, S. and Soldal, A.V. 1993. The influence of seismic explorations on cod (Gadus morhua) behaviour and
catch rates. ICES mar. Sci. Syrnp. 196. Pages 62-67;
Popper. A. N. 2003. The effects of anthropogenic sounds onfishes. Fisheries 28 (10). Pages 24-31.
Myers, R. A. and Worm, B. 2003. Rapid worldwide depletion ofpredatoryfish communities. Nature.423. Pages
280-283.
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 2004. The State of the World's Fisheries. Available at
http://www.fao.or~/documents/show
cdr.asp?url file=/DOCREP/007/y5600e/y5G00eOOOhtm.
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Sharks
The DSEIS acknowledges the lack of published, peer reviewed reports on the impacts of low
frequency sound on sharks and opts to take the discussion on fish impacts and apply it to sharks.
It then states that extrapolating from bony fish to sharks is difficult and must be considered
provisional since the ears of fish and sharks are so different. The DSEIS does relate the results
of some studies on the reactions of certain sharks to impulse noise whereby some sharks were
attracted to the source. In other studies sharks noticeably withdrew from pulsed sounds. The
DSEIS then uses these results to state that since LFA sonar is not a pulsed sound source, it won't
impact sharks. This is nonsensical.

4.1.12

Again, a lack of data is not a satisfactory reason to deduce no impacts. In the absence of data,
precaution should prevail.

Sea Turtles
The DSEIS states that sea turtles can hear and likely hear sound in the low frequency range but
that there is a lack of data on the effects of noise to sea turtles species. Despite the
acknowledged lack of data, the DSEIS concludes that impacts from LFA sonar on sea turtles will
be negligible. It continues by claiming that since turtles tend to be located in temperate zones
where sound propagation is characterized by downward refraction (higher transmission loss,
shorter range) and not in colder waters where ducting (lower transmission loss, longer range)
occurs, the impacts will be even less severe. This is inaccurate. Ducting can exist in temperate
regions and can be found well within sea turtle diving ranges.

4.2.3

Again, a lack of data is not a satisfactory reason to negate impacts. In the absence of data,
precaution should prevail.

Marine Mammals
The operation of the SURTASS LFA will alter the acoustic makeup of ocean basins the world
over forever. In its discussion of acoustic impacts the DSEIS is flawed because it:
- centers its entire analysis on a questionable premise - a sound pressure level threshold of
180dB RL for marine animal impact;
- chooses to base its entire evaluation of the potential acoustic impacts to marine mammals
on selective data, while ignoring more timely, widely accepted and peer reviewed
science, including the applicability of actual stranding events;
- chooses to dismiss evidence suggesting behavioral reaction to sound can produce Level
"A" harassment;
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the knowledge base surrounding the causal mechanisms of marine mammal impacts is too scant
to be so readily compartmentalized. Again, precaution must prevail.
The DSEIS uses 180dB RL as the threshold for impacts to marine animals and persistently
reminds the reader that this is a conservative figure. Field data suggest that this figure is much
too high. In the Bahamas multi-species mass stranding incident of 20005 estimates of the
average sound exposure level that caused those animals to strand was less than 140 dB re 1 p ~ a . 6
The DSEIS dismisses the Bahamas stranding event saying that the hemorrhaging in the stranded
animals could have been caused by factors other than acoustic trauma. This is not consistent
with the actual findings published in the Interim Report on the event which states "all evidence
points to acoustic or impulse trauma" and identifies "mid-range tactical Navy sonars operating in
the area as the most plausible source of the acoustic or impulse t r a ~ m a . "The
~ Navy's reputation
for responsible environmental stewardship is also brought into question since in this incident the
Navy persisted with denying any culpability despite the strong coincidence between the presence
of Navy ships and dead animals, until the Interim Report was released.
The DSEIS sets a threshold sound pressure level of 145 dB for diving and recreational sites
which is an attempt to be precautionary to humans. This is over 1,000 times less intense that the
threshold set for marine mammals. Marine mammals are acoustic individuals who spend their
entire lives immersed in sound in water. Their bodies have evolved to make use of sound to
navigate, communicate, find food, locate and attract mates, and avoid predators. Their world is
"surround sound" at its best. It is irrational to assume that marine mammals are less sensitive to
sound in water than humans are. It would make far better sense to adopt 145 dB as the threshold
for all animals, including humans.
The FEIS was completed in January 200 1. Since that time there have been at least five mass
stranding incidents associated with ocean noise and several studies and papers related to the
range of impacts of noise on marine mammals.* To so easily affirm that none of this new data

5 Department of Commerce and Secretary of the Navy. 2001. Joint Interim Report: Bahamas Marine Mammal
Stranding Event of 15-16 March 2000.
Hildebrand, J. and Balcomb, K. 2004. Modeling the Bahamas Beaked Whale Stranding of March 2000
(Presentation at the Third Plenary Meeting of the U.S. Marine Mammal Commission Advisory Committee on
Acoustic Impacts on Marine Mammals, 27-29 July 2004, San Francisco, California).
Department of Commerce and Secretary of the Navy. 2001. Joint Interim Report: Bahamas Marine Mammal
Stranding Event of 15-16 March 2000. Page 47.
Balcomb, K.C. and Claridge. D.E. 2001. A mass stranding of cetaceans caused by naval sonar in the Bahamas.
Bahamas Journal of Science 8 (2) pages 1- 12;
Cox, T. M. et al. In Press. Report of a workshop to understand the impacts of anthropogenic sound on beaked
whales;
Brownell, R.L. et al. 2004. Mass strandings of Cuvier's beaked whales in Japan: U.S. Naval acoustic link? Paper
SC/56/E37 presented to the International Whaling Commission Scientific Committee, Sorrento, Italy (unpublished);
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contradicts the assumptions or conclusions in the FEIS is questionable. In fact, as more
information is obtained from each new stranding incident coincident with noise - particularly
related to sonar - it seems there is a more compelling evidence to suggest that: a) the
mechanisms by which animals strand as a result of a noise event are very complex; b) different
mechanisms can be involved and different impacts can result depending on the species and the
circumstances; c) the noise intensities at which animals strand are likely lower than those
previously assumed; and d) tissue injury is not necessary to cause animals to strand and die.
The DSEIS claims that the association between marine mammal stranding events and military
sonar is an issue of "public perception" and specifically that "[allthough much of the public have
the impression that military sonar usage is a principle cause of marine mammal strandings, the
facts that are available indicate otherwise." (page 4-55) While this might be true for mass
stranding events of a non-anthropogenic origin, it is a grossly misleading statement.
The DSEIS mentions only three noise-related marine mammal stranding events under the
heading "Strandingspotentiallv related to anthropogenic sound. (page 4-5354) [emphasis
ours] These three events are the 1996 Greece stranding event, the Bahamas incident of 2000 and
the Canary Islands stranding incident of 2002. The Greece incident occurred after trials in the
use of low- and mid-frequency sonar and involved 12 animals. The Bahamas incident is known
"
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Engel, M. H. et al. 2004. Are seismic surveys responsiblefor cetacean strandings? An unusual mortality of adult
humpback whales in Abrolhos Bank, northeastern coast ofBrazil. Paper SCl56lE28 presented to IWC Scientific
Committee, Sorrento, Italy (unpublished);
Fernandez, A. et al. 2005. "Gas and fat embolic syndrome" involving a mass stranding of beaked whales (Family
Ziphiidae) exposed to anthropogenic sonar signals. Vet Pathology. 42. Pages 4 4 W 5 7 ;
Hildebrand, J. and Balcomb, K. 2004. Modeling the Bahamas Beaked Whale Stranding of March 2000 (Presentation
at the Third Plenary Meeting of the U.S. Marine Mammal Commission Advisory Committee on Acoustic Impacts
on Marine Mammals, 27-29 July 2004, San Francisco, California).
International Whaling Commission Scientific Committee (IWCISC). 2004. Annex K: Report of the Standing
Working Group on Environmental Concerns. Annual IWC meeting, Sorrento, Italy, 29 June10 July 2004. page 56;
Jepson, P. D. et al. 2003. Gas-bubble lesions in stranded cetaceans. Was sonar responsiblefor a spate of whale
deaths after an Atlantic military exercise? Nature. 425. Pages 575-576;
Jepson, P. D., et al. 2005. Acute and chronic gas bubble lesions in cetaceans stranded in the UnitedKingdom. Vet
Path01 42:291-305.
Levine, H. 2004. Active Sonar Waveform. JASON Group Report. JSR-03-200;
Morton, A.B. and Syrnonds, H.K. 2002. Displacement of Orcinus orca (L.) by high amplitude sound in British
Columbia. ICES Journal of Marine Science. 59. Pages 71-80;
Romano, T.A. et al. 2004. Anthropogenic sound and marine mammal health: measures of the nervous and immune
systems before and after intense sound exposure. Can. Jo. of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences. 61 Pages 1124-1 134;
Taylor, B. et al. 2004. A call for research to assess risk of acoustic impact on beaked whalepopulations. Paper
SCl56lE36 presented to IWC Scientific Committee, Sorrento, Italy (unpublished);
Weller, D.W. et al. 2002. Influence of seismic surveys on western Grey Whales oflSakhalin Island, Russia in 2001.
Paper SCl54BRG 14 presented to International Whaling Commission Scientific Committee, Shimonoseki, Japan
(unpublished).
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to have been caused by anthropogenic Navy sonar.g The animals that stranded just hours after
the Neo Tapon naval exercise in the Canary Islands incident showed "acute and chronic tissue
damage."I0 One of the veterinary pathologists conducting the necropsies concluded in a Nature
article that "acoustic factors could be important in the aetiology of bubble-related disease" and
"our findings need to be taken into account in considering the regulation and limitation of the
adverse impact of anthropogenic sonar on cetaceans."" The DSEIS lists this incident as
potentially related to anthropogenic sound and avoids further discussion by stating that "[efforts
to study the whale specimens from this incident continue and a report has not yet been
published." (page 4-54) There is irrefutable evidence that anthropogenic sound causes marine
mammal strandings. What is not known with any scientific certainty is the actual causal
mechanisms.
In only listing three marine mammal stranding incidents "potentially" related to anthropogenic
sound, the DSEIS is being disingenuous. Not only are there many, many more of such
strandings, but when all atypical mass stranding events are tabulated, the overwhelming majority
is associated with naval maneuvers, and likely sonar usage. The DSEIS should have discussed
all of the following and especially those associated with naval activity:
Year

I

Location

1 1914 1 New York, US

Species (numbers)

I

Associated ~ c t i v i t ~ "

I Cuvier's beaked whale (2) 1 Unknown

1960

Sagami Bay, Japan

Cuvier's beaked whale(2)

US Fleet

1963

Gulf of Genoa, Italy

Cuvier's beaked whale (15+)

Naval maneuvers

1 1963 1 Sagami Bay, Japan I Cuvier's beaked whale (8-10) 1 US Fleet
1964 1 Sagami Bay, Japan I Cuvier's beaked whale (2)
1 US Fleet
I

I

I
I
I

I

4.4.17

Table Continues...

Department of Commerce and Secretary of the Navy. 2001. Joint Interim Report: Bahamas Marine Mammal
Stranding Event of 15-16 March 2000.
10
Jepson, P. D. et al. 2003. Gas-bubble lesions in stranded cetaceans. Was sonar responsible for a spate of whale
deaths after an Atlantic military exercise? Nature. 425. Pages 575-576;
" Ibid.
12
Data for the stranding table collated from the following sources:
Brownell, R.L. et al. 2004. Mass strandings of Cuvier's beaked whales in Japan: U.S. Naval acoustic link? Paper
SC/56/E37 presented to the International Whaling Commission Scientific Committee, Sorrento, Italy (unpublished);
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). 2005. Report of the Ad-hoc Group on the Impact of
Sonar on Cetaceans and Fish (AGISC). ICES CM 2005lACE:Ol;
Martin, V. et al. 2004. Mass strandings of beaked whales in the Canary Islands. In: Evans, P.G. H. and Miller, L. A.
(Eds.). Proceedings of the Workshop on Active Sonar and Cetaceans. European Cetacean Society Newsletter, No.
42 (Special Issue). Pages 33-36.
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Table Continued
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Location
1965

Associated Activity

Cuvier's beaked whale (4)

Unknown

1 Puerto Rico
1 Cuvier's beaked whale (5)
1 Ligurian Sea, Italy Cuvier's beaked whale (3)
1 Sagami Bay, Japan Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

1 Unknown

I

1966

1 1967

1

Species (numbers)

1

US Fleet
Naval patrol

1 1974 1 Lesser Antilles

Cuvier's beaked whale (4)

Naval explosion

~ ~ 9 Lesser
7 ~ Antilles

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)

Unknown

Sagami Bay, Japan

Cuvier's beaked whale (9)

US Fleet

~surugaBay'Japan

Cuvier's beaked whale (4)

US Fleet

Sagami Bay, Japan

Cuvier's beaked whale (13)

US Fleet

Bahamas

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)

Unknown

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

1 Unknown

Cuvier's beaked whale (6)

Unknown

Cuvier's beaked whale (l2+),
Gervais' beaked whale(1)

Naval maneuvers

Cuvier's beaked whale (5)'
Gervais' beaked whale (1)'
beaked whale sp. (1)

Unknown

Gervais' beaked whale(3)

Unknown

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Unknown

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

US Fleet

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Unknown

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)'
Bottlenose whale (1)'
Pygmy sperm whale (2)

Naval maneuvers

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)

US Fleet

Cuvier's beaked whale (15+),
Gervais' beaked whale (3)'
Blainville's beaked whale (2)

Naval maneuvers

Cuvier's beaked whale (6)

US Fleet

Corsica

I I
B-59

p
Canary Islands

I

1987

1 1987

1 Canary Islands
1 Italy

1988

Canary Islands

1 1989 1 Sagami Bay, Japan

1 Suruga Bay, Japan
I

1990

I

Naval maneuvers

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)'
Striped dolphin (1)

1974

4.4.18
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Table Continued

Year

Location

Species (numbers)

Associated Activity

1991

Lesser Antilles

Cuvier's beaked whale (4)

Unknown

1991

Canary Islands

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Naval maneuvers

1993

Taiwan

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Unknown

1996

Greece

Cuvier's beaked whale (12)

Naval LFA Sonar trials

1994

Taiwan

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Unknown

1997

Greece

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)

Unknown

1997

Greece

Cuvier's beaked whale (9+)

Naval maneuvers

1998

Puerto Rico

Cuvier's beaked whale (5)

Unknown

1999

Virgin Islands

Cuvier's beaked whale (4)

Naval maneuvers

2000

Bahamas

Cuvier's beaked whale (9)'
Blainville's beaked whale (3)'
beaked whale spp (2),
Minke whale (2)'
Atlantic spotted dolphin (1)

Naval mid-frequency sonar

2000

Galapagos

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)

Seismic research

2000

Madeira

Cuvier's beaked whale (3)

Naval mid-frequency sonar

200 1

Solomon Islands

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Unknown

2002

Brazil

Humpback whale (8)

Seismic exploration

2002

Mexico

Cuvier's beaked whale (2)

Seismic research

2002

Canary Islands

Cuvier's beaked whale (9)'
Gervais' beaked whale (1)'
Blainville's beaked whale (1)'
beaked whale spp. (3)

Naval mid-frequency sonar

2003

Washington, US

Naval mid-frequency sonar

2004

Canary Islands

Harbor porpoise (14)'
Dall's porpoise (1)
Cuvier's beaked whale(4)

2004
2005

Hawaii, US
North Carolina, US

Melon-headed whale (-200)
Long-finned pilot whale (34)'
Dwarf sperm whale (2)'
Minke whale (1)

Naval mid-frequency sonar
Naval maneuvers

Naval maneuvers
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It has to be noted, that so far as we are aware the Navy has never actually reported any marine
mammal stranding incident that has occurred in the vicinity of its activities. Again, the Navy
does not demonstrate its commitment to responsible environmental stewardship.

B-60

The DSEIS claims that SURTASS LFA sonar has not been implicated in any stranding event.
This is not accurate. An LFA sonar system was implicated in the mass stranding of twelve
Cuvier's beaked whales in 1996 in Greece though as the DSEIS states, the inner ears were not
examined. This does not mean that LFA usage did not cause the animals to strand. The usage of
LFA sonar has also been far more restricted than mid-frequency sonar for which there are more
associated mass strandings events. Mid-frequency sonar was introduced in the 1960's and has
been used the world over, whereas LFA sonar has only been used since the late 1980's and has
been restricted in its area of usage since then. The DSEIS states that no Level "A" harassment
incidents have been reported in the area of usage, however, it does not relate the effort
undertaken to search for such incidents or mention reports of Level "B" harassment incidents. It
must also be noted that the association between mid-frequency sonar usage and strandings was
not realized until several decades after its introduction.
The DSEIS appears to be only concerned about impacts producing Level "A" harassment which
it claims will be negligible. The impacts from behavioral alteration to individual animals are
dismissed as inconsequential. Behavioral impacts can not only produce level "A" harassment,13
but impacts to individuals are significant especially for endangered populations, and can have
population level consequences no matter what the status of the species.
The Low Frequency Sound Research Program (SRP) Phase I1 conducted by the Navy to
determine LFA impacts on migrating whales found that when the source was located in the
whales' migration path (approximately lkm from shore), gray whales avoided levels below 150
dB. The SRP Phase I1 results showed negligible avoidance by whales when the source was
located over 2km from shore. From these results the Navy concluded no biologically significant
response. Perhaps in actuality more sensitive individuals or mother-calf pairings tend to hug the
coast during migration. For some groups, the most sensitive animals may be crucial to a group's
survival as these may be the first individuals to become aware of predators or of dangerous
situations. To lose sensitive animals or nursing mothers from a group could have populationlevel consequences.

13

Fernandez, A. et al. 2005. "Gas andfat embolic syndrome" involving a mass stranding of beaked whales (Family
Ziphiidae) exposed to anthropogenic sonar signals. Vet Pathology. 42. Pages 446-457;
Jepson, P. D. et al. 2003. Gas-bubble lesions in stranded cetaceans. Was sonar responsiblefor a spate of whale
deaths after an Atlantic military exercise? Nature. 425. Pages 575-576;
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Masking
Masking occurs when meaningful sounds produced by marine animals are obscured or 'masked7
by other sounds, usually anthropogenic in nature and often at or near the same frequency as the
original sound. Masking is important because it can affect an animal's behavior and thus the
animal's ability to feed, find mates, stay on a migration path, communicate, stay at or return to a
favored feeding area, nurse, care for young, and catch prey and escape predators.
Throughout the document, the DSEIS claims that the effects of masking from SURTASS LFA
sonar "are not expected to be severe" (page 4-21), or will be "temporary.. .negligible and
extremely unlikely" (page 4-6 I), or "of minimal signi$cance" (page 4-75). The DSEIS justifies
these statements by saying that the average signal duration will be short (60-seconds), that the
duty-cycle will be low (7.5%) and that the LFA bandwidth is only a fraction of an animal's
hearing range.
While the average signal length is 60 seconds - which for an extremely loud noise is a very long
time - each can be up to 90 seconds long and can occur as often as every six minutes. This also
does not take into account reverberation which can significantly increase the duty cycles and
could result in a near continuous signal. Even temporary masking can be significant as it can
compromise an animal's ability to avoid predators, communicate, track and catch food, and
avoid dangerous environments such as areas of high intensity noise.

4.3.39

Cumulative and Synergistic Effects
The magnitude of cumulative and synergistic effects of anthropogenic noise and the contribution
from SURTASS LFA sonar are minimized in the DSEIS. Much is made of discussing other
anthropogenic noise sources and citing the nonsensical statement in the International Council for
the Exploration Report 2005 report that "shipping noise is projected to increase, where sonar is
not." (page 4-61) The DSEIS alone is proposing a two-fold increase in LFA sonar use!

4.6.26

The DSEIS concludes its discussion on the cumulative effects of anthropogenic noise by stating
that given all the existing ocean noise, the contribution from SURTASS LFA will be "extremely
small." (page 4-63) This is irresponsible. Ocean noise levels are indeed increasing due to many
causes, including shipping. This is no reason to justify adding even more.

4.6.19

The synergistic effect of operating up to four SURTASS LFA systems is not discussed in the
DSEIS. LFA sonar travels for hundreds of miles before starting to attenuate and then can travel
for thousands of miles. An analysis of the potential impacts from the operation of more than one
system operating in the same geographical area at the same time should be included.

4.4.27

The DSEIS dismisses the overlapping of other ocean noise sources, including seismic noise in its
discussion of cumulative impacts. It states that the noise from the SURTASS LFA systems are
"not expected to be close enough to these activities to impact them to any measurable degree."

4.6.7
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(page 4-56) Given the distances that LFA sonar and seismic air gun noise can travel14 the
chances of the noises overlapping is too great to be dismissed so readily.
The cumulative effects of existing threats to marine mammals are not effectively addressed in the
DSEIS. The document discusses whaling, bycatch, and ship strikes and states that the use of
SURTASS LFA sonar will result in no lethal takes but does refer to the relationship to these
other threats in this conclusion. The DSEIS also does not mention the potential impacts to
marine mammals from climate change.

4.6.27
4.6.25
4.6.28

3.0 Mitigations

The proposed mitigations in the DSEIS are trivial. The DSEIS mitigation measures include:
- Not ensonifying coastal areas within 22km or 46km of the shore (depending on the
chosen Alternative) with over 180dB RL;

B-61

- Not ensonifying offshore biologically important areas with over 180dB RL during critical
seasons;
- Minimizing exposure of marine mammals and sea turtles to levels below 180dB RL
through monitoring and observation;
- Ensuring no known recreational or commercial dive sites are subject to levels greater
than 145 dB RL.

The DSEIS states that mitigation measures to minimize impacts to fish would be "impractical"
(page 2-1 1) because visual monitoring could only be conducted during the day and is unreliable,
passive acoustic detection is infeasible, and active acoustics would give too many false alarms
such that National Security would be affected! Fishers and fishery scientists use active acoustic
devices to detect fish schools yet the Navy finds it unreliable. This needs further explanation.
The discussion on the validity of the 180dB level chosen by the Navy as the threshold for impact
has already been presented. To base all mitigation efforts on 180dB isopleths is worrisome. The
DSEIS does not state at what distance from the source the 180dB RL isopleths will occur, but in
the mitigations section repeatedly refers to the "mitigation zone". Clarification of the distance
from the source at which a RL of 180 dB is expected should be included.

14

International Whaling Commission Scientific Committee (IWCISC). 2004. Annex K: Report of the Standing
Working Group on Environmental Concerns. Annual IWC meeting, Sorrento, Italy, 29 June-10 July 2004. Page 2.
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Monitoring and Observation
The DSEIS describes how monitoring for marine mammal and sea turtles will be conducted
through visual observation, passive acoustic monitoring and active acoustic monitoring. If a
marine mammal or sea turtle is spotted outside the mitigation zone, then according to the DSEIS,
the animal will be tracked using active acoustic monitoring until it enters the mitigation zone
when the SURTASS LFA sonar transmissions will be delayed or suspended. If an animal is
spotted within 2krn and 45 degrees of the bow, SURTASS LFA transmissions will be
immediately delayed or suspended. If an animal is spotted within the mitigation zone SURTASS
LFA transmissions will be immediately delayed or suspended.
The visual monitoring mitigation measure will only be possible during daylight hours, yet the
SURTASS LFA is due to operate during daylight hours and at nighttime. The SURTASS LFA
should cease during hours of darkness when the chances of spotting a marine mammal or turtle
approximate zero.
Additionally, whales are diving animals who can spend great lengths of time underwater. For
beaked whales, who are particularly vulnerable to stranding, the probability of seeing a beaked
whale by a trained observer, on a & day has been calculated at less than 2%15 and these
whales can dive for periods up to 68 minutes.I6
The DSEIS states that marine mammal biologists will train ship personnel on conducting at-sea
visual monitoring. It does not state how much training these personnel will receive, how their
level of expertise will be measured, the amount of refresher training that will be done, or if these
ship personnel will have to perform other duties when they are conducting observations. The
DSEIS also does not state how many trained marine mammal observers will be used at any one
time or where they will be positioned on the ship, except at topside. To achieve any degree of
effectiveness, spotters must be dedicated to the purpose of observing only and a vessel must
contain a sufficient number to both relieve each other and to be staged at various locations
around a ship.
The use of passive acoustic monitoring to listen for vocalizing marine mammals as a
complementary detection method to visual observation is a good idea. However, to use the
SURTASS array for this purpose would limit detections to those animals vocalizing within the
bandwidth of the system. Most marine mammal species would therefore not be detected.

15

Barlow, J. 2004. Presentation at the Beaked Whale Technical Workshop, Baltimore, MD. April 13-16,2004. The
report of this meeting will be contained in Cox, T. M. et al. In Press. Report of a workshop to understand the
impacts of anthropogenic sound on beaked whales;
H . Levine. (2004) Active Sonar Waveform 1 (2004) (JASON Group Rep. JSR-03-200).
l6 Baird, R. et al. 2005. Diving Behavior of Cuvier's and Blainville's Beaked Whales: Implicationsfor MassStrandings in Relation to High-Intensity Sonar. The 16" Biennial conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals,
San Diego, CA December 12-16,2005. Abstract.
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Additionally the protocol described in the DSEIS for reacting to a detected animal is based on a
subjective and mission-impacting judgment call by the array technician who has to decide if the
detected animal might be impacted by the SURTASS LFA. In all likelihood, such decisions are
unlikely to be made in favor of the animal when the consequence is the shut down of operations
and chance of incurring the disfavor of peers and superiors.
The active acoustic monitoring system described in the DSEIS is the HFlM3 sonar which is itself
a high frequency noise source. The DSEIS describes how the HFM3 will &t at 180dB SL and
then will be ramped up in 10dB increments for five minutes until full power is attained. The
DSEIS does not state what the full power levels will be but merely states that U s will not
exceed 180dB and does not give distances from the H W I 3 source. A mitigation measure that
adds more noise to the environment is illogical.

B-62

The DSEIS is severely flawed and should be withdrawn and re-written to incorporate the
precautionary principle in line with sound scientific practice. The Animal Welfare Institute
appreciates the opportunity to comment and looks forward to its comments being fully
addressed.
Sincerely,

Cathy ~ i d
President

d
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"Escalante, Linda" <lescalante@nrdc.org>
eisteam@rnindspring.com
DSEIS for SURTASS LFA Sonar Comment Letter
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NRDC comments DSEIS - FINAL !2).pdf
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o-919
BI

Dear Mr. J.S. Johnson,
Enclosed please find a letter from Joel Reynolds, Senior Attorney at NRDC, commenting on the Draft Suppliemental
Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS
LFA) Sonar.
Sincerely,
Linda Escalante
NRDC Ecosystems Program
1314 2nd St.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Tel: (310)4342300
Fax: (310)434-2399
lescalante@nrdc.org

O-014

Via Email and Overnight Mail
February 10,2006

Mr. J. S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
By email to: eisteam@mindsprin. com
Re:

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance
Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA)
Sonar
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Dear Mr. Johnson:
On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council ('WC"
and
) our more than
650,000 members, we are writing to submit comments on the Navy's Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low
Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar ("DSEIS").
70 Fed. Reg. 69526 (Nov.
16,2005).' For the reasons discussed in detail below, we believe that the DSEIS fails to
meet the environmental review standards prescribed by the National Environmental
Policy Act ('WEPA"), 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq., and fails to meet the requirements imposed
on the Navy in the case of Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., et al. v. Evans, 279
F.Supp. 2d 1129 (N.D. Cal. 2003). In our view and for the reasons discussed in detail
below, the document reflects a dismaying disdain for the court's concerns, for available
protective measures, and for the wide range of impacts of LFA to marine life.
Accordingly, we believe that the document must be thoroughly revised and reissued as a
draft for further public review and comment.

'

We submit this comment letter also on behalf of the Cetacean Society International, Humane Society of
the United States, League for Coastal Protection, Ocean Futures Society, and Jean Michel Cousteau.
NRDC is aware that comments are being submitted independently by a substantial number of government
agencies, individual scientists, environmental organizations, and the public. The comments that follow do
not constitute a waiver of any factual or legal issue raised by any of these organizations or individuals and
not specifically discussed herein.
For ease of reference, we enclose with this letter two copies of a CD containing non-Navy reference
materials cited herein. These materials are included for consideration by the Navy and should be a part of
any administrative record created with respect to the Navy's decision to finalize this DSEIS or related
documents. The administrative record should also include all documents that were considered by the Navy
in its development and finalization of the 2001 FEIS, and all documents that were submitted to the court in
NRDC v. Evans.
www.nrdc.org

1314 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401
TEL 310-434-2300 FAX 310-434-2399

NEWYORK. WASHINGTON
D.C. . SANFRANCISCO
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these choices are supported by a document that, in a number of critical respects, fails to
take account of developments in the scientific literature since 2001, when the Navy's
original EIS was released.
Given the escalating public and scientific concern about the dangers of intense ocean
noise, as well as the clear holdings of the court concerning protective measures that are
required to ensure the safe operation of LFA, the Navy's approach in this DSEIS is an
unacceptable step backwards. We believe that the document must be thoroughly revised
and reissued as a draft for further public review and comment.
I.

BACKGROUND

A.

The LFA System

B-64

LFA is a relatively new type of sonar technology that locates enemy vessels by
bombarding the ocean with low-frequency sound waves. While passive sonar is designed
to detect the sounds that other vessels produce, active systems such as LFA generate their
own sound waves and then decipher the echo they receive from distant targets. The LFA
system was conceived during the Cold War to address the threat of deep-sea Soviet
submarines, exploiting the ability of intense low-frequency sound to cover vast areas of
ocean and depending on the relatively uncluttered environment of deep water for its
detection ability.

4.6.4

4.6.4

The intense, low-frequency signals produced by LFA have raised environmental concerns
in the international scientific community in part because of "the extraordinary distance
they propagate." (See "Statement of Concern" signed by internationally prominent
scientists, enclosed on the CD submitted with this letter). The active component of LFA
is an array of eighteen loudspeakers lowered several hundred feet from a ship's hull into
the ocean; sounding in tandem, their signals combine a few hundred meters from the
source, creating zones of focalized sound that can extend many hundreds of miles in all
directions. 2001 FEIS at 2-3,4.2-33. Each speaker has a maximum output of 215 dB,
but for purposes of calculating the intensity of the signal beyond a few hundred meters,
where the vast majority of environmental impacts are expected to occur, the system is
understood to function as one enormous acoustic source, producing as much as 240 dB of
sound. Id.at B-7.2 Low-frequency sound waves travel very efficiently in seawater, and
it is this property that accounts for its geographic reach.
For example, the Navy estimates that as far as 35 miles in all directions from the LFA
source, marine mammals could be exposed to a received level of 165 dB - a level the
Navy admits will cause a "significant change in biologically important behavior" in half
The decibel scale is like the Richter scale: it expresses force in logarithmic terms, rising in increasing
orders of magnitude from a baseline value. Each ten-decibel rise along the scale corresponds to a ten-fold
increase in power; thus, a sound measuring 130 dl3 is considered ten times more intense than a 120 dl3
sound, a sound of 140 dl3 is 100 times more intense, and a sound of 150 dl3 is 1,000 times more intense.

4.6.13
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of the animals exposed. 67 Fed. Reg. 46712,46761 (July 16,2002). During one test of
the LFA system, the Navy calculated sound intensity levels at approximately 140 dB (an
intensity over 100 times greater than the level known to disrupt gray whales) more than
400 miles away.3 Indeed, an independent analysis of some of the Navy's own data found
that, during trials off the coast of California in the mid-1990s, the LFA signal was clearly
audible at sites across the North Pacific Ocean.
B,

4.6.13

Impacts of High-Intensitv Sonar

Scientists agree, and the publicly available scientific literature confirms, that the intense
sound generated by military active sonar can induce a range of adverse effects in whales
and other species, from significant behavioral changes to stranding and death. By far the
most widely-reported and dramatic of these effects are the mass strandings of beaked
whales and other marine mammals that have been associated with military sonar use.
Associated strandings have occurred in Greece, during the trial of a NATO sonar system;
on the islands of Madeira and Porto Santo, during a NATO event involving subs and
surface ships; in the U.S. Virgin Islands, during a training exercise for Navy battle
groups; in the Bahamas, the Canaries, Japan, Hawaii, Alaska, and other spots around the
world.4 On several occasions, bodies have been recovered in time to give evidence of
acoustic trauma. In a 2004 symposium at the International Whaling Commission, more
than 100 whale biologists concluded that the association between sonar and beaked whale
In the United States, an expert
deaths "is very convincing and appears ~venvhelmin~."~
report commissioned by the Navy said much the same thing.6

4.4.10
4.4.12
4.4.18

Mass mortalities, though an obvious focus of much reporting and concern, are likely only
the tip of the iceberg of sonar's harmful effects. Marine mammals are believed to depend
on sound to navigate, find food, locate mates, avoid predators, and communicate with
each other. Flooding their habitat with man-made, high-intensity noise interferes with
these and other functions. In addition to strandings and non-auditory injuries, the
harmful effects of high-intensity sonar include:
temporary or permanent loss of hearing, which impairs an animal's ability to
communicate, avoid predators, and detect and capture prey;

4.3.26

avoidance behavior, which can lead to abandonment of habitat or migratory
pathways;

4.3.30

Chief of Naval Operations, Environmental Assessment for Use of Surveillance Towed Array Sensor
System Low Frequency Active in Connection with a Submarine Security and Technology Program Test
[CNO Project K154-41 (July 1997).
4

A summary of the strandings record appears below at Section II(B)(2)(a) ("Strandings and Mortalities
Associated with Naval Sonar").
International Whaling Commission, 2004 Reuort of the Scientific Committee, Annex K at 5 6.4 (2004).

H. Levine, Active Sonar Waveform 1 (2004) (JASON Group Rep. JSR-03-200) (describing evidence of
sonar causation as "completely convincing").
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disruption of biologically important behaviors such as mating, feeding, nursing, or
migration, or loss of efficiency in conducting those behaviors;
aggressive (or agonistic) behavior, which can result in injury;
masking of biologically meaningful sounds, such as the call of predators or
potential mates;
chronic stress, which can compromise viability, suppress the immune system, and
lower the rate of reproduction;
habituation, causing animals to remain near damaging levels of sound, or
sensitization, exacerbating other behavioral effects; and

4.3.30

declines in the availability and viability of prey species, such as fish and shrimp.

4.1.4

Over the past 20 years, a substantial literature has emerged documenting the range of
effects of ocean noise on marine rnammal~.~

B-65

Marine mammals are not the only species affected by undersea noise. Impacts on fish are
of increasing concern due to several recent studies demonstrating hearing loss and
widespread behavioral disruption in commercial species of fish and to reports, both
experimental and anecdotal, of catch rates plummeting in the vicinity of noise sources.*
Sea turtles, most of which are considered threatened or endangered under federal law,
have been shown to engage in escape behavior and to experience heightened stress in
response to noise.9 And noise has been shown in several cases to kill, disable, or disrupt
the behavior of invertebrates, many of which possess ear-like structures or other sensory
mechanisms that could leave them vu~nerable.'~
It is clear that intense sources of noise
are capable of affecting a wide class of ocean life.
C.

The Flawed FEIS and Final Rule

Despite the potential for LFA to harm whales, fish, and other marine life, the Navy has a
long history of noncompliance with federal law with respect to its deployment.
Documents reveal that the Navy was aware of its obligations under NEPA as early as
1988, the year it committed itself to develop the LFA system, and under the MMPA and
For a review of research on behavioral and auditory impacts of undersea noise, see, u,W.J. Richardson,
C.R. Greene, Jr., C.I. Malme, and D.H. Thomson, Marine Mammals and Noise (1995); National Research
Council, Ocean Noise and Marine Mammals (2003); and P. Tyack, Behavioral Impacts of Sound on Marine
Mammals, Presentation to the U.S. Marine Mammal Commission Advisory Committee on Acoustic
Impacts on Marine Mammals (February 4,2004); Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, Oceans of
Noise (2004).
See the discussion below, at section II(C)(l) ("Acoustic Impacts on Fish").
See below at section II(D) ("Impacts on Sea Turtles").
lo

4.3.29
4.3.33
4.3.51
4.3.30
4.3.51
4.3.52

See below at section II(E) ("Species Excluded from Risk Analysis").
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ESA no later than 1990." Indeed, the Navy discussed these obligations in a series of
internal meetings and communications, beginning in August 1988.12 Yet, for the next
eight years, from 1988 through 1996, the Navy conducted over twenty trials of LFA in
marine habitat as rich and diverse as the southern California bight, the Mediterranean
Sea, and coastal Nova Scotia without attempting to meet its responsibilities under these
environmental statutes.
It was not until 1996, once the project came under public pressure from the
environmental and the scientific communities, that the Navy agreed to prepare an
environmental impact statement under NEPA, apply for a small take authorization under
the MMPA, or consult with NMFS under ESA regarding its program. In 1999, the Navy
applied to NMFS for a five-year small take authorization, under section 101(a)(5)(A) of
the MMPA, for the taking of marine mammals incidental to the deployment of LFA
throughout approximately 75% of the world's oceans. It simultaneously undertook steps
to comply with NEPA by analyzing, in an EIS, the environmental effects of it proposed
deployment, and released its Final Environmental Impact Statement for the LFA system
in January 200 1 ("200 1 FEIS").
But the 200 1 FEIS was sorely deficient. With respect to fish, the Navy deliberately
ignored studies that undermined its conclusion that these species would not be
significantly harmed. In its alternatives analysis, it provided only one alternative to
unrestricted operation of the LFA system and did not evaluate a number of other
measures pertaining to monitoring, duty cycle, and geographic avoidance that, for
example, had been used or proposed in earlier LFA trials.
Despite these flaws, in July 2002 the Navy issued its Record of Decision, implementing
the preferred alternative identified in the FEIS, which allowed deployment of the LFA
system with limited geographic restrictions and monitoring. 67 Fed. Reg. 48 145,48153
(July 23,2002). The Navy denied Plaintiffs' request for a supplemental EIS, refusing to
consider significant new information arising out of the sonar-caused mass stranding of
whales in the Bahamas in March 2000. Id.at 48 150-52. And in the same month, NMFS
published federal regulations issuing the requested small take authorization for LFA
deployment over 75% of the world's oceans. 67 Fed. Reg. 46712 (July 16,2002) ("Final
Rule").
l 1 Memo from Bill E. to Steve H. and John S., dated Jul. 27, 1988 re: Aug. 11, 1988 ONR sponsored
meeting on marine mammals; memo from Bill E. to Steve Hollis, dated Aug. 26, 1988 re: ONR Aug. 11,
1988 Marine Mammal Meeting notes and recommendations; Talking points for CST/LFA/ONR discussion
on marine mammals, Dec. 19, 1990 (all included in the administrative record of NRDC v. Evans, 279
F.Supp. 2d 1129 (N.D. Cal. 2003)).
12
Memo from Bill E. to Steve Hollis, dated Aug. 26, 1988 re: ONR Aug. 11, 1988 Marine Mammal
Meeting notes and recommendations; Talking points for CST/LFA/ONR discussion on marine mammals,
Dec. 19, 1990 (included in the administrative record of NRDC v. Evans, 279 F.Supp. 2d 1129 (N.D. Cal.
2003)).
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One month later, NMFS issued an LOA approving the first year of LFAYsdeployment
over 14 million square miles of the Pacific Ocean in five massive geographic
bbprovinces."67 Fed. Reg. 558 18 (Aug. 30,2002).
D.

NRDC's Litigation and the Requirements Set Forth bv the District Court

Recognizing the clear flaws in the Navy's 2001 FEIS and in NMFS 's approval of the
Navy's proposed plan of deployment, NRDC, together with the Humane Society of the
United States, the League for Coastal Protection, Cetacean Society International, the
Ocean Futures Society, and its founder Jean Michel Cousteau, filed suit in federal court
in 200 1, alleging multiple violations of ESA, NEPA, and the MMPA. We alleged that
NMFS violated the MMPA by issuing a small take authorization which did not meet that
statute's requirements; that NMFS and the Navy violated NEPA by finalizing an EIS that
failed to analyze adequately the environmental impacts of LFA; and that NMFS and the
Navy violated ESA by ignoring the best available science on the impacts of LFA on fish
and by issuing inadequate (or no) incidental take statements.

B-66

On August 26,2003, the District Court ("Court") ruled in favor of NRDC on summary
judgment and found that defendants had violated multiple provisions of NEPA, the
MMPA, and ESA. See Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., et al. v. Evans, 279
F.Supp. 2d 1129 (N.D. Cal. 2003) ("District Court Opiniony7).Among other things, the
Court held:
NMFS violated the MMPA by issuing a small take authorization that was
not limited to a "specified geographic region" (ldat 1 146-47);
NMFS violated the MMPA by issuing a small take authorization
authorizing take of more than "small numbers" of marine mammals, in
some cases up to 12% each year of any species or stock (Idat 1152-53);
NMFS violated the MMPA by issuing a small take authorization that
failed to require adequate mitigation and monitoring of impacts to marine
mammals (id.at 1163-64);

NMFS and the Navy violated NEPA by failing to consider a full set of
reasonable alternatives in their EIS (Idat 1166-67);
NMFS and the Navy violated NEPA by failing to take a hard look at the
impacts to fish species in their EIS, among other things, ignoring the only
at 1171-72);
direct study of low-frequency sonar on fish
NMFS violated ESA by failing to consider the "best available science,"
and the Navy violated ESA by withholding from NMFS the most relevant
study on impacts to fish (&at 1179-80);
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NMFS violated ESA by failing to issue an incidental take statement in
association with its May Biological Opinion @. at 1184-85); and
NMFS violated ESA by failing to specify the amount or extent of take for
all species for which take was authorized in the incidental take statement
accompanying its August Biological Opinion @ at 1188).
Rather than enjoin the Navy's deployment of LFA outright, the Court requested that the
parties negotiate a balanced agreement that would accommodate the Navy's interest in
continued training with LFA and NRDC's interest in protecting global natural resources.
In response, the parties negotiated an agreement that restricted the Navy's training to an
area of the western Pacific, with exclusion zones for the protection of important marine
habitat. The Court incorporated the terms of this agreement into a permanent injunction
that remains in force today and governs the Navy's current use of LFA.
As a result of restrictions imposed by the Court's injunction and by NMFS, in its
operation of LFA today the Navy is required to take significant steps to lessen the
potential for harm. It may train with LFA only in a limited area of the western Pacific,
not throughout the world's oceans as originally proposed. It is required to respect a wide
coastal exclusion zone, of at least 30 nautical miles around coasts and islands, within
which received sound pressure levels shall not exceed 180 dB. In the Philippine Sea, this
coastal exclusion zone is expanded to 60 nautical miles or 30 nautical miles seaward of
the 200 meter isobath, whichever is greater. In all areas, the Navy must cease LFA
transmissions if a marine mammal is detected within a buffer zone extending 1 kilometer
W e r than the zone ensonified to 180 dB. And the Navy cannot train with LFA at
frequencies above 330 Hz, in order to prevent resonance-related injuries to marine
mammals.
E.

The 2004 National Defense Authorization Act and its consequences

In 2003, Congress amended the MMPA to alter requirements applicable to "military
readiness activities," such as training with LFA. See Nat'l Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2004, Pub.L. No. 108-136, Sec. 3 19 (Nov. 24,2003). The amendments
affected three requirements relevant to the Navy's operation of LFA and to the Court's
holdings with respect to those requirements.
First, the amended law clarified the standard for "harassment" of marine mammals
pursuant to military readiness activities. 16 U.S.C. 1362(18). Second, the amended
law requires that a determination of "least practicable adverse impact" include, for
military readiness activities, consideration of factors such as "personnel safety,
practicality of implementation, and impact on the effectiveness of the military readiness
activity." 16 U.S.C. § 137 1(a)(5)(A)(ii). Third, the amended law exempts military
readiness activities fiom the general requirement that take permits be issued only for
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activities “within a specified geographic region” that affect “small numbers” of animals.
16 U.S.C. § 1371(a)(5)(F).
Based on these changes to the law, the Court amended its judgment to make clear that
“Plaintiff’s claims based on the ‘small numbers’ and ‘specified geographic region’
provisions of the MMPA no longer constitute a basis for the October 14, 2003 permanent
injunction, and are dismissed.” NRDC v. Evans, No. C-02-03805, Order Granting
Defendants’ Rule 60(b) Motion at 2-3 (N.D. Cal. 2004). The Court declined, however, to
vacate or amend any portion of its original Opinion. Id. It was not asked to disturb, and
did not disturb, the Permanent Injunction.
Needless to say, these amendments to the MMPA do not undermine the Court’s holdings
with respect to NEPA or the Endangered Species Act. It is also important to note that—
contrary to the Navy’s assertions in the DSEIS—the amendments leave intact several of
the Court’s holdings under the MMPA, including its holdings regarding additional
required mitigation measures. Compare DSEIS at 1-15 fn. 4 with District Court Opinion
at 1158-1164.

B-67

II.

THE NAVY HAS FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT AND HAS FAILED TO MEET THE
REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE DISTRICT COURT

Enacted by Congress in 1969, NEPA establishes a national policy to “encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment” and “promote
efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and
stimulate the health and welfare of man.” 42 U.S.C. § 4321. In order to achieve its broad
goals, NEPA mandates that “to the fullest extent possible” the “policies, regulations, and
public laws of the United States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with
[NEPA].” 42 U.S.C. § 4332. As the Supreme Court explained,
NEPA’s instruction that all federal agencies comply with the impact statement
requirement – and with all the requirements of § 102 – “to the fullest extent
possible” [cit. omit.] is neither accidental nor hyperbolic. Rather the phrase is a
deliberate command that the duty NEPA imposes upon the agencies to consider
environmental factors not be shunted aside in the bureaucratic shuffle.
Flint Ridge Development Co. v. Scenic Rivers Ass’n, 426 U.S. 776, 787 (1976).
Central to NEPA is its requirement that, before any federal action that “may significantly
degrade some human environmental factor” can be undertaken, agencies must prepare an
environmental impact statement. Steamboaters v. F.E.R.C., 759 F.2d 1382, 1392 (9th
Cir. 1985) (emphasis in original). The fundamental purpose of an EIS is to force the
decision-maker to take a “hard look” at a particular action – at the agency’s need for it, at
the environmental consequences it will have, and at more environmentally benign
alternatives that may substitute for it – before the decision to proceed is made. 40 C.F.R.
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$5 1500.l(b), 1502.1; Baltimore Gas & Electric v. NRDC, 462 U.S. 87,97 (1983).

The

law is clear that the EIS must be a pre-decisional, objective, rigorous, and neutral
document, not a work of advocacy to justify an outcome that has been foreordained.
Here, the Navy has failed to cure the deficiencies in the 2001 FEIS identified by the
Court with respect to required alternatives and mitigation and is deficient in the following
ways.
A.

1.2.4

Statement of Purpose and Need

It is a fundamental requirement of NEPA that agencies preparing an EIS specify their
project's b'purposeand need." 40 C.F.R. $ 1502.13. Not any statement ofpurpose and
need will suffice: "An agency cannot define its objectives in unreasonably narrow terms"
so as to exclude consideration of reasonable alternatives. City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v.
United States Dep't of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1997) (citing Citizens
Against Burlington. Inc. v. Busev, 938 F.2d 190, 196 (D.C. Cir. 1991)). Instead, the
statement must reflect the agency's core aim without foreclosing reasonable alternatives.
Id.
Here, the Navy endeavors to fulfill its duty by referencing its interest in long-range
this simple, uncritical assertion is
detection of submarines (DSEIS at 1-2)-yet
insufficient grounds, for decision-makers and private citizens alike, to discern whether
LFA (or an alternative) actually meets the stated submarine threat, and, therefore,
whether the environmental costs of the proposal are justified by its benefits. Thus, the
EIS must go beyond identifying "need"; it must meaningfully address the long-term
potential of the proposed project effectively to address that need.

B.

1.1.3

Impacts on Marine Mammals
1.

Thresholds of Injury, Hearing Loss, and Significant Behavioral Change

At the core of the Navy's impact assessment are the thresholds it has established for
non-auditory physical injury, hearing loss, and significant behavioral change, the
levels above which meaningful effects on marine mammals are expected to occur.
For each threshold, however, the Navy fails to take account of significant new
information that has emerged since January 2001, when its Final EIS was produced.
a.

Injury Threshold

The Navy sets its threshold for injury at 180 dB re 1 pPa, such that exposure to a
single, 100-second "ping" at that level or above is considered physically injurious.
It bases this threshold, at least for non-auditory effects, on an internal white paper
that the Navy prepared in 2002, which summarizes the results of tests on small
terrestrial mammals that had been submerged just beneath the water's surface and
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whose auditory sensitivity at tested frequencies is poorer than that of other
cetaceans, and its mistaken substitution in the Final EIS of 1-second exposure
thresholds for the 100-second LFA signal.''
c.

4.3.26

Threshold for Significant Behavioral Change

The Navy has established a sliding scale for behavioral impacts, such that 50% of
all marine mammals exposed to a single LFA transmission at 165 dB re 1 pPa are
expected to undergo significant change in a biologically important activity, with
the potential for impact rapidly increasing or decreasing as the received level
departs fiom that mean. Unfortunately, the risk function devised by the Navy is at
odds in several respects with recent developments in the literature.

4.3.55

First, the DSEIS fails to incorporate several recent studies on the effects of low-

B-69

fiequency sound on various marine mammal species, all of which demonstrate
impacts in large whales at received levels lower than those meaningfully covered
by the Navy's risk function.21 Second, the DSEIS' standard fails to take proper
account of chronic impacts, from behavioral change as well as fiom certain nonauditory physiological impacts such as stress, which may occur at considerably
lower levels than those that would induce the es of behavioral change studies
by the Navy in its Scientific Research P r o g r a B In this regard, the Navy has
failed to consider cumulative impacts on populations of animals exposed
repeatedly to the LFA source over several seasons (cf FEIS at 4.2-58), a scenario
20

See. elg, W.J. Richardson, C.R. Greene, Jr., C.I. Malme, and D.H. Thomson, Marine Mammals and
Noise 209 (1995) (reporting auditory sensitivities). Compare FEIS at 1-27
Navy, Draft Overseas
Environmental Impact Statement! Environmental Impact Statement: Undersea Warfare Training Range at
4.3-14 (2005) (producing risk function from beluga and bottlenose whale data). It should be noted that the
function is somewhat arbitrarily drawn, and that dropping the line at least 5 dB lower would fit the
underlying data just as well or better.
21

See. ex., D.W. Weller, Y.V. Ivashchenko, G.A. Tsidulko, A.M. Burdin, & R.L. Brownell, Jr., Influence
of Seismic Survevs on Western Grey Whales off Sakhalin Island. Russia in 2001 (2002) ( W C Doc.
SC/54/BRG14); Independent Scientific Review Panel. Impacts of Sakhalin I1 Phase 2 on Western North
Pacific Grav Whales and Related Biodiversity (2005); D.P. Nowacek, M.P. Johnson, and P.L. Tyack,
Atlantic Right Whales (Eubalaena glacialis) Imore Ships but Respond to Alerting Stimuli. 271 Proceedings
of the Royal Society of London, Part B: Biological Sciences 227 (2004); P. Tyack (presentation at Mineals
Management Service, Gulf of Mexico Region, Information Transfer Meeting, Kenner, La., Jan. 9-1 1,
2005).
See,
F.H. Harrington and A.M. Veitch, Calving Success of Woodland Caribou Exposed to Low~ e JetzFighter Overflights, 45 Arctic vol. 213 (1992); L. Bejder, Linking Short and Long-Term Effects
of Nature-Based Tourism on Cetaceans (2005); P. Lercher, G.W. Evans, and M. Meis, Ambient Noise and
Cognitive Processes among Primary Schoolchildren, 35 Environment and Behavior 725 (2003). It is not
necessarily the case that animals exposed to harmful levels of sound will leave an area over time. J.A. Gill,
K. Norris, and W.J. Sutherland, Why Behavioural Responses May Not Reflect the Population
Consecluences of Human Disturbance, 97 Biol. Conserv. 265 (2001); R.A. Stillman and J.D. Goss-Custard,
Seasonal Changes in the Response of Ovstercatchers Haematopus ostralems to Human Disturbance, 33 J.
Avian Biol. 358 (2002).
22
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that is only more likely to occur given the proposed doubling in LFA deployment.
Third
the DSEIS disregards recent evidence indicating the potential for masking
,
to interfere with long-distance mating behavior in mysticetes such as the fin
whale, again at received levels far lower than those effectively covered by the
Navy's standard.23 Fourth, the Navy's standard is out of step with how the
potential for behavioral impacts has been assessed in other contexts.24 Fifth, the
DSEIS does not consider the impact that behavioral changes in prey species such
as fish may have on marine mammal foraging.25
2.

Strandings and Mortalities Associated with Naval Sonar
a.

Summary of Strandings Data

Since the publication of the Navy's original FEIS in 2001, the association
between military active sonar and whale mortalities has been strengthened and
has dramatically increased as a subject of scientific interest and concern. That
interest is reflected in the publication of numerous papers in peer-reviewed
journals, in reports by inter-governmental bodies such as the IWC's Scientific
Committee, and in evidence compiled from a growing number of mortalities
associated with sonar.
This quickening in interest was sparked by an event in March 2000, when sixteen
whales from at least three species- including two minke whales-stranded over
150 miles of shoreline along the northern channels of the Bahamas. The
beachings occurred within 24 hours of Navy ships using mid-frequency sonar
(ANISQS-53C and ANISQS-56) in those same channels.26 Post-mortem
examinations found, in all whales examined, hemorrhaging in and around the ears
and other tissues related to sound conduction or production, such as the larynx
and auditory fats, some of which was debilitative and potentially severe.27 It is
23 D.A. Croll, C.W. Clark, A. Acevedo, B. Tershy, S. Flores, J. Gedamke, and J. Urban, Only Male Fin
Whales Sing Loud Songs, 417 Nature 809 (2002); International Whaling Commission, 2004 Report of the
Scientific Committee, Annex K at § 6 (2004); NMFS, Assessment of Acoustic Exposures on Marine
Mammals in Conjunction with USS Shoup Active Sonar Transmissions in the Eastern Strait of Juan de
Fuca and Haro Strait, Washindon, 5 May 2003 (2005); S.L. Nieukirk, K.M. Stafford, D.K. Mellinger, R.P.
Dziak, and C.G. Fox, Low-Frequency Whale and Seismic A i r m Sounds Recorded in the Mid-Atlantic
Ocean. 115 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 1832 (2004); P. Tyack, Behavioral Impacts of Sound on Marine Mammals
(2004) @resenation at the First Plenary of the Marine Mammal Commission Advisory Cornmitttee on
Acoustic Impacts on Marine Mammals, Bethesda, Md., Feb. 4,2004). See also S.C. Stearns and R.
Hoekstra, Evolution: An Introduction (2000) (indicating that animals would not be expected to make calls
louder than necessary to achieve their function).

See, sLetter from Rodney F. Weiher, NOAA, to Keith Jenkins, Naval Facilities Engineering
command Atlantic (Jan. 30,2006).

24

25

See,
-

26

Commerce and Navy, Joint Interim Report at iii, 16.

27 Id.

papers on catch rate reduction cited infra in the section on fish and fisheries impacts.
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embolisms were found in these animals.32 The probability that the whales
died at sea is extremely high.33
Also in July 2004, a pod of melon-headed whales exhibited
(3)
extraordinary behavior just off Kaua'i, Hawai'i, within range of Japanese and
U.S. Navy ships participating in the biennial Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC)
tactical naval exercises there.34 Two hundred of the normally deep-water
whales crowded into shallow waters very near shore, an event that apparently
had never before been seen in Kaua'i. According to a biologist observer
associated with NMFS, the pod appeared stressed, and, in the ensuing chaos,
one juvenile member of the pod stranded and died. After learning of this
unusual whale behavior, the Navy temporarily restricted its active sonar
operations in the area.35

4.4.18

In June 2004, six beaked whales were found stranded along the Gulf of
(4)
Alaska, on the state's southern coast. The strandings coincided with a U.S.
naval exercise called Northern ~ d ~ e . ~ ~

4.4.18

In May 2003, the U.S. Navy vessel USS Shoup was conducting a midfrequency sonar exercise while passing through Haro Strait, off the coast of
Washington. According to one contemporaneous account, "[d]ozens of
porpoises and killer whales seemed to stampede all at once . . . in response to
a loud electronic noise echoing through" the
Several field biologists
present at the scene reported observing a pod of endangered orcas bunching
near shore and engaging in very abnormal behavior consistent with avoidance,
a minke whale 'porpoising" away from the sonar ship, and harbor porpoises
(5)

32 A.

Espinosa, M. Arbelo, P. Castro, V. Martin, T. Gallardo, and A. Fernhdez, New Beaked Whale Mass
Stranding in Canary Islands Associated with Naval Military Exercises (Maiestic Eagle 2004) (2005) (poster
presented at the European Cetaecan Society Conference, La Rochelle, France, April 2005); A. Fernhdez,
M. Mkndez, E. Sierra, A. Godinho, P. Herriez, A. Espinosa de 10s Monteros, F. Rodriguez, F., and M.
Arbelo, M., New Gas and Fat Embolic Patholow in Beaked Whales Stranded in the Canary Islands (2005)
(poster presented at the European Cetaecan Society Conference, La Rochelle, France, April 2005).
33 Id.
34 Navy, Uvdate on Melon-Headed Whales Stranded in Hawaii (2004) (presentation given at the Third
Plenary of the Marine Mammal Commission Advisory Committee on Acoustic Impacts on Marine
Mammals, San Francisco, 29 July 2004).

35

This account incorporates details as reported by Jan TenBruggencate in Whale Dies After Pod Returns to

Sea. Honolulu Advertiser, July 7,2004. See also Marc Kauhan, Whales' Plight Revives Sonar Theory,
Washington Post, July 11,2004 at A1 (detailing incident).
36 S.E. Moore and K.M. Stafford, Habitat Modeling, Ambient Noise Budgets. and Acoustic Detection of
Cetaceans in the North Pacific and Gulf of Alaska sl. 27-28 (2005) (presentation given at ECOUS 2005,
Office of Naval Research, 16-18 Mar. 2005).
37

4.4.18

Christopher Dunagan, Navy Sonar Incident A l m s Experts, Bremerton Sun, May 8,2003.
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fleeing the vessel in large numbers.38 Eleven harbor porpoises-an
abnormally high number given the average stranding rate of six per yearwere found beached in the area of the e~ercise.~'

In September 2002, at least fourteen beaked whales fiom three
(6)
different species stranded in the Canary Islands. Four additional beaked
whales stranded over the next several days.40 The strandings occurred while a
Spanish-led naval exercise that included U.S. Navy vessels and at least one
ship equipped with mid-fiequency sonar was conducting anti-submarine
warfare exercises in the vicinity.41 The subsequent investigation, as reported
in the journals Nature and Veterinary Patholom, revealed a variety of
traumas, including emboli and lesions suggestive of decompression sickness.42

B-71

In May 2000, four beaked whales stranded on the beaches of Madeira
(7)
while several NATO ships were conducting an exercise near shore. Scientists
investigating the stranding found that the whales' injuries-including "blood
in and around the eyes, kidney lesions, pleural hemorrhage"-and the pattern
of their stranding suggest "that a similar pressure event [i.e.,similar to that at
work in the Bahamas] precipitated or contributed to strandings in both sites.'*3
In October 1999, four beaked whales stranded in the U.S. Virgin
(8)
Islands as the Navy began an offshore exercise. A wildlife official fiom the
Islands reported the presence of "loud naval sonar.'*4 When NMFS asked the
Navy for more information about its exercise, the Department's response was
38

NMFS, Assessment of Acoustic Exposures at 6,9.

39 NMFS,

Preliminary Report: MultidisciplinaryInvestigation of Harbor Porpoises (Phocoena phocoena)
Stranded in Washington State from 2 Mav - 2 June 2003 Coinciding with the Mid-Range Sonar Exercises
of the USS Shoup 53-55 (2004) (conclusions unchanged in final report). Unfortunately, according to the
report, freezer artifacts and other problems incidental to the preservation of tissue samples made the cause
of death in most specimens difficult to determine; but the role of acoustic trauma could not be ruled out.
Lrl,
Vidal Martin et al., Mass Strandings of Beaked Whales in the Canarv Islands, h Proceedings of the
Workshot, on Active Sonar and Cetaceans 33 (P.G.H. Evans & L.A. Miller eds., 2004); Fernlndez U,
'Gas and Fat Embolic Syndrome', 42 Veterinary Pathology at 446-57.

40

41

Fernindez et al.. 'Gas and Fat Embolic Syndrome', 42 Veterinary Pathology at 446; K.R. Weiss, Whale
Deaths Linked to Navy Sonar Tests, L.A. Times, Oct. 1,2002, at A3.

42

Fernindez &, 'Gas and Fat Embolic Svndrome', 42 Veterinary Pathology at 446-57; Jepson
Gas-Bubble Lesions, 425 Nature at 575-76.

u,

D.R. Ketten, Beaked Whale Necro~svFindings 22 (2002) @aper submitted to NMFS); L. Freitas, The
Stranding of Three Cuvier's Beaked Whales Ziphius Cavirostris in Madeira A r c h i ~ e l a g e M a v2000,
P.G.H. Evans and L.A. Miller, Proceedings of the Workshot, on Active Sonar and Cetaceans 28-32 (2004).

43

Personal communication of Dr. David Nellis, U.S. Virgin Island Department of Fish and Game, to Eric
Hawk, NMFS (Oct. 1999); personal communication from Ken Hollingshead, NMFS, to John Mayer,
Marine Acoustics Inc. (March 19,2002).
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to end the consultation that it had begun for the exercise under the Endangered
Species A C ~ . ~ ~

4.4.18

In January 1998, according to a NMFS biologist, a beaked whale
(9)
"stranded suspiciously" at Vieques as naval exercises were set to commence
0ffshore.4~Another beaked whale stranded in the same area and under similar
circumstances in May 2 0 0 0 . ~ ~

4.4.23

(10) In 1996, twelve Cuvier's beaked whales stranded along 35 kilometers
on the west coast of Greece. The strandings were correlated, by an analysis
published in Nature, with the test of a low- and mid-frequency active sonar
system operated by NATO.~' A subsequent NATO investigation found the
strandings to be closely timed with the movements of the sonar vessel, and
ruled out all other physical environmental factors as a cau~e.4~
The following
year saw nine additional Cuvier's beaked whales strand off Greece, again
coinciding with naval a~tivity.~'

4.4.12

(1 1) Between 1985 and 1989, at least three separate mass strandings of
beaked whales occurred in the Canary Islands, as reported in ~ a t u r e . ~ '
Thirteen beaked whales of two species were killed in the February 1985
strandings, six whales of three species stranded in November 1988, and some
twenty-four whales of three species stranded in October 1989-all while naval
vessels were conducting exercises off shore.52 An additional stranding of
Cuvier's beaked whales, also coinciding with a naval exercise, occurred in
1991.53 It was reported that mass live strandings occurred each time exercises
took place in the area.54
Letter from William T. Hogarth, Regional Administrator, NMFS Southeast Regional Office, to RADM J.
Kevin Moran, Navy Region Southeast (undated); personal communication from Ken Hollingshead, NMFS,
to John Mayer, Marine Acoustics Inc. (March 19,2002).
45

46

Personal communication from Eric Hawk, NMFS, to Ken Hollingshead, NMFS (Feb. 12,2002).

47

Id.

48 A.

Frantzis, Does Acoustic Testing Strand Whales? 392 Nature 29 (1998).

See SACLANT Undersea Research Center, Summaw Record. La Spezia. Italv, 15-17 June 1998,
S A ~ A N T C E NBioacoustics Panel, SACLANTCEN M- 133 (1998).

49

;50.dI A. Frantzis, The First Mass Stranding That Was Associated with the Use of Active Sonar
Kwarissiakos Gulf, Greece. 1996), b P.G.H. Evans and L.A. Miller, Proceedings of the Workshov on
Active Sonar and Cetaceans 14-20 (2004).
M. Simrnonds and L.F. Lopez-Jurado, Whales and the Military, 337 Nature 448 (1991).
52

Id.

53

V. Martin, A. Servidio, and S. Garcia, Mass Strandings of Beaked Whales in the Canarv Islands, b
P.G.H. Evans and L.A. Miller, Proceedings of the Workshov on Active Sonar and Cetaceans 33-36 (2004).
54

S i m n d s and Lopez-Jurado, Whales and the Militarv, 337 Nature at 448.
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Some preliminary observations can be drawn ftom these incidents. For example,
beaked whales, a group of deep-water species that are seldom seen and may in
some cases be extremely rare, seem to be particularly vulnerable to the effects of
active sonar. A 2000 review undertaken by the Smithsonian Institution, and
reported and expanded by the IWC7sScientific Committee and other bodies,
supports this conclusion, finding that every mass stranding on record involving
multiple species of beaked whales has occurred with naval activities in the
vicinity.55 Indeed, it is not even certain that some beaked whales naturally strand
in numbers.
But the full magnitude of sonar's effects on these species--or on other marine
most of the world lacks networks to identify and
mammals-is not known.
investigate stranding events, particularly those that involve individual animals
spread out over long stretches of coastline, and therefore the mortalities that have
been identified thus far are likely to represent only a subset of a substantially
larger problem. For example, most Cuvier's beaked whale casualties (according
to NMFS) are bound to go undocumented because of the remote siting of sonar
exercises and the small chance that a dead or injured animal would actually
strand.56

4.4.23

m,

B-72

Second, until recently, no one knew to look for a potential link between stranding
events and nearby naval exercises. Now that such a link is strongly suspected,
stranding incidents related to naval exercises are more likely to be recognized as
such. This has been borne out by a recent re-examination of records of old
strandings conducted by several prominent biologists. As reported by the
Scientific Committee of the International Whaling Commission, the reexamination showed a concentration of mass beaked whale strandings along the
Japanese coast near Yokosuka, one of the primary bases for U.S. naval activity in
the western Pacific, with ten mass strandings reported since the late 1950s; an
additional 64 beaked whales were reported to have stranded individually. By
comparison, only two other possible mass strandings of beaked whales are known
to have occurred over the rest of the entire Pacific coast of Japan. The authors
concluded that a relationship between mass strandings and naval acoustics was
"strongly suggest[edIvby this record.57
" Marine Mammal Program of the National Museum of Natural History, Historical Mass Mortalities of
Zivhiids 2-4 (Apr. 6,2000); see also 2 J. Cetacean Res. & Mgrnt., Supp., Annex J at $ 13.8 (2000) (report
of the IWC Scientific Committee, Standing Working Group on Environmental Concerns).
56 J.V. Carretta, K.A. Forney, M.M. Muto, J. Barlow, J. Baker, and M. Lowry, U.S. Pacific Marine
Mammal Stock Assessments: 2003 at 147 (2004).

57 R.L. Brownell, Jr., T. Yamada, J.G. Mead, and A.L. van Helden, Mass Strandinns of Cuvier's Beaked
Whales in Japan: U.S. Naval Acoustic Link (2004) (IWC Doc. SCl56lE37). As in the case of many of the
other incidents discussed above, most of the animals involved in these incidents over the years were
observed to have stranded live.
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Furthermore, although the physical process linking sonar to strandings is not
perfectly understood, the record indicates that debilitating, possibly lethal injuries
are occurring in whales exposed to sonar at sea---only some of which may then
strand. As first reported in the journal Nature, animals that came ashore during
sonar exercises off the Canary Islands, in September 2002, had developed large
emboli in their organ tissue and suffered fi-om symptoms resembling those of
severe decompression sickness, or "the bends."58 It has been proposed that the
panic led them to surface too rapidly or because it pushed them to dive before
they could eliminate the nitrogen accumulated on previous descents, or because
the sound itself precipitated the growth of nitrogen bubbles in the blood, which
expanded to devastating effect. This finding has since been supported by followon papers, by published work in other fields, and by expert reviews.59 In any
case, the evidence is considered "compelling" that acoustic trauma, or injuries
resulting from behavioral responses, has in some way led to the deaths of many of
these animals.60

4.3.42

That beaked whales are suffering injury in larger numbers than are turning up on
shore would be consistent with one of the most disturbing findings from the
Bahamas, the only stranding event for which baseline survey data are available. 4.4.18C
Since the Navy passed through in March 2000, the cohort of Cuvier's beaked
whales that had been photo-identified and recorded for years has virtually
disappeared, leading researchers to conclude that nearly all of the animals died of
physical injury or, at the very least, were driven to permanently abandon their
habitat.61 Five years later, the species is slowly returning but sightings are still far
below what they had been.62 Although not much is known about beaked whale
ecology, the latest research suggests that some Cuvier's whales might aggregate

58

See P.D. Jepson, M. Arbelo, R. Deaville, I.A.P. Patterson, P. Castro, J.R. Baker, E. Degollada, H.M.

ROTP.
Herrbez, A.M. Pocknell, F. Rodriguez, F.E. Howie, A. Espinosa, R.J. Reid, J.R. Jaber, V. Martin,
A.A. Cunningham, A. Femhdez, <
425 Nature 575-576 (2003);

Femhdez et,
'Gas and Fat Embolic Svndrome'. 42 Veterinary Pathology at 415.
59

Cox et al.. Revort of a Workshov to Understand the Imvacts of Anthropo~enicSound at 15-21,23. For
additional papers, see also the studies referenced at section II(B)(l)(a) ("Injury Threshold"').
P.G.H. Evans and L.A. Miller, Concluding Remarks, Proceedings of the Workshov on Active Sonar
and Cetaceans 74 (2004); see also Cox eta
Report of a Workshov to Understand the Impacts of
Anthrovorzenic Sound at 2. Of course it would be a mistake to assume that an animal must suffer bendslike injury or some other sort of acoustic trauma in order to strand. Some may die simply because the noise
disorients them, for instance. See, ex., NMFS, Assessment of Acoustic Exposures at 9-10.
" Personal communication with Ken Balcomb, Center for Whale Research, June 2005; K.C. Balcomb and
D.E. Claridge, A Mass Stranding of Cetaceans Caused bv Naval Sonar in the Bahamas, 8(2) Bahamas
Journal of Science 1 (2001).
62 Personal communication with Ken Balcomb, Center for Whale Research, June 2005; International
Whaling Commission, 2004 Report of the Scientific Committee, Annex K at § 6.3; Balcomb and Claridge,
A Mass Stranding of Cetaceans.
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in small populations, taking up residence along the continental shelf.63 Under the
right conditions, even the transient sweep of a sonar vessel or other source could
devastate a local population.64In the Bahamas, that is precisely what appears to
have happened.

B-73

It should be noted that beaked whales are not the only species vulnerable to these
severe effects. As the IWC's Scientific Committee has noted, a variety of other
cetaceans have shown signs of stranding or significant distress in response to
active sonar use.65 Some species, such as rninke whales (Bahamas 2000) and
pygmy sperm whales (Canary Islands 1988), are known to have stranded
concurrent with beaked whales in two of the events described above; others, such
as long-finned pilot whales and dwarf sperm whales (North Carolina 2005),
melon-headed whales (Hawaii 2004), and harbor porpoises (Haro Strait 2003),
appear to have stranded in sonar-associated events that did not involve beaked
whales at all. It is not known which other species are most vulnerable to these
effects, but concern has been raised about deep-diving whales in particular since
these animals, in theory, would stand at greatest risk of injury from bubble
Some recent anatomical studies of sperm whales and other species
indicate that in vivo bubble formation is indeed possible in cetaceans other than
beaked whales.67
b.

The DSEIS' Analysis

In this light, the Navy's assessment of the risk of marine mammal injury and
mortality from LFA use is seriously deficient. While some relevant papers appear
in the bibliography, overall its analysis proceeds as though little has happened
since the publication of the 2001 FEIS. Among the most significant errors:

T. Wimmer and H. Whitehead, Movements and Distribution of Northern Bottlenose Whales,
Hyperoodon ampullatus, on the Scotian Slope and in Adiacent Waters, 82 Canadian Journal of Zoology
1782 (2004); M.L. Dalebout, KM. Robertson, A. Frantzis, D. Engelhaupt, A.A. Mignucci-Giannoni, R.J.
Rosario-Delestre, and C. Scott Baker, Worldwide Structure of mtDNA Diversitv among Cuvier's Beaked
Whales (Ziphius cavirostris): Im~licationsfor Threatened Populations, 11 Molecular Ecology 3353 (2005).
63

See,
Letter from Hal Whitehead, Dalhousie University, to Donna Wieting, NMFS (May 2001), p. 2
(comments submitted to NMFS concerning its environmental review of the Navy's SURTASS LFA
system); see also Dalebout &, Worldwide Structure at 3354.
65

International Whaling Commission, 2004 Revort of the Scientific Committee, Annex K at § 6.3.

66 D.S. Houser, R. Howard, and S. Ridgway, Can Diving-Induced Tissue Nitrogen Supersaturation,21 3
Journal of Theoretical Biology at 183; J.R. Potter, A Possible Mechanism for Acoustic Triggering of
Decom~ressionSickness Symptoms; L.A. Crum, M.R. Bailey, J. Gum, P.R. Hilrno, S.G. Kargl, T.J.
Matula, and O.A. Sapozhnikov, Monitoring Bubble Growth, 6(3) Acoustics Research Letters Online at 214.
67

a,

Jepson
Gas-Bubble Lesions, 425 Nature at 575; Moore and Early, Cumulative Sverm Whale Bone
Damage, 306 Science at 221 5; Jepson
Acute and Chronic Gas Bubble Lesions, 42 Veterinary
Pathology at 29 1.

u,
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The problems with the Navy's calculation of thresholds for injury and
(I)
behavioral disturbance, discussed above in section II(B)(l), carry through to
its analysis of the risk of injury and are incorporated here.

4.3.12

The Navy wrongly dismisses mechanisms of sonar injury to marine
(2)
mammals that would cause harm independent of stranding events.

3.4.42

First, the Navy portrays a leading theory about the mechanism of sonar-related

4.3.48

injuries-the theory that whales suffer from bubble growth in organs that is
similar to decompression sickness, or "the bends" in human divers-as a
controversial hypothesis without much support among researchers. DSEIS at
4-3 1 to 32.
But the DSEIS fails to take proper account of published research on bubble
growth. According to a series of published, peer-reviewed articles (based
both on accepted theoretical methods and on experimental research), gas
bubbles could be activated in supersaturated marine mammal tissue on brief
exposure to sounds of 150 dB (RMS) re 1 pPa or lower and then grow
significantly, causing injury, as the animal rises toward the surface.68 That
work is supported by a number of other studies, also published in leading,
peer-reviewed journals, demonstrating through anatomical evidence that
&bubble growth can occur in a variety of marine mammal species, from
sperm whales to beaked whales to Risso's dolphins.69 And this is not even to
mention the investigation of the 2002 Canary Islands strandings, whose
findings concerning fat and gas emboli were recently published at length in
another major journal.70 The Navy cannot simply elide the numerous
published, peer-reviewed papers-in dive behavior, veterinary pathology, and
molecular biology-that support this theory, or disregard the recognition

D.S. Houser, R. Howard, and S. Ridgway, Can Diving-Induced Tissue Nitrogen SuuersaturationIncrease
the Chance of Acousticallv Driven Bubble Growth in Marine Mammals? 213 Journal of Theoretical
Biology 183, 190 (2001); L.A. Crurn, M.R. Bailey, J. Gum, P.R. Hilmo, S.G. Kargl, T.J. Matula, and O.A.
Sapozhnikov, Monitoring Bubble Growth in Supersaturated Blood and Tissue ex vivo and the Relevance to
Marine Mammal Bioeffects, 6(3) Acoustics Research Letters Online 214 (2005) See also J.R. Potter, A
Possible Mechanism for Acoustic Triggering of Decomuression Sickness Svmptoms in Deep-Diving
Marine Mammals (paper presented at the IEEE International Symposium on Underwater Technology 2004,
Taipei, Taiwan, April 2004).
69 M.J. Moore

and G.A. Early, Cumulative Sperm Whale Bone Damage and the Bends, 306 Science 2215
(2004); P.D. Jepson, R. Deaville, I.A.P. Patterson, A.M. Pocknell, H.M. Ross, J.R. Baker, F.E. Howie, R.J.
Reid, A. Colloff, and A.A. Cunningham, Acute and Chronic Gas Bubble Lesions in Cetaceans Stranded in
the United Kingdom, 42 Veterinarv Patholorn 291 (2005).
'O A. Fernhdez, J.F. Edwards, F. Rodriguez, A. Espinosa de 10s Monteros, P. Herraez, P. Castro, J.R.
Jaber, V. Martin, & M. Arbelo, 'Gas and Fat Embolic Svndrome' Involving a Mass Stranding of Beaked
Whales (Familv Ziphiidae) Exposed to Anthro~ogenicSonar Simals, 42 Veterinary Pathology 446 (2005).
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bubble growth has received from expert panels, such as the one convened last
4.3.42
year by the Marine Mammal Commission to review sonar-related ~ t r a n d i n ~ s . ~ '
In any case, the law requires agencies to evaluate all "reasonably foreseeable"
impacts, which, by definition, includes "impacts which have catastrophic
consequences, even if their probability of occurrence is low, provided that the
analysis of the impacts is supported by credible scientific evidence, is not
based on pure conjecture, and is within the rule of reason." 42 C.F.R.
1502.22. The scientific literature supporting bubble growth rises far above
this standard, and the Navy's discounting of this theory in its analysis of
injuries to marine mammals is arbitrary and capricious.
Second, the Navy's analysis of injuries to whales leaves out a possibility that
has been widely noted in the literature: i.e., that some of the observed injuries
are a result of behavioral changes, such as rapid surfacing or premature
diving, that sonar could induce in whales at sea. This mechanism of injury
would also result in injury apart from strandings and should be considered.

4.4.15

4.3.33

B-74

These omissions result in an unwarranted discounting by the Navy of the
strong possibility that sonar is causing severe injuries to whales at sea,
whether or not those whales strand.
The Navy wrongly dismisses the possibility that whales may be
(3)
severely injured by sonar at great distances from the source. But from the few
events that have been modeled, the 2000 Bahamas event and, to a lesser
extent, the 1996 incident in Greece, it is evident that even mid-frequency
sonar arrays, using sonar that propagates significantly less well than LFA, can
induce strandings from tens of miles offshore and are likely to affect animals
at tens of miles' distance.72 To properly evaluate the potential impacts of
LFA, the Navy must account for the reasonably possibility that injuries similar
to those seen in the Bahamas, the Canaries, and other events may occur at
great distances from LFA use. To do otherwise is to arbitrarily disregard the
preponderance of the evidence in this field.
In describing the 2000 Bahamas stranding event, the Navy places
(4)
undue reliance on a list of "contributory factors" that it feels make a similar
T.M. Cox, T.J. Ragen, A.J. Read, E. Vos, R.W. Baird, K. Balcomb, J. Barlow, J. Caldwell, T. Cranford,
L. Crum, A. D'Amico, G. D'Spain, A. Fernhdez, J. Finneran, R. Gentry, W. Gerth, F. Gulland, J.
Hildebrand, D. Houser, T. Hullar, P.D. Jepson, D. Ketten, C.D. MacLeod, P. Miller, S. Moore, D.
Mountain, D. Palka, P. Ponganis, S. Rommel, T. Rowles, B. Taylor, P. Tyack, D. Wartzok, R. Gisiner, J.
Mead, & L. Benner, Revort of a Workshop to Understand the Impacts of Anthrovogenic Sound on Beaked
Whales 2 (in press) (noting particular plausibility of gas-bubble disease as one of 2 major findings of
workshop).
7'

72 Commerce and Navy,

Joint Interim R e ~ o rat
t 7-1 1; SACLANT Undersea Research Centre, Summar,
Record SACLANTCEN Bioacoustics Panel, La Svezia, Italy, 15-17 June 1998 at 2-6,2-35 to 36 (1998).
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event unlikely to reoccur. DSEIS at 4-54. In the fust place, however, the
Navy provides no assurance that its LFA training sites won't exhibit all of the
same environmental characteristics. Moreover, the general significance of
those factors has been outstripped by events. There is no indication that a
surface duct, one of the named contributing factors, occurred during the
subsequent strandings in the Canary Islands or, indeed, during any of the
beaked whale mortalities later reported by the IWC's Scientific Committee
and others as being associated with sonar; and few other stranding incidents
have involved sonar ships passing through a narrow channel with limited
egress.73 We do not doubt that certain factors, such as the use of sonar in
channels, can increase the risk of harm; but it is abundantly evident fiom the
literature that has emerged since the government's Bahamas report appeared
in 2001 that strandings may well occur in their absence.
The Navy has failed to consider most of the mass beaked whale
(5)
strandings that have been identified for their association, or possible
association, with sonar. See DSEIS at 4-53 to 54. Indeed, the only incidents
that the authors appear to acknowledge are the 2000 strandings in the
Bahamas, the 2002 strandings in the Canaries, and the 1996 strandings off
Greece. Yet the list reported by the IWC's Scientific Committee and other
expert bodies is far broader than the Navy's review would suggest, and should
be included and considered in the final document.74
The Navy fails to account for the fact that some marine mammal
(6)
species are especially vulnerable to acoustical injuries. For example, it does
not give special consideration to minke whales, even though two minkes
stranded in the Bahamas event, another died in the 2005 North Carolina
incident still under investigation, and at least one was observed to engage in
dramatic "porpoising" behavior in reaction to sonar use in Haro Strait,
~ a s h i n ~ t o Nor
n . ~does
~ it properly consider harbor porpoises, which stranded
at Haro
or pygmy sperm whales, which stranded along with two
73 See.

ex., Fernhdez et al.. 'Gas and Fat Embolic Svndrome', 42 Veterinary Pathology at 446-457;
International Whaling Commission, 2004 Reuort of the Scientific Committee, Annex K at Tab. 1.

See, % International Whaling Commission, 2004 Report of the Scientific Committee, Annex K at Tab.
1 ; G w n e l l et al., Mass Strandings of Cuvier's Beaked Whales in Japan at Tab. 1; J. Hildebrand, Im~acts
of Anthrovogenic Sound on Cetaceans Tab. 5 (2004) (IWC Doc. SC/56/E13); B. Taylor, J. Barlow, R.
Pitman, L. Balance, T. Klinger, D. DeMaster, J. Hildebrand, J. Urban, D. Palacios, and J. Mead, A Call for
Research to Assess Risk of Acoustic Impact on Beaked Whale Pouulations Tab. 1 (2004) (IWC Doc.
SC156E36). See also the studies on individual strandings referenced in this section; and Jasny, Sounding
the Depths I1 at Tab. 1-3.
74

75 Commerce and Navy, Joint Interim Report at 1, 15-16 (Bahamas); M. Kaufman, "Whale Stranding in
N.C. Followed Navy Sonar Use," Washington Post, Jan. 28,2005, Sec. A (North Carolina); NMFS,
Assessment of Acoustic Exvosures at 9 (Washington).

76 In

dismissing the connection to harbor porpoises, the Navy argues that necropsies of animals stranded in
association with sonar use in Haro Strait "found no evidence of acoustic trauma." DSEIS at 3.2-45. This
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species of beaked whales during naval exercises off the Canary Islands in
November 1 9 8 ~or; pilot
~ ~ whales and dwarf sperm whales, which stranded in
the 2005 North Carolina incident;78or sperm whales and other deep-diving
cetaceans, despite anatomical evidence of their susceptibility to bubble lesions
and the concern raised by numbers of scientists that these animals stand at
greatest risk of damage fiom bubble
The potential for serious injury
of these species is "reasonably foreseeable" and must be considered in the
Navy's evaluation of impacts. 42 C.F.R. 1502.22.

B-75

(7) The Navy overestimates the importance of the fact that the long
history of strandings associated with military sonar, discussed above, has
usually implicated another type of sonar commonly employed by navies,
known as mid-frequency sonar. DSEIS at 4-55. Mid-fiequency sonar has
been in widespread use for many decades and is used by navies around the
globe. LFA, by contrast, is a new technology that was tested only in secret for
many years, then deployed only in a limited areas of the Western Pacific. The
Navy cannot properly rely on a lack of stranding reports for LFA to show
anything but its fairly recent vintage and, to date, its tightly controlled usage.
The Navy places far too much confidence in its assertion that its use of
(8)
SURTASS LFA sonar in the last few years has not resulted in marine
mammal strandings. DSEIS at 4-53. The Navy has been operating in portions
of the Western Pacific at considerable distances (at least 30 to 60 nm) fiom
shore, distant enough to limit observation of strandings and also distant
enough that whales injured at sea might not strand. Most areas in which the
Navy operates lack stranding networks or other means to detect and
disseminate information about strandings. Moreover, as the Navy itself
argues elsewhere in the document, stranding reports fiom the Western Pacific
suffer fiom "regional language differences between conservation programs
and publications, cultural preferences, and some inherent media restrictions."
DSEIS at 4-52. Even if the Navy could be confident that operations to date
statement is misleading. In fact, the NMFS investigation was inconclusive given the poor condition of the
bodies and the failure to adequately preserve them for tissue analysis. NMFS, Preliminary Revort:
Multidisciplinarv Investigation of Harbor Pomoises at 53-55 (conclusions unchanged in final report). In
any case, as NMFS indicated in a further assessment, it is possible that behavioral reactions, rather than
acoustic trauma, were responsible for the strandings. NMFS, Assessment of Acoustic Exvosures at 10.
V. Martin d.,
Mass Strandings of Beaked Whales in the Canarv Islands at 35.

M. Kaufinan, "Whale Stranding in N.C. Followed Navy Sonar Use," Washington Post, Jan. 28,2005,
Sec. A.

78

79 Moore and Early, Cumulative S ~ e r m
Whale Bone

Damage, 306 Science at 2215; Jepson et al., GasBubble Lesions, 425 Nature at 575; D.S. Houser, Can Diving-Induced Tissue Nitrogen Suuersaturation,
213 Journal of Theoretical Biology at 183; J.R. Potter, A Possible Mechanism for Acoustic Triggering of
Decomvression Sickness Smvtoms; International Whaling Commission, 2004 Revort of the Scientific
Committee, Annex K at 9 6.3.
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had not caused whales to strand, it ignores the fact that these operations have
been undertaken using protective measures that the Navy now proposes to
abandon-including increased coastal exclusion zones, frequency restrictions,
and a 360 degree buffer zone.
The Navy attempts to discount the well-established link between sonar
(9)
use and marine mammal strandings by pointing out (based on data compiled
when acoustic impacts were not generally considered as a potential cause of
strandings) that a majority of marine mammal strandings are related to natural
causes. DSEIS at 4-55. This fact, however, does not lessen the Navy's
burden to discuss and prevent marine mammal strandings that do relate to
sonar.
(10) The Navy states, incorrectly, that "there are no new data that
contradict any of the assumptions or conclusions in the FOEIS/FEIS." DSEIS
at 4-30. To the contrary, and as referenced throughout this letter, new data
exists inter alia linking whale strandings to naval sonar; linking non-stranding
injuries in marine mammals to naval sonar; describing mechanisms of harm to
marine mammals from sonar; showing unexpectedly high propagation of
noise in shallow waters; finding that intense noise sources can mask whale
calls over great distances, sometimes thousands of square kilometers; and
revealing the difficulties of mitigating for noise impacts.
3.

4.7.13
2.5.1
2.5.2

4.4.26

4.3.1

Modeling of Acoustic Impacts

It is impossible to comment fully on the Acoustic Integration Model ("AIM'), the
program used by the Navy to calculate the system's impacts, because that model has
not been released to the public. Indeed, disclosure of the model must occur for public
comment to be meaningful under NEPA and the Administrative Procedure Act, and
for guidelines adopted under the Data (or Information) Quality Act to be met.
Nonetheless, based on the limited information contained in the DSEIS and related
documents, a number of serious problems can be identified that result in
underestimations of impacts.
First the models used by the Navy in its applications for Letters of Authorization
("LOA") to assess its actual work in the Pacific, and in its Final EIS to estimate
impacts in sample coastal areas, in large part assume a fairly even distribution of
marine mammals across a wide area of ocean, failing to take the possibility that
certain animals, like beaked whales and sperm whales, may be concentrated in
particular habitat." With regard to beaked whales, there is no indication that the
-9

See, G,
S.E. Moore, W.A. Watkins, M.A. Daher, J.R. Davies, M.E. Dahlheim, Blue Whale Habitat
Associations in the Northwest Pacific: Analvsis of Remotely-Sensed Data Usins a Geogravhic Information
System, 15 Oceanography 20 (2002); S. Ohsumi, Further Analvsis of the Baird's Beaked Whale Stock in
the Western North Pacific, 34 Rep. Int'l Whaling Cornm. 587 (1984); C.H. Townsend, The Distribution of
Certain Whales as Shown by Logbook Records of American Whaleshivs, 19(1) Zoologica 1 (1935).
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Navy has conducted research on habitat preferences around the Navy's operation
area, as strongly recommended by NMFS in the 200 1 Final Rule; and if it has
conducted research, that information has not apparenty been incorporated into its
impact analysis or site planning, as NMFS called for. 67 Fed. Reg. 46782. Second,
in the limited modeling we have before us, the Navy frequently assumes that
populations of marine mammals are relatively unstructured, such that individual
animals are improbably considered part of region-wide, basin-wide, or even worldwide stocks.81 Third, in general, the Navy's stock assessments in its LOA
applications are based on incomplete and out-of-date information, leading to a
significant underestimation of species abundance and therefore impacts.82 Fourth, the
Navy incorrectly claims that significant impacts on stocks and populations, as
modeled for its LOA applications, would necessarily occur at percentages lower than
those assumed in the Navy's modeling of coastal areas and NMFS' Final Rule, even
disre arding the underestimates of take resulting from the other errors described
here!
Fifth, the Navy's approach to modeling behavioral impacts from multiple
exposures is not conser~ative.~~

B-76

Impacts on Fish and Fisheries

C.

1.

Acoustic Impacts on Fish

Though the architecture of their ears may differ, fish are equipped, like all
vertebrates, with thousands of sensory hair cells that vibrate with sound; and a
number of specialized organs like the abdominal sac, called a "swim bladder," that
some species possess can boost hearing. Fish use sound in many of the ways that

" Cf., e.&, M.L. Dalebout, K.M. Robertson, A. Frantzis, D. Engelhaupt, A.A. Mignucci-Giannoni, R.J.
Rosario-Delestre, and C. Scott Baker, Worldwide Structure of mtDNA Diversitv among Cuvier's Beaked
Whales (Ziuhius cavirostris): Imvlications for Threatened Pouulations, 11 Molecular Ecology 3353 (2005)
(population structure in Ziphiids); W.F. Penin, M.L.L. Dolar, M. Amano, and A. Hayano, Cranial Sexual
Dimorphism and Geoaravhic Variation in Fraser's Dolphin. Laaenodeluhis hosei, 19 Marine Mammal
Science 484 (2003) (suggesting genetic differences among Eraser's dolphins off the Philippines and off
Japan, as one example of differentiation among species in these two areas); H. Yoshida and H. Kato,
Phvlogenetic Relationships of Brvde's Whales in the Western North Pacific and Adjacent Waters Inferred
fiom Mitochondrial DNA Se~uences,15 Marine Mammal Science 1269 (1999).
82 Cf.,u,
P. Rudolph and C. Smeenk, Indo-West Pacific Marine Mammals, W.F. Penin, B. Wiirsig,
and J.G.M. Thewissen, Encvclopedia of Marine Mammals 617-25 (2002); E.C.M. Parsons, Review of the
Navy's 2003 LOA Application for the SURTASS LFA System (2003).
83

Compare SDEIS at 4-43 to 4-51 gnJ

67 Fed. Reg. 46780.

See. e a . D. Kastak, B.L. Southall, R.J. Schusterman, C.R. Kastak, Underwater Temporary Threshold
Shift in Pinnipeds: Effects of Noise Level and Duration, 118 Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
3 154, 3 161 (2005); Navy, Draft Overseas Environmental Impact Statement1 Environmental Impact
Statement: Undersea Warfare Training Range (2005); Letter fiom P.J.O. Miller, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, to Donna Wieting, NMFS (May 3 1,2001).
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marine mammals do: to communicate, defend territory, avoid predators, and, in some
cases, locate prey.85
One series of recent studies showed that passing airguns can severely damage the hair
cells of fish (the organs at the root of audition) either by literally ripping them from
their base in the ear or by causing them to "explode."86 Fish, unlike mammals, are
thought to regenerate hair cells, but the pink snapper in those studies did not appear to
recover within approximately two months after exposure, leading researchers to
conclude that the damage was permanent.87 It is not clear which elements of the
sound wave contributed to the injury, or whether repetitive exposures at low
amplitudes or a few exposures at higher pressures, or both, were responsible.88 As
with marine mammals, sound has also been shown to induce temporary hearing loss.
Even at fairly moderate levels, noise fiom outboard motor engines is capable of
temporarily deafening some species of fish, and other sounds have been shown to
affect the short-term hearing of a number of other species, including sunfish and
tilapia.89 For any fish that is dependent on sound for predator avoidance and other
key functions, even a temporary loss of hearing (let alone the virtually permanent
damage seen in snapper) will substantially diminish its chance of survival.90
Nor is hearing loss the only effect that ocean noise can have on fish. For years,
fisheries in various parts of the world have complained about declines in their catch
after intense acoustic activities (including naval exercises) moved into the area,
suggesting that noise is seriously altering the behavior of some commercial species.91

85

See,
A.N. Popper, Effects of Anthrovogenic Sounds on Fishes, 28(10) Fisheries 26-27 (2003); M.C.
~ a z & A.N.
~ s Popper, Effects of Sound on Fish 19 (2005) (Report to the California Department of
Transportation, Contract No. 43A0139), p., 19; D.A. Croll, Marine Vertebrates and Low Frecluency
Sound-Technical Revort for LFA EIS 1-90 (1999).
86

R. McCauley, J. Fewtrell, and A.N. Popper, High Intensitv Anthrooogenic Sound Damages Fish Ears.
113 Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 640 (2003).

-at 641 (some fish in the experimental group sacrificed and examined 58 days after exposure).

87 Id.

88 Id.

A.R. Scholik and H.Y. Yan, Effects of Boat Engine Noise on the Auditow Sensitivity of the Fathead
Minnow, Pimephales promelas, 63 Environmental Biology of Fishes 203-09 (2002); A.R. Scholik and H.Y
Yan, The Effects of Noise on the Auditorv Sensitivitv of the Bluegill Sunfish, Lepomis macrochirus, 133
Comparative Biochemisty and Physiology Part A at 43-52 (2002); M.E. Smith, A.S. Kane, & A.N. Popper,
Noise-Induced Stress Response and Hearing Loss in Goldfish (Carassius auratus), 207 Journal of
Experimental Biology 427-35 (2003); Popper, Effects of Anthro~ogenicSounds at 28.
See Popper, Effects of Anthrovogenic Sounds at 29; McCauley
sound Damages Fish Ears, at 64 1.

90

u,High Intensitv Anthrovogenic

See "'Noisy' Royal Navy Sonar Blamed for Falling Catches,'' Western Morning News, Apr. 22,2002
(so& off the U.K.); Percy J. Hayne, President of Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, "Coexistence of
the Fishery & Petroleum Industries," www.elements.nb.ca~theme/fuels/percy/hayne.h
(accessed May 15,
2005) (airguns off Cape Breton); R.D. McCauley, J. Fewtrell, A.J. Duncan, C. Jenner, M.-N. Jenner, J.D.
Penrose, R.I.T. Prince, A. Adhitya, J. Murdoch, and K. McCabe, Marine DSEISmic Survevs: Analysis and
91
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A group of Norwegian scientists attempted to document these declines in a Barents
Sea fishery and found that catch rates of haddock and cod (the latter known for its
particular sensitivity to low-frequency sound) plummeted in the vicinity of an airgun
survey across a 1600-square-mile area, an area larger than the state of Rhode Island;
in another experiment, catch rates of rockfish were similarly shown to de~line.~'
Drops in catch rates in these experiments range from 40 to 80 percent.93 A variety of
other species, herring, zebrafish, pink snapper, and juvenile Atlantic salmon, have
been observed to react to various noise sources with acute alarm.94
Equally troubling are the high mortalities fiom noise exposure seen in developmental
stages of fish. A number of studies, including one on non-impulsive noise, show that
intense sound can kill eggs, larvae, and fiy outright or retard their growth in ways that
may hinder their survival later.95 Increased mortality for fish eggs and larvae has
been shown to occur at distances fiom an airgun source.96 Also, larvae in at least
some species are known to use sound in selecting and orienting toward settlement
sites.97 Acoustic disruption at that stage of development could have significant
consequences.98

B-77

2.

The DSEIS7Analysis

Propagation of Air-Gun Simals, and Effects of Air-Gun Exvosure on Humvback Whales. Sea Turtles.
Fishes. and Scluid 185 (2000) (airguns in general).
92 A.

Engls, S. Lokkeborg, E. Ona, and A.V. Soldal, Effects of DSEISmic Shooting on Local Abundance
and Catch Rates of Cod (Gadus morhua) and Haddock (Melanogramrnus aeglefinus), 53 Canadian Journal
ofFisheries and Aquatic Sciences 2238-49 (1996); J.R. Skalski, W.H. Pearson, and C.I. Malme, Effects of
Sound fiom a Geovhvsical Survey Device on Catch-Per-Unit-Effort in a Hook-and-Line Fisherv for
Rockfish (Sebastes spp.2 49 Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 1357-65 (1992). See also
S. L~iikkeborgand A.V. Soldal, The Influence of DSEISmic Exvloration with Airguns on Cod (Gadus
morhua) Behaviour and Catch Rates, 196 ICES Marine Science Symposium 62-67 (1993).
93 Id.

See J.H.S. Blaxter and R.S. Batty, The Development of Startle Responses in Herring Larvae, 65 Journal
o f t h e ~ a r i n Biological
e
Association of the U.K. 737-50 (1985); F.R. Knudsen, P.S. Enger, and 0 . Sand,
Awareness Reactions and Avoidance Responses to Sound in Juvenile Atlantic Salmon. Salmo salar L., 40
Journal of Fish Biology 523-34 (1992); McCauley
Marine DSEISmic Surveys at 126-61.
94

u,

See. e.& C. Booman, J. Dalen, H. Leivestad, A. Levsen, T. van der Meeren, and K. Toklum, Effecter av
luftkanonskytingvb egg. larver og yngel (Effects fiom Airgun Shooting on Eggs, Larvae. and Frv), 3
Fisken og Havet 1-83 (1996) (Norwegian with English summary); J. Dalen and G.M. Knutsen, Scaring
Effects on Fish and Harmful Effects on Eggs, Larvae and Fry bv Offshore DSEISmic Exulorations, bH.M.
Merklinger, Progress in Underwater Acoustics 93-102 (1987); A. Banner and M. Hyatt, Effects of Noise on
Eggs and Larvae of Two Estuarine Fishes, 1 Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 134-36
(1973); L.P. Kostyuchenko, Effect of Elastic Waves Generated in Marine DSEISmic Prosvecting on Fish
Eggs on the Black Sea, 9 Hydrobiology Journal 45-48 (1973).
95

96

Booman et al., Effecter av luftkanonskyting pb egg. larver og yngel at 1-83.

S.D. Simpson, M. Meekan, J. Montgomery, R. McCauley, R., and A. Jeffs, Homeward Sound, 308
Science 22 1 (2005).

97

98 Popper,

Effects of Anthropogenic Sounds at 27.
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Finally, the Navy's conclusion that commercial fish stocks and catches will not be
affected by LFA simply does not follow from the studies it cites in support of this
conclusion, which involved captive fish unable to display the type of behavioral
response that might lead to reduced catch rates. DSEIS at 4-19 to 20. The studies of
catch rates cited in the previous section, supra, provide better data on this point and
suggest the opposite conclusion.
D.

4.1.4

Impacts on Sea Turtles

Sea turtles, many of which are listed as endangered or threatened, appear to have their
best sensitivity to sound in the fiequency range employed by LFA. DSEIS at 4-26.
Furthermore, they have been shown to engage in startle and escape behavior-behavior
that may involve diving and surfacing-and to experience heightened stress in response
to noise.'02
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In its analysis of impacts to turtles, the Navy concludes that there is only a very small
probability, "if any," that a sea turtle could be found inside the LFA mitigation zone
during an LFA sonar transmission. DSEIS at 4-29. But the severe difficulties in
effectively monitoring the mitigation zone for sea turtles, discussed infra,together with
the Navy's failure to designate offshore biologically important areas for sea turtles (such
as the Sargasso Sea gyre) and its failure to expand its coastal exclusion zone, belie this
assurance. Moreover, the Navy's conclusion about impacts rests on an assumption of
"even distribution" of populations through the pelagic zone, despite the fact that even the
Navy recognizes that turtles clump into "hot spots." DSEIS at 4-29 to 30. Given these
factors, a more rigorous analysis of potential impacts is necessary.
E.

Species Excluded from Risk Analysis

The Navy eliminates invertebrates from its consideration,justifying this decision by
stating that "they do not have delicate organs or tissues" and "there is no evidence of
auditory capability in the fiequency range used by SURTASS LFA." DSEIS at ES-7.
This decision overlooks the growing evidence that invertebrates are vulnerable to impacts
from acoustic sources. Marine mammal echolocation has been shown to directly injure
invertebrates, raising the question of whether lower-frequency sources can do the
same.lo3The only audiogram available for an invertebrate species (the American lobster)
shows sensitivity to sounds below several hundred Hertz, in the frequency range of
LFA."~

lo2

~ a t i o n aResearch
l
Council, The Decline of Sea Turtles: Causes and Prevention (1990).

lo3 See K. Norris and B. Mahl, Can Odontocetes Debilitate Prey with Sound? 122 The American Naturalist
85 (1983).
'04 G.C. Ofhtt, Acoustic Stimulus Percevtion by the American Lobster. Homarus americanus IDecapoda),
26 Experientia 1276 (1970).
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fishing entanglements on threatened whale populations might be; nor does it contemplate
that LFA activities might work synergistically with other threats to affect them.lo7
The Navy also seems to believe that it can satisfy the requirement to assess cumulative
impacts by cataloging the ways in which impacts from LFA are small compared with the
totality of threats faced by marine mammals and the totality of anthropogenic noise being
generated in the oceans. DSEIS at 4-57 to 63. Not only is this approach factually
insupportable given the lack of any quantitative assessment of long-term effects in the
DSEIS-but it misapprehends the definition of "cumulative impact," which, according to
NEPA's regulations, "can result from individually minor but collectively significant
actions taking place over a period of time." 42 C.F.R. $ 1508.7. It cannot be reconciled,
for example, with the Navy's own account of the long-term effects of stress, a reasonably
foreseeable impact that does not otherwise receive attention in the document.

B-79

In short, the Navy must (a) consider cumulative impacts on species other than marine
mammals, such as fish and sea turtles, (b) evaluate the potential for cumulative impacts,
(c) assess the otential for synergistic adverse effects, as from noise in combination with
~hi~-strikes,~~'(d)
properly assess the long-term cumulative impacts of the activities
actually covered by the DSEIS, and (e), even if (contrary to reason) the Navy finds that
the long-term impacts of the proposed use of LFA itself are likely to be small, consider
whether other activities could combine with this use to produce a significant effect.
G.

4.6.25

4.6.14

4.6.29
4.6.25

Alternatives Analysis

At bottom, an EIS must "inform decision-makers and the public of the reasonable
alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the
human environment." 40 C.F.R. $ 1502.1. This requirement has been described in
regulation as "the heart of the environmental impact statement." Id.$ 1502.14. The
agency must therefore "[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives, and for alternatives which were eliminated fiom detailed study, briefly
discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated." Id.$ 1502.14(a). Consideration of
alternatives is required by (and must conform to the independent terms of) both sections
102(2)(C) and 102(2)(E) of NEPA.
Here, the Navy's alternatives analysis is significantly flawed. First, it fails to
meaningfully consider focusing its training into areas of reduced risk. One of the central
flaws of the Navy's 2001 FEIS was its failure to consider concentrating training with
lo7 For example, as discussed above, exposure to some manmade sounds may increase the risk of shipstrikes of the critically endangered right whale. & Nowacek
Right Whales Ignore Shivs, 27 1
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Part B: Biological Sciences at 227.

a,

'08 The 2004 Report of the IWC's Scientific Committee emphasizes the importance of evaluating the
synergistic impacts of ocean noise and other stressors, such as toxins. IWC, 2004 Report of the IWC
Scientific Committee, Annex K at 5 6.4 and App. 2 (noting studies of terrestrial animals that demonstrate
significant adverse synergistic effects).
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LFA into specific, low-impact areas, rather than spreading it throughout the globe.
District Court Opinion at 1166. Instead of correcting this flaw, the Navy proposes only
alternatives that would allow training with LFA throughout the same 75% of the world's
oceans as proposed in the 2001 FEIS. None of the considered alternatives engages in the
central and essential tasks of identifling potential areas of lesser harm and analyzing the
impacts to the environment that would result fiom restricting all, or even a portion, of the
Navy's planned training to those areas. The consideration of training in areas that
present a reduced risk of harm to marine life is all the more critical since experts agree
that proper siting and geographic mitigation are among the most effective ways to lessen
harm from acoustical sources.10g
Second, it fails to meaningfully consider extending shutdown procedures to fish. The
Court held the 2001 FEIS deficient because it failed to consider suspending LFA
operations when schools of fish are detected within the LFA buffer zone. District Court
Opinion at 1165-66. But the Navy's attempt to comply with the Court's directive here is
grudging at best. Though it does include the extension of shutdown procedures to fish
among its alternatives considered, it dismisses this alternative in one paragraph, with the
core of its argument being that impacts to fish will be negligible and that "active
acoustics would give so many false alarms that the impact on the effectiveness of the
military readiness activity (and, hence impact on National Security) would be intolerably
high." DSEIS at 2- 11.
As further discussed in section II(C) ("Impacts to Fish and Fisheries"), supra, we disagree
that impacts to fish will be negligible. Given the potential for serious harm to fish from
exposure to LFA, and further given the Court's clear concern about reducing this
potential, the Navy's dismissal of mitigation opportunities remains far too casual. The
Navy offers only a conclusory statement that the use of active acoustics to detect fish
would yield too many false alarms, without justifling this conclusion with any
information that would allow the public, or the Court, to judge its reasonableness.
Third it fails to propose additional OBIAs other than seven national marine sanctuaries
within U.S. waters-five of which are already included, in the 2002 Final Rule, among
areas where the Navy is required to limit received levels to below 180 dB. This is
discussed further in section II(H) ("Mitigation Measures").

4.7.10

4.7.10

-9

Fourth, it fails to consider all reasonable alternatives for expanding coastal exclusion
zones, instead limiting its analysis to the 12 nm and 25 nm scenarios. The Navy provides
no explanation for its choice of 25 nm as the sole alternative coastal zone considered.
Other alternatives that should have been considered include a dual-criteria alternative like
'09 See J. Barlow and R. Gisiner, Mitigation and Monitoring of Beaked Whales During Acoustic Events,
~ o Gofl Cetacean Research and Management (in press) (discussing the importance of geographic
mitigation); IWC, 2004 Report of the IWC Scientific Committee, Annex K at $ 6.4 (recommending steps to
protect large whale critical habitat worldwide from noise impacts); 67 Fed. Reg. 46782.
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zones would be beneficial to marine species. DSEIS at ES-19,4-75. But the Court
has already held that that it was unlawhl for NMFS and the Navy to reject increased
coastal exclusion zones, and the Navy cannot reopen this debate. Even if it could, the
Navy has failed to present sufficient modeling and analysis to show that its
conclusion as to the merits of an expanded zone is correct. Its modeling fails to
account for several factors that are key to showing that more harm to marine species
will, indeed, occur with an exclusion zones of 25 nm, including but not limited to the
following:

4.7.13
4.7.14

o The model fails to consider or account for the absolute number of animals

affected within each of the three zones studied (shelf, shelf-break, and
pelagic). Instead, for every species considered it assumes a normalized
density of 4 animals per square nm in the species' prime habitat. DSEIS
at 4-71. This methodology makes it very difficult to weigh the real-world
impact of the two scenarios analyzed. The Navy concedes, for example,
that increasing the coastal standoff zone decreases harm to marine animals
closest to shore (i.e., shelf species). Id.at 4-75. If there are many more
animals on the shelf than in the shelf-break or pelagic zones, any increased
risk for pelagic and shelf-break species might be outweighed by the
decreased risk for shelf species. The analysis does not provide sufficient
information, however, to allow this comparison.
o Relatedly, the model fails to account for the absolute number of animals
that will be exposed to the most dangerous levels of LFA sound. The
central difference between the two alternatives is the location of the area
of intense sound in relation to the shelf break. In comparing these
alternatives, therefore, one crucial question is whether more or fewer
marine animals are likely to be found within the area of most intense
ensonification. This is a questions that the model never asks or answers,
since it never compares abundances of shelf, shelf break, and pelagic
species, as discussed in the previous bullet.
o The model likewise fails to account for the types of animals that will be
exposed to the highest and most dangerous levels of LFA sound, treating
all species as equivalently vulnerable to acoustical harms. In fact, we
know that some species found along the coast are particularly vulnerable,
such as harbor porpoises."0 Failure to take into account especially
sensitive species and their likely habitats is a significant flaw.
1lo

See. ex., R.A. Kastelein, H.T. Rippe, N. Vaughan, N.M. Schooneman, W.C. Verboom, and D. de Haan,
The Effects of Acoustic Alarms on the Behavior of Harbor Pomoises in a Floating Pen, 16 Marine
Mammal Science 46 (2000); P.F. Olesiuk, L.M. Nichol, M.J. Sowden, and J.K.B. Ford, Effect of the Sound
Generated by an Acoustic Harassment Device on the Relative Abundance of Harbor Porpoises in Retreat
Passage. British Columbia, 18 Marine Mammal Science 843 (2002); J. Calambokidis, D.E. Bain, and S.D.
Osmek, Marine Mammal Research and Mitigation in Coniunction with Air Gun Operation for the USGS
'SHIPS' Seismic Surveys in 1998 (1998) (report to Minerals Management Service); NMFS, Assessment of
Acoustic Exuosures on Marine Mammals in Coniunction with USS Shoup Active Sonar Transmissions in
the Eastern Strait of Juan de Fuca and Haro Strait. Washington. 5 Mav 2003 at 10 (2005).
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o The model assumes that the propagation loss fiom the LFA source is

spherical for the first 1,000 m fiom the source and cylindrical beyond that
range. DSEIS at 4-67. Propagation loss in shallow coastal waters is not,
however, necessarily spherical for that duration, and reverberations can
play a significant role in increasing received levels. Because coastal
shelf widths vary greatly, both the 12 nm and the 25 nm coastal exclusion
zones will sometimes permit LFA use in coastal waters less than 200 m
deep-as the Navy itself acknowledges by including, in its model, a shelf
break 80 nm off shore. Thus, the Navy should update its propagation loss
model to account for shallow water propagation effects.
o The model treats all three shelf-break scenarios (at 5 nm, at 15 nm, and at
80 nm fiom the shore) as equally likely to occur in LFA operational areas.
The placement of the shelf break, however, has a significant effect on the
harm to which species are exposed in each scenario analyzed. DSEIS at
Table 4.7-7. Rather than assume an equal likelihood for each shelf-break
type, the DSEIS should therefore make an estimate, based on best
available science, as to the proportion in which these three types occur in
LFA operational areas.

4.7.14d

'

4.7.14e
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Moreover, the DSEIS should have considered zone widths in addition to 12 and 25
nm and other reasonable alternatives for the coastal exclusion zone, as discussed
further in section II(G) ("Alternatives Analysis").
2.
The Navy refuses to adopt small-craft pre-operational surveys for marine
mammals in missions close to shore. The Court held that such surveys are necessary
to protect marine life, but the Navy rejects this option and concludes, among other
things, that such surveys are "not practicable" and "not effective." DSEIS at 5-9.
The Court's direct conclusions to the contrary after review of the record, however, are
dispositive of these issues. Evidence since the Court's ruling in 2003 has on1
strengthened the justifications cited by the Court for requiring such surveys.1
Moreover, even if the Court's holding were not dispositive, the Navy's analysis on
these points is flawed. The Navy does not consider, for example, any of the
following in its analysis:
o The possibility of using boats launched fiom shore, rather than from LFA
ships (since only operations close to shore are at issue);

5.4.2
5.4.3

z

I L 1 Tolstoy, M.,
Diebold, J.B., Webb, S.C., Bohnenstiehl, D.R., Chapp, E., Holmes, R.C. and Rawson, M.
Broadband calibration of RiV Ewing seismic sources. 2004. Geophysical Research Letters 3 1 (L143 10): 14; NMFS, Assessment of Acoustic Exposures.
112

Evidence of coastal strandings due to Navy sonar use has mounted, as have studies showing the
inefficacy of visual and other monitoring schemes related to safety zones. Recent research has shown that
in anything stronger than a light breeze, only one in fifty beaked whales surfacing in the direct track line of
a ship would be sighted through visual monitoring. J. Barlow and R. Gisiner, Mitigation and Monitoring of
Beaked Whales During Acoustic Events, Journal of Cetacean Research and Management (in press)
(number cited is based on draft text). See also discussion of additional coastal strandings associated with
Navy sonar since 2003, in section II(B)(2)(a) ("Summary of Strandings Data").
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o The fact that any minor disturbance to marine mammals fiom small planes
and small boats would be far outstripped by the risk of serious injury and
death that might result if marine mammals and sea turtles remain
undetected in the zone of highest impact when the LFA system is
activated;
o The possibility of using more than a single small boat, if a single small
boat is insufficient to the task;
o The fact that the effectiveness of g visual monitoring program,
including the one embraced by the Navy, is diminished by high sea states,
low visibility, and diving habits of whales-making additional mitigation
more important, not less important. (The Navy fails to explain why, in
these conditions, its proposed boat-based observers would be able to see
cetaceans more effectively than aerial surveyors. The boat-based
observers would be positioned at even greater distances fiom the animals
than helicopter observers.); or
o The comparative cost of operating LFA in a manner that exposes coastal
marine mammals to a higher risk of stranding and other injuries.

3.
The Navy has done very little to respond to the Court's holding with respect to
additional OBIAs. Recognizing the importance of shielding crucial offshore areas
from exposure to LFA, the Court concluded that NMFS and the Navy had not done
enough to identify such areas and to put them off-limits to LFA training. Though the
Navy's preferred alternative adds seven locations to the list of OBIAs, five of these
areas were already included, in the 2002 Final Rule, among places where the Navy is
required to limit received levels to below 180 dB-and thus are not additional
ti 50 C.F.R. 8 216.184(e)-(0.
mitigations at all. Compare DSEIS Table 2-4 yJ
Moreover, every one of the seven areas is an existing or proposed National Marine
Sanctuary within U.S. waters. DSEIS at 2-14, Table 2-4. No new OBIA outside US.
waters is even considered in the DSEIS. Id.
For example, the DSEIS does not consider any of the areas specifically mentioned in
the District Court Opinion as potential OBIAs. It does not consider any marine
protected areas ("MPAs") established by countries other than the U.S., such as any of
Canada's nine existing MPAs with cetaceans, Australia's 38 existing MPAs with
cetaceans, or Brazil's 16 existing MPAs with cetacean~"~+r, indeed, any of the
non-U.S. protected areas discussed in the recent and highly relevant assessment of
this topic entitled Marine Protected Areas for Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises: A
World Handbook for Cetacean Habitat ~onservation."~
Nor does the DSEIS
E. Hoyt, "Marine Protected Areas for Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises: A World Handbook for
Cetacean Conservation." p. 12 Table 1.1 (2005).
' I 4 E. Hoyt, LLMarine
Protected Areas for Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises: A World Handbook for
Cetacean Conservation." (2005). Also see the discussion of key omitted habitats and MPAs in the letter
submitted to the Navy during this comment period by Dr. E.C.M. Parsons of George Mason University. He
notes the omission of Xiamen Marine National Park and Conservation Area (Fujian Province), a nationally
recognized protected area since 2000, designated specifically for cetaceans and located immediately
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consider any of the biologically significant, globally representative areas have already
been compiled by the World Conservation Union ("IUCN"), in conjunction with the
World Bank and Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. See IUCN et al., A
Global Representative System of Marine Protected Areas (1995).
Even the Navy's consideration of waters along the U.S. coast is incomplete. Not
mentioned, for example, are the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary off
southern California, home to a tremendous diversity of marine species and a major
gray whale migration path; or the gray whale migratory paths outside the Olympic
Coast National Marine Sanctuary off the coast of Washington State, specifically
discussed by the Court as a potential OBIA. District Court Opinion at 1163.

B-82

Because the Navy has done very minimal work to identify off-limit areas outside U.S.
waters and has ignored clear candidates for the OBIA designation, it has failed to take
on the burden of identifling additional OBIAs, as required by the Court. Its failure to
consider and adopt additional OBIAs remains arbitrary and capricious. To begin
with, we propose that during the SEIS process the regional and national priority areas
implicated by the IUCN's report and in Dr. Hoyt's review of cetacean MPAs be
reviewed. These areas include but are in no way limited to: the Channel Islands and
Santa Barbara Channel (California); the Gulf of Alaska; the Hawaiian Islands; the
Marshall Islands; the Great Barrier Reef (Australia); the Gulf of Carpentaria
(Australia); the Yaeyama Archipelago (Japan); the Korea Strait; Bohai Bay (China);
the Fernando de Noronha archipelago (Brazil); the At01 das Rocas (Brazil);
archipelagos west of Iceland; the Milieuzone Noordzee (Netherlands); the Western
Mediterranean North for Protection of International Waters for Cetaceans (France,
Italy, Corsica); the Gulf of Gabes (Tunisia); the Gulf of Sirte (Libya); and the Aegean
Sea (Greece, Turkey). Further recent work on offshore biodiversity and habitat
preferences should also be considered and applied. l5

4.7.19

4.7.19

4.7.19

'

4.
The Navy rejects NMFS's 360-degree, one-kilometer buffer zone extending
out fiom the 180 dB isopleth. See 50 C.F.R. Sec. 21 6.184(b). Without explanation or
analysis, the Navy now proposes shutting down LFA transmissions&o when species
are sited within this zone
within 45 degrees of either side of the bow--effectively
shrinking this buffer zone by 75%. DSEIS at Table 5-1. This proposal is somewhat
opposite Taiwan on the Chinese mainland; portions of the Sargasso Sea gyre, a crucial offshore habitat for
juvenile and hatchling sea turtles; the Far Eastern Marine Nature Reserve (Zapovednik) in Pter the Great
Bay, Sea of Japan; the Vostok Bay National Comprehensive Marine Sanctuary; the Siargao Island
Protected Land and Seascape; the Batanes Island Protected Land and Seascape; the Calayan Island
Protected Area; and the Sierra Madre Natural Park. The latter two are known to include breeding humpback
whales in their waters, and Calayan Island is considered to be the most diverse cetacean habitat in the
Philippines.
'I5 See. ex., B. Worm, H.K. Lotze, and R.A. Myers, Predator Diversity Hotspots in the Open Ocean, 100
Proccedings of the National Academy of Sciences 9884 (2003); B. Worm, M. Sandow, A. Oschlies, H.K.
Lotze, and R.A. Myers, Global Patterns of Predator Diversitv in the Open Oceans, 309 Science 1365
(2005).
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baffling given the horizontally omnidirectional nature of the LFA signal and given the
proven practicability of the more protective zone.
5.
It also rejects the 330 Hz frequency restriction imposed by NMFS to protect
marine mammals fiom resonance effects. The Navy now argues that there is no need
to mitigate for resonance effects since an expert group, convened in 2002 by NMFS,
rules out resonance effects as a likely problem. DSEIS at 2-9 to 2-10. In fact, that
group did not rule out resonance, though it considered lung resonance in particular
less promising than other pathologies such as bubble growth, and, in fact, called for
further research on the subject-particularly on structures other than the lungs, which
was the only structure it considered. NMFS, Report of the Workshov on Acoustic
Resonance as a Source of Tissue Trauma in Cetaceans (2002). Meanwhile, an expert
group convened more recently, by the Marine Mammal Commission, concluded that
resonance remained a potential cause and made similar recommendations for further
research. Cox d.,
Report of a Workshop to Understand the Impacts of
Anthrovonenic Sound at 13,22-23. Under NEPA, damage fiom resonance remains a
"reasonably foreseeable" impact that must be considered in the Navy's environmental
review and mitigation. 42 C.F.R. 5 1502.22.
The mitigation measures that remain are not well calculated to protect marine
6.
species fiom LFA. First, the coastal exclusion zone is relatively narrow and untied to
the width of the continental shelf at any given location, leaving coastal species in
many parts of the world vulnerable. Second, the efficacy of the safety zone in
preventing injury is inherently tied to the ability of the Navy to monitor that zone; but
the limits of visual and acoustical monitoring for marine mammals are wellestablished. These limits adhere even when the observers are marine biologists
assigned only to the task of wildlife monitoring. Sighting rates will only decrease
with non-biologist observers whose attention is divided between several mission
tasks, so the Navy must provide more detail about the implementation of its visual
monitoring program. Third, the Navy fails to explain how it will monitor the safety
zone for sea turtles, which are small and which spend considerable time under water
but do not vocalize. Fourth, in mitigating for human divers, the Navy applies a 40m
coastal contour rule that is a gross oversimplification and fails to account for popular
diving sites, like wrecks and reefs, that may be in water deeper than 40m. m h , the
Navy's proposal to resume sonar transmissions just 15 minutes after last sighting a
whale in the safety zone is inappropriate given dive times of large whales and turtles;
cetaceans can remain submerged for over an hour.
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See. e.g, J.W.W.Hain, S.L. Ellis, R.D. Kenney, and C.K. Slay, Sinhtabilitv of Right Whales in Coastal
Waters of the Southeastem United States with Im~licationsfor the Aerial Monitoring Program, in G.W.
Gamer, S.C. Amstrup, J.L. Laake, B.F.J. Manley, L.L. McDonald, and D.G. Robertson, Marine Mammal
Survev and Assessment Methods 191 (1999); J. Barlow and R. Gisiner, Mitigation and Monitoring of
Beaked Whales Durinn Acoustic Events, Journal of Cetacean Research and Management (in press).
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7.
Finally, the Navy simply fails to consider a broad range of mitigation
measures available for the protection of marine life, including but not limited to
ramp-up of the LFA source; use of third-party marine biologist visual observers;
acoustic monitoring using the Navy's existing acoustic nodes and other external
platforms; modification of the sonar signal ~haracteristics;"~
the avoidance of
enclosed areas and coastal areas with complex, steep sea bed topography; use of
lower power levels in conditions that may produce surface ducting and within certain
geographic or other conditions, such as shallow marine embayments; wider safety
zones; operational procedures in coastal areas to provide escape routes and avoid
embayment of marine species; and, of course, meaningful geographic restrictions that
would avoid biological hot-spots and focus training in areas of low risk."'
I.
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Disclosure of the specific activities contemplated by the Navy is essential if the EIS
process is to be a meaningful one. See, e.g., LaFlamme v. F.E.R.C., 852 F.2d 389,398
(9th Cir. 1988) (noting that NEPA's goal is to facilitate "widespread discussion and
consideration of the environmental risks and remedies associated with [a proposed
action]"). With regard to noise-producing activities, for example, the Navy must describe
source levels, fi-equency ranges, duty cycles, and other technical parameters relevant to
determining potential impacts on marine life.
The DSEIS provides some of this information, but it fails to disclose key data that the
Navy presumably used in modeling acoustic impacts. Just as important, the Navy has not
released or offered to release any of the modeling systems it used to calculate acoustic
harassment and injury. These models must be made available to the public, including the
independent scientific community, for public comment to be meaningful under NEPA
and the Administrative Procedure Act. 42 C.F.R. $9 1502.9(a), 1503.1(a) (NEPA); 5
U.S.C. $ 706(2)(D) (APA). And guidelines adopted under the Data (or Information)
Quality Act also require their disclosure. The Office of Management and Budget's
'I7 In Europe, the Norwegian and Dutch navies have begun to experiment with the characteristics of their
mid-frequency systems, endeavoring to find an alternative that would prove less hazardous to beaked
whales. J.J. Lok, Green Issues Loom Larger in Future Blue-Water Active Sonar Ouerations, Jane's
International Defense Review 44-47 (Aug. 2004). In the United States, an expert panel, commissioned by
the Office of Naval Research, advised the Navy to explore the use of complex waveforms that would retain
Doppler sensitivity but produce lower peak amplitudes. Levine, Active Sonar Waveform at 27.
'I8 The Australian Navy, for example, goes much further than the Navy in its training protocols for sonar
and, in doing so, demonstrates the practicability of these methods. When training with a mid-frequency
sonar system, Australia requires seasonal and geographic restrictions on the use of the system at its highest
power levels; use of lower power levels in conditions that may produce surface ducting and within certain
geographic conditions such as shallow marine embayments; pre-operational and operational monitoring of
a much larger safety zone (4000 yards) than the Navy considers; and mandatory shut-down of sonar
transmissions if a whale is sighted within that safety zone. See Royal Australian Navy "Maritime Exercise
Areas Environmental Management Plan," Procedure S-1 (June 9,2004).
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guidelines require agencies to provide a "high degree of transparency" precisely "to
facilitate reproducibility of such information by qualified third parties" (67 Fed. Reg.
8452,8460 (Feb. 22,2002)); and the Defense Department's own data quality guidelines
mandate that "influential" scientific material be made reproducible as well."' We
encourage the Navy to contact us immediately to discuss how to make this critical
information available.
J.

Scope of Review

In the 2001 FEIS, the Navy conducted its environmental analysis for the "extraterritorial"
portion of the LFA program, that part which lies outside U.S. territorial waters, under the
authority of Executive Order 12114 rather than under NEPA. DSEIS at ES-2. Nothing
in the DSEIS suggests that the Navy has altered this decision. This position on the scope
of review is inconsistent with the statute (see, e.g, Environmental Defense Fund v.
Massey, 968 F.2d 528 (D.C. Cir. 1994) and NRDC v. Navv, No. CV-01-07781,2002 WL
32095131 at *9-12 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 19,2002)), and we urge the Navy to revisit it and to
conduct a full NEPA analysis LFA training activities regardless of locale.
K.

Compliance with Other Applicable Laws

The Navy has stated its intention to apply for an Incidental Harassment Authorization
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act authorizing LFA use beginning in 2007, and to
consult with NMFS regarding that action. NRDC will submit comments regarding the
Navy's MMPA and ESA compliance at the appropriate time. But other statutes and
conventions also apply to the Navy's proposal and include:
1.
The Coastal Zone Management Act, and in particular its federal consistency
requirements, 16 U.S.C. 5 1456(c)(l)(A), which mandate that activities that affect the
natural resources of the coastal zone-whether they are located "within or outside the
coastal zone3'-be carried out "in a manner which is consistent to the maximum
extent practicable with the enforceable policies of approved State management
programs."
2.
The Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, 16
U.S.C. 5 1801 et seq. ("MSA"), which requires federal agencies to "consu1t with the
Secretary [of Commerce] with respect to any action authorized, funded, or
undertaken, or proposed to be authorized, funded, or undertaken" that "may adversely
affect any essential fish habitat" identified under that Act. 16 U.S.C. 5 1855 (b)(2). In
-
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Navy, Ensuring the Quality of Information Disseminated to the Public by the Department of Defense:
Policy and Procedural Guidance 8 3.2.3.1 (Feb. 10,2003). The Defense Department defines "influential"
to mean "that the Component can reasonably determine that dissemination of the information will have or
does have clear and substantial impact on important public policies or important private sector decisions7'which is clearly the case here, in the Navy's first NEPA review of mid-frequency sonar exercises. See
Ensuring the Quality of Information Disseminated to the Public by the Department of Defense: Definitions
§ 3 (Feb. 10,2003).
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turn, the MSA defines essential fish habitat as "those waters and substrate necessary
to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding or growth to maturity." 16 U.S.C. 4 1802
(10).
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3.
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 16 U.S.C. 4 703 et sea. ("MBTA"), which
makes it illegal for any person, including any agency of the Federal government, "by
any means or in any manner, to pursue, hunt, take, capture, [or] kill" any migratory
birds except as permitted by regulation. 16 U.S.C. 8 703. After the District Court for
the D.C. Circuit held that naval training exercises that incidentally take migratory
birds without a permit violate the MBTA, see Center for Bio1og;ical Diversity v. Pirie,
191 F. Supp. 2d 161 (D.D.C. 2002) (later vacated as moot), Congress exempted some
military readiness activities fiom the MBTA but also placed a duty on the Defense
Department to minimize harms to seabirds. Under the new law, the Secretary of
Defense, "shall, in consultation with the Secretary of the Interior, identify measures-(I) to minimize and mitigate, to the extent practicable, any adverse impacts of
authorized military readiness activities on affected species of migratory birds; and (2)
to monitor the impacts of such military readiness activities on affected species of
migratory birds." Pub.L. 107-314, 8 315 (Dec. 2,2002).
The Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act, 33 U.S.C. 5 1401 g
t
a,
which has as its purpose to "prevent or strictly limit the dumping into ocean
waters of any material that would adversely affect human health, welfare, or
amenities, or the marine environment, ecological systems, or economic
potentialities." 33 U.S.C. 8 1401(b). The Act prohibits all persons, including Federal
agencies, fiom dumping materials into ocean waters, except as authorized by the
Environmental Protection Agency. 33 U.S.C. $8 1411, 1412(a).
4.

Executive Order 13158, which sets forth protections for marine protected
areas ("MPAs") nationwide. The Executive Order defines W A S broadly to include
"any area of the marine environment that has been reserved by Federal, State,
territorial, tribal, or local laws or regulations to provide lasting protection for part or
all of the natural and cultural resources therein." E.O. 13158 (May 26,2000). It then
requires that "[elach Federal agency whose actions affect the natural or cultural
resources that are protected by an MPA shall identify such actions," and that, "[tlo the
extent permitted by law and to the maximum extent practicable, each Federal agency,
in taking such actions, shall avoid harm to the natural and cultural resources that are
protected by an MPA." Id. The Navy must therefore consider and, to the maximum
extent practicable, must avoid harm to the resources of all federally- and statedesignated marine protected areas potentially affected by its activities.
5.

6.
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and other international
conventions, treaties, and agreements that aim to reduce marine pollution fiom energy
or noise.
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Operation of the LFA system cannot legally be undertaken without compliance with
these laws.
L.

Alternatives Analysis Under Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA

Above and beyond the EIS requirement, NEPA directs agencies to "study, develop, and
describe appropriate alternatives" to any project that presents "unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available resources." 42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(E). Courts have
concluded that this duty is "both independent of, and broader than, the EIS requirement."
Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1229 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 109
S.Ct. 1340 (1989). Because its LFA proposal presents "unresolved conflicts" about the
proper use of "available resources," the Navy must explicitly address its separate and
independent obligations under section 4332(2)(E).
M.

Application of the DSEIS to the Navv's next five-year small take permit

With this supplemental EIS, the Navy hopes not only to correct the deficiencies identified
by the Court in the 2001 FEIS, but also to fulfill its NEPA requirement for an analysis of
the environmental impacts of its second five years of LFA operation, from 2007 through
2012. DSEIS at ES-1. The Navy's application for a new small take permit, however, is a
separate final agency action from its original application and, absent the sort of tiering
that has not been conducted here, it requires its own EIS. 42 U.S.C. § 4332.
This is especially true since the Navy proposes to alter both the scale and the nature of its
operations with LFA under its next small take permit. It proposes doubling the number
of ships and the hours of active transmission from the amounts proposed in the 2001
FEIS. DSEIS at 4-1 to 4-2. Moreover, it proposes equipping three of these ships with a
different LFA system, called Compact LFA ("CLFA'), the characteristics of which are
said to be "comparable to" existing LFA systems but which are not revealed in the
DSEIS. DSEIS at 2-2. Some passages of the DSEIS indicate that CLFA systems may
operate in somewhat higher frequencies than LFA systems. DSEIS at 2-9 ("the
frequency requirements for the Compact LFA (CLFA) to be installed onboard the smaller
VICTORIOUS Class [ship] are somewhat higher, but still below 500 Hz.") The Navy's
brief explanation for its transition to CLFA suggests that it may be used in shallow
littoral ocean regions more than is LFA. DSEIS at 2-2. Each of these differences would
preclude application for a new small take permit without an independent analysis of the
environmental effects of CLFA.
Even if combined analysis were acceptable, NEPA requires agencies to prepare a
supplemental analysis, and release it for public comment, if "significant new
circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns" happen to emerge. 42
C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(l)(ii). Given the pace of research into acoustical impacts on marine
life, significant new information is almost certain to arise between now and the Navy's
application. Already much of the analysis in the 2001 FEIS-which has been
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incorporated into the DSEIS-is simply outdated and should not be relied upon to judge
impacts of a small take permit that will run through 2012.
We therefore urge the Navy to complete a separate, comprehensive, and up-to-date
analysis of the impacts of its application for a second small take permit, when and if the
Navy applies for such a permit.
111.

CONCLUSION

Given the escalating public and scientific concern about the impacts of sonar on marine
life, the clear concerns of the Court with respect its deployment, and the failure of the
Navy to adopt available protective measures, the Navy's approach in this DSEIS is an
unacceptable step backwards. We believe that the document must be thoroughly revised
and reissued as a draft for W h e r public review and comment.
Very truly yours,
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Director, ~ a r i n Mammal
e
Protection Project

Cc:

Hon. Donald C. Winter (Navy)
Donna Wieting (NMFS)
Steve Leathery (NMFS)

Encl. (with hard copy only)
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Taffy Lee Williams <tlwilliams@optonline.net>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Comments SURTASS LFA SONAR
Feb 10,2006 10:Ol PM
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February 2, 2006
Mr. J. S. Johnson
At tn
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Ste 730
Arlington, VA 22203.
eisteam@mindspring.com
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for
Re :
Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) SONAR
Dear Mr. Johnson:
On behalf of the members of the New York Whale and Dolphin Action league I
submit these comments in response to the Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (DSEIS) issued in November, 2005, by the Department of the
Navy in accordance with Chief of ~ a v a lOperations ~nstruction5090.1B
pursuant to Executive Order 12114 and National Environmental Policy Act
Section 102(2)(C). Please add these comments to the record.
Our organization stands in opposition to the testing or use of this
underwater surveillance system as an environmentally destructive and
unnecessary technology. The Navy's plan to double its current sonar
capability and to patrol 75% of the world's oceans represents a conscious
reckless choice to ignore widely-accepted scientific data showing SURTASS
LFA SONAR'S potential for irrevocable harm and the collapse of many
populations of species inhabiting the world's marine ecosystems. It is our
belief that the use of high intensity low frequency active sonars such as
the SURTASS LFA SONAR system will violate and dismiss the rules of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA), the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) and a number of international treaties and laws.

1.1.6

The levels of LFA Sonar's sound intensity at maximum use (235+ decibels)
have been compared to a Saturn rocket at liftoff. High intensity sonar was
in use during numerous documented mass marine mammal stranding events. A
partial list of these sonar-related cetacean mortality events follows:

3.1.1

Bahamas, March, 2000, 16 whales;
Canary Islands, September, 2002, 18 whales;
Puget Sound, May 2003, 10 porpoises, (and harassment of an
endangered orca pod);
North Carolina, January, 2005, 34 whales.

4.4.18

Any reasonable person would agree that the mass mortalities concurrent with
the use of high intensity sonar is only a fraction of the real toll on
cetaceans and marine life, as only those that made it to the shore could be
counted.
Effects on marine mammals from high intensity military sonar are known to
be severe. These include hearing organ damage, air/breathing passage
hemorrhaging, cranial hemorrhages (often called "brain
explosions"). However, there is growing evidence that the technology may
be just as deadly to fish.
Thanks to the diligent work of scientists aware of the growing problems
caused by man-made acoustic assaults on the marine environment, studies are
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being carried out to accurately assess the damage to the swim bladders, the
fundamental auditory instrument in fish. Fish, like whales and dolphins,
are critically dependent on sound for survival in the water, to avoid
predators, find food, communicate and reproduce. One study found levels of
noise enough far below those planned for use in SURTASS LFA SONAR caused
permanent damage in some species of fish. It was found that moderate noise
can temporarily deafen and alter the behavior of fish. One group of
scientists found a 4 0 to 80% decline in catch rates for haddock and cod in
an area where low frequency air-gun blasts for underwater surveying, which
have a similar decibel intensity level as the proposed system. Other fish
with known adverse effects after exposure to high intensity sound pressure
waves are pink snapper, zebrafish, herring, and Atlantic salmon.
A number of studies have shown high mortality after noise exposure in
developmental stages of fish. Intense sound has been shown to kill eggs,
larvae and small fry, and can disrupt and impede growth, which can cause
premature fatality. At a distance of 2-3 miles from the source, some 50%
of yolk sac larvae were killed during intense noise exposure.
The Navy has not proven this system will not cause widespread mortality to
other fragile populations of species such as endangered sea turtles,
pinnipeds, or even sea birds.
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While these studies have illuminated a much broader problem with high
intensity sound, there are hundreds of species of fish valuable to both
commercial fisheries and the complex marine ecosystems that have not been
studied which will assuredly become victims of this gross negligence by the
US Navy. The US Navy maintains that no significant adverse environmental
or economic effects will occur with the use of this sonar. Many
fishing/marine-based communities likely to be impacted by the Navy's plans
consider a possible 8 0 % drop in catch rates the end of their well-being and
livelihoods; how can this be insignificant? One out of every six US jobs
are marine-related. The Navy should be acting as a vehement protector of
the marine environment and its resources, not the greatest threat to its
existence.
The Navy's proposed mitigation plans are inadequate and will not work. One
cannot visually monitor for whales from dusk to dawn beyond close range
(less than 1 km) and passive sonar receptors will not pick up whales in the
area that are not vocalizing. However, due to the nature of sound
transmission underwater, LFA SONAR'S low frequency sonar signals will
travel hundreds of miles from its source with little attenuation. has the
potential to travel hundreds of miles from its source with little
attenuation. Aside from this, the mitigation plans offered do nothing to
protect commercial fisheries, important breeding grounds or other
endangered or depleted sea organisms.

--@I<
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4.1.8
4.1.17

4.1.17
4.2.1
3.2.2

4.1.4

5.2.10
5.2.14

How does the Navy explain away these violations of NEPA, the ESA, the CZMA
and the MMPA? Why does the Navy dismiss powerful new passive sonar systems,
with their promising, less or non-invasive technologies?
The SDEIS does nothing to show LFAS will not create irrevocable harm to the
marine environment. It also shows no plans to implement the
recommendations of the federal court (that compelled the creation of this
document) for exclusion zones, increased monitoring and shut down for
whales and fish, and training areas that are less likely to impact marine life.
The SDEIS only adds to the burden the Navy has to prove the validity of
employing SURTASS LFA SONAR for any reason simply because it evades
addressing the enormous destructive element of the technology. LFAS is
another weapon symptomatic of military devices laden with "overkill"power
whose potential for disaster is repeatedly, persistently ignored.

1.2.4
4.7.13
4.7.23
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How will the Navy react to the concerns voiced in the comments submitted
during this period? Will it continue to forge ahead, risking the
populations of the hundreds of species that have not been studied for a
supposed ability to withstand sound pressure waves tens of thousands of
times more powerful than a rocket at takeoff? Will these marine organisms
become mere "collateral damage" in the Navy's unbending fervor to blast
the
oceans with the dreaded acoustic pounding despite violating every
protective law and ignoring broad scientific consensus of severe
environmental harm?
Growing international concerns against high intensity military sonar is
being highlighted in the documents of important agencies. In October of
2004 the European Union's Parliament passed a non-bind resolution urging
its member states to institute a moratorium on the use of low frequency
active sonar until an assessment of its worldwide cumulative environmental
impacts on whales, dolphins, fish and other marine life is
completed. Similarly, an ACCOBAMS (Agreement on the Conservation of
Cetaceans of the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and contiguous Atlantic Area)
resolution adopted in 2004 addressed man-made ocean noise, which included
naval sonar, with guidelines for its use. The 3rd IUCN-World Conservation
Union Congress of 2004 passed a resolution encouraging governments to
reduce undersea noise, restrict military active sonar training to low-risk
areas and develop regulatory standards for international application. The
2004 Scientific Committee of the International Whaling Commission's 2004
Report to its 57-member body noted compelling evidence that military sonar
had particularly affected rare deep-diving beaked whaled, driving them to
frequent beachings and death. They claimed that the weight of accumulated
evidence associated high intensity military sonar with otherwise atypical
mass beaked whale strandings.
For many years the Navy has sought the freedom to ensonify the oceans of
the world with this deadly-force sonar, both mid and low-frequency and has
acted with blind indifference toward the environmental effects it may
have. This is unacceptable and irresponsible behavior. The SDEIS does
nothing to remedy the potential for disaster both for marine organisms and
local marine-based economies, is inadequate and should be withdrawn. In
the final analysis, the real question is: who or what can stop the US Navy
from the use of high intensity sonar, from its planned LFAS
deployment? If, through the government processes set it place herein,
elected officials, government regulators, the federal courts and the
concerned citizens of this country will not or can not, the answer is: only
the Navy itself. This bodes poorly for the future of marine life.
Sincerely,

Taffy Lee Williams, Director
cc :

Senator Hillary Clinton
Senator Charles Schumer
Representative Nita Lowey

Taffy Lee Williams
New York Whale and Dolphin Action League
PO Box 273
Tuckahoe, NY 10707 USA
914-793-9186
www.ny4whales.org
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jean public <jeanpublic@yahoo.com>
eisteam@mindspring.com
public comment on federal register of 11116105 vol 70 #220 pg 69526
Nov 16,2005 1255 PM

fr doc 05 22709
towed array sensor system of U.S. navy which will kill
whales and marine life
i am opposed to any operation of the U.S. navy that
kills whales and other marine life. it is clear that
noise from navy operations causes massive hemorrhages
in marine life and consequent washing up on beaches of
dead marine life.
i am opposed to the U.S. navy causing this
environmental chaos. protecting ourselves, when we
have ruined our land, is no advance for the U.S.

b. sachau
15 elm st
florham park nj 07932
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Kay <kaytaff@sbcglobal.net>
EIS Team
Re: Comments on SURTASS LFA
Jan 14,2006 4:52 PM
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Dear EIS Team:
As you have requested, I have reformatted my email and resent it. If this
also has problems please let me know, and I will try something else.
Thank You,
Kay Stewart
1/14/06
December 3, 2005
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager,
4100 Fairfax Drive, Ste 730,
Arlington, VA 22203.
Comment # 1
Re: Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for
Further Deployment of SURTAFF LFA and
Issuance of Rules from NMFS regarding 2007-2012
To Whom It May Concern:
This letter provides my preliminary comments to the SEIS for SURTASS LFA,
most of which I presented verbally at the public hearing held at the USS
Midway in San Diego today. The SEIS is very long and complex, and I have not
yet had time to completely read it, much less study it, but because the time
frame for response is so short, and I have other responsibilities, I will
send this comment letter now. If I have time for further reading and find
additional issues, I may submit a second comment which will be titled
"Comment # 2."
1. Judge LaPorte of the 9th Circuit Court found that the FEIS revealed many
shortcomings and many authoritative commentators to the DEIS (incorporated
in the FEIS) did, too. The SEIS responds to some of those concerns, but not
to all of them. I provide two such instances:
1A. Competent specialists in ocean acoustics criticized the DEIS models of
attenuation and distribution of the sound, in particular, noting that a much
louder received level of sound was likely to be dispersed over a much larger
area than modeled. Yet, as of this reading I have not found anything in the
SEIS to suggest the impacts described assume anything other than the
simplistic model of sound spreading that finds under certain oceanic
conditions, a Source Level of 230-220 dB will attenuate to 180 dB at a
distance of 1-2 krn.
Further, as of this reading, I have found no new scientific research to
support the contention that 180 dB Received Level is the threshold of
permanent threshold shift or behavioral shifts or other kinds of damage to
cetaceans or sea turtles, yet it continues to be used as the basis for all
the models for monitoring and mitigation. This is also, not necessarily
coincidentally, the limits of the capability of a human being with
binoculars to observe most large marine animals.
Without being cynical, I wish to point out that if the intention of the
monitoring and mitigation protocols are to protect the marine animals from
harm, it would be very important to confirm that 180 dB is in fact the
critical threshold, and that the sound spreading model is correct. If it is
not, then the existing monitoring and mitigation protocols would need to be
adapted to the appropriate ddistance.
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1B. The SEIS points out we lack of knowledge about impacts of loud
low-frequency sound on sea turtles. I understand the great difficulty in
marine research, so I am not faulting the Navy nor the EIS Team for this
lack. I am pointing out that the fact that all sea turtles are pelagic and
thus at risk, and that they are not easily spotted, thus at further risk,
means that the monitoring and mitigation as described is probably inadequate
to the task of keeping "takes" below any known level. I think honesty
where
ignorance exists is a best path, instead of, as is done in the SEIS,
glossing over shortcomings and saying the monitoring and mitigation program
will achieve the objectives desired.

4.2.7
4.2.7

2. The Mitigation measures described in Chapter 5 are inadequate in my
opinion, in at least the following regards, and probably more that 1 am not
competent to analyze at this time:

5.0.1

2A. Despite extensive discussion of the locations of many key populations of
marine animals in the open oceans (that is, beyond the 12 km coastal zone
that is to be routinely excluded), only a few will actually be sheltered in
offshore biologically important areas that have been proposed as exclusions.
Others that seem worthy of such protection would be any areas where mass
strandings have been reported after either SURTASS LFA operations or
midfrequency sonar operations, such as the Canary Islands, the Gulf of
California (very important for the Olive Ridley turtle as well as many
species of whales), parts of the Mediterranean Sea, and the Bahamas. I do
not know if the US can make regulations for our operations in the waters of
other nations, but if so, I would like to see this happen.
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Perhaps the Navy is concerned that excluding too many such areas would
provide havens for enemy submarines. If so, I would like to see a discussion
of war strategy that might deal with this concern so those who are concerned
about natural resources could understand the tradeoffs. The public deserves
this as full information on which to base decisions.
2B. Despite about 40 pages of research on fish in Chapter 3, a significant
amount of which shows fish respond to sound in the low frequency range and
which also shows a paucity of research on impacts of very high dB sound, the
SEIS proposes no monitoring nor mitigation for protecting oceanic fish
stocks. I know that the take associated with LFA SURTASS is a microscopic
drop in the bucket compared to the harvest of fish for consumption, but 1
believe the opportunity to monitor impacts of loud anthropogenic sound on
these stocks may return to our nation as valuable data with which to
evaluate the impacts "we" (the modern world) may be causing with other
very
loud sounds in our subsurface geotechnical surveys or other very loud
activities to fish populations. Since SURTASS LFA is already burdened with
monitoring other at-risk species, I would encourage this function too if
possible.
3. I find it disturbing that the principal means of actively monitoring for
the presence of large marine animals is a device developed by the same
company that produced the DEIS, FEIS, and SEIS for SURTASS LFA. The device
may in fact work beautifully, but the risk of biased reporting and the
undeniable conflict of interest is disturbing. Our nation is dealing with
too much of this right now. I think to support the contention that this
device is achieving the intended purpose, an independent assessment of the
use, applicability, and effectiveness of this equipment is called for.

4. I wonder if the SEIS in its choice of words in some discussions is
attempting to suggest that LFA is less than onerous, with the covert
purposes of making the public/the reader/the citizen have a sense of comfort
with the technology. For instance, in writing about turtles on the Atlantic
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seaboard, it describes them as living in "coastal habitats flooded with
noise" and surviving with "high levels of noise." A close reading
shows the
decibels noted in this discussion were between 60 and 75 dB, which although
being well above a quiet ocean of 40 dB, is but a trillionth the sound
levels with which LFA (and some mid-frequency sonar sources) "flood" the
oceans. Another example of what appears to be an attempt at suasion occurred
at the hearing today when Mr. Joe Johnson, of the EIS Team, described the
LFA speakers as producing a sound "very much like a humpback whale." I
don ' t
believe that a humpback whale produces a 220-230 dB sound in multi-phasic
low frequency pulses of 20-30/minute over a period of time as long as ten
minutes, does it? I wonder if the team underrates the audience that is
reading and paying attention to this issue. I find I usually feel a bit
hostile if I think I am being patronized or manipulated, and suggest that
those preparing these documents and staffing these hearings understand that
their job is to communicate facts, not opinions.
5. An issue stated in comments to the original DEIS and included in the FEIS
was how the public would be able to evaluate the actual results of
monitoring and mitigation. I ask that the annual operational reports on
SURTASS LFA monitoring and mitigation that have been issued on the first
years of operation be made available to those who have sought to understand
these issues and participate in the open public forum provided by the EIS
process.
6. I know that the process of trying to understand the impacts to ocean life
of this important defensive technology adds significant costs to its
deployment. I also appreciate that the reason why the Navy has been given
this responsibility is because it was called upon to conduct the process
called upon by NEPA, MMPA, and ESA when people observed sea lions fleeing
from the ocean during its early secret testing off the central California
Coastline. No other anthropogenic sound source has been caught on the hook
of the law, and because of that, SURTASS LFA is carrying a huge burden to
help us all understand what is happening to our seas as we deploy
ever-louder machinery. As a tax-payer and a citizen, I think it is worth
every cent if it results in our being able to protect our natural resources
from harm.
Sincerely,

Kay Stewart
2750 Wheatstone St. # 102
San Diego, CA 92111
Cc: Congresswoman Susan Davis, Senator Barbara Boxer, Senator Dianne
Feinstein, Earth Island Institute

----- Original Message ----From: EIS Team
To: Kay
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2006 8:19 AM
Subject: Re: Comments on SURTASS LFA
Ms. Stewart,
For an unknown reason, we are unable to fully view your comments, it seems
as though the pages have been cut off. Your comments print out the same
way. Since you comments are important and they are a part of our record,
would it be possibe for you to resend your comments.
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Thank you for your help
Sincerely,
The EIS Team
- - - - - Original Message----From: Kay
Sent: Dec 3, 2005 7:54 PM
To: eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: Comments on SURTASS LFA

December 3 , 2005
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager,
4100 Fairfax Drive, Ste 730,
Arlington, VA 22203.
Comment # 1
Re: Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for
Further Deployment of SURTAFF LFA and
Issuance of Rules from NMFS regarding 2007-2012
To Whom It May Concern:
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This letter provides my preliminary comments to the SEIS for SURTASS LFA,
most of which I presented verbally at the public hearing held at the USS
Midway in San Diego today. The SEIS is very long and complex, and I have not
yet had time to completely read it, much less study it, but because the time
frame for response is so short, and I have other responsibilities, I will
send this comment letter now. If I have time for further reading and find
additional issues, I may submit a second comment which will be titled
?Comment # 2 . ?
1. Judge LaPorte of the 9th Circuit Court found that the FEIS revealed many
shortcomings and many authoritative commentators to the DEIS (incorporated
in the FEIS) did, too. The SEIS responds to some of those concerns, but not
to all of them. I provide two such instances:
1A. Competent specialists in ocean acoustics criticized the DEIS models of
attenuation and distribution of the sound, in particular, noting that a much
louder received level of sound was likely to be dispersed over a much larger
area than modeled. Yet, as of this reading I have not found anything in the
SEIS to suggest the impacts described assume anything other than the
simplistic model of sound spreading that finds under certain oceanic
conditions, a Source Level of 230-220 dB will attenuate to 180 dB at a
distance of 1-2 km.
Further, as of this reading, I have found no new scientific research to
support the contention that 180 dB Received Level is the threshold of
permanent threshold shift or behavioral shifts or other kinds of damage to
cetaceans or sea turtles, yet it continues to be used as the basis for all
the models for monitoring and mitigation. This is also, not necessarily
coincidentally, the limits of the capability of a human being with
binoculars to observe most large marine animals.
Without being cynical, I wish to point out that if the intention of the
monitoring and mitigation protocols are to protect the marine animals from
harm, it would be very important to confirm that 180 dB is in fact the
critical threshold, and that the sound spreading model is correct. If it is
not, then the existing monitoring and mitigation protocols would need to be
adapted to the appropriate ddistance.
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1B. The SEIS points out we lack of knowledge about impacts of loud
low-frequency sound on sea turtles. I understand the great difficulty in
marine research, so I am not faulting the Navy nor the EIS Team for this
lack. I am pointing out that the fact that all sea turtles are pelagic and
thus at risk, and that they are not easily spotted, thus at further risk,
means that the monitoring and mitigation as described is probably inadequate
to the task of keeping ?takes? below any known level. I think honesty where
ignorance exists is a best path, instead of, as is done in the SEIS,
glossing over shortcomings and saying the monitoring and mitigation program
will achieve the objectives desired.
2. The Mitigation measures described in Chapter 5 are inadequate in my
opinion, in at least the following regards, and probably more that I am not
competent to analyze at this time:
2A. Despite extensive discussion of the locations of many key populations of
marine animals in the open oceans (that is, beyond the 12 krn coastal zone
that is to be routinely excluded), only a few will actually be sheltered in
offshore biologically important areas that have been proposed as exclusions.
Others that seem worthy of such protection would be any areas where mass
strandings have been reported after either SURTASS LFA operations or
midfrequency sonar operations, such as the Canary Islands, the Gulf of
California (very important for the Olive Ridley turtle as well as many
species of whales), parts of the Mediterranean Sea, and the Bahamas. I do
not know if the US can make regulations for our operations in the waters of
other nations, but if so, I would like to see this happen.
Perhaps the Navy is concerned that excluding too many such areas would
provide havens for enemy submarines. If so, 1 would like to see a discussion
of war strategy that might deal with this concern so those who are concerned
about natural resources could understand the tradeoffs. The public deserves
this as full information on which to base decisions.
2B. Despite about 40 pages of research on fish in Chapter 3, a significant
amount of which shows fish respond to sound in the low frequency range and
which also shows a paucity of research on impacts of very high dB sound, the
SEIS proposes no monitoring nor mitigation for protecting oceanic fish
stocks. I know that the take associated with LFA SURTASS is a microscopic
drop in the bucket compared to the harvest of fish for consumption, but I
believe the opportunity to monitor impacts of loud anthropogenic sound on
these stocks may return to our nation as valuable data with which to
evaluate the impacts ?we? (the modern world) may be causing with other very
loud sounds in our subsurface geotechnical surveys or other very loud
activities to fish populations. Since SURTASS LFA is already burdened with
monitoring other at-risk species, I would encourage this function too if
possible.
3. I find it disturbing that the principal means of actively monitoring for
the presence of large marine animals is a device developed by the same
company that produced the DEIS, FEIS, and SEIS for SURTASS LFA. The device
may in fact work beautifully, but the risk of biased reporting and the
undeniable conflict of interest is disturbing. Our nation is dealing with
too much of this right now. I think to support the contention that this
device is achieving the intended purpose, an independent assessment of the
use, applicability, and effectiveness of this equipment is called for.

4. I wonder if the SEIS in its choice of words in some discussions is
attempting to suggest that LFA is less than onerous, with the covert
purposes of making the public/the reader/the citizen have a sense of comfort
with the technology. For instance, in writing about turtles on the Atlantic
seaboard, it describes them as living in ?coastal habitats flooded with
noise? and surviving with ?high levels of noise.? A close reading shows the
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decibels noted in this discussion were between 60 and 75 dB, which although
being well above a quiet ocean of 40 dB, is but a trillionth the sound
levels with which LFA (and some mid-frequency sonar sources) ?flood? the
oceans. Another example of what appears to be an attempt at suasion occurred
at the hearing today when Mr. Joe Johnson, of the EIS Team, described the
LFA speakers as producing a sound ?very much like a humpback whale.? I don?t
believe that a humpback whale produces a 220-230 dB sound in multi-phasic
low frequency pulses of 20-30/minute over a period of time as long as ten
minutes, does it? I wonder if the team underrates the audience that is
reading and paying attention to this issue. I find I usually feel a bit
hostile if I think I am being patronized or manipulated, and suggest that
those preparing these documents and staffing these hearings understand that
their job is to communicate facts, not opinions.
5. An issue stated in comments to the original DEIS and included in the FEIS
was how the public would be able to evaluate the actual results of
monitoring and mitigation. I ask that the annual operational reports on
SURTASS LFA monitoring and mitigation that have been issued on the first
years of operation be made available to those who have sought to understand
these issues and participate in the open public forum provided by the EIS
process.
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6. I know that the process of trying to understand the impacts to ocean life
of this important defensive technology adds significant costs to its
deployment. I also appreciate that the reason why the Navy has been given
this responsibility is because it was called upon to conduct the process
called upon by NEPA, MMPA, and ESA when people observed sea lions fleeing
from the ocean during its early secret testing off the central California
Coastline. No other anthropogenic sound source has been caught on the hook
of the law, and because of that, SURTASS LFA is carrying a huge burden to
help us all understand what is happening to our seas as we deploy
ever-louder machinery. As a tax-payer and a citizen, I think it is worth
every cent if it results in our being able to protect our natural resources
from harm.
Sincerely,
Kay Stewart
2750 Wheatstone St. # 102
San Diego, CA 92111
kaytaff@sbcglobal.net
619-234-2668
Cc: Congresswoman Susan Davis, Senator Barbara Boxer, Senator Dianne
Feinstein, Earth Island Institute
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SURTASS LFA Sonar Draft Supplemental EIS
Public Hearing
Attendee Comment Sheet
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS
Please see the Website: www.surtass-lfa-cis-corn
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NOU KE AKUA KE AUPUNI 6' HAMfA1~I

Lanny Sinkin
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 944
Hilo, Hawai'i 9672 1
(808) 982-5 110
FAX: (808) 982-6160

Ali'i Mana'o Nui
Kingdom of Hawai'i

December 4,2005
STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTALENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQUENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
STATEMENT FROM THE KINGDOM OF HAWAI'I
Aloha, my name is Lanny Sinkin.
I am an attorney within the United States who has filed numerous law suits challenging
various aspects of the Navy's program to deploy low fiequency active sonar. I have had
the pleasure of coordinating many of the presentations here tonight.
I am mystified that the Navy did not see fit to send me a copy of the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement. Obviously I am an interested party and under the
guidelines for circulation of draft environmental impact statements should have been sent
a copy.
I am here tonight in my capacity as Ali'i Mana'o Nui, which means Chief Advocate and
Spiritual Advisor, to Ali'i Nui Mo'i, which means King, Edmund Keli'i Silva Junior.
The King has authorized me to present his views to this hearing regarding the deployment
of low frequency active sonar in the waters off the Islands of Hawai'i.
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In my capacity as Ali'i Mana'o Nui, I am here to express the King's displeasure with the
intent of the United States Navy to deploy low fkequency active sonar in Kingdom
waters.
As you may know, the Kingdom of Hawai'i existed as an independent nation prior to the
overthrow of its government by agents of the United States government. The l$stoq of
this event is detailed in a resolution apologizing to the Hawaiian people passed in 1993
by the United States Congress and signed by then President William Jefferson Clinton.
While the United Nations called for the United States to decolonize the Hawaiian Islands
and the Apology Resolution acknowledged that the Hawaiian people never relinquished
their sovereignty, the United States remains as an occupying power.
King Silva is now in the process of restoring the Kingdom government and reclaiming
the Islands as an independent nation. He is visiting with the people to determine their
views on current problems and solutions, engaging in dialogue with foreign countties
regarding renewed recognition, and gathering the key members of his initial government.
If you are interested in further infomation about what is happening in the restoration
process, we invite you to visit the web site at www.KingdomofHawaii.org.
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The King is aware that the Navy violated numerous United States laws by selecting,
researching, designing, and testing the low fkequency sonar system without preparing an
environmental impact statement, seeking permits under the Marine Mammal Protection
Act, or consulting regarding the potential impacts on endangered and threatened species.
Even though the Navy finally began to comply with United States laws, the determination
to deploy the technology had already become a fixed decision. During the period prior to
the initiation of the environmental impact statement, the Navy spent more than $100
million preparing to deploy low fkquency active sonar. That huge investment
unquestionably created a bias toward deployment and made an objective evaluation of the
risks involved highly unlikely. As various witnesses have testified tonight, the potential
for bias and lack of objectivity became a reality in the environmental impact statement
process.
While those are all internal matters for the United States to deal with, that reality infects
everything to do with the deployment of this technology.
King Silva's obligations are to the Kingdom.
Just as the Kingdom overthrown by the United States was a non-aligned nation, the
restored Kingdom is a non-aligned nation and intends to remain so. As such, the
Kingdom has no quarrel with any other nation and does not intend to be drawn into such
disputes within the human family. Instead, the Kingdom will offer its services and
expertise iu dispute resolution to heal the many disputes that divide the family.
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The Armageddonists in charge of United State foreign policy and the Jihaddists pursuing
their own ultimate victory scenario are engaged in the first phase of a great holy war into
which they hope to draw the entire world. The Celestial Council of the Kingdom offers
its services in finding other pathways for the human family.
The King is aware that some planners within the Pentagon view Hawai'i as a forward
base for a planned confrontation with China. The King rejects any attempt to include
Hawai'i in such a plan.
As a non-aligned nation, the Kingdom does not need the protection of any nation,
including the United States. There is, therefore, no need for the deployment of low
frequency active sonar in Kingdom waters. As United States military bases are phased
out of the restored Kingdom, there will be no reason for any other nation to view the
Kingdom as a potential or actual adversary.
The King is also responsible for ensuring the viability, diversity, and general health of the
marine community that provides sustenance to the Kingdom. He is fully aware of the
dangers presented by the introduction of low frequency sonar into the marine
environment. He cannot permit such a technology to be used in Kingdom waters.

In the ancient spiritual traditions of Hawai'i, ocean life is our ancestors. The whale,
shark, turtle, and other sea beings are considered amakua. They are not to be subject to
harassment or torment by human technology.
Once the government is fidly in place, the King will issue a proclamation banning the use
of all military sonars, whether low, mid, or high frequency, within the Exclusive
Economic Zone of the Kingdom that includes the entire Hawaiian Archipelago and
waters extending out 200 miles from that Archipelago.
The United States chose to make Hawai'i a part of its nation over the objections of the
vast majority of Hawaiians, as expressed in the petition signed opposing annexation.
That unilateral decision by the United States has been a disaster for the Hawaiian people.
Now the time has come to put right what is wrong. Ho'oponopono is the Hawaiian term
for that process. The King sent a letter to President Bush offering friendship and
forgiveness.

An agreement, before the King issues his proclamation, by the United States Navy not to
deploy low frequency active sonar within the Exclusive Economic Zone of the Kingdom
would be a welcome step in the ho'oponopono process.
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STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQUENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
THE 180 DECIBEL EXPOSURE LEVEL AND MILITARY LEGISLATION
The Navy decided to pursue LFAS because low frequency sound travels great distances
in water. A broadcast can be heard on the other side of the world. This characteristic of
low frequency broadcasts means that the Navy can detect a potentially hostile submarine
prior to the submarine being within range to cause harm.
This same characteristic makes the potential impacts of low frequency broadcasts on
marine life very extensive. The impacts of low frequency active sonar on cetaceans
range fiom annoyance to physical injury and death. The level of impact is determined by
the source level, the distance fiom the source, qnd the sensitivity of the species.
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Prior to the Navy's decision to pursue deployment of SURTASS LFAS, the leading
literature regarding impacts of low frequency sound on cetaceans stated that initial
impacts began at 120 decibels. At that level, gray whales avoided a stationary low
frequency source.
To operate at the levels the Navy considers to be effective, low frequency sonar needs to
broadcast at levels higher than 200 decibels. With a source level that high, 120.decibel
sound will reach hundreds of miles from the source. That sound has the potential to
disrupt biologically significant behaviors, such as mating, feeding, and migrating.

4.4.7
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There is simply no means for the Navy to monitor impacts at such a distance.
So the Navy has attempted to redefine the science of sonar impacts and avoid
responsibility for impacts outside the range of its monitoring capability.
To achieve this purpose, the Navy has limited its responsibility to avoiding exposure
levels of 180 decibels or above. This level is admitted to cause physical injury.
Whatever impacts take place beyond the 180 decibel exposure region are assumed to be
acceptable. The disruption of biologically significant behaviors, which can threaten the
continued existence of endangered species, is not the Navy's concern.
To further define away the problems created by low frequency broadcasts, the Navy
convinced Congress to change the definition of harassment forbidden by law and provide
legal exceptions for whatever the military terms as readiness exercises. These changes in
the law had no rationale, other than to permit the military to engage in damaging the
marine environment in the name of national security. One goal of the changes was to get
the military out from under the injunction preventing full deployment of LFAS secured
by the Natural Resources Defense Council.

1.2.1
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A government that exempts the military fiom the laws applicable to all other citizens can
reasonably be characterized as a military government.
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STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SLTPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQUENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
LFAS: THE REAL ISSUE
The Navy ignores the real environmental issue raised by the plan to deploy low frequency
active sonar. The real environmental issue is:
Given the current stresses on the ocean environment and the life within that
environment caused by such sources as climate change, collapsing fish
populations from over fishing, pollution from previous human dumping and from
daily additions of human waste and runoff, should humans be introducing
additional stresses into the marine environment?
The Navy omits this central issue to focus only on how much noise from LFAS can
exposed marine life stand. This issue is dealt with as if low frequency active sonar is the
only stressor to be considered.
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Besides ignoring the real issue, the Navy approach is based on the assumption that
humans can determine when and how marine life is affected by low frequency active
sonar broadcasts.
The relationship betweeh acoustics and biology in the marine environment is incredibly
complex. Human tools for assessing that relationship are fairly crude. The limited
studies done by the Navy omit numerous species and possible pathways for impacts. The
level of knowledge fiom these studies is similarly limited.
While the Navy talks about long term monitoring, the Navy has no real idea how that
would be done or how they would attribute a long term change, such as population
decline, to a particular cause, such as LFAS noise. Given the lack of objectivity in the
Navy's approach to date, we can be assured that any long term changes detected will be
attributed to anything but the use of LFAS.
The real public policy issue is that human introduced noise in the oceans dramatically
increased over the past decades. Even without extensive studies, we know that such
noise is harmful to ocean life. Given the numerous stressors currently impacting the
oceans, the immediate goal should be reduction of human introduced noise in the ocean
environment, not introducing new noise from testing and deployment of LFAS.

5.3.1
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STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL,ENVIRONMENTAL, IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQUENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
THE FUNDING OF ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
The Office of Naval Research is the source for almost all acoustic research funding in the
United States. This funding monopoly creates a fundamental conflict of interest.
The Navy selected low frequency active sonar as a technology capable of detecting new,
quieter submarines. The Navy proceeded to conduct research, design systems, fabricate
systems, and test systems without complying with any of the major environmental laws
applicable to such a decision.
Only after the Natural Resources Defense Council sent a letter detailing the numerous
laws being violated with the implicit threat of litigation did the Navy agree to prepare an
environmental impact statement and seek the permits required for harassing marine life
and threatening endangered species.
By that time, however, the Navy had spent more than $100 million on the LFAS system.
In the ensuing years, the Navy faced serious challenges from environmental scientists and
attorneys. The Navy continued to prepare to deploy the technology and spent more than
$200 million more preparing to do so.
To answer the challenges, the Office of Naval Research funded various studies of the
potential impact of LFAS on a limited selection of marine life. The Navy decided what
would be studied. The Navy selected the scientists who would do the studies. The Navy
paid the scientists to conduct the studies.
Scientists who wish to conduct research on acoustic impacts know that the Navy is their
only funding source. While most such scientists are dedicated and honest, they cannot
help but be influenced by the sole source for funding their research. Their inclination
will be to more quickly dismiss evidence that would argue against deployment of the
technology. They will likely fail to pursue lines of investigation that might lead to a
conclusion that deployment would be too dangerous.
The evidence that such influence took place is found throughout the LFAS process over
the past ten years. Why did the scientists not pursue the information from those who
concluded that the Humpback Whales had left the test area off Hawai'i in 1998? Why
did the scientists not pursue the information about the snorkler suffering physical and
mental injuries from an LFAS broadcast? Why did the scientists not pursue the
information about a huge drop in dolphin birth rates following the 1998 tests?
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These decision all demonstrate that the scientists at least avoided pursing lines of inquiry
that might provide evidence of significant adverse impacts from deployment. Such
decisions are what one would expect f?om a scientific community totally dependent on
the funding provided by the client who had already demonstrated a determination to
deploy the technology.
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STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQUENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
THE 1998 TESTS IIV HAWAI'I

In the Spring of 1998, the Navy came to the Island of Hawai'i to test its low frequency
active sonar on ~ u h ~ b a Whales
ck
during their mating and birthing season. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) issued a permit for these tests containing various
provisions, including provisions requiring suspension of the testing, if certain impacts
appeared. One such condition required suspension if there was an unusual absence of
animals observed.
Shortly after the broadcasts began, boat captains reported the number of whales in the test
area dropped rapidly. As the testing continued, whale watch boat captains reported a
complete absence of whales from the test area. A helicopter pilot and shore observers
began reporting the same disappearance of whales from the test area. The test area is a
primary birthing and breeding area for the Humpback Whales.
People on the island sent these reports and other observations of unusual marine activity
to the National Marine Fisheries Service and the Navy calling for suspension of the tests.
NMFS refused to suspend the tests.
The Hawai'i County Green Party then filed suit to stop the testing. In support of its
motion for a preliminary injunction, the Green Party filed numerous declarations from the
captains, the helicopter pilot, and the shore observers. These observers had an
accumulated history of more than 100 years of observing the whales in Hawaiian waters.
The whale watch boat captains in particular made their living by taking people out to see
whales. During the testing period, they were issuing refunds or coupons good for another
trip because they did not find any whales where they normally would be found.

In response, the Navy filed declarations from its contract scientists characterizing the
observations filed by the Green Party as "anecdotal" and, therefore, not credible evidence
of an abnormal absence of whales.
The scientists relied, instead, on the observations from the boats involved in the tests and
shore observers working for the Navy to argue that there was no abnormal absence of
whales. The boat and shore based observers had numerous tasks to perform beyond
noting the presence of whales, such as monitoring the behavior of whales exposed to
broadcasts and determining whether motherlcalf pairs were within the broadcast area.
The Navy also used the observation results of an independent scientist conducting aerial
surveys of whales to argue that the whales did not leave the test area. The Navy
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characterized the results of this survey as demonstrating an abundance of whales in the
test area.
Prior to a ruling on the injunction, the Navy ended the testing and convinced the court to
declare the suit to be moot.
As it turned out, the scientist conducting the aerial survey found an abundance of whales
outside the test area. His survey did not pass over the test area and produced no data on
the number of whales in that area. The Navy had misrepresented the nature of his data to
the court.
Essentially, the Navy had available to it two data sets: the observations by those who
filed declarations in the law suit and the observations of their hired personnel.
At no time during or after the suit did the Navy or its hired scientists make any effort to
contact those filing the declarations regarding an absence of whales to further document
their observations.
If the broadcasts in 1998 were indeed tests being conducted as part of a scientific
experiment, then the data set available fiom the non-Navy observers would at least be a
matter of interest and further study, rather than dismissed as "anecdotal" with no effort
made to gather further information.
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The Navy, including Dr. Robert Gisiner, head of the Office of Naval Research,
acknowledges that, if an animal targeted for a broadcast is engaged in a biological
significant activity, such as breeding, feeding, or migrating, then the animal is likely to
continue the activity, even to the point of suffering physical harm before demonstrating
aversion.
For whales to abandon a primary breeding and birthing area during their breeding and
birthing season in response to an LFAS broadcast would, therefore, be a very significant
event.
The broadcasts in 1998 resulted in exposure levels in the 135 to 140 decibel range. These
exposure levels are well below what would be expected from a fully operational LFAS
system broadcast. If the whales fled the test area at these levels, the potential impact of a
fully operational system would appear to be seriously adverse to the cetaceans.
The failure to pursue additional information fiom the outside sources is evidence of a
study biased toward supporting the Navy intention to deploy the technology. The
avoidance of a data set that suggested the technology had serious adverse impacts is
simply corrupt science.
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STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQLENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
LFAS AND DISINFORMATION
On May 11,2001, the Honolulu Advertiser ran an opinion editorial by Joe Johnson titled
"Navy's sonar program is safe." Mr. Johnson was and is the United States Navy's
environmental impact manager for the Low Frequency Active Sonar (LFAS) program.
By May of 2001, opposition fiom within the scientific community and the public to
deployment of LFAS had grown significantly. In response, Mr. Johnson resorted to false
statements and disinformation to defend deployment.

In 1998, the Navy came to the Island of Hawai'i to conduct tests of the low frequency
active sonar system. Almost as soon as the testing began, whale watch captains and other
observers reported the Humpback Whales to be leaving the test area. As the testing
continued, the reports multiplied that the whales had abandoned the testing area, a prime
mating and birthing area. The Navy and National Marine Fisheries Service received
these reports. Declarations fiom numerous observers are part of the court records in the
litigation filed challenging the testing.
In his editorial, Mr. Johnson claimed that the Humpback Whales did not leave the LFA
test area during the 1998 LFA testing. He stated that the presence of whales in the testing
area was "validated by aerial surveys conducted by a research scientist from the
University of Hawaii."
The scientist referred to is Dr. Joseph Mobley. His surveys in 1998 followed a random
grid generated to ensure objectivity. Dr. Mobley acknowledged that his 1998 grid did not
take him over the LFA test area and that he had no data on the presence or absence of
whales in that area. While Dr. Mobley found an abundance of whales outside the testing
area, his survey provided no information on whales within the testing area. Mr. Johnson
falsely characterized Dr. Mobley's survey data to give the impression that the whales did
not leave the testing area.

Mr. Johnson stated in his editorial that "Allegations regarding incidents in Greece and the
Bahamas implicate mid-frequency sonar and not LFA."
The event in the Bahamas did reveal that mid-fiequency sonar kills whales. The event in
Greece also involved the killing of whales. The NATO investigative report stated that
the sonars broadcasting off Greece sent out signals at 600 Hertz. Everyone, even Mr.
Johnson, agrees that signals below 1000 Hertz are considered low frequency.
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NATO never treated the event as anything other than a broadcast of low frequency sonar.
The NATO report on the event contains extensive discussion about LFA, including one
chapter provided by the U.S. Navy's chief researcher into LFA.
Even the draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement contains the following
description of the event:
NATO was conducting Shallow Water Acoustic Classification exercises, using
low- and mid-frequency sonar .... The frequencies of the sources were between
450 and 3,300 Hz.
Obviously the event in Greece did implicate low frequency active sonar contrary to Mr.
Johnson's statement.

Mr. Johnson further stated in his editorial that, during the period of whale killings in
Greece, "the only LFA sonar ship was in the Pacific Ocean conducting passive-only
operations." The United States Navy's only sonar ship was in the Pacific. The LFA
broadcasts in Greece did not come from the United States LFA ship. They came from
another LFA broadcast ship participating in the NATO exercise. Mr. Johnson
deliberately misled the public by stating that there was only one such ship in the world.
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Obviously, the Greecian whale killings implicated LFA and equally obvious Mr. Johnson
knew better when he wrote his editorial. Combining the Greece and Bahamas events in
one sentence and characterizing both as mid-frequency and the false statement that only
the U.S. Navy has an LFA broadcasting ship were deliberate attempts to hide the truth.

Mr. Johnson's editorial claimed that the scientific team conducting the LFA research off
Hawai'i in 1998 "did investigate'' the claim of "injury to a snorkler" from an LFA
broadcast. He further claimed that "the local National Marine Fisheries Service
representative and the UH scientist assisted the Navy team."
Once again, Mr. Johnson fabricated reality. Naturalist Chris Reid is the injured snorkler.
At no time after learning of Ms. Reid's extensive physiological and psychological
injuries from an LFA broadcast did anyone from the Navy, NMFS, LM, or anywhere else
contact Ms. Reid or the doctor who examined her subsequent to the broadcast. What
kind of "investigation" of injury makes no effort to confirm the injury or examine
potential pathways for the injury to have taken place? What kind of scientific study
assumes away the possibility of injury when the evidence of injury is available and not
explained by any other source?
The answer to those questions is obvious. There was no real "investigation" and the
science being conducted served the interests of deployment by avoiding evidence of
adverse impacts.
We understand why Mr. Johnson felt the need to deceive the public and dismiss all
criticisms. His job is to manage the EIS process to a conclusion that LFAS deployment
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will not cause harm to the environment or humans. Without the freedom to be objective,
he is forced into the same hole the Navy dug when they spent $100 million dollars
preparing to deploy LFAS before they began to assess the environmental impacts. With a
huge investment and careers on the line, people are prone to bend the rules, shade the
truth, or even simply lie.
The whales and other marine life along with humans in the waters will ultimately pay the
price if the false process is not stopped.
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STATEMENT TO PUBLIC HEARING
ON
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LOW FREQUENCY ACTIVE SONAR
DECEMBER 5,2005 HONOLULU, HAWAI'I
CHRIS REID AND LFAS EXPOSURE IMPACTS

Chris Reid is a naturalist on the Island of Hawai'i, who has studied dolphins for many
years.
Ms. Reid entered an ocean bay to observe a dolphin pod during the testing of SURTASS
LFAS off the Island of Hawai'i in 1998.
While she observed the pod, a broadcast of the LFAS system took place.
Ms. Reid remained in the water for an extended period watching the dolphins responding
to the broadcast by backing up towards the shore, lifting their heads out of the water, and
vocaljzhg extensively.
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When Ms. Reid emerged from the water, she experienced serious physiological effects
from the broadcast. She could not walk a straight line, she had trouble focusing, and
otherwise experience disorientation.

. '

Shortly dterwards, a doctor examined Ms. Reid and documented her condition.
over the next two years, Ms. Reid experienced great difficulty in maintaining her mental
focus. She also experienced bouts of depression, which she. had
never experienced
.
before.
Numerous healers on the island worked wiihhir to repair the damage. After two years,
she appeared to have fully recovered.
The Navy knew of this event from various sources, including a report at the time of the
event and declarations filed by Ms. Reid and her doctor during litigation challenging the
testing.
The Navy never sent a doctor to examine Ms. ~ e i and
d never made any attempt to
contact the doctor who examined Ms. Reid after the exposure.

3.3.7

The only response came from the scientists conducting the tests. They filed a declaration
acknowledging the LFAS broadcast. Based on the source level of the broadcast and their
distance from the bay where Ms. Reid observed the dolphins, the scientists concluded
that she was exposed to levels no greater than 125 db, which they considered incapable of
causing the physiological effects suffered by Ms. Reid.

4.3.19
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The response to this event is not science. A true scientist would have found t h e
experience of Ms. Reid a matter of great interest. Given that the Navy conducted almost
all LFAS tests involving human subjects on experienced Navy divers, Ms. Reid's
experienceprovided a possible insight into potential effects on people who were not
under the Navy's control, highly trained to withstand adverse conditions, and in peak
physical condition.
Given that Ms. Reid's exposure took place in a bay, where the LFAS broadcast would
bounce off the ocean bottom and the sides of the bay, the potential for magnifying effects
would also be a source of study.
I

A true scientist would have arranged for a doctor to examine Ms. Reid, interview the
doctor who examined her, and otherwise pursued further data regarding her exposure.
Instead the scientists paid by the Navy to supposedly seek data on the potential impacts
of LFAS simple calculated an exposure level based on open water, found that level to be
below the 145 decibel level the Navy seeks to implement for human exposure, and did
nothing further.
Again, this is not science. This is research conducted to support a pre-determined
outcome.

Ms. Reid's observations of dolphin response to the LFAS broadcast also provided an
opportunity to open new lines of research. Supposedly dolphins wuld not hear the
broadcast at low frequency. If they were in fact responding to the broadcast and cannot
hear at those frequencies, then the response probably came fiom a physiological detection
of the vibrations, i.e. the dolphins felt the broadcast they could not hear. Questions about
tissue resonance at low frequency may be implicated.
As with any other data not supporting deployment, the Navy made no effort to pursue
Ms. Reid's observations of dolphin response.
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Russell Wray <raventreegallery@earthlink.net>
Joe Johnson
request extension of public comment period for SEIS on SURTASS LFA Sonar
Dec 9,2005 11:57 AM
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Citizens Opposing Active Sonar Threats
COAST
536 Point Road
Hancock, Maine 04640
207-422-8273
December 9,2005
Mr. Joe Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
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Dear Mr. Johnson:
This is in regards to the public comment period on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for SURTASS LFA
Sonar. COAST believes that it is appropriate that the public comment period on the SElS be extended. As the Navy is surely
aware, the deployment of LFA sonar is widely opposed not only by much of the American public, but also by people from around
the world , due to threats it poses to marine mammals, fish, and other ocean life. It is an issue of great concern to a great many
people. The current deadline for public comments does not allow the public adequate time for comment for several reasons.
As has been previously pointed out to the Navy by others, the timing of the public comment period falls into the busiest and most
hectic time of the year, during the holiday season. The Navy could not have chosen a better deadline if its goal was to make it
difficult for the public to express their concerns.
To vake matters more difficult, the public comment period on the SElS for SURTASS LFA Sonar is the same as the public
cc
ent period for the DElS on the NavyU s proposed Undersea Warfare Training Range, which also involves the use of highinte~
~sityactive sonars that have been associated with the worldwide mass strandings, injuries, and deaths of whales, dolphins and
porpoises. Both the SElS and the DElS are long and technical documents. It is not realistic to assume that the time allotted for
public comment allows for a careful review and preparation of comments on either document. To expect concerned individuals,
organizations, and governmental agencies to be able to carefully review both documents and then prepare comments on them is
totally unrealistic.
The Democratic principles upon which this nation was founded are threatened when government does not allow for, or reduces the
opportunities for the public to have genuine input into governmental policies which will impact their environment and their lives. As
was mentioned above, a great many people in both the general public and in the scientific community believe the Navyll s planned
deployment of LFA sonar may severely impact the health of marine life and the oceans, and therefore our lives as well. In the
interest of maintaining the democratic process, COAST requests that the deadline for the public comment period on the SElS for
SLIRTASS LFA Sonar be extended by a minimum of 60 days. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Russell Wray
Cc:
Hon. Gordon England , Secretary of the Navy
Steve Leathery, NMFS
Donna Wieting, NMFS
Kathleen Leyden, Maine Coastal Program
Todd Burrowes, Maine Coastal Program
Senator Olympia Snowe
Senator Susan Collins
Representative Michael Michaud
Representative Tom Allen
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Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Cc:
S-. ct:
Date:
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Taffy Lee Williams <tlwilliarns@optonline.net>
eisteam@mindspring.com
tlwilliams@optonline.net
COMMENT PERIOD
Dec 12,2005 759 PM

eisteam and
Joe S. Johnson
SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
U.S. Department of the Navy
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Dear EISTEAM,
I am writing to ask that you please extend the deadline for comments on the
Draft SEIS for SURTASS LFA. Because of the extensive reading involved I
need more time t review the extensive information and other documents
relating to the system.
I would appreciate a little more time in order that I can make a competent
and substantial comment.
Thank you very much.
Taffy Williams
Westchester Community College
Environmental Club
191 Westchester Ave.
TT
hoe, NY 10707
9i- 793-9186
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1330 Ala Moana Blvd. #3204
Honolulu, Hawaili 96814
Dec. 13, 2005
Joe Johnson
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
R6:

Navy Sonar

It is very sad what the Navy is doing - to knowingly
assault marine life with the sonar. Imagine what the
animals are feeling: pain, disorientation, nowhere
to escape, no way to protect themselves.
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How sad that the Navy has such disregard for the
environment. Do we have to wait till every kha&.s,
dolphin, shark, every living marine creature is
destroyed?
Stop this insanity! Stop before it's too late!
Otherwise, you'll have to answer to future generations
what a whale was, who destroyed them and why ( ? ) .

1

Peggy Kala Hubacker

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
I:
Attachments:
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Lindy Weilgart <lweilgar@dal.ca>
eisteam@mindspring.com
DSEIS comments on SURTASS LFA sonar
Dec 19,2005 6:23 PM
DSEIS LFA comments.doc

Dear SURTASS LFA sonar EIS Program Manager:
Please find attached my comments on the DSEIS for SURTASS LFA sonar. I
have been active in the undersea noise issue since 1993. My expertise is
in the field of whale bioacoustics, which I have studied for 20+ years. My
M.Sc., Ph.D., and post-doctoral studies were all related to whale
vocalizations. I have participated in numerous meetings, scientific
reviews, and panels on the underwater noise issue, and was an alternate on
the Marine Mammal Commission's Advisory Committee on Acoustic Impacts on
Marine Mammals, as well as a member of the Mitigation and Management
subcommittee and the Science Synthesis subcommittee.
Please accept my contribution to the public comment process and kindly
confirm receipt of my comments.
Thank you for this opportunity for input.
Sincerely,
Linda S. Weilgart, Ph.D.
Research Associate and Assistant Professor
Department of Biology
Dalhousie University
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 451 Canada
P(902) 494-3723
F. . (902) 494-3736
E-mail: lweilgar@dal.ca
Lindy Weilgart, ph.D.
Research Associate and Assistant Professor
Department of Biology
Dalhousie University
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 451 Canada
Ph.: (902) 494-3723
Fax: (902) 494-3736
E-mail: lweilgar@dal.ca
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Comments on DSEIS of SURTASS LFA sonar
Dec. 16,2005
Linda Weilgart, Ph.D.
Is the 180 dB isopleth distance given anywhere in this DSEIS? I didn't see it anywhere, and it
seems like it would be very important for the reader to know how far from the source 180 dB can
be heard.
The determination of the 180 dB impact level is not supported by field research. Indeed, gray
whales avoided much lower LFA levels (around 130 dB) while migrating (SRP results). The fact
that offshore gray whales did not avoid such lower levels can mean that less sensitive or more
marginal (sub-optimal) animals migrate offshore. This scenario is supported by the fact that
mothers and calves tend to migrate inshore. Downplaying this impact because offshore animals
behaved differently would be only one way to interpret these results and would be scientifically
invalid. Is this result a consequence of the inshore vs. offshore environment or because of the
different agelsex classes or sensitivity levels of animals in either environment or some other
interpretation? The answers to these questions remain unknown.
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This DSEIS does not seem to recognize that behavioral reactions can produce Level A
harassment, as has been indicated by beaked whale reactions to sonar. It is not yet known
whether a non-auditory or a behavioral reaction or something else causes the growth of bubbles
in beaked whale tissues during a noise event. It certainly has been postulated that these
bubbles, and the decompression sickness that results, occur as a result of a behavioral reaction
(surfacing too quickly, staying at depth too long, etc.) (e.g. Cox et al. In press). The best estimate
of the average level the Bahamas whales received before stranding and dying is on the order of
130 dB (Hildebrand and Balcomb 2004). How then can 180 dB be used as the threshold for
impact, even Level A harassment? Why is there no threshold given for behavioral impacts (Level
B harassment)?

4.3.15

4.3.10

4.3.42
4.3.17

145 dB for diving and recreational sites acknowledges a risk to humans. It is unreasonable to
conclude that humans are more sensitive than marine mammals to underwater noise. It would
make sense to use this level for marine mammals as well. In fact, NATO uses a 145 dB impact
level to denote harassment of marine mammals.

4.3.5

The long wavelengths used by LFA mean that only larger targets can be detected. Small
submarines, for instance, would escape detection. How would this deficiency be overcome or
why is it not considered a deficiency?

2.1.5

I strongly question the assumption that invertebrates are not considered because they have no
delicate organs or tissues whose acoustic impedance is significantly different from water and
because there is no evidence of auditory capability in the frequency range used by LFA. Given
the recent research and observations concerning squid and snow crabs, I find such statements
unsupportable. Not much is known about hearing in most invertebrates but our knowledge is
evolving rapidly. For instance, not too long ago squid were thought to be deaf. Fish and some
invertebrates have a lateral line (or equivalent) system which detects water movement and could
also conceivably detect sound or particle motion. Both squid (McCauley et al. 2000; MacKenzie
2004; Guerra 2004) and snow crabs (DFO 2004) appear to show reactions to seismic noise
which is predominantly low in frequency. While it is unknown which characteristics of the noise
they are reacting to, it seems irresponsibly premature to conclude that these characteristics are
ones not shared by LFA sonar.
24 hrs. of compromised hearing in catfish and some rainbow trout is not trivial and could have
survival consequences (Popper 2003).
A 180 dB level should never be considered highly conservative, even for fish.

3.2.5

4.1.6
4.3.13
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The idea that a ship moving in two dimensional space and animals moving in three dimensional
space will not coincide very often is correct if one is considering collisions but is absurd when
considering noise impacts. Noise impacts do occur in three-dimensional space even though the
ship stays at the surface.
There is no consideration of the potentially dire nature of behavioral effects at lower sound levels.
Population-level effects of masking or stress are ignored, for instance. If only one LFA system is
operating in the Pacific at one time and marine life is behaviorally impacted at levels of 120 dB or
so (as indicated by previous research on gray whales and LFA or other noise sources)(e.g.
Richardson et al. 1995), then the area impacted is around 3.9 million sq. km. (Johnson 2003)
Why is the area of impact at the 120 dB RL not even given in this DSEIS? Since many marine
animals react to noise at this average RL, it seems imperative that this isopleth be stated. So,
animals
yes, many animals would indeed be impacted over a large amount of time, not the ~ 0 . 2
per year per vessel as estimated for leatherbacks, for instance. Also, it is misleading to use low
numbers impacted like this when we are talking about a highly endangered population. Because
of the myriad of previous threats to leatherbacks, their numbers are dwindling. This should mean
we treat the few remaining animals with more caution, not less, and not downplay the severity
that only a few individuals may be impacted. Moreover, there is an assumption that LFA would
be the only noise or other threat to these animals, rather than a serious analysis of the cumulative
and synergistic effects. Using such figures as 0.2 animals per year per vessel also ignores the
fact that animals are generally clumped in distribution, so that if a concentration of animals is
impacted, the population could suffer.
I believe the Beaked Whale Workshop (Cox et al. In press) concluded that resonance was
considered less likely than some non-auditory effects but still was an open question. None of the
workshop participants were willing to rule out resonance as a possible mechanism for noiseinduced strandings. Considering the huge unknowns in this area, I think it premature to exclude
any such effects. Why are resonance effects in fish not addressed here, if marine mammal air
spaces are thought too large? Low frequency sounds certainly caused swim bladder rupture in
fish in studies by Turnpenny et al. (1994). Even though there is some criticism of the study, it is
impossible to rule out these effects entirely, especially for all species, at all depths, at all life
stages, in all water temperatures, etc. etc.
I disagee that it is difficult to identify areas particularly devoid of marine life. It is true that
sometimes these areas have simply not been surveyed adequately, but a good first indication of
primary productivity, and thus often marine mammal abundance, can be obtained from color
scanner satellite photographs of the ocean. These areas can subsequently be surveyed, visually
and especially acoustically, to determine marine mammal abundance.

4.0.6

4.3.23

4.3.22

4.3.53
4.1.8

2.5.4

I am not aware of a situation where the Navy has willingly and of its own initiative changed its
preferred mission area because of marine mammal impact concerns.

2.5.5

I don't agree that active acoustics would be unable to detect fish schools reliably. This is a
standard measure of fish abundance, and if active acoustics were so unreliable, it is hard to
understand why fishers and fisheries scientists use them successfully.

5.2.16

Pre-operational small boat or aerial surveys are given very short shrift. The arguments against
them do not seem compelling. What about large boat surveys? Why is this not considered as an
option?

5.4.3
5.4.4

The problem with strandings is not one of "public perception"; it is one of scientific facts. It is
phenomenally condescending, not to mention inaccurate, to maintain otherwise. An LFA-like
system has indeed been linked to a stranding in Greece (Frantzis 1998), and LFA sonar use has
been much more limited than mid-frequency sonar use. LFA first emerged in the late 1980's
whereas powerful mid-frequency sonars appeared in the early 1960's (Friedman 1989). The fact

4.4.13
4.4.18
4.4.14
4.4.12
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that more strandings haven't been linked to LFA sonar may merely be because its use has been
more restricted.

4.4.14

To argue that LFA sonar does not add appreciably to ocean noise beggars belief. If areas of 3.9
million sq. km over which LFA floods to levels of 120 dB do not give you a sense of the addition of
noise, nothing will. This argument attempts to use the logic that each one source of noise
pollution is small (as is each power plant emission compared to all power plants' emissions)logic that is particularly inappropriate in the case of LFA sonar. To illustrate this further, the
DSElS states that "fisheries contribute less than 1%of the U.S. economic activity". So, closing
down U.S. fisheries would constitute a "negligible impact" using the same logic as the DSElS
uses regarding marine mammal impacts, yet I think there would be a substantial outcry if the U.S.
fishing industry were eliminated, especially in coastal communities.

4.6.13

I don't know why noise from sonar is not projected to increase. The louder the oceans get from
use of sonar (and other noise sources), the louder the sonars need to become to maintain a loud
enough echo that can be heard above the din. Other nations will be using LFA-like systems and
these systems may need to compete with each other to be heard. That sonar compares
favorably with shipping in terms of contribution to overall noise budget is not very relevant. The
question should be "which noise sources are the most damaging to marine mammals?" The fact
remains that shipping noise has not yet been linked with any marine mammal death, whereas
sonar has, even LFA-like sonar.
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There is a huge logical leap made when a study that examined only obvious physical effects from
LFA on two fish species is used to conclude that LFA will not impact fish populations and thus not
recreational or commercial fishing. This study examined nothing of the sort. If a concentrated
fish school were to suffer temporary hearing loss for 24 hrs., it is quite possible population effects
would result. The fish school would be vulnerable to predation, would perhaps be unable to
communicate, and thus mate or stay in contact with each other, etc. The effects of masking,
stress, avoidance of important areas associated with past painful noise events-all these effects
are swept under the rug.
When the DSElS states that LFA sonar is not likely to be close enough to other noise-producing
activities like oceanographic research or oil and gas exploration to interfere with them, it implies
that areas devoid of human-made noise will be harder and harder to find. If noise activities space
themselves from each other, there will be less overlap yet fewer undisturbed areas. Moreover, it
ignores the scale of the area affected by LFA. How are you going to ensure that noise from LFA
and seismic surveys don't overlap with each other if one significantly raises noise levels over 3.9
million sq. km. and the other is heard over 3,000 km (seismic)?
To say that there have been no reporfed Level A harassment takes or strandings in the
northwestern Pacific Ocean associated with LFA [emphasis mine], is not saying much. How
extensive was the monitoring for these sorts of takes? During the research projects on marine
mammals I imagine the monitoring was good, but otherwise, I doubt much was done. You can't
see if you don't look. It took scientists 40 years to finally discover a link between mid-frequency
sonars and strandings. The reason for this is that many strandings are missed, noise events are
missed, and there are not often marine mammal scientists present to document these
connections adequately. However, I do believe there were strandings in the area that may or
may not have been related to LFA sonar. And now the number of days active per mission has
more than doubled from the original EIS, as have the days of active operations.
If LFA were operated at a good distance beyond the shelf, it would affect far fewer marine
mammals and marine mammal species. Marine mammals concentrate at the shelf break, and
thus the stand-off distance should be related to the shelf break and not the coast. The shelf
break could be very close to the coast or extend very far out from land. This is the relevant
feature that needs to be used to determine safer distances from marine mammal concentrations.
To say that there is a greater risk to marine mammals with greater coastal standoff distance

4.6.11

4.1.6

4.6.8

5.2.5

4.7.15
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because the affected marine area is greater, is disingenuous. While we may be concerned with
reducing the affected area, we should be more concerned with reducing the number of animals
ensonified.
Estimating SPLs during or prior to transmissions is usually too inaccurate. Why can't they be
actually measured? Time and time again estimations have provided very unwelcome surprises in
that levels are found higher than predicted. They can also be lower than predicted, though there
is less danger in mistakes in this direction.
The use of passive acoustic monitoring is a very good idea, but using the SURTASS array, which
is presumably just tuned to low frequencies, is a big mistake. Most marine mammal species
could thus not be detected. While it could be argued that those marine mammals which
themselves use low frequencies are most at risk of being affected by LFA and thus should be the
focus of monitoring, this is not necessarily the case. Marine mammals can likely sense low
frequencies in other ways than through the ear (e.g. by vibrations of the skin or the lungs). Thus,
audiograms or presumed audiograms are not the most reliable measure of which species might
be affected.
Using HF/M3 sonar is also ill-advised, as some marine mammals may be affected by this noise
as well. Again, audiograms, even for those handful of species for whom we have them, do not
tell the whole story. Sound perception can occur through various means, not necessarily just the
ear. Also, animals may detect the sound "envelope" without actually hearing the whole sound.
We are simply not yet at the stage where we can definitively say which marine animals can detect
which sounds, especially in regard to the great whales, whose hearing has never been tested. To
illustrate this point, HF/M3 sonar first used a frequency thought to be above gray whale hearing
detection. Later, gray whales were shown to respond to it after all. We cannot afford to keep
making mistakes like this. Mitigation should not add yet more noise to the original noiseproducing activity. Moreover, the effectiveness of HFlM3 to reliably detect marine mammals or
turtles without many false positives has not been demonstrated.

I understood the law as requiring that not only should the effect on the stock of any marine
mammal from significant change in a biologically important behavior be minimal, but that natural
behavior patterns cannot be disrupted to a point where patterns are abandoned or significantly
altered in individual animals. This is not reflected in ES-18 under Alternative 1. That auditory
masking from LFA is not continuous may be true, but reverberations from the ocean floor can
make signals (such as pings given every 24 s) all but continuous, as shown by analysis of the
Bahamas stranding (Hildebrand and Balcomb 2004). The same has been found to be true for
such noise events as seismic surveys. Masking is not just restricted to the duration of the signal;
rather, reverberation effects draw out the duration of the masking considerably. If the LFA signal
can be over 1.5 mins. long in duration and the time between transmissions could be as little as 6
mins., then, including reverberations, the noise could be nearly continuous.
I disagree that Alternative 2 would only slightly decrease the potential for impacts to marine
mammals from LFA. Depending on how many and which of these biologically important areas
are excluded from LFA transmissions, concentrations of marine animals of many different species
could be better protected. It would not offer perfect protection, but could be a significant
improvement.

4.7.15

5.1.2

5.2.13
4.3.41

5.2.17

1.2.2
4.7.24
4.3.39

4.7.22

It is profoundly disturbing that the Navy has not yet undertaken and published an analysis of
stranding data as related to naval maneuvers around the world. Why this hasn't been done yet is
hard to fathom and would certainly have been an important contribution to this DSEIS.

4.4.9

To say that "Cudahy and Ellison (2002) provide the empirical and documentary evidence that
resonance and/or tissue damage from LFA transmissions are unlikely to occur in marine
mammals under 190 dB for the frequency range 330-500 Hz" and thus "the previous interim
operational frequency restriction in not required," (p. 2-10) is highly premature and overstating the
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certainty of the science. Remember that resonance is something that can cause a glass to
explode, a bridge to collapse, and a swim bladder to rupture. Even supposing we could say that
such resonance effects are indeed unlikely, should we be risking rupturing air sacs in marine
mammals found undetected within 1 km of the sound source (and there will surely always be
some)? We need to balance likelihood with the severity of the effect, should it occur. But the
science of resonance effects in mammals underwater is still a very preliminary field. How does
resonance change with the animal's depth, for instance? Dolphin lungs are meant to collapse
with pressure as they dive-how does this change the size of other air sacs and thus, their
resonance frequencies?
Section 2.7, p. 2-15. There are several problems with the characterization of the Oxford process.
Firstly, the process was agreed to be confidential at this stage, so that it is highly inappropriate to
be referring to it in this public document. Secondly, the planning document is not detailed, as
maintained, but is a general overview of potentially useful future research in this area. Thirdly,
the Oxford process has not restricted itself to experimental tests of, among other things, the
effects of LF sonar on deep-diving marine mammals, but rather takes a broader view of studies
that may inform on this topic such as retrospective studies, modelling, necropsies, studies of the
natural behavior of wild animals, etc.

4.3.12
2.5.2

2.7.1

Passive acoustic monitoring using bottom-mounted hydrophones is very worthwhile, but how
much of this research has been published or made available to the public?
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The final proposed research topic (long-term cumulative effects on a stock of marine mammals
regularly exposed to LFA) is very worthwhile and important. However, how are the studies going
to separate out impacts from other noise or environmental threats or oceanographic and
ecosystem changes? If the study is inconclusive because other factors could have caused a
change in population, then not much will have been gained.
It is inconceivable that this DSElS has handily dismissed cephalopods and decapods from
consideration as potentially affected organisms. To say that "we may cautiously suggest that
[there would be no lasting impact on these animals unless they were only tens of meters from the
source]", is anything but cautious. It is a wild guess-one that moreover is contradicted by recent
scientific knowledge. McCauley et al. (2000) show impacts from seismic noise on squid. Not
only did squid react to the noise (release ink), but they sought an acoustic shadow at the water's
surface. This is quite a sophisticated response, meaning that squid could evaluate acoustic
gradients and find the acoustic minimum, which is more than most fish seem to manage. Guerra
et al. (2004) also noted the occurrence of several squid (sometimes live) strandings over several
years coincident with seismic surveys. A total of nine giant squid has stranded coincident with
seismic surveys in 2001 and again in 2003 (IblacKenzie 2004). Squid showed signs of ascending
from depth too quickly. The squid showed no surface damage but all had internal injuries, some
of them massive (disintegrated muscles, unrecognizable organs). All the squid had badly
damaged ears. Research on the effects of seismic on snow crabs (DFO 2004) also showed that
some organs and ovaries of animals exposed to seismic were bruised and hemorrhaging
compared to controls, ovaries were abnormal, there were changes in some organs consistent
with a response to stress, embryo development appeared delayed, larvae were slightly smaller,
and there were indications of greater leg loss. For the most part, the independent scientific
experts on the peer-review panel of this study were concerned that the studies indicated
unexpectedly severe effects from seismic noise, which could have conservation implications.
Also, sound exposure in tanks may cause physiological changes in brown shrimp that increase
mortality and reduce reproduction. A modest increase in continuous background noise caused
an increase in metabolic rate leading to significant reduction in growth and reproduction over
three months (Lagardere 1982; Regnault and Lagardere 1983). Seismic noise is predominantly
low frequency, and some of the surveys mentioned above were relatively low in intensity. All this
evidence should be enough to warrant the inclusion of at least decapods and cephalopods in this
DSElS as potentially affected species.

2.7.2

3.2.7
3.2.5

3.2.5
4.0.8

3.2.7
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The rationale that seabirds "can rapidly disperse to other areas if disturbed" is troubling. Would
this not count as an impact, particularly for endangered seabirds? To further complicate the
matter, research on birds shows that those individuals that have least energy reserves or no
alternative habitat cannot afford to repeatedly flee from disturbance but must remain and continue
feeding, even if this places them in increased danger. Indeed, disturbance studies show that the
weaker the response, the more serious may be the impact on the population (Gill et al. 2001;
Stillman and Goss-Custard 2002). So, no, birds can't always "rapidly disperse to other areas if
disturbed". They are there for a reason, and that reason is likely not to be arbitrary.

I question the assumption that odontocetes are less likely to be affected by exposure to LF
sounds than mysticetes. While odontocetes do specialize more on the mid- to high frequencies,
there are other aspects about odontocetes that may make them more vulnerable to noise than
mysticetes. For one, the deep divers are all odontocetes, and deep divers are thought more
vulnerable to noise (Houser et al. 2001). Also, odontocetes more frequently mass strand, and
beaked whales have been shown to be especially sensitive to noise. In short, I believe there are
reasons why both mysticetes and odontocetes could be vulnerable to LFA noise exposure. It is
premature to say which group is more likely to be affected.

3.2.2

4.3.43

I would imagine there are important migratory corridors for leatherback turtles not just in the
Pacific, but the Atlantic as well.

3.2.10

The latest worldwide sperm whale estimates have not been cited (Whitehead 2002-not the
same as the following Whitehead (2002)). Estimates of worldwide sperm whale numbers over 1
million are invalid. Also, Whitehead (2002) is not the first person to have realized that the sperm
whale is the largest odontocete. I think even Linnaeus might have scooped him on that one!

3.2.12

When first introducing the beaked whales, the DSEIS should state that the reason Ziphiidae are
not listed under MMPA, ESA, or IUCN, is because they are data deficient. Thus, they may be
endangered, but not enough is known to say.

3.2.13

The Gully population of Northern bottlenose whales has been assessed by COSEWlC (the official
Canadian independent panel of scientific experts) as endangered. It is not mentioned in the
DSEIS that the Gully population is resident year-round. Instead, there is reference to migrations
in the DSEIS, which is inaccurate for this discrete, non-migratory population. Winn et al. (1970) is
based on one encounter and is not considered well-documented. It has been largely superseded
by the research mentioned subsequently and thus should be deleted.

I am not sure why maximum SLs of the individual marine mammal species' vocalizations are
constantly listed in Section 3. This implies that somehow natural sounds can be equated with
human-made sounds. On pp. ES-15 and 4-63, the same is done, listing human-made and then
natural sounds under a discussion of potential cumulative impacts of four LFA systems in
operation simultaneously. To mention "whale vocalizations" as some of these cumulative impacts
in this context is highly misleading and inappropriate. Marine mammals have, to some degree,
presumably adapted over evolutionary time to natural noise sources, whereas human-made noise
is a comparatively new addition to their environment. It is scientifically invalid to compare the two.
To compare human-made noise sources with the marine mammals' own vocalizations is
particularly deceptive. Surely marine mammals distinguish the two and modify their behavior
accordingly (by avoiding accidental ensonification of each other to dangerous levels unless they
use their sounds as a weapon occasionally, by spacing themselves when vocalizing loudly, etc.).
My general impression of Section 3 is that it is shoddily put together, often inaccurate, and not
well-referenced (not the most appropriate references are used). Ex.: p. 3.2-73 "Audiograms for
Risso's dolphins indicate their hearing SLs equal to or less than approximately 125 dB in
frequencies ranging from 1.6-110 kHz." I assume RLs are meant here?

3.2.14

4.3.4
4.6.16

3.2.15
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Canada is not mentioned in the text (p. 3.3-9) as allowing aboriginal whaling, though it does. It is
stated in tables, however.

I am unclear why bycatch is listed under socioeconomic impacts of LFA. LFA can certainly
potentially affect the health of fish populations, and thus fisheries, but how does LFA impact
bycatch specifically? I can easily believe that masking from LFA can prevent or hinder marine
mammals from detecting fishing gear and thus contribute to bycatch, but this argument is not
made in the DSElS and the rationale should be made more explicit. Otherwise, the bycatch
section can be misread as a ploy to downplay the impacts LFA could cause, by pointing the finger
at bycatch instead. Again, this logic would entirely miss the point of cumulative or synergistic
impacts.
I disagree with the contention that LFA would not affect whale watching unless LFA were nearby.
What if whale stocks suffer a slow decline or vacate certain areas due to intermittent or
persistent, moderate noise levels from LFA? Even one very unpleasant noise event could cause
animals to leave the area permanently because of the negative association with the noise event.
Again, LFA produces high noise levels over smaller areas but moderate noise levels over huge
areas.

I don't understand the logic behind "Many [recreational activities] would not be affected by LFA
because.. .they do not involve the use or creation of underwater sound." So only serious
consideration needs to be extended to other noise producers, so that LFA not interfere with their
noise?? Recreational boaters, divers, swimmers, and snorkelers will likely have a different
opinion. Many will not be in favor of any degradation of the marine environment through LFA
noise, as one of the reasons they enjoy the ocean is because of its marine inhabitants.
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Why are costs to only whale watching listed in Sec. 3.3.2? Many of these same costs (trash, ship
strikes, pollution from boats) apply to all ships at sea, including military vessels. The fact that
there are several reports of ship strikes on whales from whale watching vessels must surely be a
function of reporting. How many cargo or military ships studiously monitor the number of whales
they've struck? They probably wouldn't even notice. "Trampling coastal areas" or "the effects of
petroleum products on the environment when you drive or fly to the [whale watching] site" are
ludicrous arguments and a clear double standard. What about tourism in general? Does the
Navy never drive or fly its sailors anywhere? This sort of obvious bias does nothing to raise this
document's stature or credibility.
Non-auditory injury can conceivably occur below 180 dB RL, in contrast to what is implied on p. 42. Moreover, not only resonance but effects such as static diffusion fall under this category.

3.3.5
3.3.6
4.6.20

3.3.4

3.3.7

3.3.1
4.6.23

4.0.3

Does injury have to be permanent to fall under Level A harassment? If a deep gash is caused in
a marine mammal from some ship strike, for instance, which limits and impedes their daily
function, yet this heals over time, is this considered an injury? If so, why isn't TTS considered
injury3
The developmental effects of growing up in a noisy environment are not addressed in this DEIS.
Experiments with young rats show brain development suffers under even moderate noise
conditions (Chang and Merzenich 2003). Chronic noise increases the risk of cardiovascular
disease in humans (Willich et al. 2005). Yet the focus is almost exclusively on PTS and TTS.

4.3.54

I am surprised that there should be less definitive data on fishlsharklturtle stock distributions in
the open ocean than on some cetacean stock distributions. This is given as the reason why it is
not feasible to estimate the proportion of a stock that could be co-located with an LFA
transmission. Perhaps we should wait until there are better data on such stock distributions,
allowing us a better indication of potential population impacts?

4.2.2
4.1.20

Are the recent studies on fish undertaken by the Navy peer-reviewed?

4.1.1
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The DSElS states that for fish exposed to intense noise "there was no damage to [non-auditory]
tissues either at the gross or cellular levels." But there was for snow crabs (see above). Several
tissues were affected both at the gross and cellular levels.
It is false that there has been no evidence of hearing loss associated with sensory hair cell loss in
fish and that such a connection is "only conjecture". The very reason why McCauley et al. (2003)
examined pink snapper hair cells in the ears is because the fish were not showing the
stereotypical reaction to seismic noise that they had previously. They "fed and appeared to
behave normally" because they were capfive. Whether they would have survived in the wild is
another question. I don't know that the ability to "depart the immediate sound field" would have
helped the pink snapper avoid ear damage. In the case of LFA, they would have been presented
with a fairly complex sound field and may have had difficulty finding a way to escape. Further,
they may not be able to swim fast enough, especially if there is some confusion as to where they
should swim to lessen the noise exposure. I disagree that the exposures from LFA would
necessarily be shorter than what the pink snapper experienced. There were very few seismic
"shots" at high intensity in this study-the vast majority were much lower exposure levels. A key
question is how the LFA-equipped ship would move. Would it be in a straight line, with a
consistent heading? Or rather in a non-transiting mode, circling an area, or doubling back over its
track at some times?

4.0.8

4.1.14

The DSElS makes a very important point: noise exposure may not just affect hearing thresholds
but the way that fish resolve signals from one another (e.g. temporal resolution). Also, it notes
"...it is difficult to extrapolate among species with regard to the effects of intense sounds."
The apparent "freezing" response of the catfish during exposure to LFA noise is a behavior that
could affect their survivability in the wild. It is difficult to conclude that lower exposure levels
would have produced less of a response--they might have produced the same behavior pattern.
Results often turn out to be counter-intuitive, such as when longer duration exposures produced
less hearing loss in the rainbow trout or the fact that there was more hair cell damage with
increasing time after the acoustic insult (as in the McCauley et al. (2003) study). The seasonal
variation in hearing loss is also reason for caution. Would the same results of the recent LFA
exposure study apply at other water temperatures? Could there be more hearing loss? Was
stress measured, particularly in light of the recent study by Wysocki et al. (2005) on ship noise?

4.1.7

Mortality rates of 20-30% in herring exposed to sonar signals are not inconsiderable. There is no
RL indicated but rather a SL of 189 dB. Is this another typo? Again, was stress measured?

4.1.15

On the one hand, the DSElS urges caution in extrapolating between species, yet summarily
concludes that there will be negligible impact on fish from LFA exposure. Again, behavioral
changes or stress are all but ignored.

4.1.11

The Gausland (2003) document should be ignored. Its statistics are entirely invalid. It uses the
same data as Engis et al. (1996) [not 1995 as is stated in the citation and in the referencesagain, shoddiness], yet splits them up for no valid reason, and then notes they are no longer
statistically significant. Anytime you split the data up, you will lose statistical power, so it is no
surprise that this sort of manipulation will result in insignificant results. This in no way invalidates
the Engis et al. (1996) study, and moreover, is an incorrect use of the data. To say that the
variation Engis et al. (1996) noted is within normal fishing season variation is neither here nor
there. The fact is that the variation occurred under a systematic study and was related to when
seismic exposure was present compared with when not. The results were dramatic, obvious, and
large scale. That there is variation in catch rates over several fishing seasons is well-known
(however, the Engis et al (1996) study occurred over one fishing season, not over many). What
happens when there are low catch rates due to oceanographic factors and then seismic exposure
reduces them even further? These are the sorts of synergistic or cumulative impacts that can

4.1.9
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cause tremendous damage to fish populations. This argument offers no valid rationale for
criticizing the Engis et al. (1996) study. Quite the contrary, it provides more reason for caution.
The Wardle et al. (2001) study did indeed show some indications of change in the long-term dayto-night movements of pollock. A clear and repeated C-start reaction was also present in some
fish, which could cause stress and otherwise affect survivability. The fact that fish did not seem
to leave with exposure to seismic noise is hardly surprising. These are reef fish that are very tied
to their home territory, as the authors also note in their paper. There are many documented
cases of animals staying near damaging noise, even to the point of injury (NMFS 1996), so as not
to lose feeding or breeding opportunities, a situation that may have occurred had the fishes'
territories been abandoned.
The DSElS does not make clear that noise does not need to be the same frequency as the signal
of interest to mask it. At low and very high frequencies, a noise can mask a much wider range of
frequencies (Richardson et al. 1995). This would apply to LFA, as a low frequency signal.
Why is there no discussion of recent work on fish larvae showing they use noise for the selection
of, and orientation to, suitable settlement sites (Simpson et al. 2005)? Disruption of such
behavior would again most likely have population consequences.
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It is not possible to conclude that LFA impacts on fish would be negligible because only an
inconsequential portion of any fish stock would be present within the 180 dB sound field at any
given time. Firstly, I see no evidence that makes a compelling case for 180 dB being a "highly
conservative" figure. Mortality rates of 20-30% at 189 dB, and yet 180 dB is highly conservative
for fish? I don't think this would pass muster for being called "conservative" by any means.
Allowances must be made for sublethal, more subtle, or long-term effects. Delayed development
hasn't been adequately studied, nor non-immediate mortality through injury or overstimulation of
neuroendocrine systems. Secondly, what is the support for the conclusion that only
inconsequential portions of a fish stock.would be affected? Fish are clumped and would be
concentrated around areas of productivity. As such, one broadcast could affect large numbers of
several species of fish at once. And what about the effects on fish eggs, larvae, or fry? Studies
such as Kostyuchenko (1973), Dalen and Knutsen (1987), and Booman et al. (1996) show
increased mortality with seismic exposure of fish eggs, larvae, and fry compared with controls.
One spawning aggregation ensonified could have population consequences. Even a 5% loss at
critical stages of development and metamorphosis could impact recruitment into a fishery and
thus affect the population.
Again, to say that the percent of fish catch potentially affected by LFA would be negligible
compared to fish harvested commercially and recreationally in the region is hardly the point and is
a truly bizarre comparison. Is the Navy going to demand that commercial and recreational
fisheries be stopped in areas of LFA broadcasts? If not, then isn't the effect going to cumulative
or worse, synergistic? Has the Navy noticed that most worldwide fisheries are not exactly doing
well? That it is not hyperbole to say that many fisheries are in a state of crisis? I would certainly
hope that LFA broadcasts wouldn't have the same degree of usually devastating effects on the
fisheries that outright harvest or bycatch has. This statement does not comfort me in the least,
nor is it at all relevant. Each source of impact on the environment may be less than some other
(or by itself, not as serious), but that does not mean that each does not degrade the environment
in some additive way, and thus should be ignored.
This DSElS repeatedly urges caution when extrapolating between fish species or between fish
and sharks, for instance, but then goes on to do just that. It also argues that the LFA signal is too
different from LF sounds made by struggling fish to be attractive to sharks, yet has no problem
with equating natural sounds, even marine mammal vocalizations, to man-made noise. For
instance, in its discussion of the potential cumulative effects of several LFA systems operating
simulataneously, "whale vocalizations" are considered an additive impact together with LFA
noise! The DSElS makes the assumption that it is the pulsed nature of the playback sounds that

4.1.10

4.3.38
4.1.16

4.1.17

4.1.19

4.5.1

4.1.12
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caused sharks to withdraw. Since LFA is not pulsed, it argues, sharks would not withdraw from
LFA. Yet these pulsed sounds were usually attractive and only caused withdrawal at higher, but
still very modest, received levels of 111 dB. Thus, one could just as easily conclude that it may
be the higher sound level, not the pulsed nature, that causes shark withdrawal.
Conjectures about the potential disruption of shark migration are made that are wholly
unsubstantiated. Basically, we have no idea what the impact of LFA would be on shark
migration, and this fact must be honestly acknowledged without the fabrication of fairy tales.

4.1.18

Why is the lack of scientific data on sea turtle PTS a valid rationale for concluding LFA will not
cause PTS in sea turtles? Usually, this dearth of information should argue for precaution, not the
opposite!

4.2.3

Ducting, or SOFAR channels, doesldo exist in temperate regions and are usually at a depth of
about 1,000 m, within leatherback turtle diving range. In cold water regions, SOFAR channels
are closer to the surface. This discussion of transmission distances due to temperature zones is
incomplete, facile, and misleading.

4.2.4

While LFA and seismic air gun signals do differ, they share many characteristics, such as having
their greatest energy in the low frequencies and being very loud. Until we know which
characteristics of the noise turtles are reacting to, I do not believe it is valid to dismiss impacts on
turtles from seismic exposure, simply on the grounds that the signals differ in some of their
characteristics (but not others). In the absence of good studies on turtles exposed to LFA, the
"red flags" raised from results from seismic noise should be taken seriously. This is termed
"precaution". What about the orientation of females toward nesting beaches to lay their eggs?
Wouldn't they use LF surf noise? Anecdotal information suggests that the acoustic signature of a
turtles' natal beach might serve as a cue for nesting returns. It is not hard to imagine the
population implications of disrupting such behavior. Also, LF sound transmissions seemed to
cause increased surfacing behavior, which could place turtles at greater risk from vessel
collisions and more vulnerable to natural predators (O'Hara and Wilcox 1990; Lenhardt 1994).
While some of these references are cited in the DSEIS, I would like to see a more serious
discussion of these results.
The calculation of the area ensonified should state which RL is being used. I don't believe visual
or active acoustic monitoring will produce a high detection rate for sea turtles. This is a rather
bold assumption that needs testing. Such a statement is meaningless, otherwise.
How does a marine mammal's adaptation to pressure changes due to diving equate with being
able to tolerate pressure changes from noise? One important difference apparent immediately is
that when diving, an animal is able to control the pressure it is exposed to (by ascending or
descending). When confronted with a sudden noise, however, it is not in a position to so easily
control the pressure it experiences. This is again an area of wild speculation. On the one hand,
the DSEIS states that the marine mammal lung is reinforced with extensive connective tissue,
while on the other, it notes that alveoli collapse at depth. Thus, the story is quite complex, and it
is likely that lung volume changes with depth, making it harder to predict whether resonance
effects can occur or not for a particular wavelength. We really don't know how lung structures
behave during the course of a dive for the vast majority of marine mammal species.
The major criticism of Jepson et al. (2003) is that beaked whales could not develop the levels of
supersaturation necessary to produce decompression sickness. What Piantadosi and Thalmann
(2004) seem unaware of, is that supersaturation levels of 300% and beyond are indeed quite
plausible, and that several species, including beaked whales, do indeed perform a series of
repeated dives to depth, such that supersaturation levels can occur (Houser et al. 2001). 1
believe that Crum has since modified his contention that RL of over 190 dB would need to occur
for bubble growth to proceed. Again, with high levels of supersaturation, RLs could be

4.2.5

4.2.6
4.3.45
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substantially lower for this effect to occur. Moreover, a related phenomenon known as "static
diffusion" has been proposed for lower RLs. This section of the DSElS seems outdated.
I can see no justification for concluding that the potential effects on the stock of any marine
mammal from behavioral change or auditory masking would be minimal. Based on what
evidence? The Scientific Research Program was extremely limited in scope, studying four
species of whales for periods of weeks to a month or so. Even then, significant results of
avoidance or behavioral or vocal change were noted, yet these are dismissed. Moreover, no
studies have been conducted on marine mammals using the full operational SL. Why is the
published study (Miller et al. 2000) on humpbacks lengthening their song due to LFA broadcasts
not mentioned?

4.0.3
4.3.30

Why, in the risk analysislsensitivity flowchart, is there no mention of the no action alternative.
What if the risks are too great? Is there never the possibility of concluding that this technology
must be abandoned?
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There are no confidence limits on any of the numbers of individuals of each species in the area
nor on the number of animals in the stock. These are generally highly inaccurate estimates, so
using only one number to denote them is very misleading and gives no sense of the potential
range of percentage of animals affected. The identification of stocks is also very inexact and
prone to many errors unless genetic analyses have conclusively ascertained whether populations
are interbreeding or not. What does "% affected < 180 dB" mean? What is the minimum RL
considered to affect an animal behaviorally? This information is vital to have to be able to
evaluate these numbers adequately. Based on our best knowledge from past research, an
appropriate minimum RL for behavioral effects would be 120 dB (though behavioral effects have
occurred considerably below these RLs). As the 120 dB isopleth extends out to 1,I
11 km, the
percentage of animals affected would be much greater than given here. Again, it is very telling
that nowhere in this DSElS is the range of area affected to RLs of 120 dB ever given.
I am at a loss as to why a paragraph is written about how a change in species composition in an
area can change the species composition of strandings as well. What does this have to do with
sonar-related strandings? The fact that strandings can occur from "natural" causes needs to be
stated, but there should be an attendant discussion of how acoustically-induced strandings
display characteristics peculiar to this cause of stranding, such as mixed species composition, the
frequent presence of beaked whales, individuals spread out over tens of kilometers of coastline,
etc. etc. The examples of stranding events classified as "natural" (Tasmania, Florida Panhandle)
may have had noise as at least a contributing factor. They are not "open and shut" cases.

4.4.8

4.4.4

4.4.7

4.4.25

Why is there no mention that Cuvier's mass strandings were almost unheard of before the 1960's
when powerful sonars began to be deployed (Friedman 1989)?

4.4.19

These are not "strandings potentially related to anthropogenic sound"; they ARE related to
human-made noise. Moreover, it is telling that there are 33 other stranding events linked to noise
that are assiduously NOT mentioned here.

4.4.11

It is a misconception that inner ear trauma is required to establish a link between a stranding and
an acoustic event. Whales may strand due to panic, if close to shore and especially when, in
effect, herded toward the shore by noise (as drive fisheries have done purposely for decades).
Under this scenario, there would be no trauma other than that of the stranding. That inner ears
were not examined in the Greek stranding should not mean that thus no association between this
stranding and IVATO's LFA can be made. The co-occurrence between the ship's movements and
the timing and locations of the strandings is very compelling indeed. I would encourage the Navy
to include a figure detailing this event, with timing and locations of each stranded animal together
with the ship's movements, in their FSEIS.

4.3.50
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To say that the hemorrhaging in the Bahamas stranded animals could have been caused by
factors other than acoustic trauma is not consistent with the paragraph which follows cited from
the Interim Report on the stranding ("all evidence points to acoustic or impulse trauma" of which
the naval sonars "are the most plausible source"). Interestingly, the DSEIS does not mention
what these so-called "other factors" might be. Whale vocalizations, perhaps? That re-floated
animals apparently did not re-strand, does not mean that they lived. Some re-stranded
repeatedly immediately after being re-floated, but then, once guided into deep water, ultimately
did not return. The re-floated animals were never seen again, though these animals were a part
of a well-studied resident population. Balcomb and Claridge (2001) maintain that most, if not all,
of these animals died or abandoned their home area. It is impossible to say whether the various
oceanographic factors, the bathymetry, etc. were all necessary to produce this stranding. They
may or may not have contributed, and this may or may not have been an unusual confluence of
conditions. The evidence seems to point toward such noise-induced strandings not being as rare
as once thought.
It is truly astounding that the Canary Islands stranding of 2002 is given such short shrift. Not only
have three peer-reviewed articles appeared in highly respected journals about this stranding, but
preliminary results were published in the European Cetacean Society's Newsletter (Special
Issue). Where are the Jepson et al. (2003), Jepson et al. (2005) and Fernandez et al. (2005)
articles? It is entirely inadequate and moreover outrageous to merely state that "efforts to study
the whale specimens from this incident continue and a report has not yet been published."
Where is the final report from the Bahamas stranding, even though the stranding occurred five
years ago? Where is even one peer-reviewed paper from the Bahamas stranding (aside from
Balcomb and Claridge 2001)? Results from the Navy studies on fish are cited and described
without being published yet, but a double standard exists for the Canary Islands stranding
apparently.

4.4.18a

4.4.18

It is the height of absurdity to mention pinniped stranding events, even though there has not been
a single pinniped stranding that has been linked to noise, yet not include a table of all Cuvier's
beaked whale mass strandings historically worldwide that have been associated with noise
events (there have been about 27). Such tables have appeared in the IWC's 2004 Report of the
Scientific Committee, the ICES report (cited in this DSEIS), and other publications. Cuvier's
beaked whales have been called "canaries in the coal mine" for acoustic events, yet the focus
here is on pinnipeds. What is the Navy trying so studiously to hide?
There is no discussion of the possibility of synergistic effects from several LFA systems working
concurrently and with overlapping areas of impact. What if the ensuing sound field is so complex
that marine mammals would not know how to escape it (supposing they could otherwise)?
Simply using an additive approach (adding the potential impacts from each of the sources) would
not address this issue.
Why is whale watching's impact on whales being evaluated here? I thought this DSEIS was for
LFA sonar. This sort of finger-pointing is not helpful, especially since all these impacts are likely
cumulative. How can it be concluded that LFA has so far not harmed whale watching when LFA
operations to date have been restricted to around Taiwan, an area not known for its vibrant and
profitable whale watching industry?
The Au and Green (2000) study may have concluded that the humpback's auditory system would
not be seriously affected by boat noise, yet this study did show disturbance of the whales from
boats. Why was this not mentioned?
While masking is certainly a very widespread potential impact of human-made noise, it is not the
only impact. Stress, increased aggression, and effects on the ecosystem are some other
widespread potential impacts.

4.4.27

3.3.2

4.6.18
4.3.51
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I didn't realize that a discussion of cumulative impacts should consist of finger-pointing, i.e.
concluding that other noise sources or threats are worse. These noise sources and threats will all
be occurring together, so that the entire threats marine mammals are faced with need to be
evaluated in concert. I don't see this being done here. This sort of treatment makes a mockery
of the intent of the "cumulative effects" section.
The effects of reverberation are not addressed in this DSEIS, and how reverberation can increase
the effective duty cycle in terms of masking and other impacts.
It is impossible to conclude, as the ICES report does, that "sonar is not a major current threat to
marine mammal populations generally." I am not aware of a single study that has examined the
impact of sonar on marine mammal populations generally. I am aware of one well-studied
population that seems to have suffered adverse population-level effects from a single sonar
transit, however (Balcomb and Claridge 2001). This population appears to have been eliminated
from the area, through death or displacement.
Both bycatch and ship strikes could increase due to noise impacts if marine mammals can no
longer hear approaching ships or other threats like fishing gear. Todd et al. (1996) found that
more humpback whales were entrapped in fishing gear in an area where underwater explosions
were taking place, apparently causing hearing impairment. Such impairment seems likely to have
caused whales to blunder into nets, based on the unusual entrapment patterns observed (repeat
entrapments, unusual age classes entrapped, etc.). Similarly, whales killed by collisions with
high-speed ferries showed hearing impairment when later necropsied (Andre et al. 1997). These
are all examples of synergistic effects, effects that are greater than the sum of their parts.
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Ship strikes are not just a function of ship speed, as many small sailing vessels strike whales. A
ship speed of 10-12 kts could easily result in a ship strike.
The geographic restriction imposed by the 145 dB RL exposure criterion for known commercial
and recreational dive sites does nothing to support the conclusion that LFA sonar contributions to
oceanic ambient noise are small and incremental. This is a bizarre statement and total nonsequitur. The 145 dB criterion will be used in a tiny fraction of the ocean, since it only applies to
known dive sites.
It is not sufficiently protective to merely agree to expose Offshore Biologically Important Areas to
less than 180 dB. This is still a very high level, and there is literally a complete absence of
information on what the long-term impacts of such exposures on the behavior and population
health of any marine animal might be.
It is not enough to have marine mammal biologists qualified in conducting at-sea visual
monitoring for marine mammals train and qualify ship personnel to conduct the visual monitorirlg.
The marine mammal biologists should be conducting the visual monitoring themselves. This is
not information that can simply be transmitted-experience is required.

4.3.39

4.6.10

4.6.20

4.6.21
4.6.22
4.6.24
4.6.12

4.7.21

5.2.7

The Officer in Command is only alerted to marine mammal vocalizations (detected through
passive acoustic monitoring) IF "the sound is estimated to be from a marine mammal that may
potentially be affected'by LFA sonar. This needs more clarification, as this leaves considerable
leeway for the Navy to a) incorrectly estimate the species and to b) make the determination that it
will not be affected. Based on what?

5.2.15

What exactly is the full power of the HFlM3 sonar if it is ramped up starting at 180 dB?? Why is
this SL not given? Why is there no indication of the error rates in the detection of various species
by HF/M3? How many animals of which species escape detection? How many false positives?
Why is the HFlM3 ramped up, but not LFA? What are the mitigation measures for HFlM3
exposure? Does the Navy see any conflict between adding yet more noise in the name of
mitigating for noise?

2.4.1
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LFA broadcasts are resumed only 15 mins. after there is no more visual or HFlM3 contact with
the marine mammal? 'This presumes the HFlM3 system is highly successful at detecting marine
mammals and turtles, since 15 mins. is the minimum time many marine mammals stay
underwater, thus avoiding visual detection.
So, when the DSElS cites the Au and Green (2000) study under "cumulative impacts", there is no
mention of behavioral impacts from small boat noise. Yet under the mitigation section, when
surveys by small boats are considered, it cites the same study and mentions, for the first time, the
behavioral impacts on whales from small boats! Suddenly, when it serves their interest, the Navy
is highly concerned about the impacts of small boats and the additional noise animals would be
subjected to! This, from a noise source which would blanket 3.9 million sq. km of ocean with
levels known to cause whale avoidance! 'The shameless bias apparent here is astounding.
There is absolutely no basis for concluding that LFA does not "reduce the productive capacity of
any fish stock. It is an entirely plausible effect, especially given the increased mortality on fish
eggs, larvae, and fry found with exposure to seismic noise.
I wonder what an EIS for an atomic bomb would like, if prepared by the Navy. I'm sure impacts
would be deemed negligible for that as well.

The bottom line is that LFA broadcasts have an enormous and unprecedented potential area of
impact. The long-term population consequences of the lower intensity noise levels heard over
these huge areas has not been examined in any marine species. This all adds up to taking a
gamble of vast proportions with our marine environment. Therefore, the "No Action" alternative
should be pursued. Only if the No Action alternative is impossible should Alternative 4 be
chosen. This DSElS has contributed no new information which would warrant modification of the
conclusion that LFA is indeed a threat to the marine environment.
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Piedad Guzman <piedad~guzman2000@yahoo.com>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Ocean Life
Dec 21,2005 10:32 AM

Dear whom it concern:
Ocean life isimportant for the life cycle and
wales have an important role in it. We should have
more time so people can express their opinions before
any action against ocean life is done.
There is no question that the deployment of
SURTASS LFA Sonar
is of immense controversy in the public realm, where
almost monthly
we are seeing news of new strandings of cetaceans
around the world
that coincide with naval maneuvers and exercises.
Scientific
information continues to be limited, despite
additional attention to
the problem.
Furthermore, we believe additional information
would be
useful both for the Navy and for the public in
preparing comments,
including:
The US National Marine Fisheries Service is
conducting studies on
the stranding of a number of different cetacean
species that have
occurred along the coast of North Carolina
coincidental to Navy
activities offshore. The results of these studies may
significantly
change the claims of the SEIS for potential impacts on
marine
mammals. Therefore, delay of the comment deadline
until this
information is available is important.
While we appreciate that the Navy has prepared a
Supplemental EIS
to address some issues and update their information,
we still find
the review of some such information superficial and
based on
inadequate data, particularly the analysis of impacts
on marine
mammals and fish stocks. For example, by focusing on
two freshwater
species (trout and catfish) under experimental
laboratory conditions,
the Navy continues to trivialize the science of
biological impacts of
underwater noise and ignore recent studies in situ
suggesting severe
impacts on fisheries from sources of ocean noise,
including low

4.1.3
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frequency sources.
The SEIS still does not address the use of SURTASS
LFA during
conditions "in armed conflict or direct combat support
operations,
nor during periods of heightened threat conditions! " .
We are deeply
concerned, not only about the potential adverse
environmental impacts
of deployment of SURTASS LFA, but also of the
provocative nature of
the use of SURTASS LFA in waters throughout the world.
The nations,
within whose boundaries the Navy proposes to ensonify
thousands of
square miles of oceans, are nominally at peace with
the US. What is
the effect of our "exercises" offshore on these
nations? So far, the
United Nations and the European Parliament have
expressed deep
concerns with the potential impacts of ocean noise on
marine life.
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Thank you for your consideration of our
request for a delay
in the comment period for the DSEIS for SURTASS LFA.
Please enter
these comments into the Record of the comment period.
Sincerely,
Piedad Guzman
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam?

Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around

http://mail.yahoo.com
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Craig Williams <williamsc034@hawaii.rr.com>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Navy Sonar Testing
Dec 23,2005 3:05 PM
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Dear Sir; I am very much against this practice. I have been a sales representative for various acoustical products and systems for
over 20 years and know of the harm to all mammals-marine, etc.- that noise in high or low frequencies can cause. Here in Hawaii
we are very much dependent on our marine life as a source of tourist dollars as well as the enjoyment and lively hood of the local
residents. Anything that could negatively impact our ocean resources is not welcome and should be banned until definitive facts are
produced through further unbiased, scientific research. Sincerely, Craig Williams
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Jeanne Wheeler <aiannanoa@yahoo.com>
eisteam@mindspring.com
Re: comments on Draft EIS for SURTASS-LFA
Dec 27,2005 3:23 AM

Dear Folks: Thank you for extending the comment period
on the Draft EIS for 45 days - I will send mine by the
Jeanne
new deadline then . . . . Aloha - Sincerely,
Wheeler

Yahoo! DSL O Something to write home about.
Just $16.99/mo. or less.
dsl.yahoo.com
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jodilevine@onebox.com
eisteam@mindspring.com
mpalmer@cal.net
for EIS Program Manager
Jan 25,2006 2:28 PM

To whom it may concern.
Please add my comments to the record.
As a teacher, ocean lover and one who deeply appreciates wildlife, I am writing today to share my disapproval with the
deployment of LFA Sonar. It is common knowledge that what we do affects all things. In the proposal to increase the 1.1.6
number of naval vessels with LFA Sonar from 2 to 4 vessels, we must take into account the affect this will have on those
whose only home is the ocean. With our awareness of the sonar's impact on marine mamals (destroying their ear
canals, leading to death), we must do everything we can to protect them, not increase our harm to them. Please revisit
and accept the measures urged by the district court to PROTECT WHALES, FISH AND OTHER MARINE LIFE. They
are our kin. I want my children and grandchildren to see whales in their lifetime...should you continue allowing sonar to
disrupt the seas, generations to come may only know these beautiful giants in stories.
Thank you.
Jodi Levine
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92693
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Dear Sirs,
I ask that my comments be added to the record. And I ask that I be kept informed
on the future of this SEIS.
I oppose deployment of LFA Sonar. You have no right to harm all the whales and other
underwater creatures with that noise.
No vessels at all, not an increase to 4 naval vessels with LFA Sonar operatong all 1.1.6
around the world, in "the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, and the Mediterranean
Sea." The
US Marine Mammal Commission states that LFA Sonar has the potential to impact virtually
ALL marine mammal species in the world! And no "compact" LFA Sonar system
may be used in "shallow littoral ocean regions," essentially to support
seaward invasions of other countries.

LFA sonar, like other intense military sonar syustems, can kill whales. That is
simply unacceptable. You have no right to harm the whales. We want the whales to
be protected, not harmed. At peak power, the LFA Sonar system sends out pulses of
3.1.1
sound underwater the equivalent of standing five feet away from the Saturn rocket
on liftoff. A number of incidents of whales becoming stranded and dying have occurred
around the world linked with the use
of very loud military sonars. Expert scientists believe LFA Sonar may have more
lethal impact over longer distances due to the nature of low frequency sound transmissi
underwater. The Navy claims the problem of whale strandings is one of "public
4.4.13
perception." WRONG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
It's your perception that has a problem.
How would you like to have such a loud blast in your ears?
The SEIS mitigation for whales and dolphins is unaacceptably paltry. As mitigation,
the Navy promises only to turn off LFA
Sonar if they spot or detect whales in a very small area around the ships. Since
4.7.7
the impacts of underwater sound (both to do physical harm to whales and also to
disrupt and harass whales' and dolphins' own communication, feeding, and orientation)
cover enormous distances, these mitigation measures are too paltry to protect the
health of whales and dolphins and are unacceptable and will not be accepted. You
simply do not care, but we do. Human-caused background noise in the oceans is increasin
The SEIS rejects nearly all of the measures urged by the District Court to protect
whales, fish, and other marine life. The federal court that struck down the Navy's
earlier EIS wrote: "endangered species, including whales, listed salmon and
sea turtles,
will be in LFA Sonar's path. There is little margin for error without threatening
their survival." The court therefore urged the Navy to consider protective
measures such as wide coastal exclusion zones, more effective surveys for whales
before sonar exercises, shut-down procedures for fish, and the use of training areas
that present less risk to marine life. The Navy's SEIS rejects each of these ideas.
That is unacceptable.

1.2.4

4.7.13

The SEIS is inadequate in discussing impacts on fish and fishermen. We know that
sound can do great harm to fish stocks
-- some of us suspect the adverse impacts of military sonars on fish may be greater 4.1.4
than the impacts on whales and dolphins. But the Navy's SEIS dismisses such concerns
and provides no mitigation. The Navy's research on fish impacts involved exposing
rainbow trout and channel catfish, two freshwater species, to three bursts of sound
4.1.5
of 108 seconds duration in aquariums - - the sound used was considerably lower than
peak LFA Sonar noise. The Navy claims that mitigating the LFA Sonar system for
fish is "impractical." Too bad. The reality is that using LFA sonar is
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impractical and must not be done.
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The SEIS only deals with peacetime activity. During
periods of "armed conflict or direct conibat support operations, (or) during
periods of heightened threat conditions," the Navy will operate LFA Sonar without
any limitations or mitigation whatsoever. You must not do that. It is not okay to
use LFA sonar at all.
The bottom line is, we really have no enemies and you don't need LFA Sonar at all.

Pat Rasmussen
PO Box 1 5 4
Peshastin, WA 98847
509-669-1549

1.1.4
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Dulanie Ellis <dulanie@sbcglobal.net>
eisteam@mindspring.com
SURTASS LFA
Jan 26,2006 12:50 AM
Sonar-Navy 1tr.doc

Mr. Johnson:
Attached please find my letter to you which I would like included in
the Record of the Decision.
Dulanie Ellis
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I-019
Dulanie Ellis-La Barre
206 So. Blanche St., Ojai, CA 93023
January 24, 2006
Mr. Keith Jenkins
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic (Code EV2'1KJ)
6506 Hampton Blvd.
Norfolk, VA 23508
FAX: 757-322-4894
70 Federal Register 62101-62103
Please include these comments for the Record of the Decision
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
Many years ago I attended a presentation by the Scripps Institute on low-frequency active sonar
(LFA), and I've been following the issue of the Navy's desire to use LFA ever since. At that time
there was an effort to set up sonar testing facilities at Monterey Bay (CA) and Hawaii, in the
deep water trenches.
While I can fully appreciate the military's desire to be on top of the latest technology regarding
protection of the United States and its citizens, I am adamantly opposed to the use of LFA.
Some of my objections are as follow:
We humans have an arrogant habit of thinking that because we have made some
observations of phenomenon, that we "know" enough to ensure a positive outcome
from our endeavors. I'm sure the soldiers who were handed sunglasses to watch the
atomic bomb explode at White Sands were convinced they were safe. I know that my
grandfather, who covered the Hiroshima bomb for the Los Angeles Times, thought
he was safe to enter the city a week later to view the devastation. He died early, from
leukemia, of course. The absence of evidence does not equal the absence of harm.
We do not know near enough about the many thousands of oceanic species to have
any idea what this kind of assault will do to the inhabitants or the ecosystem.

2.

I understand that the sonar buoys themselves are made of several toxic materials,
but that only the lead is being measured, not the copper, lithium, arsenic or other
materials. When these are unleashed, or lost, or abandoned, their contents will
break down in the salt water and leech onto the ocean floor and with ocean
currents."Safe and acceptable exposure levels" ring a little hollow after our
experience with the nuclear industry and the current cancer rates.
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1.

3.

4.0.9

The sonar blasts are measured in an individual "hit" methodology, which skew the
stress threshold or "recovery" data. The synergistic effect of multiple blasts will have
unknown (and quite possibly lethal) consequences to not one but many species. For 4.4.27
example, the scientific community assured us of the effects of "a" pesticide, but failed
to take into account the synergistic effect that multiple agricultural chemicals would
have, reacting together in a chemical soup that had effects exponentially higher and
4.1.15
more intense than any of the individual chemicals by themselves.

Find another way. Do not endanger the species of the ocean with your quest for safety.

805-640-1133 Fax: 805-640-7899 Cell: 805-798-0158
dulanie@sbcglobal.net
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From:
scott sinclair <putorius@mybluelight.com>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: SEIS LFA
Date:
Jan 26,2006 6 5 9 PM
GO NAVY! After reviewing the SEIS, I find that I have no problem at all with deployment of the
SURTASS LFA system on an ocean basin wide scope. With the threat of non nuclear (aka deisel powered)
submarines quite real in these unstable times I see the deployment of SURTASS LFA as a vital element in
the protection of the USA and it's assets.
I do, however firmly believe that ongoing research in the mid and high frequency systems needs to
continue forward as well, and that once a suitable replacement system has been developed over time, that
the LFA would gradually be phased out.
Thanks you for this chance to comment
Sincerely,
Scott Sinclair
Off-Highway Solutions
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JayMurray2@aol.com
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JayMurray2@aol.com
eistearn@mindspring.com
Re: LFAS DEPLOYMENT COMMENTS.WPS
Jan 27,2006 5:12 PM
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Hello. Please give me a fax number and I will transmit my comments in that form now, and I will send them by email and snail mail asap. Jay

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
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JayMurray2@aol.com
eisteam@mindspring.com
mdelaplaine@coastal.ca.gov
Emailing: SDEIS comments
Jan 28,2006 6: 19 PM
SDEIS comments.doc

Your files are attached and ready to send with this message.
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Comments on Proposed
US Navy Low Frequency Active Sonar Deployment

These are my comments on the DSEIS created for proposed deployment of the United
States Navy SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar system. They are in addition to the
comments I provided for the Draft and Final LFAS EISIEIR.
The new LFAS DSEIS states in section 1-16 under the heading Adequacy of Scientific
Information on Human Divers, "There have been no significant changes to the
knowledge or understanding for potential effects of LF sound on humans in water.
The information in Subchapter 1.4.1 of the FOEISlEIS remains valid, and the
contents are incorporated by reference."
The only reason the Navy can say there is no new information on the impact of high dB
sound on divers is because they refused to conduct tests on recreation divers that exposed
them to the lowest fi-equencies at the highest power levels LFAS will produce. And even
though the Navy may say there have been no significant changes in the knowledge of the
effects of sound on humans, by reference, there have been notable changes in the
understanding of the effects of sound on marine mammals recently. Specifically, there
was a stranding incident of marine mammals in the Bahamas that scientists estimated the
received levels that caused the incident. The received level (RL) was estimated at 130dB.
(Balcomb, Hildebrand 2004) If a RL of 130dB caused stranding and death of marine
mammals, then it should be clear the proposed 145dB RL estimate for "known"
recreational dive sites places SCUBA divers, snorkelers and swimmers at risk of severe
negative reactions, if not fatality. Question #1: Why does the Navy feel they can
ensonify humans at a level almost 20 times greater than what caused the stranding and
death of marine mammals in the Bahamas incident?
I believe the current efforts to transmit sound through Earths oceans for every
conceivable military or "scientific research" experiment or system can be understood
better if we examine a statement made by several well known oceanographic acoustic
researchers in the October 2005 "Premier Edition" of the Acoustical Society of Americas
new publication "Acoustics Today." The article is titled Acoustic Remote Sensing; of
Ocean G~res.(Walter Munk, Peter Worcester and Robert Spindel) In large italicized
print on page 14 it states "It is inconceivable to us that oceanographers (and other
marine mammals) should not take advantage of the fact the ocean is transparent to
sound. " The article also concludes with the same statement.
To me, this shows complete insensitivity and lack of respect for all the creatures, known
and unknown, that live in Earths oceans and rely on sound as a means of communicating,
finding or stunning prey and navigating, but don't reside on terra firma. And now that a
few Homo Sapiens have found it possible to transmit sound across ocean basins for
military and "oceanographic research" purposes, we should enthusiastically do so because
humans are marine mammals akin to the countless species that reside there.
It seems ironic and pathetic Homo Sapiens "higher intelligence" believes we slithered
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out of the primordial soup eons ago, and now that we've become smart enough to use
Earths oceans in a manner similar to the "lower life forms" that inhabit said ocean, we
must now deploy a military sonar system to theoretically protect one group of humans
from another group of humans. Somewhere the idea of "higher intelligence" and "lower
life forms" has been flip-flopped in my opinion.
In theory I do agree with the statement regarding the kinship between Homo Sapiens and
marine mammals. Therefore, in my opinion, when the acoustic RN Cory Chouest was
transmitting LFAS during the "classified" Magellan 2 Sea Trials conducted between June
20 and September 30,1994 off central California's coastline, and SCUBA divers exited
the water over 150 miles from the source and complained of new weird low frequency
sounds that not only distracted our attention, but at times caused distinct lung vibration,
the creators and proponents of the transmissions should have considered the information
we provided as "coming from the horses mouth, so to speak.
The many underwater video tapes I made with the offending LF sounds captured were
summarily dismissed by some unknown Navy acoustician as "electromechanical
coupling" of my hydrophone. (Comment 4-9.20 and Navy response on page 10-142 of
FOEISIEIR)
The Navy's conclusion is completely impossible as my video camera system has been
tested by a respected independent acoustics researcher and found to be accurate. And
furthermore, the tapes I have made underwater show divers clearly pointing to our ears or
lungs in response to each pulse of sound. Several times I layed the camera on the bottom
and swam into the field of view. I then made a clenched fist with every pulse I heard.
I never supplied the Navy with a copy of my original tape because they never asked.
They may have obtained a copy from the Naval Postgraduate School or another source,
but the data they received may have been altered before the Navy acoustician made his
determination my tapes were "inconclusive."
When I took the first underwater videotape my friend and I made directly to the
vaunted Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey for analysis, Professor James
Miller called me within 24 hours and exclaimed we had captured the offending,
sounds I and other divers were complaining about on the tape I had delivered. The
Navy's answer to my Comment 4-9.20 is completely contradictory to your own Naval
Postgraduate Schools head acoustics Professor. In newspaper articles titled "Ocean
Sound Stumps Oficials" and "Strange PaczJic Ocean noises causing a stir," Professor
Miller is quoted as saying, "The sounds could be coming from a ship far away, beyond
the horizon." He is also quoted as saying an explanation for the LF noise could be #I, "A
Naw ship on a classified mission," #2, "A seismic ship could be mapping the seafloor,"
or #3, "A civilian oceanographic ship may be performing experiments in the area." All
of these conclusions were based on the tape I brought to your best and brightest Professor
and Graduate students at the NPS.
In the same DSEIS section, the Navy states: "Based on the evidenceprovided by the
diver, his complaint involved sound in the 30 - 43Hz range. He stated that he heard
and recorded LF sounds (on an underwater video recorder) on nine separate dates
Gfrom August 1994 through November 1995) in the vicinity of Point Lobos State Park
(south of Carmel, CA). He further stated that analysis of the tapes showed smooth
coherent energy at 38Hz The diver could have heard sounds from the SURTASS LFA
Sonar because it was operating in the area in August 1994. However, his recorded
evidence is inconsistent with any sounds that the SURTASS LFA sonar couldproduce.
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The lowest source transmission frequency of SURTASS LFA sonar during the period
was 160Hz."
Once again, I point out that your own Naval Postgraduate Schools acoustics Professor
James Miller stated clearly the possible sources of the noises we divers were
complaining about. His conclusions were based on the tape I provided. In fact, he
stated he had "Made 20 copies of the tape and used it for his students exam." I was
pleased to help the Naval Postgraduate School when they seemed to be without any data
regarding the sounds divers were hearing during the Magellan 2 Sea Trials.
It is currently hypothesized marine mammals are suffering from a form of the "bends"
when exposed to moderate levels of military sonar. The "bends", or decompression
sickness, is a serious, life threatening condition SCUBA divers suffer fi-om when they
surface too quickly after supersaturating their blood while breathing compressed air at
depth. If the bubbles being found in marine mammals bloodstreams and tissues are
formed when exposed to military sonar, either by scaring the animal into surfacing faster
than they do normally, or by actually acoustically exciting the tissues and dispersing the
air in the animals lungs into their bloodstream, then it can be postulated that SCUBA
divers exposed to 145dB sound waves from LFAS transmissions will be potential victims
of the same fate marine mammals exposed to naval sonar in recent years have succumbed
to. All it takes for a SCUBA diver to get decompression sickness is to be forced to the
surface after breathing compressed air from a depth greater than 30 ft, faster than the
known and approved rate of ascension. The reason we have to come up slowly is to
allow the gases our blood has absorbed at depth and higher ambient pressure to escape
through our lungs during the normal breathing SCUBA divers do when underwater.
Personally, I feel marine mammals lungs are being vibrated physically and air is
transferred to the blood stream in this fashon. The impedance mismatch between air and
water causes airspaces to vibrate at the received frequency. The data published in the
Draft LFA EISIEIR suggests SCUBA divers lungs might resonate when exposed to
different frequencies of LFAS transmissions at different depths. Question #2: If that is
the case, should SCUBA divers spend time at depth and attempt to calculate what
frequency we are being exposed to and at what depth our lungs might resonate?
Question #3: How will we be able to figure out if the 145dB RL transmissions will
rupture our lungs or ears? I'd like to say we might "Live and leam," but that may be
wishful thinlung! Question #4: If SCUBA divers are underwater on the bottom and
LFAS transmissions begin, ...... (Please answer either A, B or C.)
(A) We should remain at depth consuming our remaining air supply and hope the
transmissions stop so we can ascend without the possibility of lung resonance.
(B) We should immediately make a mad dash to the surface through a layer of potential
resonance and head for a recompression chamber.
(C) We should allow ourselves to be exposed to LFAS of unknown RL, continue our dive
and hope we are not injured.
Question #5: If the Divers Alert Network (DAN), the insurance agency who transports
SCUBA divers to hospitals in dive emergencies, becomes involved with the Navy and
informs divers where and when US Navy LFAS will be operational and the potential risks
involved with exposure, do you expect we will exhibit an avoidance reaction and not
enter the water? Question #6: Would the element of military surprise be lost if our
NavyIDAN tells us, and the world, when and where U.S. Navy sonar assets are deployed?
Question #7: If marine mammals are first exposed to potentially injurious dB levels
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when they are at depth, could they make the complicated acoustic resonance calculations
that may save their lives? Since that data isn't available to them, it appears they are
simple dashing to the surface through the depth where their lungs and other airspaces
resonate and cause injury or death.
If marine mammals are assaulted with dangerously high dB sound waves loud enough
to rupture their lungs, the result would be either blood or water filling their lungs. The air
in their lungs would then be purged during their death. This would produce negative
buoyancy and the deceased animal would sink to the bottom. Hence, we may not be
seeing the actual results of Naval sonar, the dead marine life near the transmit vessel, and
within sight of the marine mammal observers, sinks beyond detection. And since it is the
airspaces within marine mammals and schools of fish that actually cause a return signal to
be received by the LFAS transmit vessels passive acoustic array, when their airspac& are
violated and they no longer contain air, there will be no further returns from what the
Navy sonar development contractor describes as "clutter and target like objects" in an
article titled "Low Frequency, High Power Density Active Sonar" by Ronald P. White,
(Manager, Active Sonar Programs, Sanders, Inc. Sea Technology magazine. May 1996)
The article states, "Since 1991, Sanders, a Lockheed Martin company, has been the
prime contractorfor the LFA transmit subsystem (LTS). The largest, highestpower,
lowestfrequency system built to date, LTS weighs 72 tons, including 36 long tons of
array hardware.. ." "From May through October 1993, the SURTASS/LTS system
underwent technical evaluation at sea, The LTS accumulated greater than 7,500
transmit hours, equivalent to more than 35,000 mission hours of high power, troublefree operation without a single active projector failure." In the same article it states,
"One of the biggest obstacles to active processing is the abundance of clutter returns
from target-like objects in shallow water that can overwhelm the operator with false
target indications. Until recently, it was not possible to accomplish this sortini
reliably. That is, algorithmic approaches had not been developed for achieving
consistent performance independent of the environment, To alleviate this active system
drawback, Sanders has been engaged in R&D of active classification algorithms in the
areas of low-frequency active, mid-frequency active, explosives and optical sensors in
cooperation with U S . Navy customers. The company has processed more than 10,000
echoesfrom submarines, schools offish, wrecks, surface ships, and seamounts
collected from a number of dvferent deep and shallow water environments." In a
personal conversation with the Aicles author, Ronald White, he admitted that whales and
other marine mammals also produced the same "clutter or false returns" as schools of
fish.
It should be noted that the above referenced article clearly states the latest LFAS
transmit system is "The highest power, lowest frequency"system built to date.
Because the same RN Cory Chouest conducted the well known Heard Island Feasibility
Test (HIFT) back in 1991 that transmitted a 57Hz tone fiom the Southern Indian Ocean to
receivers near Monterey, CA in the Pacific and in the Atlantic near Bermuda, it is clear
the LFAS transmit system onboard the Cory Chouest during the 1994 Magellan 2 Sea
Trials was capable of producing sounds of a lower frequency and at a higher power than
the vessel was capable of during HIFT. Question #8: Why does the Final OEISIEIR state
in Section 2.1.1 "The source frequency is between 100 and 500Hz (The LFA system's
physical design does not allow for transmissions below 1OOHz)?? This directly
contradicts the article in Sea Technology and the transmissions from the HIFT. Question
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Does the U.S. Navy SURTASS LFAS system have the ability to transmit below
100Hz? Question #lo: Is the Navy calling transmissions below lOOHz something else
like Extreme Low Frequency Active Sonar? Question #11: Do any Navy sonar
transducers have the capability to transmit below 100Hz? Question #12: Does the Navy
use them, and when? The SDEIS states the LFAS sound field will never be more intense
than the transmit level of 1 LFA projector. (215dB) Question #13: Why then does the
Navy need an array of 18 transmitters? Question #14: Would the received level of the
LFAS array be the same at a range of 100 miles if there was only one transducer
operating, not 18?
The opening Abstract and Section 4 of the DSEIS states, "The RN Cory Chouest
and the USNS Impeccable are the onlv vessels equipped with a SURTASS LFA
sonar system."
There is contradictory information currently available that indicates there are already 5
US Navy SWATH vessels outfitted and deployed with LFA sonar plus the R/V Cory
Chouest. Jane's Warships page 844 states under the heading Victorious Class: Ocean
Surveillance Ships (AGOS)
The Victorious
The Able
The Effective
The Loyal

2.1.2
2.1.1
2.1.3
2.1.1
2.1.4

2.1.6

T-AGOS 19
T-AGOS 20
T-AGOS 21
T-AGOS 22

The data shows they were all built and deployed prior to July 1, 1993. The information
states the sonar onboard as "UQQ2 SURTASS and LFA; towed array; passivelactive
surveillance." It also states, "The Low Frequencv Active component produces both
mono and bistatic performance against submerged diesel submarines in shallow
water."
The newer T-AGOS 23 Impeccable is also spoken of, and it is confirmed the vessel will
carry LFA sonar as the SEIS states.
Question #15: Have any Victorious Class SWATH vessels been built and already
deployed with LFA Sonar as Jane's suggests?
Question #16: Does the Navy plan to develop any different LFA sonar transmit
platforms such as deploying it on the new Sea Shadow SWATH vessels?
In Technical Report #3 which focuses on LFAS impacts on humans, and was created as
part of the Final OEISIEIR, there is information that clearly indicates there have been no
tests done in the lowest frequency band at the highest RL SCUBA divers will be exposed
to by LFAS. Page 11 of Tech Report #3 says, "Although there were no differences in
the reported level of aversion between the different signals presented (@re tone, 30Hz
hyperbolic sweeps up and down) there were significant differences in aversion ratings
among the frequencies tested Results showed that aversion to LFS varied according to
a 'V' shaped function between lOOand SOOHz, with the most and least aversive
frequencies occurring at 1OOHz and 250Hz, respectively (Fothergill et a l , 1998A). The
effect of duration of the LFS exposures on aversion was tested with the most aversive
frequency (100Hz) at a SPL of 136dB (Sims et al., 1997). The duration of the sound
exposure lasted between 7 and 28 s with at least a 50% duty cycle between consecutive
sound exposures." The test done on volunteer Navy recreational divers then said," The
increase in sound duration from 7 to 28s did not significantly affect the aversion ratings
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which were midway between "Very Slight" and "Slight". It concluded with, "However,
one o f the 26 subjects tested did repeatedlv provide an aversion rating greater than
"Vew Severe" for some o f the sound exposures. These data sunnest that lOOHz LFS is
well tolerated at an SPL o f 136dB for up to 28s in the majoritv o f individuals (Sims et
a1 1998B).
-9

It is clear the Navy has not conducted any tests on non-military
recreational or commercial divers that includes a RL of 145dB for 100
seconds at the most aversive frequency LFAS is supposedly capable of
transmitting;, 1OOHz.
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It is my belief the Navy cannot proceed as planned. The inadequacies I mention above
would seem to only allow a maximum RL of 136dB at "known dive sites" which equates
to a 9dB reduction from the planned RL of 145dB in near shore waters where most, but
not all diving and snorkeling occurs. I'd sure hate to be a Abalone snorkeler looking for a
nice quiet place to hunt these tasty mollusks only to be blasted with RL7shigher than
145dB because helshe was in an area not on the list of "known dive sites". I think the
potential for disaster is very real for unknowing snorkelers as well as SCUBA divers. If a
snorkeler descends to depth and is suddenly assaulted by an unknown manmade sonar
transmission at 145 or even 136dB and their lungs start vibrating, they would
immediately bolt to the surface as they only have that one breath of air. Similar to what
marine mammals may be doing when they surface too quickly and suffer air in their
bloodstreamslorgans when exposed to sonar technologies.
In the Final OEISIEIR, the Navy has summarily dismissed these same assertions on the
grounds they conducted tests on trained Navy SCUBA divers. In the document titled
"Exposure Guidelines for Navy Divers Exposed to Low-Frequency Sonar", (Pestorious,
Curly, May 14, 1996) there were Navy divers exposed to LF sound up to a level of 160dB
at a frequency of 160Hz.
This test was designed to develop exposure guidelines for U.S. Navy d.ivers, not
recreational divers who are not part of the military by either induction or volunteering.
As such, any use of this data by the Navy to help establish exposure guidelines for
recreational or commercial divers is completely inappropriate and invalid.
The above referenced experiment had its first section titled "The Larger Problem".
These problems were listed as,
Communitv Noise,
1. Non-military divers and swimmers
2. Marine mammals and other marine fauna
3.Political/socio-economic issues
4. LegallLiability issues.
The test also included what was described as a "Symptomatic event" that involved a 32
year old male experienced Navy diver. He was exposed to 160dB for 15 minutes at 60
FSW. At about 12 minutes experienced dizziness, somnolence, inability to concentrate,
and residual tingling in arms for -20 minutes. He received immediate medical attention
but relapsed after 1 hour and was transported to Tindal AFB hospital for observation.
Recovered overnight but relapsed on his drive home. Was eventually returned to diving
status. Retired voluntarily with no medical disability. As recently as 1996, complained of
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irritability and minor memory dysfunction. Subsequently suffered a "seizure." Now
being treated with anti-depressant and anti-seizure drugs.
Clearly this incident shows very negative reactions when humans are exposed to levels
of 160dB. Question #17: If trained, informed Navy qualified divers can't stand LFS for
even 15 minutes at 160dB, why does the Navy feel they can expose marine life to a level
100's or thousands of times more powerful than that? In my opinion common sense
would dictate marine mammals not be exposed to any levels higher than what has been
shown by your own data to cause extreme negative reactions in humans. And because the
testing done on volunteer recreational Navy divers showed negative reactions at 136dB
after just 28 seconds, it is my opinion the Navy cannot subject all the marine life 1
mammals to a level higher than 136dB. And furthermore, the Bahamas incident showed a
RL of 130dB to cause stranding and death of marine mammals, the RL for marine life and
divers must be kept well below that level. Even the 130dB level is 1000 times more
powerful than levels shown to cause SCUBA divers to react to LFS within the LFAS
frequency band. Tech Report #3 says on page 9, "If it can be inferred that the minimum
auditory threshold is the point at which human behavior may be altered by the
presence of LFS, then these results suggest that SCUBA divers will first detect and
possibly react to LFS (within the frequency range 100 - 500Hz) at SPLs between 84
and 100dB."
The same document referred to earlier, "Exposure Guidelines for Navy Divers Exposed
to Low-Frequency Active Sonar", has a section clearly stating the guidance developed is
not appropriate for recreational divers. Under the heading Exposure Guidance and the
Diver it says the test applies to "All divers meetings medical qualifications for Navv
diving " Some of the symptoms the Navy divers reported were: "Vibrations,
numbness, vertigo, imbalance, motion sickness, dizziness and abdominal/chest
sensations." It also says, "Psvcholog;ical considerations: possibilitv of adverse
reaction by uninformed diver."
Question #18: If Divers Alert Network (DAN) doesn't manage to contact all divers that
happen to be in the water when the Navy ensonifies them with LFAS, will the Navy claim
it's DANs fault for failure to notify? Question #19: Or will the Navy take full legal
responsibility for any negative reactions they cause from their planned LFAS
transmissions?

Conclusion and request for "No Action"
In conclusion, I must request with the strongest language possible the Navy take the
"No Action" option regarding deployment of the Low Frequency Active Sonar system.
This conclusion is based on the fact recent stranding incidents and deaths of Marine
Mammals appear to have occurred when the unfortunate beings were exposed to military
sonar at levels well below the planned SCUBA diver RL ofl45dB. (i.e. Bahamas
stranding and death at 136dB)
The Navy has not conducted any research on the impact of 145dB, 100Hz sound
exposure on recreational divers. For that matter, they have not conducted this experiment
on Navy divers either according to available information. The test done on the Navy
qualified divers may have subjected the divers to a higher RL of 160dB, but not at the
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"most aversive" frequency of 100Hz.
When divers in the Monterey area complained about new weird sounds while diving
and recorded the offending sounds, the Navy dismissed the incident by saying my data is
inaccurate. That still doesn't explain the fact SCUBA divers were screaming about and
reporting high intensity low frequency sounds when diving. It seems no matter what data
is presented, the Navy will try and deny responsibility instead of using it's assets to locate
and inform the public what's going on. You have proven through your actions you intend
to avoid all responsibility for the negative reactions you cause.
In my own case, as a PAD1 Divemaster you have forced me to abandon the thing I loved
most in my existence. After being subjected to the Magellan 2 Sea Trials high db LF
sounds in the Monterey area, I actually heard and recorded the transmissions while diving
in Fiji. The Navy assertion the LFAS system isn't the main source of sound in any ocean
basin is laughable. Your transmissions are easily heard for thousands of miles. We
divers can't even hear the shipping lanes just 15 miles offshore. If we could, we would
probably be informing Sanctuary officials of the sounds. If LFAS is to operate over ten
times closer to shore than Magellan was to Monterey, the potential negative impacts
should be obvious. I also have been exposed to the Navy 3kHz "standard" sonar
implicated in recent marine mammal strandings when diving in Hawaii. The divers with
me said they thought "either their ears were ringing, or they were going crazy. " This
type of Naval sonar didn't produce lung vibration, but it certainly ruined a great dive. I
haven't been diving since 1998. It's a clear avoidance reaction to being exposed to Naval
sonar. I had hoped to buy a dive shop somewhere in the tropics and live a divers life for
my remaining years on Earth, but with your LFAS system and other sonar technologies
roaming the planet and ensonifylng divers in all ocean basins, fulfilling my dream is now
not feasible.
And the fact remains the Navy has already built and deployed several SWATH LFAS
transmit vessels back in the early 1990's according to available public information.
In the article I referenced at the beginning of my comments, Acoustic Remote Sensing
of Ocean Gvres, there is a statement in the Acknowledgements section that says, " Munk
(Walter) subsequentlybriefed Vice President Gore on ATOC." (The Scripps Acoustic
Thermometry of Ocean Climate test that transmitted LF sound on ocean basin scales)
"When Munk encountered Vice President Gore on a number of occasions following the
briefing, the Vice President referred to Munk as the Whale Killer."
I can say from my own experience, the U.S. Navy, it's contractors and the organizations
involved with developing, testing and deploying high power density active sound
transmission systems are the destroyers of worlds. What's next, sound controlled
autonomous underwater nuclear weapons? And oh, by the way, why don't you shut off
the communication system that sends low frequency sounds to our submarine fleet. Its
characteristics are almost identical to your LFAS system. Its encrypted information is
being transmitted into the public domain and I fear the encryption codes will be stolen or
sold to your adversaries.
In is my opinion the Navy should not expose civilian recreational divers or commercial
divers to a RL of LFAS that will cause distraction or disruption of their dive. In
Technical Report #3 it states divers may first react to sound in the LF band at a level
between 84 and 100dB. I believe that to be true, so therefore subjecting d.ivers to sounds
beyond 100dB may cause serious life threatening problems and subject the Navy to
potential litigation. Remember, a RL of 130dB caused death of marine mammals in the
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Bahamas incident. I also believe there will be a noticeable negative impact to the entire
dive industry if LFAS is deployed as planned in Alternative #l.
In advance, thank you for answering these question in the Final LFAS SOEIS. And
thanks for the extra 45 days to comment on this global scale proposal.

Yours truly,

Jay R. Murray
369 El Caminito Rd.
Camel Valley, CA 93924
Jayrnurray2@aol.com
83 1-659-4729
PAD1 Divemaster #80669

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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JayMurray2@aol.com
eistearn@mindspring.com
Re: LFAS DEPLOYMENT COMMENTS.WPS
Feb 8,2006 5:37 PM

Greetings. Did you receive my comments by fax? Thanks, Jay Murray
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From:
JayMurray2@aol.com
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: Re: LFAS DEPLOYMENT COMMENTS.WPS
Date:
Feb 9,2006 1 0 5 9 AM
Hello. Yes, there were 9 pages with 19 questions I'd like answered. Thanks, Jay
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Comments on Proposed
US Navy Low Frequency Active Sonar Deplovment

These are my comments on the DSEIS created for proposed deployment of the United
States Navy SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar system. They are in addition to the
comments I provided for the Draft and Final LFAS EIS/EIR.
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The new LFAS .DSEISstates in section 1-16 under the heading Adeauaw of Scientific
Information on Human Divers, "There have been no signtpcant changes to the
knowledge or understandingfor potential effects of LF sound on humans in water.
The information in Subchapter 1.4.1 of the FOEISATIS remains valid, and the
contenls are incorporated by reference."
The only reason the Navy can say there is no new information on the impact of high dB
sound on divers is because they r e h e d to conduct tests on recreation divers that exposed
them to the lowest frequencies at the highest power levels LFAS will produce. And even
though the Navy may say there have been no significant changes in the knowledge of the
effects of sound on humans, by reference, there have been notable changes in the
understanding of the effects of sound on marine mammals recently. Specifically, there
was a stranding incident of marine mammals in the Bahamas that scientists estimated the
received levels that caused the incident. The received level (RL) was estimated at 130dB.
(Balcomb, Hildebrand 2004) If a XU, of 130dI3caused stranding and death of marine
mammals, then it should be clear the proposed 145dB RL estimate for "known"
recreational dive sites places SCUBA divers, snorkelers and swimmers at risk of severe
negative reactions, if not fatality. Question #I: Why does the Navy feel they can
ensonifj humans at a level almost 20 times greater than what caused the stranding and
death of marine mammals in the Bahamas incident?
I believe the current efforts to transmit sound through Earths oceans for every
conceivable military or "scientific research" experiment or system can be understood
better if we examine a statement made by several well known oceanographic acoustic
r n n n m m h n o m :rr
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Comments on Proposed
US Navv Low Frequency Active Sonar Deployment

These are my comments on the DSEIS created for proposed deployment of the United
States Navy SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar system. They are in addition to the
comments I provided for the Draft and Final LFAS EIS/ELR.
The new LFAS DSEIS states in section 1-16 under the heading Adequacy of Scientific

information"Humanerehave been no signzjicant changes to the
knowledge or understandingfor potential eflects of LF sound on humans in water.
The information in Subchapter 1.4.1 of the FOEISZEIS remains valid, and the
conten& are incorporated by reference."
The only reason the Navy can say there is no new information on the impact of high dB
sound on divers is because they refused to conduct tests on recreation divers that exposed
them to the lowest muencies at the highest power levels LFAS will produce. And even
though the Navy may say there have been no significant changes in the knowledge of the
effects of sound on humans, by reference, there have been notable changes in the
understanding of the effects of sound on marine mammals recently. Specifically, there
was a stranding incident of marine mammals in the Bahamas that scientists estimated the
received. levels that caused the incident. The received level (RL) was estimated at 130dB.
(l3alcornb, Hildebrand 2004) If a RL of 130dB caused stranding and death of marine
mammals, then it should be clear the proposed 145dB RL estimate for ccknowncb
recreational dive sites places SCUBA divers, snorkelers and swimmers at risk of severe
negative reactions, if not fatality. Question #1: Why does the Navy feel they can
e n s o m humans at a level almost 20 Limes grealer than what caused the stranding and
death of marine mammals in the Bahamas incident?
I believe the current efforts to transmit sound through Earths oceans for every
conceivable military or "scientific research" experiment or system can be understood
better if we examine a statement made by several well known oceanographic acoustic
researchers in the October 2005 "Premier FAition" of the Acoustical Societv of Americas
new publication ccAcousticsToday." The article is titled Acoustic Remote sen sin^ of
Ocean Gvres. (Walter Munk, Peter Worcester and Robert Spindel) In large italicized
print on page 14 it states "It is inconceivable to us that oceanographers {and other
marine mammabl should not take advantage of thefact the ocean is transparent to
sound The article also concludes with the same statement.
To me, this shows complete insensitivity and lack of respect for all the creatures, known
and unknown, that live in Earths oceans and rely on sound as a means of communicating,
finding or stunning prey and navigating, but don't reside on terra firma. And now that a
few Homo Sapiens have found it possible to transmit sound across ocean basins for
military and "oceanographic research" purposes, we should enthusiasticallydo so because
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humans are marine mammals akin to the countless species that reside there.
It seems ironic and pathetic Homo Sapiens "higher intelligence" believes we slithered
out of the primordial soup eons ago, and now that we've become smart enough to use
Earths oceans in a manner similar to the "lower life forms" that inhabit said ocean, we
must now deploy a military sonar system to theoretically protect one group of humans
fiom another group of humans. Somewhere the idea of "higher intelligence" and "lower
life forms" has been flip-flopped in my opinion.
In theory I do agree with the statement regarding the kinship between Homo Sapiens and
marine mammals. Therefore, in my opinion, when the acoustic R N Cory Chouest was
transmitting LFAS during the "classified" Magellan 2 Sea Trials conducted between June
20 and September 30,1994 off central California's coastline, and SCUBA divers exited
the water over 150 miles from the source and complained of new weird Low frequency
sounds that not only distracted our attention, but at times caused distinct lung vibration,
the creators and proponents of the transmissions should have considered the information
we provided as "coming fiom the horses mouth", so to speak.
The many underwater video tapes T made with the offending LF sounds captured were
summarily dismissed by some unknown Navy acoustician as c'electromechanical
coupling" of my hydrophone. (Comment 4-9.20 and Navy response on page 10-142 of
FOEISEIR)
The Navy's conclusion is completely impossible as my video camera system has been
tested by a respected independent acoustics researcher and found to be accurate. And
fkthennore, the tapes I have made underwater show divers clearly pointing to ow ears or
lungs in response to each pulse of sound. Several times I layed the camera on the bottom
and swam into the field of view. I then made a clenched fist with every pulse I heard.
I never supplied the Navy with a copy of my original tape because they never asked.
They may have obtained a copy from the Naval Postgraduate School or another source,
but the data they received may have been altered before the Navy acoustician made his
determination my tapes were c'inconclusive."
When I took the first underwater videotape my friend and I made directh to the
vaunted Naval Postmsduate School in Monterev for analysis, Professor James
Miller called me within 24 hours and exclaimed we had captured the offending
sounds I and other divem were complaining about on the tape I had delivered. The
Navy's answer to my Comment 4-9.20 is completely contradictory to your own Naval
Postgraduate Schools head acoustics Professor. In newspaper articles titled "Ocean
Sound Stumps O~cials"and "Strange Pacific Ocean noises causing a slir," Professor
Miller is quoted as saying, "The sounds could be corning from a ship far away, beyond
the horizon." He is also quoted as saying an explanation for the LF noise could be #I, '1
Naw ship on a classified mission," #2, "A seismic ship could be mapping the sedoor,"
or #3, "A civilian oceanographic shiu may be performing experiments in the area." All
of these conclusions were based on the tape I brought to your best and brightest Professor
and Graduate students at the NPS.
In the same DSEIS section, the Navy states: "Basedon the evidence provided by the
diver, his complaint involved sound in the 30 - 43Hz range. He stated that he heard
and recorded LF sounds (on an underwater video recorder) on nine separate dates
@om August 1994 through November 1995) in the vicinity of Point Lobos State Park
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(south of Carmel, CA). He further stated that analysis of the tapes showed smooth
coherent energy at 38Ri The diver could have heard soundsfrom the SURTASS LFA
Sonar became it was operating in the area in August 1994. However, his recorded
evidence is incombtent with any sounds that the SURTASS LFA sonar could produce.
The lowed source transmissionfrequency of SURTASS LFA sonar during the period
was 160Hz."
Once again, I point out that your own Naval. Postgraduate Schools acoustics Professor
James Miier stated clearly the possible sources of the noises we divers were
complaining about. His conclusions were based on the taae I provided. In fact, he
stated he had "Made 20 copies of the tape and used it for his students exam." I was
pleased to help the Naval Postgraduate School when they seemed to be without any data
regarding the sounds divers were hearing during the Magellan 2 Sea Trials.
It is currently hypothesized marine mammals are s ~ e r i n fkom
g
a form of the "bends"
when exposed to moderate levels of military sonar. The "bends", or decompr~ssion
sickness, is a serious, life threatening condition SCUBA divers suffer fkomwhen they
surface too quickly after supersaturating their blood while breathing compressed air at
depth. If the bubbles being found in marine mammals bloodstreams and tissues are
formed when exposed to military sonar, either by scaring the animal into surfacing faster
than they do normally, or by actually acoustically exciting the tissues and dispersing the
air in the animals lungs into their bloodstream, then it can be postulated that SCUBA
divers exposed to 145d8 sound waves from LFAS trammissibns will be potential victims
of the same fate marine mammals exposed to naval sonar in recent years have succumbed
to. All it takes for a SCUBA diver to get decompression sickness is to be forced to the
surface after breathing compressed air fiom a depth greater than 30 ft, faster than the
known and approved rate of ascension. The reason we have to come up slowly is to
allow the
our blood has absorbed at depth and higher ambient pressure to escape
through our lungs during the noxmal breathing SCUBA divers do when underwater.
Personally, I feel marine mammals lungs are being vibrated physically and air is
transferred to the blood stream in this fashion. The impedance mismatch between air and
water causes airspaces to vibrate at the received frequency. The data published in the
Draft LFA EIS/EIR suggests SCUBA divers lungs might resonate when exposed to
different frequencies of LFAS trammissions at different depths. Ouestion #2: If that is
the case, should SCUBA divers spend time at depth and attempt to calculate what
frequency we are being exposed to and at what depth our lungs might resonate?
Question #3: How will we be able to figure out ifthe 145dB RL transmissions will
rupture our lungs or ears? I'd like to say we might "Live and learn," but that may be
wishful thinking! Ouestion #4: If SCUBA divers are underwater on the bottom and
LFAS transmissions begin, ...... (Please answer either A, B or C.)
(A) We should remain at depth consuming our remaining air supply and hope the
transmissions stop so we can ascend without the possibility of lung resonance.
(B) We should immediately make a mad dash to the surface through a layer of potential
resonance and head for a recompression chamber.
(C) We should allow ourselves to be exposed to LFAS of unknown RL,continue our dive
and hope we are not injured.
Question #5: If the Divers Alert Network (DAN), the insurance agency who transports
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SCUBA divers to hospitals in dive emergencies, becomes involved with the Navy and
informs divers where and when US Navy LFAS will be operational and the potential risks
involved with exposure, do you expect we will exhibit an avoidance reaction and not
enter the water? Question #6: Would the element of military surprise be lost if our
Navy/DAN tells us, and the world, when and where U.S.Navy sonar assets are deployed?
Question #7: If marine mammals are first exposed to potentially injurious dB levels
when they are at depth, could they make the complicated acoustic resonance calculations
that may save their lives? Since that data isn't available to them, it appears they are
simple dashing to the surface through the depth where their lungs and other airspaces
resonate and cause injury or death.
If marine mammals are assaulted with dangerously high dB sound waves loud enough
to rupture their lungs, the result would be either blood or water filling their lungs. The air
in their lungs would then be purged during their death. This would produce negative
buoyancy and the deceased animal would sink to the bottom. Hence, we may not be
seeing the actual results of Naval sonar, the dead marine life near the transmit vessel, and
within sight of the marine mammal obsemers, sinks beyond detection. And since it is the
airspaces within marine mammals and schools of fish that actually cause a return signal to
be received by the LFAS transmit vessels passive acoustic array, when their airspaces are
ill be no further returns from what the
violated and they no longer contain air, there w
Navy sonar development contractor describes as "clutter and target like objects" in an
article titled 'Zow Frequency, High Power Density Active Sonar" by Ronald P. White,
(Manager, Active Sonar Programs, Sanders, Inc. Sea Technology magazine. May 1996)
The article states, "Since 1991, Sanders, a Lockheed Martin compaPry,has been the
prime contractorfor the LFA transmit subsysfem (ITS). The largest, highest power,
lowestfrequency system built to date?LTS weighs 72 tons, including 36 long tons of
array hardware. " "From May through October 1993, the SURTASSnTS system
underwent technical evaluation at sea. The LTS accumulated greater than 7,500
transmit hours, equivalent to more than 35,000 mksion hours of high power, troublefree operation without a single active projector failure." In the same article it states,
"One of the biggest obstacles to active processing is the abundance of clutter returns
from target-like objecls in shallow water that can overwhelm the operator withfahe
target indications. Until recently, it was not possible to accomplish this sorting
reliably. That h, algorithmic approaches had not been developedfor achieving
consistentperfontt~ttceindependent of the environment. To alleviate this active system
druwback, Sanders has been engaged in R&D of active c1asszJiu:atiOn algorithm in the
areas of iow-fequency active, mid-frequency active, explosives and optical sensors in
cooperation with US.Navy customem. The company has processed more than 10,000
echoesfrom submarines, schools of fcsh? wrecks, s u ~ a c ships,
e
and seamounts
collectedfium a number of difrent deep and shallow water environments. In a
personal conversation with the articles author, Ronald White, he admitted that whales and
other marine mammals also produced the same "clutter or false returns" as schools of
fish.
It should be noted that the above referenced article clearly states the latest LFAS
transmit system is "The highest power. lowest frequencv"system built to date.
Because the same R N Cory Chouest conducted the well known Heard Island Feasibility

..
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Test (HIFT)back in 1991 that transmitted a 57Hz tone from the Southern Indian Ocean to
receivers near Monterey, CA in the Pacific and in the Atlantic near Bermuda, it is clear
the LFAS transmit system onboard the Cory Chouest during the 1994 Magellan 2 Sea
Trials was capable of producing sounds of a lower frequency and at a higher power than
the vessel was capable of during HIFT.Ouestion #8: Why does the Final OEISIEIR state
in Section 2.1.1 "The source fiequency is between 100 and 500Hz (The LFA system's
physical design does not allow for transmissions below 1OOHz)?? This directly
contradicts the article in Sea Technology and the transmissions from the HIFT. Ouestion
#9:
- Does the U.S. Navy SURTASS LFAS system have the ability to transmit below
100Hz? Question #lo: Is the Navy calling transmissions below 1OOHz something else
like Extreme Low Frequency Active Sonar? Ouestion #11: Do any Navy sonar
transducers have the capability to transmit below 1 OOHz?Question #12: Does the Navy
use them, and when? The SDEIS states the LFAS sound field will never be more intense
than the transmit level of 1 LFA projector. (2 15dB) Question #13: Why then does the
Navy need an array of 18 transmitters? Question #1.4: Would the received level of the
LFAS array be the same at a range of 100 miles if there was only one transducer
operating, not Z 8?
The opening Abstract and Section 4 of the DSEIS states. "The RN Corv Chouest
and the USNS Imueccable are the onlv vessels equipped with a SURTASS LFA
sonar svstem."
There is contradictory infomation currently available that indicates there are already 5
US Navy SWATH vessels outfitted and deployed with LFA sonar plus the RN Cory
Chouest. Jane's Warships page 844 states under the heading Victorious Class: Ocean
Surveillance Shim (AGOS)

The Victorious T-AGOS 19
The Able
T-AGOS 20
The Effective T-AGOS 21
The Loyal
T-AGOS 22
The data shows they were all built and deployed prior to July 1,1993. The information
states the sonar onboard as "UQQ2 SURTASS and LFA; towed array; passive/active
surveillance." It also states, "The Low Frequencv Active com~onentproduces both
mono and bistatic performance against submerged diesel submarines in shallow
water.'))
The newer T-AGOS 23 Impeccable is also spoken of, and it is confirmed the vessel will
cany LFA sonar as the SEIS states.
Question #15: Have any Victorious Class SWATH vessels been built and already
deployed with LFA Sonar as Jane's suggests?
Question #16: Does the Navy plan to develop any diierent LFA sonar transmit
platforms such as deploying it on the new Sea Shadow SWATH vessels?
In Technical Report #3 which focuses on LFAS impacts on humans, and was created as
part of the Final OEISIEIR,there is information that clearly indicates there have been no
tests done in the lowest fiequency band at the highest RL SCUBA divers will be exposed
to by LFAS. Page 11 of Tech Report #3 says, "Although there were no dgferences in
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the repotted level of aversion between the diM;eent signals presented @ure tone, 30Hz
hyperbolic sweeps up and down) there were significant d~flerencesin aversion ratings
among thefrequencies tested Results showed that aversion to LFS varied according to
a 'V'shapedfunction between lOOand SOOHz, with the most and least aversive
frequencies occurring at 1OOHz and 250Hz, respective& Fothergiffet a&,1998A). The
effect of duration of the LFS exposures on aversion was tested with the most aversive
frequency (100Hz)at a SPL of 136dB (Sims et al., 1997). The duration of the sound
exposure lasted between 7 and 28 s with at least a 50% duty cycle between consecutive
sound exposures." The test done on volunteer Navy recreational divers then said," The
increase in sound duration fiom 7 to 28s did not significantly affect the aversion ratings
which were midway between "Very Slight" and "Slight". It concluded with, uHoweverL
one ofthe 26 subjects tested did reaeatedlv provide-reater
than
"VervSevere" for some o f the sound avosures. These data sumzest that lOOHz LFS is
well tolerated at an SPL of 136dB for up to 28s in the maioritv o f individuals ( S i s et
a1
1998B1.
9

It is clear the Navy has not conducted any tests on non-military
recreational or commercial divers that includes a I U of 145dB for 100
seconds at the most aversive frequency LFAS is supposedly capable of
transmitting, 100Hz.
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It is my belief the Navy cannot proceed as planned. The inadequacies I mention above
would seem to only allow a maximum RL of 136dB at "known dive sites" which equates
to a 9dB reduction fiom the planned RI,of 145dB in near shore waters where most, but
not all diving and snorkeling occurs. I'd sure hate to be a Abalone snorkeler looking for a
nice quiet place to hunt these tasty mollusks only to be blasted with RL's higher than
145dB because helshe was in an area not on the list of "known dive sites". I think the
potential for disaster is very real for unknowing snorkelers as well as SCUBA divers. If a
snorkeler descends to depth and is suddenly assaulted by an unknown manmade sonar
transmission at 145 or even 136dB and their lungs start vibrating, they would
immediately bolt to the swface as they only have that one breath of air. Similar to what
marine mammals may be doing when they surface too quickly and suffer air in their
bloodstreams/organs when exposed to sonar technologies.
In the Final OEJSJEIR, the Navy bas summarily dismissed these same assertions on the
grounds they conducted tests on trained Navy SCUBA divers. In the document titled
"Exposure Guidelines for Navy Divers Exposed to Low-Frequency Sonar", (Pestorious,
Curly, May 14,1996) there were Navy divers exposed to LF sound up to a level of 160dB
at a fkequency of 160Hz.
This test was designed to develop exposure guidelines for US. Navy divers, not
recreational divers who are not part of the military by either induction or volunteering.
As such, any use of this data by the Navy to help establish exposure guidelines for
recreational or commercial divers is completely inappropriate and invalid.
The above referenced experiment had its first section titled "The Lar~erProblem".
These problems were listed as,
Communitv Noise,
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1. Non-military divers and swimmers
2. Marine mammals and other marine fauna
3.Political/socio-economic issues
4. LegalLiability issues.
The test also included what was described as a "Symptomatic event" that involved a 32
year old male experienced Navy diver. He was exposed to 160dB for 15 minutes at 60
FSW. At about 12 minutes experienced dizziness, somnolence, inability to concentrate,
and residual tingling in arms for -20 minutes. He received immediate medical attention
but relapsed after 1 hour and was transported to Tindal AFB hospital for observation.
Recovered overnight but relapsed on his drive home. Was eventually returned to diving
status. Retired voluntarily with no medical disability. As recently as 1996, complained of
dysfunction. subse&ently suffered a Useizure." NOW
irritability and minor me&
being treated with anti-depressant and anti-seizure drugs.
Clearly tbis incident shows very negative reactions when humans are exposed to levels
of 160dB. Question #17: If trained, informed Navy qualified divers can't stand LFS for
even 15 minutes at 160dI3, why does the Navy feel they can expose marine life to a level
100's or thousands of times more p o w e f i than that? In my opinion common sense
would dictate marine mammals not be exposed to any levels higher than what has been
shown by your own data to cause extreme negative reactions in humans. And because the
testing done on volunteer recreational Navy divers showed negative reactions at 136dB
after just 28 seconds, it is my opinion the Navy cannot subject all the marine life /
mammals to a level higher than 136dB. And fhthermore, the Bahamas incident showed a
RL of 130dB to cause stranding and death of marine mammals, the RL for marine life and
divers must be kept well below that level. Even the 130dB level is 1000 times more
powerfil than levels shown to cause SCUBA divers to react to LFS within the LFAS
frequency band. Tech Report #3 says on page 9, "If if can be inferred that the minimum
auditoiy threshold is the point at which human behavior may be altered by the
presence of LFS, then these resdh suggest that SCUBA divers willfirst detect and
possibly react to LFS (within thefrequency range 100 500Ha at SPLs between 84
and 100dB."

-

The same document referred to earlier, "Exposure Guidelines for Navy Divers Exposed
to Low-Frequency Active Sonaf', has a section clearly stating the guidance developed is
not appropriate for recreational divers. Under the heading Ex~osureGuidance and the
Diver it says the test applies to '%I1divers meetings medical uuali~ations
for Naw
divine." Some of the symptoms the Navy divers reported were: "Vibrations,
numbness, vertigo, imbalance, motion sickness, dizziness and abdominaVchest
sensations." It also says, ~Psvchologicalconsiderations: ~ossibilitvof advelse
reaction by uninformed diver."
Question #la: If Divers Alert Network (DAN) doesn't manage to contact all divers that
happen to be in the water when the Navy ensonifies them with LFAS, will the Navy claim
it's DANs fault for failure to notify? Ouestion #19: Or will the Navy take fbll legal
responsibility for any negative reactions they cause fiom their planned LFAS
transmissions?
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Conclusion and request for "No Action"
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In conclusion, I must request with the strongest language possible the Navy take the
"No Action" option regarding deployment of the Low Frequency Active Sonar system.
This conclusion is based on the fact recent stranding incidents and deaths of Marine
Mammals appear to have occurred when the unfortunate beings were exposed to military
sonar at levels well below the planned SCUBA diver RL ofl45dB. (i-e. Bahamas
stranding and death at an estimated RL of 130dB)
The Navy has not conducted any research on the impact of 145dB, 100I-ksound
exposure on recreational divers. For that matter, they have not conducted this experiment
on Navy divers either according to available information. The test done on the Navy
qualified divers may have subjected the divers to a higher RL of 160dB, but not at the
"most aversive" frequency of 100Hz.
When divers in the Monterey area complained about new weird sounds while diving
and recorded the offending sounds, the Navy dismissed the incident by saying my data is
inaccurate. That still doesn't explain the fact SCUBA divers were screaming about and
reporting high intensity low hquency sounds when diving. It seems no matter what data
is presented, the Navy will try and deny responsibility instead of using it's assets to locate
and inform the public what's going on. You have proven through your actions you intend
to avoid all responsibility for the negative reactions you cause.
In my own case, as a PAD1 Divemaster you have forced me to abandon the thing I loved
most in my existence. After being subjected to the Magellan 2 Sea Trials high db LF
sounds in the Monterey area, I actually heard and recorded the transmissions while diving
in Fiji. The Navy assertion the L F A S S ~ isn't
S ~ the
~ ~main source of sound in any ocean
basin is laughable. Your transmissions are easily heard for thousands of miles. We
divers can't even hear the shipping lanes just 15 miles offshore. If we could, we would
probably be informing Sanctuary officials of the sounds. If LFAS is to operate over ten
times closer to shore than Magellan was to Monterey, the potential negative impacts
should be obvious. I also have been exposed to the Navy 3 W "standard" sonar
implicated in recent marine mammal st&dings when d k g in Hawaii. The divers with
me said they thought "either their ears were ringing, or they were going cra~y.
" This
type of Naval sonar didn't produce lung vibration, but it certainly ruined a great dive. I
haven't been diving since 1998. It's a clear avoidance reaction to being exposed to Naval
sonar. I had hoped to buy a dive shop somewhere in the tropics and live a divers life for
my remaining years on Earth, but with your LFAS system and other sonar technologies
roaming the planet and ensoni6ing divers in all ocean basins, Ilfdling my dream is now
not feasible.
And the fact remains the Navy has already built and deployed several SWATH LFAS
transmit vessels back in the early 1990's according to available public information.
In the article I referenced at the beginning of my comments, Acoustic Remote Sensing
of Ocean Gvres, there is a statement in the Acknowledgements section that says, " Munk
(Walter) subsequently briefed Vice President Gore on ATOC." (The Scripps Acoustic
Thermometry of Ocean Climate test that transmitted LF sound on ocean basin scales)
"When Munk encountered Vice President Gore on a number of occasions following the
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briefing, the Vice President referred to Munk as the Whale Killer."
I can say fiom my own experience, the U.S.Navy, it's contractors and the organizations
involved with developing, testing and deploying high power density active sound
transmission systems are the destroyers of worlds. What's next, sound controlled
autonomous underwater nuclear weapons? And oh, by the way, why don't you shut off
the communication system that sends low frequency sounds to our submarine fleet. Its
characteristicsare almost identical to your LFAS system. Its encrypted information is
being transmitted into the public domain and I fear the encryption codes will be stolen or
sold to your adversaries.
In is my opinion the Navy should not expose civilian recreational divers or commercial
divers to a RL of LFAS that will cause distraction or disruption of their dive. In
Technical Report #3 it states divers may first react to sound in the LF band at a level
between 84 and 100dB. I believe that to be true, so therefore subjecting divers to sounds
beyond lOOdB may cause serious life threatening problems and subject the Navy to
potential litigation. Remember, a RT, of 130dB caused death of marine mammals in the
Bahamas incident. I also believe there will be a noticeable negative impact to the entire
dive industry if LFAS is deployed as planned in Alternative #l.
In advance, thank you for answering these question in the Final LFAS SOEIS. And
thanks for the extra 45 days to comment on this global scale proposal.

Jay R. Murray
369 El Carninito Rd.
Camel Valley, CA 93924
Jamurray2@,aol.
corn
83 1-659-4729
PAD1 Divemaster #80669
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John Ellenby
601 Minnesota St, #212
San Francisco CA 94107

Mr. Joe Johnson
4100 Fairfax Drive
Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
Wednesday, January 25,2006

Dear Mr. Johnson,
Ref: Federal register number 70 FR 68443
Iam very disturbed to hear that despite solid evidence of massive harm to marine life and

potential harm to divers in the water that the Navy is proceeding to deploy very powerful
and harmful sonar.
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Ihope very much that the very capable scientists at the Office of Naval Research and
elsewhere in the Navy will be engaged and allowed time to improve means for quietly
locating submarines: stealthy tracking of one's opponent often being a superior war-fighting
tactic and certainly less destructive and disruptive of those making peaceful use of the
world's oceans.

Please include my letter in the Record of the Decision.
Thank you
John Ellenby

Web Mail Printable Message
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From:
Lucy Marcus <lucymarcus@gmail.com>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: LFA Sonar Comment
Date:
Jan 29,2006 9:09 PM
I do not believe LFA sonar is safe to use in any oceans as it has been shown to harm cetaceans, and
potentially other marine wildlife. With reports of mass strandings and ruptured ear drums in various
animals in testing areas, LFA sonar use should not be continued.

Lucy Marcus, Masters of Applied Science
School of Marine Biology and Aquaculture
James Cook University
PO Box 5 JCU
Douglas, QLD 48 11
0422 087 035

Web Mail Printable Message

I
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From:
"sylviaemail@gmail.com" <sylviaemail@gmail.com>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: Dear Mr. Johnson:
Date:
Jan 30,2006 9:44 PM
I am feeling heartsick for the sea mammals' increasing contact with

"humankind" pollution. I am especially concerned about the impact of
I am opposed to
noise pollution on their capacity to echonavigate.
increasing the number of U.S. Navy ships equipped with low-frequency
active sonar. I request that my concerns be made part of the "Record of
Decision."
Sincerely,
Sylvia Ruth Gray
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Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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Marilyn Jasper <mjasper@accessbee.com>
eisteam@mindspring.com
PLEASE: NO NAVY WHALE Killing SONAR
Feb 3,2006 1:53 AM

Page 1 of 1
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We now have proof that sonar testing is extremely damaging--after the recently beached whales after the sonar
testing. How many more aquatic species have to die before we stop the unnecessary horrific sonar testing? Please
stop the testing immediately.
Thank you for considering my views,
Marilyn Jasper
3921 Dawn Dr

Loomis, CA 95650

-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.375 I Virus Database: 267.14.251247 - Release Date: 113112006

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Hello,
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Jeff McMillan <jdmcmillan@gmail.com>
eistearn@mindspring.com
against sonar
Feb 4,2006 1:46 PM

I am against the Navy's use of sonar because of its detrimental affects on whales.

Thank you,
Jeff McMillan
235 Pacific Oaks Apt #I10
Goleta, CA 93117
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From:
Edward Mainland <emainland@comcast.net>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: Comment: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS
Date:
Feb 4,2006 10:56 PM

,P-c

FOR SURTASS LFA SONAR EIS PROGRAM MANAGER
COMMENTS ON DRAFT NAVY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON DEPLOYMENT OF
LFA SONAR

Please add my comments to the official SEIS record.
.http://www.surtass-Ifa-eis.com/

I have reviewed

The SEIS is wholly inadequate. I find it a tendentious, self-serving
embarrassment to the method and the science. It is a farrago of
deficiencies. Please correct the following:
The U.S. Navy apparently rejects most of the District Court's
recommendations to protect marine life. These recommendations have
scientific and operational merit. The Navy's groundless rejection does
not.
The Navy does not accept what scientists and fishermen are coming to
understand: that military sonars affect not only cetaceans but also a
vast array of fish and other sea life. The Navy fails to offer means
of mitigating the real impacts on fish and fishermen.
SEIS mitigation for cetaceans is insufficient. Underwater noise
affects whales, dolphins and fish over much longer distances than the
small area around ships. Moreover, the anthropogenic noise background
in the oceans is increasing, thus adding to a cumulative, total impact.
The SEIS skirts this conclusion.
LFA sonar can kill sea life. Loud military sonars are implicated in
many whale strandings worldwide. Deaths result. The problem of whale
strandings is not one of "public perception" but is real. Expert
scientists have concluded that LFA sonar can be lethal over long
distances. The SEIS dodges the severity of this impact.
Deployment of LFA sonar will affect sea life literally around the
globe, owing to increased deployment of sonar-bearing ships and
increased numbers of them. The SEIS does not take this awful scale of
the problem into proper account.
Most important: During "armed conflict" or "heightened threat
conditions", the Navy intends to place no restrictions or mitigation
whatever on LFA sonar. Because we are currently in a "war" that
appears to have no end in-sightand, in fact, that "war" has been
defined as virtually endless by the Administration itself (a conflict
alleged to be a global tussle with something called "evil",which
humanity's religious and psychological record shows is eternal or at
least extremely durable and tenacious, and because "peacetime" is
something that apparently will never again exist, at least under this
Administration's rules, the SEIS is, by definition, a document dealing
with a non-existent and unlikely-to-happen set of conditions. It is
therefor nu1 and void and without purpose or merit on its very face.
Please register my firm opposition to deployment of this lethal and
costly technology (which by the way has little or no military
application to "the war on terror" or to our alleged adversaries who

5.4.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
5.0.1

4.4.11
4.4.12
4.6.15

1.1.4

Web Mail Printable Message

I-027

currently are scattered criminal bands of opportunistic, land-based
gangs and mobs with no ships or even boats let alone advanced
submersibles which LFA sonar is alleged to detect and combat).

--

Edward A. Mainland
1017 Be1 ~ a r i nKeys Blvd.
Novato, CA 94949
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Gordana Leonard <gordana@hawaiian.net>
@Bi
eisteam@mindspring.com
"Sen. Daniel Akaka" <senator@akaka.senate.gov>, "Sen. Daniel Iinouye"
<senator@inouye.senate.gov>, Congressman Ed Case <ed.case@mail.house.gov>, "Sen.
Barbara Boxer" <senator@boxer.gov>, "Sen. Dianne Feinstein" <senator@feinstein.gov>
Subject: A Response to the SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS
Date:
Feb 6,2006 12:04 AM
To: SLIRTASS LFAS E.I.S. Program Manager
Aloha from the Big Island of Hawaii!

First of all, I am asking that my oppir~ionlwordsbe added to the record, almost disbelieving that
the LFAS deployment issue has re-emerged and that, expecially considering the volume of the
EIS, we have only until February 10th to respond!
In my oppinion, Navy's current SElS proposes SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar
deployment , which, in view of previous data and court ruling, now verges on criminal, perhaps
on a planetary scale.

Not only is the current proposal making a mockery of the Federal Court's ruling which struck down the
earlier EIS, said that "endangered species, including whales, listed salmon and sea turtles, will be in
LFA Sonar 'spath. There is little marginfor error without threatening their survival" and
recommended considerable and serious protective measures, but it is doubling the number of ships, 1.1.6
vastly publicly expanding the theater of operation, adding a new type of broadcasting system for shallow
waters and insulting the intelligence of any whom they would like to believe that their intended mitigating1.1.7
measures are adequate.
I OPPOSE DEPLOYMENT OF LFA SONAR, especially as currently considered by the Navy.

According to the US Marine Mammal Commission, LFA Sonar has the potential to impact virtually
ALL marine mammal species in the world!

4.3.6

The probable impact of the use of the newly added "compact" LFA Sonar system in "shallow littoral ocean
regions", and operations in "the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, and the Mediterranean Sea" to
1.1.7
support seaward invasions of other countries, is debilitation, maiming and death of mammal species which
previously might have been only marginally affected because of the originally intended smaller area of
operations and only deep-sea deployment!!!
LFA sonar, like other intense military sonar systems, CAN KILL WHALES. Contrary to the
UNSUBSTANTIATED Navy claims that the problem of whale strandings is one of "public perception,"
eminent scientists believe that a number of incidents of whales becoming stranded and dying, many of 4.4.13
them horribly, have occurred around the world due to the use of loud military sonars. Because of the
nature of lowfiequency sound transmission under water, LFA Sonar may have even more lethal impact
over longer distances.

Navy's proposed mitigation measures are laughable, and would at best protect the life and health of some
whales and dolphins, while probably not at all sparing the "lesser", yet perhaps more endangered -- like 4.7.7
monk seals, marine mammals within the LFA's affective range.

I intend to say nothing about the likely LFAS effect on fishermen and their families, trusting that enough of
them will scream loudly enough before the February 10th response deadline for the Navy to hear that it

4.1.4
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must go back to the drawing board and return with an EIS that is not a dishonorable document, and to
propose equipment, methodologies, activities, theater of operations and necessary mitigating measures
which shame neither the U.S Navy nor the United States of America .
3 @"-%

-

Sincerely,
Gordana Leonard
P.O. Box 3165
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745-3 165
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Mr. Joe Johnson
4100 Fairfax Drive Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
As an American citizen of some 58 years I am deeply concerned about the
increasing'numberof ships that are being equipped with LFA sonar for the
deployment of the U.S. Navy's Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low
Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) sonar program. It has.been consistently
demonstated and shown that increasing the number of ships will only increase
ocean noise pollution, putting marine life at further risk. I am including the
federal register number (70 FR 68443) for your records and further request that
these comments be included as part of the "Record of the Decision." I will also
be sending you a hard copy of this request.
Robert C Schmidt
PO Box 1072
Kula, HI 96790
Jan. 29,2006

1.1.6

I-029

ATTITUDE
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1 LOVE Y O U

I

,

YOU are in my thoughts and prayers this day.
A little act of love, a few words, simple r e s p e c t
a n d q u i e t p r a e r has the power a n d potential
to c a n g e a person's life.

1
to e x p r e s s
Let u s learn to sjve love
love honest1? a n d to receive love graciously.

he condition o

I

the world may very well be the sum
total of the love a n d hatred that exists in it.
I AM expressing my love f o r o u
to help change the balance to a more ovingworld.

9
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SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
To whom it may concern:
I urge the Navy to stop the further deployment of low-frequency active sonar, or at least
to adopt much stronger mitigation measures, because of the documented harmful effects
of active sonar on whales. Whales are some of the most beautiful and fascinating forms
of wildlife, and as a member of the public I urge you to protect them.
Please add these comments to the record.
Thank you!
Sincerely,

dziakj1@alumni.cua.edu
3 15 West Beaver Avenue, Apt. 2
State College, PA 16801
(8 14) 237-5622

I-031
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Kimberly Skrupky
From:

EIS Team [eisteam@mindspring.com]

Sent:

Monday, February 06, 2006 4:O'l PM

To:

kimberly.a.skrupky@marineacoustics.com

Subject: Re: LFA Sonar

-----Original Message----From: Janice Petta
Sent: Feb 6,2006 11:36 AM
To: eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: LFA Sonar
Gentlemen:
I'm writing to voice my op osition to the deployment of LFA Sonar. Since the US Marine Mammal Commission states
that this sonar has the orential to harm and possibl kill marine mammal species throughout the world and our own
federal court has statefthat endan ered species w i i be in LFA Sonar's path. l am compelled to write. It is an outrage
that our government ignores everyt ing except its own needs. We live in a world where every life form depends on
each other to survive. Where will this all end, with a dead Earth? Please stop the murder of innocent life.

R

Please add my comments to the records, and please reconsider your plan to deploy LFA Sonar.

B-136

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Janice Petta
575 Farview Ave.
Wyckoff NJ 07481

Web Mail Printable Message
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From:
Sean White <luvandlite@hotmail.com>
To:
eisteamamindspring. com
Subject: sonar testing
Date:
Feb 6,2006 6:03 PM
to whom it may concern-

Page 1 of 1
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we are all on this planet together - including all the animals and fish. if we hurt one part of this system, we
hurt ourselves in one way or another. mother earth has already started to warm and increase her storms and
quakes - we must act together now if we are to save ourselves and the planet. please do not help to hurt the
whales and dolphins whch are already suffering from pollution by adding to it with noise pollution. these
sonar tests will affect many animals and this is not right and not clever. these highly intelligent creatures
should not be made to suffer, please stop the testing now.
love and light,
Sean white

I-033
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.$SEAFLOW

Protect Our Living Oceans

Low Frequency A c t i v e Sonar:
The Threat t o Whales and a l l Marine Life
In July 2002, theNationd MsrineFisheriesService(NMFS) gavean authorizationto theU.S. Navy that will
dlow the use of an extremely loud active sonar system to detect enemy submarines This permission stempts
the Navy from the Marine M m m d RotectionAct through a series of "letters of authorization" for "sndl t&e"
and threetens the health of ocean IifedI over theworld. This sonar system is cdled SurveiIIanceTowedArray
Sensor System Low Frequency Active Sonar - or LFA Sonar.
What i s Low Frequency A c t i v e Sonar or LFA Sonar?
LFA Sonar i s m underwater system that theU.S. Navy spent over $375 million tax dollsrscreeting. It is
designed to detect "quiet" submarines by emitting an extremely loud low frequency noise into the o m , and
then listening for echoes This isoneof the loudest noises humans haveever made, and it is powerful
enough to kill marine mammals and other formsof marine life!
Why i s LFA Sonar s o d e s t r u c t i v e t o marine life?
For m y forms of marine life, the ocean is an acoustic environment rather than a visud one. Marine life relies
on sound the sameway terredrid Iife relies on vision. Powerful undetwater sounds cause dmsrge to their
hearing systems, which can result in disorientation; disconnection from school, pod or community; internal
bleeding; ruptured tissues; and dwFness With impdred hearing, a m i n e mmrnd has diffiwlty navigating,
feedi ng, communicating and breeding. Damagecan be severe enough to kiII, because a deaf whde is a dead
whde!
When and w h e r e d o e s t h e Navy plan t o use t h i s t e c h n o l o g y ?
Now that theNavy haspermission from theNMFS, it can begin immediateuseof LFA Sonar. TheNavy plans
to deploy LFA Sonar in over 80% of theworld's oceans However, during timesof war, conflict or
" heightened alert" LFA Sonar can be used anytimeanywhere, induding coastal waters
I s LFA Sonar necessary for n a t i o n a l defense?
No. The Navy has at Ileast two paz3vesonar systemsthat are not harmful to marinewildlife (testimony by
Admird F w in Congress, dne2002). They do not need LFA Sonar-which even illuminates our boatsas
targets What is n e e s a y for nationd ddense is a healthy, living aquatic ecosystem.
What i s being done t o s t o p t h e Navy from deploying LFA Sonar?
Seaflow, dong with the Naturd Resources DefenseCounal (NRDC), Earth ldand Institute, Humane Sodety of
the UnitedStates and other organizationswho oppose LFA Sonar, areworking to lobby congressiond deciaonm&ers, launch educationd campaigns and create grassroots movementsdl over the country. The NRDC filed
two lawsuitsin August 2002, to block theNavy from deploying thisdestructivetechnology.
What i s Seaflow? W l o w isanenvironmentd organization based in Marin
County, CA, which is dedicatedto protecting o m habitats W l o w hasjoi ned
forceswith Eath Idand Institute, a S a Francisco nonprofit that oversees over
thirty environmentd projectsworldwide, to help organize a grassroots campagn
and cod ition-building to stop LFA Sonar. To learn more about W l o w , please
visit our web site: www.seaflow.org
P.O. Box 507, Fairfax, CA 94978

(415) 454-4443

e-mail: info@.seaflow.orq

web: www.seaflow.org

H

elp create a tidal wave of support to stop
the assault on marine mammals by Military
Active Sonar.

Contact your members of Congress. Urge
them to halt LFA funding and put a moratorium on
the deployment of all new active sonars, and
encourage their support for the development of
alternative and more benign technologies.

* Contact city, county and state officials. Ask
them to pass local resolutions opposing military
srti\,n
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Union Parliament, the 11iternational Whaling
Commission, the World Conservation Union (IUCN)
and other world leaders in passing resolutions
against the deployment of military active sonar.

e Write letters to the editor. Call tadio shows.
Tell your friengs in other districts and states about
this issue. Spread the word across the globe.
Create community gatherings. Seaflow can
support your event with videos, CDs, literature and
other educational material covering the many
aspects of the Ocean Noise issue.
Q Join our email alert list by registering at
www.seaflow.org. Our website has articles,
interviews and links to important resources.

a Join the Seaflow community. Attend our
regular meetings and volunteer your talents and
time to cleate positive change.
Call 41 5-229-9366.

Support Seaflow's critical .work t o ,protect
tne rrre. 3enu a i d x - u e u u r i ~ u ~ueo t i d i ~ ulo~ ~
Seaflow, 1062 Fort Cronkhite, Sausalito, California
94965, or donate online at www.seaflow.orq.
- As
stewards for ocean life, let us work toqether
to
permanently stop active sonar.
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The health of all living things is interdependent UI
whatever affects the ocean ~~V~~OIIIIICIII UICLI,
living things.

I

I

Protecting our environment and keeping the
Earth's living systems in balance i s critical to
national security andglobal stability.
Opening our hearts to the suffering o f other
creatures connects US to our global community
and inspires us to ac

I
I

Seaflow is organizing coalitions for national and
international campaigns, as well as coordinating
and participating in professional conferences,
public hearings and community events. We
provide subject matter experts for TV, radio and
print media, and presenters for public events.
Seaflow is an educational nonprofit organization
building an international movement dedicated
to protecting whales, dolphins and all marine life
from active sonars and other lethal ocean noise
pollution. Seaflow draws on science, creative
action, the arts and community for inspired
participationto safeguard the web of life.
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1062 Fort Cronkhite, Sausalito, CA 94965
(415)229-9366 fax (4151229-9340
email: info@seaflow.org
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THE U.S.NAVY IS DESTROYING 0CEA.N HABITAT BY USING NEW ACTIVE SONAR
TECHNOLOGIES, GENERATING NOISES THAT CAN BE HEARD FOR OVER 1000 MILES
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From:
Arianna Husband <ariannah@sbcglobal.net>
To:
eisteamamindspring. com
Subject: STOP Low Frequency Sonar - Practice human awareness to protect marine life
Feb 7,2006 1:46 PM
Date:
Joseph S. Johnson
Surtass Lfa Sonar Eis Program Manager
US Navy
4100 Fairfax Dr. Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

Page 1 of 1
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RE: LFA Sonar Surtass SEIS
Dear Program Manager Joe Johnson,
We know that marine biologists and whale biologists and many others have proven that this low frequency
noise kills whales, dolphins and all other forms of sea animals, including the fish that we eat! !! We are
concerned for our marine mammals and fish and particularly for our food chain. We notice that our fish 4.1.4
supplies are being effected.
Please place my comments on the record.

I oppose any expansion of the LFA Surtass program and I know that there are alternative ways to protect
our waters fiom invasion from foreign enemies. I demand that you switch gears and explore healthy
alternatives to this deadly technology.

B-148

Sincerely,
Arianna S Husband
PO Box 4008, San Rafael CA 94913-4008

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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Wendy Klein <wendyklein@earthlink.net>
eisteam@mindspring.com
LFA Sonar Surtass SEIS
Feb 7,2006 2:09 PM

Page 1 of 1
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Dear Joe Johnson,
Please place my comments on the record.
I oppose any expansion of the LFA Surtass program. I know that there are alternative ways to protect our waters
from invasion from foreign enemies and demand that you switch gears and explore healthy alternatives to this
deadly technology.
Sincerely,
Wendy Klein
1277 Wittenberg Road
Mt. Tremper, NY 12457
845.688.7713

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
mila maas <milamaas@gmail.com>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: LFA Sonar Surtass SEIS
Date:
Feb 7,2006 2: 16 PM
To:
Joseph S. Johnson
Surtass Lfa Sonar Eis Program Manager
US Navy
4 100 Fairfax Dr. Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

I-054
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RE: LFA Sonar Surtass SEIS
Dear Program Manager Joe Johnson,
We know that marine biologists and whale biologists and many others have proven that this low frequency
noise kills whales, dolphins and all other forms of sea animals, including the fish that we eat! !! We are
concerned for our marine mammals and fish and particularly for our food chain. We notice that our fish 4.1.4
supplies are being effected.
Please place my comments on the record.

B-149

I oppose any expansion of the LFA Surtass program and I know that there are alternative ways to protect
our waters from invasion from foreign enemies. I demand that you switch gears and explore healthy
alternatives to this deadly technology.
Sincerely,
Mila Maas
Sausalito, CA

Web Mail Printable Message
From:
Egoddesses@aol.com
eistearn@mindspring.com
To:
Subject: SEIS comments
Date:
Feb 7,2006 4:01 PM
To:
Joseph S. Johnson
Surtass Lfa Sonar Eis Program Manager
US Navy
4100 Fairfax Dr. Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203

I-055
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RE: LFA Sonar Surtass SEIS
Dear Program Manager Joe Johnson,
We know that marine biologists and whale biologists and many others have proven that this low frequency
noise kills whales, dolphins and all other forms of sea animals, including the fish that we eat!!! We are
concerned for our marine mammals and fish and particularly for our food chain. We notice that our fish 4.1.4
supplies are being effected.
Please place my comments on the record.

I oppose any expansion of the LFA Surtass program and I know that there are alternative ways to protect
our waters from invasion from foreign enemies. I demand that you switch gears and explore healthy
alternatives to this deadly technology.
Sincerely,
Rev. Merrie B Wardell
21 5 Main St
Sausalito, CA 94965

Web Mail Printable Message
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From:
Max Dashu <maxdashu@lmi.net>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.corn
Subject: Stop the sonar
Date:
Feb 7,2006 10:33 PM

Page 1 of 1
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To :
Joseph S. Johnson
Surtass Lfa Sonar Eis Program Manager
US Navy
4100 Fairfax Dr. Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
RE: LFA Sonar Surtass SEIS
Dear Program Manager Joe Johnson,
Marine biologists and whale biologists have proven that the sonar
kills whales, dolphins and all other forms of sea animals, including
the fish that we eat!!! We are concerned for our marine mammals and
fish and particularly for our food chain. We notice that our fish
supplies are being affected.
Please place my comments on the record.
I oppose any expansion of the LFA Surtass program and I know that
there are alternative ways to protect our waters from invasion from
foreign enemies. I demand that you switch gears and explore healthy
alternatives to this deadly technology.
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Sincerely,
Max Dashu
Oakland, CA

4.1.4
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Web Mail Printable Message
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
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Chris Parsons <ecm-parsons@earthlink.neB
eisteam@mindspring.com
SURTASS LFA DEIS Comments
Feb 8,2006 1057 AM
LFA Parsons comments.doc

Mr. J. S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
By email to:

eisteam@mindspring.com

Re :
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA) Sonar
Dear Mr. Johnson:
Attached are my comments on the ~avy8OOsDraft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS
LFA) Sonar (800 DEIS80 0 ) . See 70 Fed. Reg. 69526 (Nov. 16, 2005).
Yours sincerely,
Prof. E.C.M. Parsons
Department of Environmental Science
George Mason University, VA

&

Policy
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Department of Environmental Science & Policy
George Mason University
4400 University Dr. MSN 5F2
Fairfax, VA 22030
February 10,2006

Mr. J. S. Johnson
Attn: SURTASS LFA Sonar EIS Program Manager
4100 Fairfax Drive, Suite 730
Arlington, VA 22203
By email to: eisteam mindspring.com
Re:

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for Surveillance
Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA)
Sonar

Dear Mr. Johnson:
I write to comment on the Navy's Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
for Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA)
Sonar ("DEIS"). See 70 Fed. Reg. 69526 (Nov. 16,2005). As a whale and dolphin
researcher who has examined the problem of acoustic impacts to marine mammals, I am
concerned that the Navy has systematically underestimated impacts from its proposed
worldwide deployment of LFA and has failed to put into place sufficient mitigation
measures to lessen these impacts.
I.

The Navy's Analysis of Impacts of the Proposed Action

I have the' following concerns about and comments on the analysis presented in Chapter 4
of the DEIS, assessing the impacts of the Navy's proposed action and alternatives.
The Navy proposes employing four LFA systems worldwide. As an initial matter, it
should be noted that Dr. John Hildebrand, in a presentation to the International Whaling
Commission Scientific Committee, concluded that two LFA systems would input as

4.6.5
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much sound energy into the oceans as all of the supertankers in the world. Four systems
would presumably input twice as much.
A. Analysis of Permanent Threshold Shift/ Temporary Threshold Shift (PTSITTS)
The "safe" level of sound exposure for cetaceans appears to be primarily based upon
extrapolations of responses by trained marine mammals, in particular reported hearing
sensitivities and observed onset of TTS, to exposures to man made sounds, conducted in
a captive, experimental environment.' However, the applicability of such captive studies
to cetaceans in the wild is highly debatable, with several peer-reviewed empirical studies
so far showing a significant discontinuity between predicted sensitivities to sound and
actual observed reactions by animals. For example, when studies on the hearing abilities
of captive beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) were used to calculate the distance at
which the whales could detect shipping traffic, a distance of 20 km was estimated, but
observations of wild animals showed that beluga whales were detecting vessels at
distances of well more than 80 km and were actively avoiding shipping at distances up to
three times farther away than the captive studies would have e~timated.~
Another study
documented common dolphins (Delphinus delphis) fleeing high intensity sound sources
despite the received levels of sound being orders of ma itude (48dB) quieter than
captive animal studies predicted would cause an effect. Part of the problem may be the
high levels of background noise to which cetaceans in captive facilities are exposed, that
may lead to hearing impairment, and even deafness, in the captive animals.

4.3.25

Although the above studies do not document responses to sonar, they nonetheless
demonstrate how behavioral responses from conditioned, captive animals may not match
those of wild animals. As an analogy, one might compare the muted responses to loud
noises of a trained police dog, or mounted police horse, to the much more significant
responses of a mustang in the wild or a coyote/wolf.

4.3.25

There are many flaws in the Navy's attempt to determine the likelihood of producing
temporary or permanent hearing damage (threshold shifts: TTS and PTS respectively)
based on captive cetaceans. For example, to date there is only information on the hearing
abilities of eleven species of cetacean, and even data for these species is limited, often
based on only one, two or a small number of individual animal^.^ Because there could be
considerable individual variety in hearing abilities of cetaceans, particularly if there are
differences according to sex and age,6 such a small sample size may lead to incorrect
assumptions about hearing abilities and, thus, incorrect extrapolations of safe levels. For
example, using hearing sensitivity data based on a study of one or two older male animals
to extrapolate potential hearing damage caused by a sound source would seriously
underestimate the sensitivity of free living cetaceans to the sound source.

4.3.25

8"
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' For example, this was the method used in QinetiQ, (2002).
Findley ei a[.,(1990).
' Gould and Fish, (1998); Gould and Fish (1999).
Ridgeway and Carder, (1997).
Nachtigall et a[.,(2000).
Typically, males and older animals are more likely to loose hearing ability (Ridgway and'carder, 1997).
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The studies on hearing sensitivity also often use animals that have been in captivity for
long periods of time. The captive environment is a particularly noisy one, and many of
the subject animals have been exposed repeatedly to high levels of noise during soundrelated experiments. Some medical treatments animals receive in the captive environment
.~
several captive animals have been found
may also lead to hearing 1 0 ~ sUnsurprisingly,
with impaired hearing.' Thus the use of captive animals, who may have already suffered
some PTS, would give flawed data.
Bearing this in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that there is growing evidence of wild
cetaceans showing adverse reactions to sounds at received levels that captive-animal
studies deem would not cause any impact for the species c~ncerned.~
Another concern arises from the fact that hearing sensitivity tests frequently use pure
tones (i.e. sounds of just one frequency), a type of sound animals would not encounter in
the wild. It is possible that cetaceans have greater sensitivity to sounds which are
biologically relevant, i.e. sounds which they are adapted to hear.'' This may have
implications for some sound types, such as LFA, that sound very similar to the sounds
produced by cetaceans.

4.3.25

For cetacean species whose hearing sensitivities are unknown, extrapolations are made
using other species, perhaps adjusted according to the known frequencies of vocalisations
produced by particular species of concern. Such extrapolations again are problematic as
animals may have excellent hearing capabilities outside the ranges in which they produce
vocalisations. For example, a rehabilitated gray whale calf was discovered to have
hearing capabilities in fre uencies much higher than had, based on vocalisation data,
previously been assumed.

4.3.23
4.3.26

41

In short, there are many flaws in current methods estimating potential source levels that
could cause TTS and PTS in cetaceans. It is also known that chronic exposure to noise
can cause TTS and PTS at lower received levels of sound, but there has been no research
into this chronic effect. Any TTS or PTS would impact cetacean health, as it could
severely compromise abilities to communicate, forage and navigate. In fact, PTS could
effectively be lethal, as it would leave animals "blind" in their acoustic environment.

4.3.25

B. Behavioral responses
To date, the Navy has not conducted any study to determine whether exposure to sound
causes biologically significant effects. The exposure studies conducted have looked only
at short term responses, during a short exposure at levels (on average 120 dB received
levels) much lower than LFA source levels. Studies to discover impacts to health,
reproduction and survival, as the result of behavioural changes, require research projects

'Finneran et al., (2005)
Ridgway and Carder, (1997); Brill et al., (2001); Fimeran et a/., (2005)
Findley et al., (1990); Gould and Fish (1998); Gould and Fish (1999); Stone, (1998); Koschinski et a1 ,(2003).
lo International Whaling Commission, (2004).
" Ridgway and Carder, (2001).
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that are long-term, even lasting decades.12 For example, recent research has shown
reduced calf and female reproductive success in Australian bottlenose dolphins - i.e. a
biologically significant effect- as the result of disturbance. l3 However, these effects were
only noted as the result of a long-term, multiple year stud ,with observed short term
behavioral effects of the animals being relatively subtle.18
It is also important to note that although cetaceans may not produce an observable
reaction, or may exhibit only minor behavioral changes, this does not mean that there is
no biologically significant impact. Peer-reviewed scientific studies have shown that when
disturbed, animals that have fed adequately and are in good health may be the only
animals that show an observable behavioral reaction, whereas animals that are ill-fed or
otherwise not at full fitness may not show a reaction at a11.15 The implication is that
animals that are better fed, or in better condition, can stop feedin sooner and move
farther fiom habitats than animals that are in marginal conditionf6 Thus there is need to
consider the animals that are at greatest risk, rather than the animals that show the
greatest reaction, when evaluating human disturbance, i.e., less response to anthropogenic
activities does not necessarily mean less impact on animals.17 Dismissing minor or subtle
behavioral reactions as being biologically insignificant, and likewise taking no
observable reaction as constituting no effect, "can lead to misinterpretation of research
findings with unintended and potentially dire consequences for wildlife ~ommunities."'~

B-153

A recently published, peer-reviewed paper on the effects of pressure on the nervous
systems of whales highlights how the effects of pressure may lead to more severe
behavioral effects than previously thought.lg The paper suggests that the effects of
pressure on the central nervous systems of diving cetaceans may result in
"hyperexcitability"20of the nervous system, and that "the repetitive high intensity noise
produced by sonar pinging may [cause more nerve cell stimulation] under high-pressure
conditions than on the s~rface."~'
In turn, the increased nervous stimulation may result
in "secondary responses that may impair orientation, or maintenance of the regular
diving response of the c e t a ~ e a n s . "Thus,
~ ~ exposure to sonar or other high intensity noise
sources while a cetacean is submerged, particularly if a great depth, may

give rise to an enhanced startle response leading to disturbance in normal
behavior. A severe startle response, possibly involvingfear or panic, may
cause stranding as a flight response. 23

l1
l3

l4
l5

l6
l7

Corkeron, (2004);Bejder and Samuels (2004);O m s , (2004).
Bejder, (2005).
Bejder, (2005).
Beale and Monaghan, (2004).

Ibid.
Ibid.

Bejder, 2005, abstract.
Talpalar and Grossman (2002).
20 Talpalar and Grossman (2002).p. 136.
" Ibid.,p. 137.
22 Ibid.,p. 137.
23 Ibid.,p. 137.
I*
l9
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Thus, after being exposed to sonar, a cetacean's panicked flee to the surface, and
subsequent stranding, could then lead to conditions which lead to decompression sickness
in the cetaceans, but the sonar exposure plus the effects of depth-induced pressure on the
nervous system may actually enhance and exaggerate the behavioral reactions of
cetaceans to noise.

2.5.2
4.3.12
4.0.3
4.3.1

C. Bubble lesions
The Navy attempts to discredit the bubble lesion theory but exaggerates the extent to
which that theory is controversial. The Navy cites Piantadosi and Thalmann (2004),
which criticized Jespson et al. (2003) with respect to the bubble lesion theory. Their
criticism was primarily on the grounds that the bends causes different types of lesions in
humans, and not bubbles in the liver as observed stranded beaked whales.24In particular,
critics of the beaked whale strandings studies have noted that in decompression sickness,
"chronic lesions are found only in the long bones and central nervous system".25
However, in response, the veterinarians, pathologists and whale biologists who
investigated the Canary Islands beaked whales stated that they did not investigate bone
tissue, and only investigated the central nervous system in two animals, so they could not
say that there were no such lesions in these tissues of the whales, but they noted "acute,
systemic and widely disseminated lesions consistent with, but not diagnostic of
[decompression sickne~s]."~~
They further refuted the comments of Piantadosi and
Thalmann, (2004) by stating that large numbers of gas bubbles liver vessels and other
lesions observed have, indeed, been reported as a symptom of the bends in humans.27

4.3.48

D. Masking
The Navy's statement that there has been no change in knowledge on masking since its
last EIS is incorrect. A study published in 2004 noted significant masking of whale calls
as the result of noise produced by seismic surveys as much as 3000 miles or more from
their source.28Guidelines for seismic surveys suggest that whales are safe from impacts
just a short distance away from the sound source (500m, according to UK governmental
guidelines). Yet the above study stated that occasionally "the array [being monitored]
recorded airgunsJFommore than one location, masking cetacean sounds and onfour
occasions making the spectrogram impossible to use".29 Moreover, the researchers noted
that "[whale] calls are produced in the summer months but are obscured by airguns."30
Masking of whale calls at such large distances as the result of a high intensity sound
source shows, at the very least, that masking may be a serious issue that could have
effects substantial distances from the sound source.

Piantadosi and Thalmann, (2004).
Page 1 in ibid.
26 Page 1 in Femhdez et aL,( 2004).
For example see Francis and Mitchell, (2003).
28 Nieukirk et al. (2004).
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
24
25

''
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E. Chronic noise and stress

'

The issue of chronic exposure to noise and the effects of stress, which in turn my have
biologically significant effects on cetaceans, has not been considered. Prolonged
exposure to high levels of noise can result in stress and debilitation. For example,
researchers have reported increases in activity of adrenal and defense-related endocrine
glands in relation to noise exposure.31Several marine species (including both fish and
shrimp) have displayed reduced growth and reproductive success when exposed to
chronic noise levels 20 to 30 dB above background levels.32Thus, noise stress effects
could impact cetacean prey species. With respect to cetaceans themselves, it has been
suggested that prolonged exposure to high levels of noise, and the resultant chronic
activation of hormonal complexes from the stress entailed, could lead to reduced cetacean
health33y34.
Acute or chronic stress in cetaceans can ultimately lead to premature
There is growing concern that disturbance-related stress can lead to decreases
in cetacean re roduction, immune system suppression, and, ultimately, to increased rates
of mortality."' The issue of noise-induced stress is highlighted by the National Research
Council (2005) in a report quoted by the Navy elsewhere in the EIS. This issue should be
addressed by the Navy.

4.6.3
4.1.16
4.3.54
4.3.55b

F. Miscellaneous
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The use of MacLeod et al. (2005) as an example of natural caused strandings Op.53) is
incorrect. The paper refers to an increase in warm.waters species strandings reported in
the UK as the result of a shift in species distribution (i.e. the species is occurring in
greater numbers and so stranding numbers are increasing). The paper does not suggest
that global warming causes an increased cetaceans stranding rate, as is the inference.
11.

4.4.25

The Navy's Analysis of Mitigation Measures

I have the following concerns about and comments on the analysis presented in Chapter 5
of the DEIS, assessing mitigation measures to lessen harm fiom the Navy's use of LFA.
A. Sea Turtles
It is unclear how, exactly, the Navy intends to monitor for sea turtles. These (except for
the leatherback) would be significantly smaller than cetaceans, with much less of a visual
cue when surfacing (typically only nostrils are raised above water) as compared to
cetaceans, which may splash and present a large silhouette (enhanced by dorsal fins in
those species that have them). Turtles are typically single animals, whereas dolphins are
found in groups, again reducing the likelihood of spotting a turtle. Also, turtles typically

" Welch and Welch, (1970).
" Banner and Hyatt,

(1973); Lagadere, (1982).

" Seyle, (1973); Thomson and Geraci, (1986); St Aubin and Geraci, (1988).
stress related ailments in mammals can include nutritional problems, stomach ulceration, arteriosclerosis, reproductive
failure and suppression of the immune system (Brodie and Hanson, 1960; Radcliffe ef al., 1969; Moberg, 1985; Cohn, 1991; Smith
and Boyd, 1991).
Small and DeMaster, (1995).
j6 Orams, (2004).

''
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spend longer under water - dolphins may surface every three or four minutes when
traveling, whereas turtles will be underwater more like 30 to 40 minutes. Therefore the
likelihood of visually detecting a swimming sea turtle is very, very low -probably less
likely than detecting even a cryptic marine mammal species such as a beaked whale.
Turtle hatchlings may be only a few inches across, making their detection in open water
virtually impossible.
Turtles don't vocalize (except for a few grunts when exerting themselves, i.e. crawling up
a nesting beach or mating), making passive acoustic detection impossible.
The size of sea turtles also makes active acoustic detection impossible, since the
wavelength of pulse needed to detect them would have to be smaller than the turtle, with
shorter wavelengths having very reduced distances. Even adult green, loggerhead or
Ridley's turtles would have to be virtually next to the sonar source to be detected.

B. Recreational dive sites
The 40m coastal contour rule of thumb for dive sites is a gross oversimplification. Does
this include all shallow offshore areas, or merely a thin strip around the coastline? What
about barrier reefs, islands, and wrecks in waters deeper than 40m, but accessible to
divers? Has the Navy produced a map providing inventories of dive sites? If so, the map
should be made available so that the public can comment on its completeness. Are areas
avoided based on the location of resorts or dive shops? Has any effort been made to
determine where diving companies and boat tours take their divers? There are many
offshore reefs, wreck sites and open water dive sights used by divers (e.g. Midway
waters, offshore seamounts off the Philippines, etc.), yet there seems to be no information
on how the Navy has determined which areas not to ensonify.
With respect to not injuring commercial divers, again there is no information on which
areas are to be avoided or safety radii. Oil rigs, wreck salvage sites, archaeological sites,
and marine protected areaslreserves are areas where there are likely to be commercial
divers in the water for periods of time, and at a minimum such areas should be mapped
and exclusion zones demarked. In particular, commercial divers may be working in
offshore areas outside the "40m contour" evoked by the IVavy, and may be diving to
greatly deeper depths, particularly if using helium breathing mixtures.
Many areas in Philippine, Indonesian and Japanese waters have divers who use
compressed air or scuba gear, or even free diving, as a fishing method (especially for
shellfish, including pearl oysters, and for aquarium fish species). At the very least, coastal
waters and reef areas around these countries should be exposed to no more than 145dB.
Again, there is no indication that the Navy has considered this type of fishing or areas
where it is conducted.
Such measures are all the more necessary given that tests on trained, pre-warned Navy
personnel exposed to LFA noise resulted in various effects, including "panic," in tested
divers. If commercial and, particularly, recreational divers without much experience or

5.0.2d
5.1.4

5.1.4
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any forewarning are exposed to LFA sources, they may likewise display panic behaviors
and may rush to the surface. This could lead to physical injury or even death as the result
of the bends. This risk is increased by the well-documented effects of increased levels of
dissolved nitrogen in the blood: All divers breathing compressed air suffer various
degrees of "nitrogen narcosis," which, in a nutshell, makes divers more likely to engage
in impulsive or panicked behavior. Divers in the LFA operational areas may also have
less immediate access to hyperbaric facilities, thereby making even minor "bends" effects
potentially serious and life threatening.
The potential for human injury andlor death of recreational and commercial divers is a
significant issue and there is no evidence that the Navy has fully considered this issue.

4.0.4
5.3.2

C. Biologically Important Areas
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The Navy has not done sufficient work to identify offshore biologically important areas
and to place these areas off-limits to LFA use. The statement that the majority of
biologically important areas for marine mammals and turtles are in the coastal zone is
incorrect. While coastal waters may be important for some species (e.g. coastal
bottlenose dolphins), or some periods of life history (e.g. haul out sites for pinnipeds), the
large majority of biologically important areas for marine mammals are in non-coastal
waters, e.g. continental shelf edges, seamounts, oceanic divergences and non-coastal
upwellings.
The Navy itself notes that many turtle species are pelagic (p. 3.2-20) and that biologically
important areas may include offshore areas, e.g. the center of gyres. The most well
known of such areas would be the Sargasso Sea, a crucial offshore habitat for juvenile
and hatchling sea turtles. Yet the Navy fails to include such areas in its list of OBIAs.
It also fails to include many recognized marine protected areas and sanctuaries on that
list. For example, does the Navy intend to include in its list of excluded areas the
Xiamen Marine National Park and Conservation Area (Fujian Province) - a nationally
recognized protected area since 2000, designated specifically for cetaceans, located
immediately opposite Taiwan on the Chinese mainland?
There are also several marine protected areas on the south coast of Russia, abutting the
Sea of Japan, which should be included. The most notable is the Far Eastern Marine
Nature Reserve (Zapovednik) in Peter the Great Bay, Sea of Japan. This protected area
was designated in 1978 and encompasses 630 km2 (243mi2)of sea area (see 10 on
accompanying maps). Near this is the much smaller Vostok Bay National
Comprehensive Marine Sanctuary (18km2or 7mi2of sea area; see 2 1 on attached map).
Likewise, off the coast of the Philippines the Siargao Island Protected Land and Seascape
(see 32 on map) abuts the current LFA use area. This MPA is 1077 mi2 (2789 km2) and
includes coastal areas and marine waters.

4.7.20
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Batanes Island Protected Land and Seascape (824 mi2or 2135km2; 28 on map), Calayan
Island Protected Area (225mi2 or 583 km2; 29 on map) and Sierra Madre Natural Park
(1233 mi2 or 3 195 km22; 30 on map) are all protected areas which encompass both a
terrestrial and a marine area. The latter two are known to include breeding humpback
whales in their waters, and Calayan Island is considered to be the most diverse cetacean
habitat in the Philippines (Hoyt, 2005). These three MPAs lie between the north of the
Philippines and the south of Taiwan, and so are adjacent to, or possibly overlap, the
current LFA use area.

4.7.20

The Navy should highlight these and other areas and factor their boundaries into its
exclusion zones. Given the Navy's proposal to expand its LFA operations to include a
large portion of the world's oceans, similar analyses of sanctuary areas should be
undertaken for other operational arenas.
D. Visual monitoring

The Navy states that visual monitoring can continue past sunset if LFA operations extend
past sunset. Visual monitoring during such periods would be essentially useless. The
likelihood of spotting a cetacean at sea would be negligible. Even light intensifying
goggles and other state-of-the-art equipment would be ineffective on board a vessel with
as many lights as a naval vessel (the operators would just see a green haze). Visual
monitoring should not begin until after sunrise and should cease before sunset - and LFA
should not be used when there is low likelihood that cetaceans in an area would be
sighted.
The Navy should provide further detail on the mechanics of its visual monitoring
program, since the success of such programs depends greatly on the details of their
implementation. For example, how many observers does the Navy plan to use? Line
transect surveys use two or three observers.37 Other studies suggest that up to 5 observers
are required for effective surveys38(typically these observers operate in shifts of 2 hours
or so to avoid observer fatigue) with "big eye" binoculars. This only detects animals
immediately in front of a vessel, in an arc about 95 degrees wide in front of the vessel
(n.b. 100% sighting rates are only likely on the trackline, the area immediately in front of
a vessel). To ensure a 360 degree sighting radius, there should be at least 8 observers at
any moment (10 or 12 if the vessel is long to cover the lateral portion, i.e. sides, of the
vessel), with at least one alternating crew to avoid observer fatigue (so fiom 16 to 24
observers should be required).
The probability that animals are sighted and recognized is massively affected by sea state.
Many researchers do not even bother surveying in sea states above 3, as the proportion as
animals missed will be so great. Will LFA use be stopped in sea states greater than 4
because the likelihood of sighting animals is massively reduced?

example Wade and Gerrodette 1993, Barlow 1995, Jefferson 1996, Aragones et al. 1997, Jefferson, 2000.
Aguliar de Soto et al., (2003).

" For
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The probability that animals are sighted and recognized is also massively affected by
observer experience. Recognizing this fact, the UK seismic survey guidelines include an
experience requirement for areas of known cetacean abundance. The importance of using
experienced observers can be illustrated by research conducted by the UK government:
for government monitored seismic surveys conducted between 1998 and 2000,
compliance with all aspects of the seismic survey guidelines were found to be poorer
when non-dedicated, inexperienced observers were used.39
Finally, what does the actual training and qualification process for visual observers
entail? The Navy must do more than show a slide show and video and give observers an
identification guide, leaving observers after such minimal training with no oversight or
calibration by experienced researchers and no actual experience. There should be a clear
requirement for at least several years of field experience for all observers.

5.2.8

As noted above, any technique would be useless for sighting turtles.

E. Passive sonar monitoring

B-156

Passive acoustic monitoring does have the ability to detect some cetacean species, but not
species whose vocalisations are unstudied or that rarely vocalise (i.e. beaked whales4').
Passive acoustic monitoring as a method to determine cetacean presence or absence also
assumes that cetaceans will be vocalising continuously, which is not the case41.For
example, one study of common dolphins showed that although vocalisation rates were
high at night, rates decreased for portions of the day, meaning that "acoustic detection
probability is reduced."42 With respect to sperm whales, a species that is unlikely to be
spotted in short-duration visual surveys due to its long dive times, the ability to detect
these animals is greatly diminished if they vocalise only for a portion of their dive and are
quiet while divinglsurfacing or at depth. In fact, research has shown that sperm whales
may sometimes cease vocalising when exposed to loud noise sources, exacerbating the
difficulty of detecting them during sonar exercises.43
Use of active sonar may also significantly decrease the likelihood of detecting cetaceans
passively, even if they are in the area. For example, during the 1991 field test of the
ATOC low frequency noise system on Heard Island, in the Antarctic, while this low
frequency sound source was operating44there were no acoustic detections of long-finned
pilot whales or sperm whales in a 70km by 70km area of ocean>5y46
even though prior to
the o eration of the system, cetaceans were acoustically detected nearly a quarter of the
time .

8

Stone (2003).
Frankel (2002)
The variability of production of cetacean calls is noted as a problem and drawback for this method of cetacean detection on pages
307 and 308 of Gordon and Tyack (2002).
42 Gould (2000), p. 244.
43 Bowles et al. (1994)
209-219 dB re 1 pPa vcentered on 57Hz.
45 Over a period of 1939 minutes (i.e. over 30 hours).
46 Bowles et al., (1994)
47 Over a period of 1181 minutes (i.e. nearly 20 hours).
39

40

"
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F. Active sonar monitoring
The Navy must provide more detail concerning this system in order to allow the public to
comment on it meaningfully. For example, how large does the marine mammal/turtle
need to be before it can be detected by the system? What range do the active beams
have?
Resumption of sonar operation after 15 minutes since the last sighting is inappropriate;
even the JNCC seismic survey guidelines have a 30 minute duration before restarting
airguns. Cetaceans can remain submerged for over an hour48.A 15 minute observation
period, indeed several of these periods, could easily be within the duration of one sperm
whale or beaked whale dive, so the chances of animals being observed at the surface is
Arguably, this is particularly an issue for beaked whales, which have been shown
to be sensitive to sonar noise.

5.2.21

5.0.2e

G. 180dB safety zone
The 180 dB zone of impact is based on models extrapolating hearing abilities and
thresholds of captive animals. The 180dB zones of safety were also calculated based on
the likelihood of producing temporary or permanent hearing damage (threshold shifts:
TTS and PTS respectively) in captive cetaceans. There are significant flaws, however, in
the Navy's analysis of I T S and PTS, discussed in greater detail at Section I.A, supra.
Using such data is problematic because studies have shown that wild animals have better
hearing capabilities than captive animal^,^^.^' and that captive animal data is inappropriate
for predicting behavioural responses in wild animals to noise disturbance. Thus, relying
on this data to set a safety zone of 180dB is inappropriate and not precautionary. Zones of
disturbance based on published, peer-reviewed, empirical observations of reactions by
wild animals would be preferred.

4.3.25

For example, peer reviewed, empirical data on common dolphins shows disturbance
. ~ ~it should be
reactions (level B takes) at received levels of approximately 1 3 3 d ~Thus
assumed that an area within which cetaceans would be exposed to noise at levels of
133dB or above would cause disturbance, as a precautionary measure.
The use of a 180 dB safe exposure limit is particularly worrisome when one considers
that during the 2000 Bahamas incident, beaked whales stranded as the result of exposure
to sonar sound levels much lower than this "safe" level: "The sound exposure levels

Kooyman (2002) and Stewart (2002).
Watkins et al. (1993); Hooker and Baird (1999); Forney (2002).
For example when studies on the hearing abilities of captive beluga whales were used to calculate the distance at which the whales
could detect shipping traffic, a distance of 20 kilometers was estimated. However, observations on wild animals showed that beluga
whales were detecting vessels at distances of well over 80 kilometers, and were actively avoiding shipping at distances up to three
times farther away than the captive studies would have estimated (Findley et al., 1990).
5 1 A recent study on harbour porpoise responses to play backs of low frequency sounds produced during wind farm operation noted
that the distance between the porpoises and sound source significantly increased, and the porpoises increased their rate of
echolocation, even though, according to captive animals studies, the porpoises shouldn't have been able to detect these low ffequency
sounds (Koschinski, et al., 2003).
52 Gould and Fish, (1998).
49
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modeled ... at positions of beaked whale sightings ...in the Bahamas do not exceed 160170 dB re 1pPa @ l m for 10-30 sec." 53
The observation that the Bahamas strandings seem to have occurred as a result of
received sound levels much lower than would cause threshold shift suggests that.
strandings, and thus biologically significant effects effecting survival, are caused by
factors triggered at much lower received sound levels than those that trigger threshold
shifts or "injury" as defined by the Navy. For example, behavioral changes that cause
rapid surfacing, which may then bring about decompression sickness, which in hun leads
to pathological changes that injure, disable or kill cetacean^.'^
For these reasons, using the probability of a cetacean suffering TTS or PTS as the only
measure by which noise can cause biologically significant or health threatening effects is
very dangerous. Certainly, with respect to sonar related impacts, behavioural or
physiological changes may lead to stranding and ultimately mortality, which can occur at
levels much lower than those which might cause acoustic trauma.

4.3.1

4.3.29
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One important indictment against the appropriateness of the 180dB safe level comes from
the UK military. In the EIS for the Royal Navy's SONAR 2087 low frequency sonar
4.3.24
system (which has a source level approximately 10dB quieter than the US LFA
SURTASS system), PTS was predicted to occur 6.6km from the source.55The UK EIS
predicted, moreover, that TTS could occur up to 71km away.56Thus, the current safety
radius of the louder and potentially more injurious LFA SURTASS system is clearly
inappropriate.
It is unclear from the document whether the Navy plans to employ a static radius of
impact. Static radii of impact assume that sound diminishes equally around the sonar
array and there is no effect of weather conditions, water temperature, water depth, salinity
or any other factor that might possibly increase the distance at which disturbing levels of
sound could travel from the source. However, the acoustic properties of water can change
dramatically according to temperature, salinity and other factors, such as the depth of the
survey area.57Therefore, it is suggested that detailed studies be conducted to calculate
levels of received noise at various distances from the source, measuring the effects of
oceanographic factors, ultimately to determine impact zones that can be varied according
to oceanographic conditions, or a precautionary zone that takes into account the
oceanographic conditions that utilise a worse case scenario and conditions that result in
the maximum transmission of sound.

5.1.3

H. Small boat and aerial surveying
Although surveying in a small powerboat at high speed (I assume the boat will be
traveling at 20 knots or more) would probably be effective, it is interesting to note that
International Whaling Commission, (2004a), p. 7
International Whaling Commission, (2005a).
" QineuQ (2002).
56 Ibzd.
57 For example' Tolstoy et al., (2004).
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the Navy cites a paper reporting that whales may dive and be impossible to spot if
approached by a vessel at speed. Assumedly the vessel employing LFA will be traveling
at speed, so surely this implies that whales may dive and not be sighted by the deploying
vessel? If visual observations from a fast vessel are sufficient for cetacean detection, as
the Navy posits, then a smaller (and therefore quieter) vessel traveling at speed would
presumably also be useful.
Likewise, the Navy states that the behavior of animals, high sea states and poor visibility
all make it unlikely for aerial surveys to spot cetaceans from helicopters, but fails to
explain why, in these conditions, its proposed boat-basedobservers would be able to see
cetaceans. The boat-based observers would be positioned at even greater distances from
the animals than helicopter observers.
111.

Conclusion

For all of these reasons, I am concerned that the Navy has systematically underestimated
impacts fiom its proposed worldwide deployment of LFA and has failed to put into place
sufficient mitigation measures to lessen these impacts, and I urge you to take these points
into consideration as you reevaluate the DEIS.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Very truly yours,

Professor E.C.M. Parsons, BA MA (Oxon) Ph.D. FRGS
Department of Environmental Science and Policy
George Mason University
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MPAs encompassing cetaceans in the LFA area (from Hoyt, 2005)
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Dear SirIMadam,

I am writing to let you know how concerned I am about the noise pollution that is disorienting and killing
whales and dolphins. Our planet needs these intelligent life forms as part of the food chain and from the research
I've
done it seems very plausible that we can balance the expanding needs of humans with the environmental needs of
these magnificent animals.
Thank you,
Doug Grunther
Host
The Woodstock Roundtable
WDST-FM
Woodstock, NY 12498
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Wendy Botwin <dancingtree@igc.org>
eisteam@mindspring.com
LFA Sonar issue
Feb 10,2006 11:58 AM
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r-a d ,

Hi,
I a m writing to oppose the deployment of LFA Sonar which can kill whales and other
animals. The SEIS mitigation for whales and dolphins is unacceptable and rejects
nearly all of the measures urged by district court to protect whales, fish, and
other marine life and is also inadequate in discussing the impacts on fish. Thank
you, Wendy Botwin Oakland, CA
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Cheryl Magill <shootdaguy@yahoo.com>
eisteam@mindspring.corn
benedickhoward@dreamweaving.com, cherylmagill@sbcglobal.net
Comments DSEIS SURTASS LFAS - 18 page(s)
Feb 10,2006 10:15 PM
2ee6476.jpg ed4e557.pdf

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/stoplfas/~

stop lfas logo

Comments submitted by Cheryl A. Magill, Coordinator of the Stop LFAS
Worldwide Network
Sent via USPS and E-mail to SURTASS LFA PROGRAM MANAGER on 02-10-2006
re: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Navy's
SURTASS Low Frequency Active Sonar
This is a summary presentation in PDF format using no color - only
Black & White created from a copy of the original. All pages.
A copy in full color has been mailed to you
Please contact me if you have any difficulty with documents being transferred.
Thanks.
Cheryl A. Magill
Coordinator
Stop LFAS Worldwide Network
1 5 5 6 Halford Avenue, #322
Santa Clara, CA 9 5 0 5 1

E-mail: Cheryl Magill ~shootdaguy@yahoo.com~
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€IS Program Manager
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What the US Navy seems to have a problem with is an interesting
concept called "a demcracy." Under such a system, m e can MI
their Navy to act In a humane and in a precautionary manner towards
marine life; especially threatened species which convey a saaed trust
And the Navy, upon being so insbuckd, in "a demtx;wn would
actually cooperate. Instead, our Navy's palicy is In negotiate an
agreement in court and then do wrything possible to dedmy that
agreement. Now the game has escalated. The US Navy wants to use
up to mar ships; all deploying a sound which can be entirely deadly.
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February 10,2006
The SURTASS LFA Sonar Web Site and Addional Supplemmtals
1sense thcrc's a duality in presentation formats here. Officially, you've got a docmeat
which is a supplemental draft to the EIS for SURTASS LFA Sonar. But almost everyone
and his Aunt Susan is getting documentation from the web site as a d o d o a d . That's
highly inappropriate because the documentation is 1) misleading 2) incomplete.

Here's what's misleading. You've got lots of distractions like video displays and
iafomation whioh is thcrc for e v e v n e to see but is not part ofthe official package.
thing is, it's there. So I thought I'd be diligent and try to check i t out.

%e

What a mistake that was!
I watched these poor people - gullible as all get-out - walk hto that dive t d and they let
you ensonify them! And I became a witness to it. I do not want to be responsible f i
looking at and witnessing that type o f event.
Your previous divers haven't had it SO g o d . Am I wrong? Sleeplessness,vertigo,
antidepressants. And without waning, you parade these people itt front of us iike it's
back to Bikini Atoll - (a filmfootage made with active nuclear debris back "before they

knew it could harm you.")
I notice that my comments tend to lecture the US Navy about courtesy, Well, here's
another example when you could warn someone that they're about to see live persons
acoustically masted. Those of us who don't so much appreciate live frying of any species
in the water might not like seeing this type of event.
So if you've got other stuff on that web site that I might have otherwise taken advantage
of, don't even think oftelling me to go back there.

The other reason why the US Navy's presentation is incomplete is because of tbis whole
thhg about dodo&g the reports. The original EIS had w v d
supplemenWpre~aryte~nicalrepurts which were circulated with it in hard copy.
TOthe best of my knowledge, those have never once not ever been digitid. So you
really have not put the complete kit and cabood~up there for all to scc, What's more,
the received level. discussions about divers seemed to be hcon$istent with what ]I recall
there being in your original complete set of documentation. I'd hoped to dig out that
extra booklet that came with the original. EIS.. . and of course, it's not on line so only a
few people would have that integral supplement to the ori@ report. But I recall
glancing at this in Technical Report #3. In this mamer it seemsto me that there are
contradictions within the drafi supplement report regarding how much sonar a real man
can take. Perhaps you have a complete set of dvcuments available and you could just
look it up?
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Of course, to address the comments I've just entered hers, you'll have to address the fact
that most of the public has not had complete docurnentation available to them in
composing their comments. So you redly have not satisfied er].vironmental.requirements
iu my opidon.

There was a news article published November 15,2002 by the Associated Press. Here's
how the headline read, "The US.Navy has agreed to scale buck the testing of a new
sonar .rystem de.rigned to detect enemy submarines." Perhaps a more accurate report
from this news publishing group would have been to say, "The US. Navy entered into an
agreement infederal court today which they have no intention of upholding. Ethin three
years the Navy will seek global de-bymeratfor the SURTASS LFA Sonar system and will
wek to employ it as a tool ofaggression in the comparatively shallow litruruls of coastal
~tiozzs.''

Speaking from a viewpoint of sales strategies, you might have had more of a strategic
markethg plm and sales pitch working for you if you'd stuck with the defensive posture.
Now, you've got to unload this whole global. bully position on the boys and girls back
home who tender to wonder w-hy their schools are under-fumded.

B-170

I know the Navy, NMFS and chiel'executives received detailed comments from Attorney
J.,annySinkin in 1998, and 2000 when humans sued in, federal court about this system
ody being tested in time of peace and not tested under wasfare conditions. Mr. Sinlrin.
made &at poiit again d e n he sued on behalf of the Cetacean Comunity. Quofrom right up front at ~flp:l/cetaceancomm~~.com
that web site:

Attorney Lanny Sinkii argued before Judges Hug, Alar~onand Fletcher on
behalf of the dolpllins, whales and porpoises regarding the government's failure
to provide an EXS for SURTASS LFA Sonar under threat and warfare

conditions.
I'm fairly me, without riddling bough aU the court documentation that the NRDC
Coalition likely succeeded in raising the same point. Could there be a finer
demonstration of sdective Xstening? You've ignored everyone who has said this in the
most fomd of settings. fiere's a resplendently documented history of the US Navy
ignoring this point - and tbat's just tallying-up the court records. It doesn't even touch
on the many comments you've received on it in the past.
But now I begin to see myself doing this same dance again. The Navy invites comments
on the big underwater boom box so as to poshue itself as if being in compliance with
WEPA regulations and thenjust blows off anything they don't want to hear. The same
comment has been made over and over again for the past eight years, This is omitted
information. It is omitted to the point of being beyond obvious. Such intentional
Emnjssions were c M y of serious concern when the Navy was painting a picture of the
watery deep filled with silent submarines. But m w that the positioning has altered and
you guys are seeking to utilize an aggressive acoustic weapon. Boy howdy.. . !!! You
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better find a way to include this datq (preferably without going ow and a t h c b g
someoneI)

More Navy Denial
Slmlcespwe sorid something like "Me thinks he doih protest too much."

Do you h o w how shabby it looks when you fail. to act responsibly as a Navy? It's just
bad fom. Jf Navy's were elected, you'd be pressing gdms in a quick-enough hurry.
You do have a public perception problem as regards SURTASS LFA Sonar. One reason
fox this codd be your oonstmt state of deniability. Fess up to killing marine life.
Confession could be a refreshing change for the spirit of America.
It's embmasshg running a worldwide network when ow own Navy won't cooperate on
the h Frequency Active S o w issue. Euxopean nations have banned the use o f this
technology and they're also admonishingmember nations like the UK which have an
extraordinary number of dolphin deaths, The United Nations has spoken out agabst the
use of LFAS. I: figure it's a race against the clock for Joe Johnson and his team as global,
expectations for planetary concern begin to revolve mound living healthy oceans and
this goal beconles mom t l 1 ~focus of thc political lime light. One i s given rcason to
ponder that the most aggressive acoustic weapon is one which kills the hope of
abundance that these teaming 6cem once offered to our grandparents. On a comparative
time scale, many of the Cetacea who Eve k the water now were born to comparatively
quiet waters. We share in common a knowledge that their acoustic world is changing.

I remember the California Coastal Commission SURTASS LFAS Worbhop back in
1999. Dc. Peter Tyack was therc and hc told us all that at a point about Mf-way towards
the middle of the Pacific Ocean, noise fiom Highway 5 and the railroad tracks could be
hwd underwater. I doubt very seriously that many people are aware of how these
routine sounds carry such vast distances out to sea. How much greater would be the
public's failure to appreciate the potential impact fiom acoustic weapons in shallow
coastal water$?
Clearly, the EIS team has a time advantage if they cm slide .this one past the American
people before the potential for devastation i s wmxxlody h o w .

Wave there been my studies of ground reverberations as compared to the behaviors o f
nesting shore birds? Have there been any studies on received levels to coastal inhabitants
who live on or within liquefaction, prone soils? Has m y geologic report ideatifjhg
u n d e e g potential for coastal headlands bccn created? AE thm m y base h e
.studies whatsoever of soils which hqumtly absorb water penetrations such as coastal
salt mashes, lagoons, sloughs and estuaries? 1: looked, but I didn't see them mentioned,
Can this noise kill frogs?
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Frogs aren't doing so well these days. I'd really like to save a fcw frogs for fbture
generations, providhg - o f course it doesn't interfere with our nation's security.

-

I don't think you've identified my serious baselhe studies which studies land-based
habitats such as I've identified above, Your secret i s gut. You don't care so much what
it is that dies,just so long as you can have your rock-'em sock'em blaster tones
emanating h m SURTASS LFA Sonar devices. Yuu haven'l even identified the habitats
much less the species which would be inundated by the sound in the vast global arena
which YOU we seeking. The truth is, you haven't done the work to study the problem.
You just deny it will be a problem and let the chips fall where they may, And that is why
you have a big PUBLIC WLATXONS problem. It's of your own making.

B-171

Allow me tu ~t:mhxJ.you uf modher example, which 1: rccent.lyprcsclitcd at the so-called
"'hearing'' in San Diego on the USS Midway. You held a publio hearing which was
totally inaccessible except to the most ardent and determined obstacle jumpers! Talk
about making your own soup and then stewing init. That fiasco you held cw't possibly
be construed as meting 'theAmericans with Disabilities Act. I had to remove my shoes,
hold onto a ladder with a sore hand and also make my way into the bowels of fie. ship
while holding up my dress and clinging to brochures. You do have a PR problem called,
'mot caring."

I went to great length to participate in a process that didn't even provide the most basic
considerations.
'llxmk goodness a representative from NMFS was there to say, "Try not to f
d in that

hole."
Always grateful for such encouragemen&as these, I will add that Mr. Hollingshead told
me that he wasn't to blame for the choice of venue, So who was? Whose wise-guy idea
was it to make people climb up and down and jump through hoops?

If thisis part of your public outreach program, you'd better consult with wiser heads atld
seek a higher spiritual guidance on mailers related to not treati~lgnice ladies in radiant
blue dresses unkindly. I attended such a b c t i o n at my own expense to participate in a
forum process expecting a measure of amenability and function ability to be associated
with the setting.

And I'm not done describing this.
I will include a photo of my very nice gown, which was simi.lar to ones I saw ladies
wearing ns they prepared to attend a function on,the top deck of the ship. And then I will
include a description of all the many disappointments this participation in the Navy's
process evoked, So much for the protection of our national security if you can't protect
the simple courtesies of polite exchange! On this point X livid. And offended. I expected
better cunside~atiun.1will include an account of event which 1: s h a d with h
th
te network,
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In short follow-up, 1 will, add .that your meeting in Hawai'i offended people too, The
King of Hawai'i has issued a summary of that heating in which he says,
h he meetlng was held in the back mom OF a poorly Ilt hallway, thtvugh 8 maze of tommdors
on the Univet-siiy of Ha wal'i campus* where attendees had to pay $3.00 for parklng, "

Hey, Dejh vu! We had to pay for parking too.

{Have we stopped inviting poor people to public hearings?)
"The only visible sign that was posted directing people to the meeting was an 8 X 10 inch,
handwrimn poster Mat was tacked up hastily in two darkened hallways, with one indicating
that persons should head down rhe ha!lway io 5QTH dltwtlons In order to access me meeting

m m ."

D@Javu again!

Except, X tried to hold up a sign with the name of the organization I coordinate. As you will
see described in the supplemental descrlptlon, Incorporated here by reference; that actlon
nearly got me thrown off the ship by an employee of the museum. (Note; the presentation
piece which I had prepared for my spcech was not used for this reason.) SO much for
freedom of speech!

Did I mention I was livid? Oh yes. I see I did. Let's just mention it again.

A Decade of Strandin-m,Low

Freauencv Active Sonar

I shared comments with the US Navy just over a week ago regarding a proposed s a w
testing range on the East Coast. The escalation of projects all adding noise to the water
is also escalating the amount of time and attentioa it takes to even keep up with you guys.

-

This i s 2006 sa it's been a decade af watching whales strand. The US$ Alliance, a
NATO dip, was one of many ships which would experience a "coincidental" whale
stranding when in 1996 they expmimented with Low Frequency Active Sonar.

The Navy has ignored comments made by PhDs and environmenta1group for ten years.
And that couldn't have been easy with so many stranding,! Frankly, I'd rather see more
whales in the future and fewer Navy hearings about these damaging a~ousticprograms.
I have sincerely appreciated the opportunity to address these concerns and acoustic
issues. Please itlclude t h i s communication a s part ofthe public record.

Coordinator
Stop WAS Worldwide Network
1556 Halford Avenue, #322
Santa Clara, CA 9505 1
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Today on the USS Midway

Composed and Circulated 12/03/2006
with typos which have'beencorkcted. (I
had a sore finger.)
Today we had Hearing for the Daft SEIS
for SURTASS LFA Sonar. "An executive

summary."

.

..

The parking was $7 to get in and you had
to go through the parking lot to get
inside.

The museum was $15 if you wanted to go
in there, for an adult. When Iannounced
Iwasn't there for the
museum and intended to go in without
paying, Istirred up some trouble.

.

He gave me this order twlce. My "protest
sign" was a teachlng tool made out of a
tongue depressor wlth a small fan-sized
stop sign attached, weighing a little more
than a post card. Iwas issued a "last
warningwto put away this sign or else I
was told I'd be physically removed from
the ship.
.. .

,

.

. . ..

'

:,..

\

..'

'

.

Ken Hollingshead did try to straighten the
guy out, telling him ttris was a public
meeting and that my participation should
be welcomed. Ivolunteered to pull the
letters "STOPn off the sign and just hold up
the WAS letters thus lndlcatlng ro people
where the hearing was. Ithereupon was
informed that this was my final lad
warning and that I'd better stop giving this
fellow a hard time. Iturned to Ken
Hollingshead and said,

B-172

. .

.

"Are you getting this?"

1 was, after explanation, escorted through
the historic museum to a ladderlstainnray
or gang plank. And yes, they made me
walk the gang plank.

Later, I did my best to describe this event
in the hearing.

Ken Hollingshead of NMFS was at the
ladder which lead to the ward morn
below. f was wearing a long gown
which was nuclear blue and radiated, thus
complimenting the affair with my presence.

Ithink someone had been injured earlier
in the day, a woman with heels; and Iwas
urged to take mine off while descending
into the nether reaches towards the
otherwise inaccessible ward mom.

I stood and chatted with Ken Hollingshead
when a security guard - actually a
museum employee - told me I had to put
away my "protest sign" or I'd be escorted
off the ship by the harbor master or some
such officianado.

f

He gave me this order twice. My "protest
sign" was a

also tried to describe the lack of
accessibility when speaking to the pi~blic
record.

Scattered among the museum pieces
.
there had been two small signs pointing in
thls general direction for the hearing. But
there was no free access wlthout escort
through the locked gate surrounding the

,
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ladder descending downward.

Joe Jolinson agreed to give everyone there
extra speaking time. Iwas one of three
speakers. Cara wlth the NRDC spoke as
dld a nlce gal from San Diego
who had a background as a biologist.
People drifted in durjng the hearing but
initially, it began with only 13 people in the

room.

PAGE

As fbr whales avoiding noise, these were
called "measured responses" to mitigation
experiments on migrating gray whales,
according to Mr, Johnson.

Some further comments were offered
about Arthur N. Popper, Phd. of the U. of
Maryland and his recent experiments.
Mr. Johnson further stated that inspiration
for the HF/M3 was inspired by a California

Coastal Commissioner.
Joe Johnson introduced Pat Seidel of the
US Navy, Ken Hollingshead of NMFS, Chris
Clark of Cornell, and Mr. Clay Spikes of
Marine Acoustics. There was a court
recorder who later admitted that she had
difficulty hearing in the loud room. There
was a lot of clanking noise in the
background.

Mr. Johnson spoke for 20 minutes. He
said the SEIS sought to address legislatlve
changes to be codified.
He said the new report incorporated new
harassment definitions.

He said there were 4 ships seeking sonar
upgrades in the initial EIS and it was
scaled back ta two back a few years ago.
But now it was up to four again.
1.

They were seeking a new five year ruling.
Mr. Johnson said the seventh fleet "loves
LFA" and they've never ever had a

stranding over these past years. He slted
comments from VADM J. Geenert in Nov.
2005.

The importance of off-shore biological

important areas was significant to the
SEIS he said,

And then the three members of the public
spoke.

As a conclusian, Mr. Johnson said that all
the comments would be addressed in
the FEIS.

I was again harassed on my exjt from
the ship by the same wurity person; a
museum employee, who insisted I was
giving him a hard @me, He refused to

give me his name but again threatened
to have me tossed off the ship. He did
this in front of the NRDC attorney.
Everyone was very nice to this highly
contentious individual who wore a
moustache and described himself
as "pro-military."
The next hearing is in a couple of days
in Honolulu.

10
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Follow-up p o s t i n g to TODAY ON THE USS MIDWAY

As I mentioned earlier, the hearing last Saturday began with Joe
Johnson speaking to only a dozen people.
Mr. Johnson did mention that the request for an extended comment
period had been received, It was suggested that they were
considering a 60 day extension.

Attorney Cara Horowitz of the NRDC confmed during her speaking time
that m extension had been requested by that organization.

All three speakers made reference to the fact that they saw no need
fox speed and tbat a longer comment period was deemed to be necessary.
Because there may be a delay in the public record behg made
available to us; I thought I'd mention u few of my uwn ~ommentsat the hewing,

B-173

As Mr. Johnson annomced h t 1would be the next speaker, he also
asked if 1could introduce our organization,

Now...I'm going to admit that the fish usually gets larger each t h e
I re-tell a fishing tale; so I hope I don't exaggerate only 10
discover that the record after the fact wiU pmve that it was less
interesting than I imagined it to be, But here goes:

I believe I said I'd be happy to introduce the Stop LFAS Worldwide
Network, and then explained that ours was a network of individuals
concerned about the environmental impact of SURTASS LFA Sonar.

"Weare not incorporated. We've been maintaining a free & open door
information exchange shce 1998 and among those who were part of the
network. there were members of the US Navy, Navy families, and NATO;
although they tended not to contribute so much as to lurk and eavesdrop."
-

I thanked the mdl but auspicious group of persons gathered and went
on to describe how difficult it was to gain access to the Ward Room
on the USS Midway in my long gown. Please see my previous message
about having to walk down a steep ladder or gang plank. I pointed
out that a person seeking to attend the event in a wheel chair would
not be able to do so. 1 mentioned how l'd been asked to remove my
shoes "likea1 he airport" and tried to address this in context with

PAGE
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NEPA compliance as best I; could reckon such should be
accessible. The diffidties X had in getting to the hearing became
much of the focus for my talk. I won't repeat them here but want to
mention the stuff I Icft out of that previous email-

In order to understand this dress, you have to understand that it's
comprised of swimsuit material. And sequins. Lots of sparkling
sequins which fan out below .the. knee much Like a memaid tail. And a train.
(Paraphrasing)

t t Olast
~ SURTASS LFA EIS event was.catered. The.
hotel brought out a canvas-covered cart of cookies and
juice drinks to the sidewalk because many of those
protesting were valued guests of the hotel. They had
little sprinkles for ice cream too. And X had no
indication that this event would be any less formal
than that one..+so you see, this gown is deemed to be
appropriate to the occasion. Plus 1wanted to make a
splash."

NOone laughed. Talk about a tough room!
So we all drank. inthat little extra moment of silence together,

I brought up the fact that the former E I S failed to recognize my
comments about Time Reversed Mirroring or Time Reversed
Awustics. Because I hadn't seen the SEIS, I didn't h o w if the US
Navy or Marhe Acoustics had made a conscientious effort to address
T h e Reversed Acoustic applications in their Environmental Impact
Statement. But, with emphasis, T wanted it addressed. And T even

repeated this so the emphasis would be emphasized.
I also tried to address a lack of base line studies regarding lagoons
and salt rnarshes and other h-land critical habitats w h e noise
pollution could bc o c c h g .

And of course, I mentioned how only a wuple of libraries could
locate the dish scnt to them. And their lack of view screens
accessible to the public. I dso mentioned that my computer was old
and sadly mming slower and slower these days; thus making digital
14cwin.gaid downloads a problem.
About WM3, I added; maybe I hadn't seem the new LFA SEIS; but I

h e w a little something about the high frequency contraptions being
introduced,because our organization had sued both Dr. Tyack and Dr.Stein.

PAGE
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' l h t was about it.

1will see if I can make fiuther comment about the third speaker by
c ~ d itgwith her.first.

Thanks for now.
Cheryl
Follow-up posling as of 12-06-2006
Please incorporate these field notes into the official.fecord along with other comments in
this comunication. 02- 10-2006/~m

Y
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U R I N E ACOUSTICS

C h q l A. Magill.
Coordinstor
Stop WAS Worldwide Network
Smta dark CaliIlotaia 9505 1

M a i m AGW~CS,
Ino.
4 140 Faidax Drive
suite 730
Atlington, Viriginia 22203
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We rsceived yaur Ear and appmiate your interest inthe Public Harings, We ham sent
you a hard copy of the SURTASS LFA DRAFT SEIS which includes the Executive
Summary. I$ you have not yot received it, plewa &mail us at
and we will put a new copy inthe mail as slam asposeiilc. The SURTASS LFA DRAFT

SEIS,iaclu&ngthe Executive Summary, i s available at h ~ ~ h K w w s ~ 8 s s - l i a - s i s 8 ~ ~ -

In ~gardsto your questions about the roams and access during the Publia Hearings, the
moma are d l acrugh to not require a m i w b 9 n e . E& room s h d d hold
approh-ly 90 people. %me will be a stenographer preseat at each Heating. Audio
wuiprnmt and Interneb awes$ wig not be available. The morns ase ewdable hdf au hour
before the Hearhg
Slncaely#
The HS Team
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According ta a Wall Street Journal article
published Friday, January 20,2006; Page A09
- a court order has revealed omissions
concerning the stranding report of 37 whales
on the North Carolina Cast.
'Shealsa mted that one ofthe &juries -- air
bubbles rit #e her of a @/of whde -- had
been eprted in m a s SlS-andmpin &e
Bahamas and CanatyBlands assxiat& w/%h
sonar acniiv,
The article gives various rationales as to why
these comments were later omitted. In
summary, the report was deemed to be more
"spin"than "science."

Tainaed Rsporting
mflb

,,yJ -10
YYVV

L
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Scientists suspect sonar
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Most important, she said, was the
conclusion after fuEher analysis that
the presence of air bubbles in one
animal's liver had nat been
conclusively c&nfirmed. Air bubbles
were found in the organs of several
whales that stranded in the Canary
Islands after a sonar exercise,
leading some researchersto
conclude that the animals swam to
the surface too rapidly and suffered
a version of the bends. I f air bubbles
were present in the whaks that
beached in North Carolina, it co1.11d
suggest that sonar c~usedtheir
stranding, as weH,

-

Washington Post Article
Friday, January 20,2006; Page A09
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Web Mail Printable Message

Page 1 of 1
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$533
From:
dee lundy <dee.lundy@gmail.corn>
To:
eisteam@mindspring.com
Subject: STOP SEIS
Feb 1 1,2006 10:39PM
Date:
This world has been touched by many unclean hands. The waterworld is a vast place that houses many
ancient creatures. The navy must stop these harmfil effects upon our oldest living earth dwellers. Stop
SEIS!! !!
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PUBLIC HEARINGS

